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INDIVIDUAL TREE IDENTIFICATION USING COMBINED LIDAR DATA AND OPTICAL IMAGERY

Gints Prieditis, Ingus Šmits, Salvis Daģis, Dagnis Dubrovsks
Latvia University of Agriculture
e-mail: Gints.Prieditis@llu.lv

Abstract
The most important part in forest inventory based on remote sensing data is individual tree identification, because only when the tree is identified, we can try to determine its characteristic features. The objective of research was to explore remote sensing methods to determine individual tree position using LiDAR and digital aerial photography in Latvian forest conditions. The study site was a forest in the middle of Latvia – in Jelgava district (56°39' N, 23°47' E). Aerial photography camera (ADS 40) and laser scanner (ALS 50 II) were used to capture the data. LiDAR resolution was 9 p m (500 m altitude). The image data is RGB, NIR and PAN spectrum with 20 cm pixel resolution. Image processing was made using Fourier transform, frequency filtering, and reverse Fourier transform. LiDAR data processing methods was based on canopy height model, Gaussian mask, and local maxima. Field measurements were tree coordinates, species, height, diameter at breast height, crown width and length. Using combined LiDAR and optical imagery data allows detecting at least 63% of all trees and about 85% of the dominant trees.

Key words: Forest inventory, tree identification, laser scanning, aerial photography, data fusion.

Introduction
Various studies concentrate on individual tree detection from different remote sensing data. An optimal tree identification method often consists of a variety of data sources that are combined with various methods (Hyyppä et al., 2008). Most common sensors for forestry measurement applications are Airborne LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) and digital aerial cameras. LiDAR is one of the active optical remote sensing technologies that can provide highly accurate measurements of both the forest canopy and the ground surface. It provides data that make it possible to identify and isolate individual trees. Different sensors or methods that encompass certain levels of observation should not be taken as exclusionary alternatives (Korpela et al., 2004).

The most responsible and important part in forest inventory based on remote sensing data, is individual tree identification, because only when the tree is identified, we can try to determine its characteristic features like tree species, tree height, diameter at breast height, volume, and biomass (Secord and Zakhor, 2006; Edson and Wing, 2011). In studies of forest inventory using remote sensing sensors, one of the main problems the authors mention is tree identification and accurate determination of the tree location (Hyyppä et al., 2008; Kane et al., 2010), especially in Middle Europe (Diedershagen et al., 2006), since there is a mixture of different deciduous and coniferous trees. As a result, the indication is much harder. Many authors in their conclusions highlight that the usage of LiDAR and airphoto methods to determine forest inventory parameters will never be one hundred per cent correct (Onge et al., 2004; Rombouts, 2006), especially applying automated tracking methods (Hyyppä et al., 2004; Junttila et al., 2010). Practically for all researchers so far it has been difficult to identify small trees (Pitkänen, 2001; Pouliot and King, 2005) and close existing trees (Pouliot and King, 2005; Koch et al., 2006), as well as high density hardwood stands with homogeneous crown (Kocha et al., 2006; Rahman and Gorte, 2008). Automated tree identification and accurate determination of the tree location is still problematic (Popescu et al., 2002; Junttila et al., 2010), even in cases where access to different types of data (Vauhkonen et al., 2008) is available. This is mainly explained by the fact that trees vary in crown size (Tokola et al., 2008), shape and optical properties (Tokola et al., 2008; Vauhkonen et al., 2008), for example, some species have rounded crowns, some have cone-shaped crowns, and some have star-shaped crowns. Tone in aerial photographs depends on many factors, and relative tones on a single photograph, or a strip of photographs may be of great value in delineating adjacent trees of different species (Kocha et al., 2006). Crowns are often interlaced. Occlusion and shading are present, and result in omission errors. These factors affect the treetop positioning and make the identification of trees difficult.

Pitkänen developed several methods for individual tree detection based on canopy height model of Airborne LiDAR. One of them he used a Gaussian filter to determine equalized height of pixel. Local maxima and smoothed Canopy Height Model were considered as tree locations. In the other method, large numbers of possible tree locations were selected based on local maxima. The pixels were reduced based on slope within the assumed crown center area and based on the distance and valley depth between a location and its neighboring locations. The second method used crown width and tree height model as a parameter to adapt with tree size. Both methods showed that about 60-70% of the dominant trees
during the summer of 2011. Totally 350 sample plots (0.045 ha) were established in Latvia - in Jelgava district (56°39' N, 23°47' E).
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Materials and Methods
The study site was a forest (12 700 ha) in the middle of Latvia - in Jelgava district (56°39' N, 23°47' E). Totally 350 sample plots (0.045 ha) were established during the summer of 2011.

The area consists of a mixed coniferous and deciduous forest with different age, high density, complex structure, various components, composition and soil conditions.

Represented species were Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.), Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) H. Karst), silver birch (Betula pendula Roth), black alder (Alnus glutinosus L.), and European aspen (Populus tremula L.).

All trees with a diameter at breast height (DBH) of more than 5 cm were measured, and for each tree coordinates, its species, height, DBH, crown width and length were recorded. Altogether there were 6155 trees in the data. The mean characteristics of all trees are presented in Table 1.

Differentially corrected Global Positioning System measurements were used to determine the position of each plot center. The accuracy of the positioning was approximately 1 meter.

The tree crown width was measured by projecting the edges of the crown to the ground and measuring the length along one axis from edge to edge through the crown center. The diameters of any two axes at 90 degrees to each other were selected and averaged using an arithmetic mean. Tree locations within a plot were measured using center as the origin and then determining tree azimuth and distance to the center.

In data processing, effective crown area (area that does not overlap with another tree crown) for each tree (first and second storey trees equally) was calculated using information about its locations within a plot and crown width. The foliage was projected on the ground, and using the generally known area calculation formulas the effective crown area was calculated.

Data were obtained using a specialized aircraft Pilatus PC-6, which is equipped with a positioning and Geomatics technology company Leica Geosystems equipment a large format digital aerial photography camera (ADS 40) and laser scanner (ALS 50 II). The study area was flown over by plane and scanned at 500 m altitude. The image data are RGB (Red, Green, and Blue), NIR (Near Infrared) and PAN (Panchromatic) spectrum with 20 cm pixel resolution.

Fourier transform, frequency filtering and reverse Fourier transform were performed to each image from the previously prepared data sets. After this process, texture of image was obtained. Fourier transform function:

\[
F(k, l) = \sum_{j=0}^{N-1} \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} f(i,j) e^{-2\pi i (k i + l j) / N^2},
\]
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Fourier frequency filtering function:

\[ G(k, l) = F(k, l) H(k, l) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Reverse Fourier transform function:

\[ f(i, j) = \frac{1}{N^2} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} \sum_{l=0}^{N-1} F(k, l) e^{2\pi i (\frac{k i}{N} + \frac{l j}{N})} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where \( F(i, j) \) is the image in the spatial domain, and the exponential term is the basis function corresponding to each point \( F(k, l) \) in the Fourier space. \( H(k, l) \) is the simplest case, the threshold function that determines which frequencies to keep and which not. \( N \) is used for normalization.

Eight different convolutions where made with 15×15 matrix after applying a Fourier filter (matrix size is related to the projection image pixel size), in resulting image pixels where highlighted that match at specified filter. Discrete filter convolution mathematical definition is as follows:

\[ F(i, j) = \sum_{x=0}^{m} \sum_{y=0}^{n} C(x, y) F(i + \frac{m x}{2}, \ j + \frac{n y}{2}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where \( F(i, j) \) result of image pixel; \( F'(i, j) \) the original image pixel; \( C(x, y) \) convolution filter matrix value; \( m, n \) convolution filter matrix dimensions.

Information about filter configuration was highlighted after image processing with convolution matrices. To find the peak that matches the tree center, all eight files were calculated and a single image, which retains only the pixels in the convolution execution of all eight images with the same intensity, was created. Image overlay was used to find this function:

\[ F(i, j) = \min (I(i, j), L(i, j)) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where \( I(i, j) \) and \( L(i, j) \) coated image pixel values. The result is a picture where the intensity of pixels corresponds to the largest tree in the center (Figure 1. (a)).

There are many additional points that are not only on trees, but also on other objects, therefore, it is necessary to perform data filtering. Once the information need is imported in database, it is possible to make the necessary filtering and combining operations with LiDAR tree centers. Before importing each pixel high-intensity group (which serves local maxima) are defined. Center and its geographical coordinates are calculated using the image geo-referenced data.

The individual tree detection and identification method is based on canopy height model. The model was smoothed using a Gaussian mask, and the degree of smoothing is defined by the height of pixel. Subsequently, local maxima on the smoothed canopy height model were considered as tree locations. Noisy data was masked (suppressed) using 5×5 Gaussian mask size (Figure 2. (c)).

With Gaussian mask each point value was calculated taking into account the impact of the points placed beside. The closest points have a greater impact, but the further - a smaller impact. In the middle of the Gaussian matrix the highest value indicating the significance is located, and this value is multiplied by the point value. After calculating the

![a) Local Maxima.](image1.png)
![b) Local Maxima combined with the original image.](image2.png)

Figure 1. Result of convolution process.
Gaussian mask, the highest segment points above the surface were searched and compared with adjacent cells independently of each segment. If the selected cell was higher than the adjacent, then there was the tree top. Tree top not always is the center of the cell, so the tree is found in the center of determining the highest cell. Tree recognition algorithm is shown in Figure 3.

Results and Discussion
The accuracy of tree detection was satisfactorily when we used combined LiDAR and optical imagery data. Figure 4 shows the identified tree centers detected in the canopy height model using a Gaussian mask and local maxima.

The results of identified trees using LiDAR and image data processing methods combined and separately, are showed in Figure 5. The red point shows the identified trees from an aerial photography, but the yellow one - from LiDAR. Initially, looking at these pictures it seemed that most of the trees are recognized, especially looking at the picture b), but comparing the data to field plots, omission errors were found. This was mainly caused by the large number of suppressed, small trees that were not detected from the canopy height model. The local maximum method
partially recognized the second storey trees, which cannot be seen in the aerial photo, because they are obscured by trees on the first storey, but in aerial photo sometimes it is possible to see trees that are not visible in the LiDAR data, because when trees are close together LiDAR combines them.

The results of tree detection using combined LiDAR and aerial photographic method show that 63% of all trees were unambiguously found, but 37% of trees were not identified (Table 1). If we look at not identified trees, then 82% of cases were trees with diameter at breast height (DBH) less than 20 cm, and 88% of cases were trees with height less than 20 m. This means that only about 15% of first storey trees were not identified correctly.

The calculated tree centers only in 86% of cases are located in 3 m limit. This is explained by the fact that trees vary in crown size, shape and optical properties, and crowns are often interlaced. These factors affect the treetop positioning and make the identification difficult.

Descriptive statistics of tree detection result and tree characterizing parameters (combined LiDAR and optical imagery data) is shown in Table 1, and analysis of variance between tree detection result and tree characterizing parameters is shown in Table 2.

Analysis of variance between tree detection result and tree characterizing parameters shows that only tree age is not statistically significant at a different level of significance. This means that the tree height, diameter at breast height and tree crown width affect the possibilities of identifying trees from remote sensing data.

In literature, using a similar approach, the tree identification results show variable results. I. Korpelas study reveals that 91% of conifers and 86% of the deciduous trees were identified using the local maximum filtering method (Korpela, 2006), but H. Weinacker in his study found that only 54% of trees were identified correctly (Weinacker et al., 2004). At the same time, S. Kim suggests that 64% of all the trees can possibly be identified (Kim et al., 2008). In many works, the authors mention that the forest type and the dominant species are the main factors that affect tree identification possibilities (Pitkänen et al., 2004; Kocha et al., 2006; Korpela, 2006; Tokola et al., 2008).
Conclusions
1. Using combined LiDAR and optical imagery data it is possible to detect at least 63% of all trees and about 85% of the dominant trees. This is explained by the fact that trees vary in crown size, shape and optical properties, and crowns are often interlaced. These factors affect the treetop positioning and make the identification difficult. The problem is with the identification of the small trees and close existing trees, as well as with high-density hardwood stands with a homogeneous crown.

2. Analysis of identified trees shows that Norway spruce was not identified in 20% of cases and 55% at the species level trees were not identified. This is explained by the fact that the spruce crown geometry is triangular, and, consequently, the LiDAR - transmitted pulses often miss the highest tree point. Pine and birch crown geometry is slightly flatter, and the measurements are more accurate.

3. Latvian forest conditions are difficult for single tree remote sensing methods mainly of mixed deciduous and coniferous species with a high level of the second storey trees in one stand. Mostly trees are close together at high density and with a homogeneous crown. It is one of the main reasons for a large number of trees that are omitted.

4. To improve the recognized number of trees, one way is to perform laser scanning in spring when the forest is less dense, the first storey trees are more transparent, and the smaller dimension trees can be recognized. A second way is to use tree crown shape analyze from LiDAR data, and it means that there is a need for LiDAR data with a higher level of point density per square meter.
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LITTER INVERTEBRATE COMMUNITIES IN PINE FORESTS OF DIFFERENT AGE
(BARANIVKA AREA, UKRAINE)
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Abstract
Litter invertebrate communities in pine forests of different age (cut, six-year-old, 45-, 62-, and 105-year-old) in the Baranivka area of Zhytomyr Polissya (northwestern part of Ukraine) were studied. Samples were collected in April, August, and November 2011. 99% of extracted invertebrates were represented by mites (Acari) and springtails (Collembola). With forest age, the following tendencies were observed: mean absolute density of mites, springtails, and all litter-inhabiting animals increased; relative abundance of mites increased, but relative abundance of springtails decreased; taxonomic richness of invertebrate communities increased. In all samples, the most represented taxon was suborder Oribatida. The most diverse litter invertebrate community was in the 45-year-old forest. Similar compositions of invertebrate community were in the 45-, 62-, and 105-year-old forests as well as the cut and six-year-old ones.

Key words: pine forest, litter invertebrates, Acari, Collembola, density, similarity.

Introduction
Forest litter plays an important role in the forest ecosystem. It influences chemical composition of a solution that enters the soil, regulates heat regime and water-physical characteristics of the forest soil. A litter contains organic matters at different stages of their decomposition and humification. The quantity of forest litter depends on the species composition, age, shape and type of stands, soil water regime, live soil cover, and other factors. Soil-inhabiting fauna coupled with soil microflora, contribute to the soil quality. They are associated with the decomposition and transformation of dead organic substances into inorganic ones (Curry, 1973; Knoepp et al., 2000; Seastedt, 1984; Tripathi et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2009). Conventional forest harvesting practices has a negative impact on these processes leading to the changes of the distribution, composition, and activity of the soil biological communities (Marshall, 2000). Many studies consider soil microarthropods as possible indicators of soil quality (Knoepp et al., 2000; Lindo, Visser, 2004).

In Ukraine, studies on structural organization of litter invertebrates were conducted in steppe forests (Бригадиренко, 2007; Кульбацько, 1999). The objective of our work was to study litter-dwelling invertebrates in pine forests of Zhytomyr Polissya, especially quantitative and qualitative characteristics of their communities depending on the forest age.

Materials and Methods
The study was conducted in the Baranivka area of Zhytomyr Polissya. The area is located at the latitude of 50°18’ north and the longitude of 27°40’ east within the altitude of 156 m above the sea level in the northwestern part of Ukraine. The climate in this area is mild continental with warm and humid summer with a mean temperature in July +18.9 °C and mild winter with a mean temperature in January –5.7 °C. The total annual precipitation is 600 mm. The level of underground water is 2.5 to 3.5 m.

Litter was sampled at the beginning of April, August, and November 2011 in the fresh pine forests of the following age groups (abbreviated denotation is given in brackets): 1) cut, the 90-year-old forest was cut in December 2010; 2) non-closed forest, 6 years old (F 6); 3) young forest, 45 years old (F 45); 4) middle-aged forest, 62 years old (F 62) and 5) mature forest, 105 years old (F 105).

A sample was a square litter monolith sized 10 x 10 cm each (100 cm²) with the thickness of a monolith equaled the thickness of the litter: in the cut forest – 1-2 cm, six-year-old – 0.5-1 cm, 45-year-old – 3 cm, 62-year-old – 3-4 cm, and 105-year-old – 3-5 cm. A total of 75 samples were examined (5 treatments x 5 sampling occasions x 3 seasons). Invertebrate extraction was conducted using modified Tullgren funnels (diameter 15 cm) containing inserted wire mesh with cells 2x2 mm. As a source of heat electrical bulb was used. Invertebrates dropped through the exit hole of the funnel into collecting bottles containing 70% alcohol. Extraction time lasted two days. The total numbers of individuals in major groups were calculated with dissecting microscope at 40x magnification. Mites were classified to suborders and/or families using compound microscope at 100x magnification.

To characterize the composition of invertebrate communities and their diversity, the following ecological indices were used: density, percentage relative abundance, a comparison of two samples with Student’s t-test, Shannon’s index of biodiversity, inverse of Simpson’s index, and index of similarity after Marczewski and Steinhaus.

The relative abundance (percentage of total) of microarthropod suborders was calculated using the formula: number of individuals in a suborder / total number of individuals x 100 (1).
The Shannon’s index of biodiversity ($H'$) was calculated using the formula: 
$$H' = - \sum (p_i \ln p_i)$$
(2), where $H'$ is Shannon’s index; $p_i$ is the relative abundance of each species, calculates as the proportion of individuals of a given species ($n_i$) to the total number of individuals in the community ($N$): $n_i/N$ (Magurran, 2004).

The diversity index, inverse of Simpson’s, was calculated using the formula: 
$$1/D = 1/\sum p_i^2$$
(3), where $D$ is Simpson’s index and $p_i$ is the proportion of individuals of a given species (Magurran, 2004).

Marczewski and Steinhaus index of similarity (MS) was calculated using the formula: 
$$s = c/(a + b - c)$$
(4), where $s$ is a similarity of two compared communities, $a$ – the number of taxa in community A, $b$ – the number of taxa in community B, and $c$ – the number of taxa common for A and B (Magurran, 2004).

**Results and Discussion**

In all litter samples, invertebrate communities were composed predominantly of mites (Acari) and springtails (Collembola), the representatives of microarthropods, which accounted for up to 99% of extracted animals (Table 1, Fig. 1). Our data are consistent with findings of other authors who pointed out that these two groups of microarthropods are prevalent components of soil-litter fauna (Lindo and Visser, 2003; Wang et al., 2009). According to literature, they are responsible for the decomposition process, and their abundance directly correlates with the litter mass loss rates (Seastedt, 1984; Tripathi et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2009). Among other extracted invertebrates were representatives of the following taxa: Aranae, Pseudoscorpionida, Annelida, Nematode, Centipedes, Coleoptera, Hymenoptera, and insects larvae.

The annual mean density of all extracted animals differed considerably depending on the forest age: the highest number, 66,320 ind m$^{-2}$, was observed in the 105-year-old forest but the lowest, 6,500 ind m$^{-2}$, – in the six-year-old one. In the cut and six-year-old forest, the density of invertebrate community was the lowest. Comparing these two forests, there was a slight decline in the quantity of all animals and mites in the six-year-old forest (Table 1). This effect is probably related to changes in the litter quantity and quality and, as a result, to negative impact of the environment on the soil properties and available food resources. According to Marshall (2000), and Lindo, Visser (2004) harvesting leads to the reduction and redistribution of the matter, compaction, changes in plant cover, and modification of microclimate and directly affects microarthropod communities.

Starting from six-year-old forest, the total number of animals in the litter increased with the age of forest (Table 1, Fig. 1). The most significant growth in animals’ abundance was in the 45-year-old forest compared to the six-year-old when the density of all arthropods increased more than 7.5 times, mites – 8.6, and springtails – 5.2 times. The relative abundance of Acari ranged from 70 to 82% of all extracted animals. Their annual mean density varied from 4,520 ind m$^{-2}$ in the six-year-old forest to 53,707 ind m$^{-2}$ in the 62-year-old forest.
### Table 1
Composition and annual mean density of litter invertebrates in the pine forests (F) of different age (years)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taxa</th>
<th>Cut</th>
<th>F (6)</th>
<th>F (45)</th>
<th>F (62)</th>
<th>F (105)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ind m⁻²</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>ind m⁻²</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>ind m⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acari:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostigmata (total)</td>
<td>1,667</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1,094</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11,847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25,586</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>13,974</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eupodida</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2,113</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,893</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tydeida</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2,013</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,827</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bdellida</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,873</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,727</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhagidiida</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>860</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cunaxida</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>187</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudocheylida</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>213</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paratydeida</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>893</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scutacarida</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>1,020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,013</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Prostigmata</td>
<td>1,107</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>767</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6,413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7,767</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6,467</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesostigmata (total)</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2,574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2,240</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3,466</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phytoseiida</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>893</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodacarida</td>
<td>847</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>1,013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,060</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other Gamasida</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,180</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,560</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oribatida</td>
<td>3,187</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2,847</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>22,320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33,320</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astigmata</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2,067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2,193</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Acari</td>
<td>5,200</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>4,520</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>38,807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>53,707</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>52,953</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collembola</td>
<td>1,640</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1,887</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>9,753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11,693</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12,420</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other invertebrates:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insects larvae</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>713</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coleoptera</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hymenoptera</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centipede</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other insects</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collembola</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudoscorpionida</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>67</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nematode</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N of taxa</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66,320</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H' index</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mite population in all studied samples included Oribatid, Prostigmatid, Mesostigmatid, and Astigmatid mites. The relative contribution of these suborders to the total mite abundance changed slightly with forest age (Fig. 2). The main contributors to the mite population were Oribatid and Prostigmatid mites which accounted for 87 to 93% of mite populations. Suborder Oribatida was the most numerous in forests of all ages. It constituted from 58 to 63% of all mites (Fig. 2). Oribatid mites also dominated among all extracted animals. Their relative abundance ranged from 44 to 51% (in the six-year-old and 62-year-old forests respectively) of all invertebrates in the litter (Table 1). Many studies reported Oribatid mites as the most frequently found animals of a soil mesofauna community (Lindo and Visser, 2004; Silvan et al., 2000; Wallwork, 1983; Wang et al., 2009). The trophic activities of Oribatids, namely the consumption of fungal biomass and comminution of dead plant materials, result in fecal pellets, which enlarge surface area for primary decomposition by bacteria and fungi and contribute to soil microstructure (Pawluk, 1985).
Prostigmata mites were the second most abundant suborder of mites. They accounted for 17% of all animals in the six-year-old forest and from 21 to 24% in other age groups (Table 1). Their contribution to mite abundance was from 24 to 32% (Fig. 2). Representatives of eight families of Prostigmatid mites, namely Eupodidae, Tydeidae, Bdellidae, Rhagidiidae, Cunaxidae, Pseudocheylidae, Paratydeidae, and Scutacaridae were identified. Three of them, Cunaxidae, Paratydeidae, and Scutacaridae, were not present in the cut forest. The six-year-old forest lacked the same families like the cut forest, and Rhagidiidae. Mesostigmatid mites constituted from 2% in cut and F (6) to 5% in F (45) and F (105) of all extracted invertebrates (3-7% of all mites). Two families of Mesostigmatid mites, Phytoseiidae and Rhodacaridae, were identified in the forests starting from 45 years old and older (Table 1). Many of Prostigmatid and almost all of Mesostigmatid mites are predators; however, some species are fungal feeders (Christine et al., 2001). Cohort Astigmata accounted for 2 to 7% of all mites in samples (3-10% of all mites). Their highest relative abundance was in the six-year-old forest. With forest age, their quantity diminished. According to qualitative characteristics of mite community, the richest was 62-year-old forest followed by 105- and 45-year-old forests; the poorest was six-year-old one.

Springtails constituted 18% in F (62) to 29% in F (6) of all invertebrates in the litter. Their lowest density, 1,640 ind m$^{-2}$, was observed in the cut forest (Table 1, Fig.1). With forest aging, their density increased and reached the highest value (12,420 ind m$^{-2}$) in the 105-year-old forest. The relative contribution of springtails was inversely proportional to the mite’s one: relative density decreased from six-year-old to 62-year-old forest. The literature suggests that abundance of both, Acari and Collembola correlates positively with microbial and fine-root biomass (Kandeler, 1999; Lindo and Visser, 2003; Marshall, 2000). Other invertebrates in the litter gradually increased in numbers from 60 ind m$^{-2}$ in the cut forest to 947 ind m$^{-2}$ in the mature forest (Table 1). Their contribution to the litter invertebrate population was stable (around 1%) in forests of all examined ages.

Taxonomic richness of invertebrate communities increased with the age of forest. The least number of taxa (11) was found in the cut forest and the greatest number (23) – in the 105-year-old one (Table 1). The Shannon’s index of diversity ($H'$) ranged from 1.44 in the six-year-old to 1.74 in the 45-year-old forest. According to this index, studied forests can be arranged in the following order (from highest value of index to smallest): F (45) – F (105) – F (62) – cut – F (6).

The inverse Simpson’s index of diversity ($1/D$) was highest in the 45-year-old forest (3.68) and the lowest (3.19) in the 62-year-old one (Table 1). According to this index, studies forests are arranged in the following order (from highest to lowest value): F (45) – F (6) – cut – F (105) – F (62).

![Figure 2. Percentage contribution of mite suborders to the total numbers of mites in pine forests of different age.](image-url)
The index of similarity after Marczewski and Steinhous (MS) indicates that 45-, 62-, and 105-year-old forests have similar invertebrate community composition (Table 2, a). The most similar communities (MS = 0.91) were in forests of 45 and 62 years old. The least similar (most different) communities were in the six-year-old forest and 45-year-old one (MS = 0.41). Low MS index was also between six-year-old forest and 62- and 105-year-old ones as well as between cut forest and forests of 45 years old and older.

For mites, highly similar community structure was observed in 45-year-old forest and older (MS index ranged from 0.86 to 0.93) and in the cut and the youngest forest (MS = 0.89). The less similar and more diverse mite population was in the following pairs of forests: six-year-old and 45-year-old (MS = 0.5), six-year-old and 62-year-old (MS = 0.57) and cut and 45-year-old (MS = 0.57) (Table 2, b).

Statistical analysis of invertebrate densities between pairs of forests shows that differences vary from highly significant to non-significant (Table 3). It is highly significant between the following pairs: cut and young forest, cut and middle-aged, cut and mature forest as well as between non-closed and any other age group for total number of individuals, mites, and springtails. There were no significant differences between six-year-old and cut forests, 45- and 62-year-old, 45- and 105-year-old, and 62- and 105-year-old forests.

The density of all litter-inhabiting mesofauna and its major groups in pine forests varies significantly during the year (Fig. 3). In the cut and six-year-old forests, the lowest density was observed in summer. The highest number of animals in the former forest was in spring but in the latter – in fall. In the 45-year-old forest and older, the most inhabited litter was in summer. In these forests, the differences between summer and fall invertebrate abundance were statistically significant (p<0.05). The lowest abundance in the 45- and 62-year-old forests was in fall, and in the 105-year-old – in spring. Spring to summer comparison of invertebrate abundance in the oldest forest was statistically significant (p<0.01).

Significant seasonal variations were also observed in mites’ abundance (Fig. 3). In all forests, except six-year-old one, the lowest absolute density of mites was in fall. In 45- and 105-year-old forests, the highest mites density was observed in summer whereas in the cut and 62-year-old one – in spring. Statistically significant differences in mean values of mite density in spring, summer, and fall were in the cut forest (p<0.05). Summer and fall mite abundance differed in 45-, 62-, and 105-year-old forests (p<0.05); spring and summer abundance was also statistically different in the oldest forest (p<0.01).

The highest abundance of collembolan species in the cut, 62-, and 105-year-old forests was in summer, in six-year-old – in fall, whereas in the 45-year-old – in spring. However, there were no significant differences in their abundance in all forests except F (45) between spring and fall communities (p<0.05). Literature analysis indicates that seasonal peaks of soil mesofauna abundance, especially Collembola, depend on the weather conditions (Pernin et al., 2006). Collembola are more sensitive to desiccation than mites, which are covered with cuticle. We cannot draw

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cut</th>
<th>F (6)</th>
<th>F (45)</th>
<th>F (62)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a, b, c = n.s.</td>
<td>a, b, c = n.s.</td>
<td>a, b, c = n.s.</td>
<td>a, b, c = n.s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

The index of similarity after Marczewski and Steinhous in forests (F) of different age (years): a – for all invertebrates, b – for mites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cut</th>
<th>F (6)</th>
<th>F (45)</th>
<th>F (62)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F (6)</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>a, b, c = n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F (45)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>a, b, c = n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F (62)</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>a, b, c = n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F (105)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>a, b, c = n.s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

Statistical significance of the differences of mean values of litter invertebrate densities in forests (F) of different age (years) between pairs of sites: a – invertebrates (total); b – mites; c – springtails

(*P<0.001, **P<0.0001, n.s. – nonsignificant)
any definite conclusions on the seasonal fluctuations in the litter mesofauna abundance observed in our study yet, as it requires additional observations.

Conclusions
1. In all studied forests, 99% of extracted invertebrates were represented by Acari and Collembola. Mean absolute density of litter-inhabiting animals increased with the age of forest. The most significant growth of mite’s, springtails, and total animal’s abundance was observed in the 45-year-old forest compared to six-year-old one.
2. The contribution of Acari to litter communities ranged from 70 to 82%. Their absolute and relative density increased with forest aging. Oribatid mites dominated in forests of all ages and accounted from 44 to 51% in all extracted animals.
3. Collembola amounted 18 to 29% of the litter-dwelling invertebrates. With forest age, their absolute density increased but their relative contribution decreased.
4. Taxonomic richness of invertebrate communities increased with forest aging. The least number of taxa (11) was found in the cut forest and the greatest number (23) – in the 105-year-old one. According to Shannon’s $(H')$, and inverse Simpson’s $(1/D)$ indices of diversity, the 45-year-old forest had the most diverse litter invertebrate community.
5. Index of similarity after Marczewski and Steinhous (MS) indicated that the 45-, 62-, and 105-year-old forests as well as the cut and six-year-old ones had the most similar composition of invertebrate community.
6. Mite’s, springtails and total invertebrate abundance were subject to considerable seasonal variations.
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**HETEROBASIDION SPP. IN PICEA ABIES UNDERSTORY: INCIDENCE AND IMPACT ON RADIAL GROWTH OF TREES**
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Abstract
Heterobasidion spp. is an important pathogen in the Northern Hemisphere, causing root and butt rot mainly in conifers. Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.) is one of the most common tree species infected by Heterobasidion spp. In Latvia, 22.9% of Norway spruce stumps are infected. Heterobasidion spp. decreases timber quality, but what impact it has on Norway spruce growing in understory of dominant stand is not known. The aim of the study was to evaluate incidence of Heterobasidion spp. on understory Norway spruce in Myrtillosa forest type and impact on radial growth of trees. In autumn of the year 2011 in a sample plot located in forests of Kalsnava district a total number of 258 trees were examined for presence of Heterobasidion spp. Results showed that 54% of examined trees were rotted. In 30% of trees Heterobasidion spp. was detected. It is concluded that Heterobasidion spp. does not impact radial growth on understory Norway spruce trees.

Key words: Picea abies, understory, radial growth, Myrtillosa, Heterobasidion.

Introduction
Heterobasidion spp. is an important pathogen in the Northern Hemisphere (Bendz-Hellgren and Stenlid, 1997), causing root and butt rot in many tree species, mainly conifers (Asiegbu et al., 2005). It is estimated that in Europe total economic losses caused by Heterobasidion spp. exceed 500 million euros annually. Mainly loses can be attributed to loss of timber quality (Heterobasidion annosum: biology…, 1998).

According to the study of A. Василяускас (1989), in Lithuania depending from age, 20% – 58% of Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.) trees in drained forest stands are infected with Heterobasidion spp., but in Finland approximately 17% - 30% of Norway spruce trees are infected with Heterobasidion spp. (Tamminen, 1985). In Latvia on average 22.9% (Gaitnieks et al., 2007) of Norway spruce stumps are infected.

Studies in Sweden show that heavily decayed Norway spruce trees in dominant stands, planted between 1961 – 1962, have lost 9% of their diameter growth at breast height during 5 year period (Bendz-Hellgren and Stenlid, 1997). There is a lack of studies about Heterobasidion spp. incidence in understory Norway spruce. Finnish studies show that in 14 - 44 years old advanced growth Norway spruce stands Heterobasidion spp. average incidence is 52.5% (Piri and Korhonen, 2001).

The aim of this study is to evaluate incidence, decay column in stem and impact of Heterobasidion spp. on radial growth of Norway spruce trees growing in the understory of Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris (L.)) stand in Myrtillosa forest type.
For further data extraction 107 (76 infected, 31 not infected) sample discs from breast height were polished and scanned using ‘Epson Perfection 4990 PHOTO’ scanner with resolution 2,540 points per inch, height and width of one pixel 0.01 mm, and stored as colour JPEG images.

Scanned JPEG images were examined for damages and growth anomaly’s that could affect the quality of data. After sorting, 60 images (32 infected sample discs and 28 not infected sample discs) were imported in AutoCAD 2012 software for further measurements with ratio one pixel is one point. At first, central coordinates (0:0) were set up for all samples in the centre of the first growth ring and through it perpendicular leading diagonals so that one represents the tallest diameter of the sample disc were drawn.

Measurements for rot diameter at breast height from infected sample discs as a length of 4 perpendicular radii (accuracy to 0.01 mm) from the centre using diagonals set earlier as a direction were taken. Collected data were exported to MS Excel datasheets. Exported information contained the length of radii. To get an average Heterobasidion spp. diameter at breast height for each infected tree, all 4 radii were summed and divided by 2. Final data were rounded to 0.1 mm.

Measurements of radii for calculation of diameter with and without bark and diameter at breast height at the beginning of year 2001 (D₁) and beginning of the year 2011 (D₂) (reference period 10 full growth seasons) at breast height for all trees were measured as described previously for rot diameter at breast height measurements. Collaterally to data previously described, number of growth rings at breast height was counted for each tree. For further necessity difference (ΔD) between D₁ and D₂ was calculated, to determine increment during the reference period.

After gathering all information, descriptive statistics for D₁, height and age, were calculated for each group using MS Excel function ‘Descriptive statistics’ to check whether both groups have identical mean values and the stand has had an identical growth conditions till the beginning of evaluation period.

To compare mean values, descriptive statistics were calculated for AD for each group separately. Variance analysis was carried out between both groups of D₁ and ΔD to see the significance of Heterobasidion spp. impact on growth of understory Norway spruce trees during reference period.

To find out the spread of Heterobasidion spp. in infected stems, comparative calculations of decay column height against full tree height was calculated. For the same reason Heterobasidion spp. diameter against tree diameter without bark at stump height and breast height were calculated. Comparison between Heterobasidion spp. diameter at stump height and length of decay column in stem were calculated and tested for correlation using software ‘IBM SPSS statistics 20’.

**Results and Discussion**

Incidence of Heterobasidion spp. in Norway spruce trees growing in understory of Scots pine stand in Myrtillosa forest type is approved because rot damages were found on 138 (54%) out of 258 understory Norway spruce trees selected. In the laboratory presence of Heterobasidion annosum s.l. was approved for 76 (30%) out of 258 understory Norway spruce trees selected. Age at breast height of the trees examined for this study was from 21 to 42 years (average 34.5±0.7).

Results acquired from 32 infected and 28 healthy trees used for further analysis showed that at the beginning of the year 2001 difference of mean diameter (5.72±0.25 cm) values for infected and mean diameter (5.87±0.25 cm) values for healthy trees are not significant (p=0.67>0.05), and it approves that the stand has had a similar growing conditions for trees from both groups, and data can be used for further calculations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>D₁, cm*</th>
<th>ΔD, cm**</th>
<th>Age, years***</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>healthy</td>
<td>infected</td>
<td>healthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>5.72</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard error</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample Variance</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>5.49</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>7.65</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Diameter at breast height at the beginning of 2001
** Increment during reference period (10 years)
*** Age of trees at breast height in 2011
Results for ΔD showed that during reference period, the difference between groups has not changed and is not significant (p=0.47>0.05); mean ΔD (0.90±0.07 cm) infected, mean ΔD (0.85±0.06 cm) healthy (Table 1). The difference cannot be seen significant (p=0.60>0.05) also between mean heights of trees from both groups measured at the end of the year 2011; mean height (8.0±0.4 m) healthy, mean height (8.2±0.4 m) infected. According to Bendz-Hellgren and Stenlid (1997), Norway spruce trees infected with *Heterobasidion* spp. should show a decrease in annual growth during 5 years, but results acquired in this study shows that infection has not affected annual increment in last 10 years of Norway spruce trees growing in Scots pine stands understory.

Results on spread of *Heterobasidion* spp. in Norway spruce stem shows that the average diameter of *Heterobasidion* spp. at the stump height is 5.6±0.25 cm or 77.1±1.6% from the total diameter without bark. Similar results show *Heterobasidion* spp. spread diameter at the breast height - 5.4±0.32 cm or 78.1±2.0% from the total diameter without bark. According to height, results show that the mean height for *Heterobasidion* spp. is 2.03±0.1 m, or 25.6±1.08% from the total mean height of infected trees. Decay caused by *Heterobasidion* spp. in the stem of Norway spruce can spread up to 8-11 m height in middle aged stands (Stenlid and Wasterlund, 1986). *Heterobasidion* spp. ratio between diameter of rot at stump height and rot height is 1.37±1.4 and has a significantly medium-tight linear correlation between parameters (r=0.74, r0.01,32=0.452, n=30) (Figure 1).

Results of study mentioned by R. Vasiliauskas and J. Stenlid (1998) show that spread of *Heterobasidion* spp. extends to a height about 20-22 times its diameter at stump height. The difference in results could be explained with fact that trees examined in R. Vasiliauskas and J. Stenlids study were 60 years old but ours (35.5 years) almost a half of that age and it could mean that spread of *Heterobasidion* spp. in height slows down in older trees.

It is discovered that for higher data credibility, in further studies of understory Norway spruce trees, spread of root rot in stems (felled for full analysis) should be measured as area. In further studies the impact of *Heterobasidion* spp. on increment of understory Norway spruce will be analysed in other forest types. This study is made on data obtained from 1 sample plot; therefore, results described are considerable as preliminary.

**Conclusions**

1. Frequency of root rot in analysed understory Norway spruce sample plot in *Myrtillusosa* forest type is 54% (30% of trees were infected with *Heterobasidion* spp).
2. In this study the analysis of increment for last 10 years of understory Norway spruce trees in *Myrtillusosa* forest type, show that there is no increment difference between trees infected with *Heterobasidion* spp. and healthy ones.
3. Decay column of *Heterobasidion* spp in the analysed understory Norway spruce trees, exceeds its diameter at stump height 37.4 times.
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Introduction

Hyperspectral remote sensing, also called ‘hyperspectral imaging’ or ‘imaging spectrometry’, is based on combination of imaging and spectroscopy in a single scheme. The very initial definition for imaging spectrometry was given as ‘the acquisition of images in hundreds of contiguous, registered, spectral bands such that for each pixel a radiance spectrum can be derived’ (Goetz, 2009). Hyperspectral sensors are the instruments which acquire images of the object in very many and very narrow (nanometre level) contiguous spectral bands. Depending on the construction, they can sense the electromagnetic waves in the ultraviolet, visible, near infrared, mid infrared and even thermal ranges of the spectrum. These instruments can collect hundreds or even more bands of data for every pixel of an image. The result is a package of images, in which each image’s pixels are recorded in a single spectral band. The amount of images in this ‘package’ is equal to the number of spectral bands acquired. These ‘packages’ of data are usually called hyperspectral cubes. The XY axis of such a cube represents the spatial data, and the Z axis represents the spectral data. Such a huge amount of narrow waveband data has much bigger potential for discriminating the features of sensed objects, while information is not lost within the coarse bandwidths like it sometimes does in multispectral sensors (Lillesand et al., 2008). Hyperspectral sensing has a potential for precise identification or discrimination as well as classification of various objects and their features which usually are not solved by multispectral remote sensing systems, for example, a detailed classification of the objects in the hyperspectral image and (or) evaluation of objects’ physiological, chemical and other characteristics. Big volumes of acquired data, hundreds of wavebands, very narrow spectral interval, strong correlation among adjacent wavebands, information redundancy are typical for hyperspectral remote sensing. So the researcher, who is dealing with hyperspectral data, faces new challenges like treatment of high-dimensional data, requirement for big computation capacity and data storage resources (Varshney and Arora, 2004).

Hyperspectral remote sensing is utilized in many applications like geology, hydrology, agriculture, food industry etc. (Abd-Elrahman et al., 2011; Barbin et al., 2012; Erives and Fitzgerald, 2005; Van der Meer et al., 2012). During the last decade the research in application of hyperspectral imaging in forestry was increasing as well. We could roughly classify these studies into 2 categories: 1) employment of airborne or spaceborne hyperspectral sensors. The hyperspectral images are acquired for relatively big areas and are analyzed mainly dealing with various identification, discrimination or classification approaches; 2) exploration of in situ acquired hyperspectral data (under field or laboratory conditions), mainly dealing only with the spectral part of the hyperspectral cubes, recorded for relatively small objects like a plant, branch or leaf. The aim of latter category usually is to investigate which portion of spectrum or even which waveband contributes most to the spectral separability of different plant species or (and) their condition. The spectrums obtained in situ are fundamental in the building of spectral libraries – a set of laboratory...
spectra for various materials. Developing spectral libraries is a key to improving the capability to utilize the full mapping potential based on hyperspectral data (Zomer et al., 2009).

To date, one may find quite many studies which have been dealing with hyperspectral data at a single plant level, indicating that the field or laboratory taken hyperspectral measurements can significantly contribute to the discrimination of plants on species level (Castro-Esau et al., 2004; Manakos, 2003; Manevski et al., 2011; Vaiphasa et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2006).

This paper is aimed to introduce the first attempts of hyperspectral remote sensing research in Lithuanian forestry starting with a single plant level reflectance data study. This study is focused on discrimination abilities between Scots Pine (Pinus Sylvestris L.) and Norway Spruce (Picea Abies L.), which are the most common and commercially important tree species. Scots pine stands make up 35.3% and spruce 20.8% of total forest area (State Forest Service, 2011). These coniferous tree species were selected for our research since they have always been on the margin between true and false discrimination on the remotely sensed images (e.g. digital color infrared aerial photographs) used in forest inventory in Lithuania, too (Mozgeris, 2004). They were under the focus of spectral reflectance research in Lithuania using old-fashioned spectral radiometers providing just an average reflectance curve for the object being sensed two decades ago, too. This research mainly was focused on the spectral measurements of needles and branches of trees with different defoliation level. Most effective spectral zones for defoliation assessment were set and some methodological solutions for improved spectral measurement process were suggested (Repšys, 1992).

The discussion on the discrimination between pine and spruce has a long history both in forestry remote sensing research and methodologies within the frames of operational forest inventories. The level to which these tree species can be recognized on aerial photography is determined by the type of aerial film or digital sensor, scale of photography and quality of images, and the methods used for interpretation. Even there are some differences in color and tone of tree crown projections, first of all the shape of own shadow and tree crown projection play the most important role in identification of these tree species (Mozgeris and Daniulis, 1997; Mozgeris, 2004). Most of previous research, e.g. in Lithuania, has focused on theoretical potential to discriminate between spruce and pine growing on pure stands. However, identification of the shares of pine and spruce trees on mixed stands has always been problematic (Mozgeris, 2004).

The hyperspectral imagery is supposed to significantly support the tasks of tree species discrimination. It could serve as a new solution in forest inventory for a remote identification of tree species, especially in combination with airborne laser scanning. We suppose that the future of Lithuanian forest inventory lies in much wider usage of remotely sensed data. The potential of laser scanned data for estimation of basic tree or stand parameters, such as volume, height is already proven by international and local researchers (Mozgeris and Bikuvienė, 2011; Næsset et al., 2004; Næsset, 2007), but tree species identification remains problematic so far. The potential hyperspectral imaging for tasks in Lithuanian forest inventory and internationally needs to be investigated because of invention of new generation of hyperspectral cameras, as is the VNIR400H used in our study, too.

The aim of current study is to check some methodological issues in processing of in situ acquired hyperspectral data. The objectives are as follows:

1. To verify the significance of spectral differences of Scots pine and Norway spruce using spectral imaging techniques.
2. To check whether there is a significant spectral variation among trees of the same species.
3. To check if the spectral response of northern and southern side of the same tree varies significantly.
4. To determine the wavebands which best represent the spectral differences between Scots pine and Norway spruce.

Materials and Methods

The samples were taken in 20 years old mixed Norway spruce-Scots pine plantation. The best growing trees in the plantation were randomly selected for taking samples. The middle-upper part of the crown of each tree was easily reached and the sample branches were cut from the ground using telescopic cutter. There were three trees of pine and three trees of spruce selected totally. For each tree nine sample branches were cut from the northern side of the crown and nine sample branches from the southern side of the crown. Totally 18 samples for scanning were obtained from each tree, i.e. 54 for each tree species or 108 samples in total.

Sample acquisition was performed in January, 2012. Cut samples were packed into plastic bags with some snow added. Bags were labelled, put into a portable cooler bag and transported to the laboratory for spectral measurements.

The scanning process was conducted using a Themis Vision Systems LLC new generation hyperspectral camera VNIR400H. This device is equipped with very sensitive VNIR spectrometer, which is capable to cover the spectral range of 400nm – 1000 nm with the sampling interval of 0.6 nm, producing 955 spectral
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bands. The spatial data of scanned sample is recorded in CCD array in 1392X1000 pixel resolution. Pixel size is 6.45 μm X 6.45 μm. The camera’s field of view is 30 degrees. The camera was mounted on a copy stand and positioned so that camera’s lens was fixed at 40 cm above the sample at the nadir position. Two 100 W halogen lamps were employed to provide a stable electro-magnetic radiation in 400 nm – 1000 nm range. Halogen lamps were fixed symmetrically at both sides of the camera’s lens and were illuminating the sample so that their light beams were crisscrossing each other above the sample.

The room, in which the scanning sessions were conducted, was darkened in order to avoid ambient light sources, which are unrelated to the true spectral signal of the leaves. The procedure of hyperspectral image acquisition then was as follows. First, only the last year’s sprouts on each sample branch were located, and every needle from the last year’s sprout was cut. Then needles were spread on top of a matt-black painted plate. Needles were collected into a little ‘pile’ in such a way that background plate was fully covered by needles. Second, the spectral response of each ‘needle pile’ was recorded 4 times. The background plate was rotated 90 degrees horizontally after every record in order to correct for the bidirectional reflectance distribution. These steps were repeated for each sample (108 in total). The result was 432 raw hyperspectral images of needle samples (4 for each separate sample).

Next, the radiance curve was converted to the reflectance curve for each pixel of the images. Target measurements were compared against the ones of a reference panel of known spectral reflectance (Avian Technologies LLC 99% white reference panel). The correction of the spectrometer internal current (dark current) was done as well. The resulting spectra were then smoothed using Savitzky-Golay filter function with the 4th order polynomial fit and 25 data points. The steps above were repeated for each image.

Finally, the images were subset to contain just pixels representing only the needle reflectance information. The subset was made simply cropping images to designated 100X100 pixel size. After the subset procedure the resulting images contained 10000 pixels with only needle reflectance and spatial information.

Then a reflectance curve was derived from each image. Totally 4 reflectance curves were obtained for each needle sample. Imported to a spreadsheet, they were then averaged to construct one reflectance curve for each sample. In total 108 reflectance curves (54 for spruce and 54 for pine) were constructed. In a spreadsheet, each reflectance curve was treated as a series of numbers (reflectance coefficients) in 955 wavebands in 400 nm – 1000 nm. These series of numbers were used for statistical analysis.

Student’s t-test was applied to compare between the spectral responses of 2 species whether they are statistically different at every spectral band. That is to say, the null hypothesis $H_0: \mu_{\text{pine}} = \mu_{\text{spruce}}$ versus the alternative hypothesis $H_1: \mu_{\text{pine}} \neq \mu_{\text{spruce}}$ was tested, where $\mu$ was the mean reflectance value of the species compared. Before conducting the test, the distribution of the spectral responses at every spectral band was assumed to be normal under the central limit theorem ($N$ spectra>30) Then the hypothesis test was carried out using two sample t-test for each band (totally 955 spectral bands) with 95% confidence limit ($\alpha=0.05$). The aim of conducted t-test was to highlight the spectral bands at which p values are greater than $\alpha$, i.e. to set spectral locations at which the spectra of different species are very similar and not statistically separable from each other, and to highlight the spectral bands at which pine and spruce are most separable, i.e. to highlight the spectral bands at which the spectra of the same species are very similar and not statistically separable from each other.

Another field of interest was the spectral variability of the spectral response of the northern and southern parts of the trees of the same species. Student’s t-test was applied to compare between the spectral responses of northern and southern parts of the crowns of trees of the same species at every spectral band. Before conducting the test, the distribution of the spectral responses was verified using Shapiro-Wilk test at 50 randomly selected spectral bands as well as the equality of statistical variances was verified for every spectral location. Then the hypothesis test was carried out using two sample t-test for every spectral band (total of 955 spectral bands) with 95% confidence limit ($\alpha=0.05$). The aim of conducted test was to find out whether there is a significant spectral variation between northern and southern parts of the crowns of trees of the same species and, if so, to highlight the spectral bands at which p values are less than $\alpha$, i.e. to set spectral locations at which the spectra of northern and southern parts of the trees of the same species are statistically separable from each other.

One way ANOVA statistical test was applied to compare the spectral variability inside the same tree species, i.e. to check whether there are statistical differences among spectral responses of the same tree species at every spectral band. The null hypothesis $H_0: \mu_{\text{pine}} = \mu_{\text{spruce}} = \mu_{\text{northern}} = \mu_{\text{southern}}$ versus alternative hypothesis $H_1: \mu_{\text{pine}} \neq \mu_{\text{spruce}} \neq \mu_{\text{northern}} \neq \mu_{\text{southern}}$ was tested, where $\mu$ was the mean reflectance value of the species compared. Before conducting the test, the distribution of the spectral responses at 50 randomly selected spectral bands was verified using Shapiro-Wilk tests as well as the equality of statistical variances were verified. Then, the hypothesis test was carried out using one way ANOVA at every spectral location (total of 955 spectral bands) with 95% confidence limit ($\alpha=0.05$).
The aim of conducted test was to find out whether there is a significant spectral variation among the trees of the same species and, if so, to highlight the spectral bands at which p values are less than α, i.e. to set spectral locations at which the spectra of the same species are statistically separable from each other.

Descriptive technics of discriminant analysis was used aiming to detect the spectral bands which mostly contribute to the discrimination of tree species (pine and spruce). The U statistic (Wilks’ Lambda) and F statistic were calculated for each waveband (955 in total). Then the bands were ranked according to the value of U statistic in ascending order first, then according to the value of F statistic in descending order. As a result the waveband which best separates two groups (Scots pine and Norway spruce) was ranked at top.

Principal component analysis was employed in this study to display the trends of differences of the samples of each tree species graphically. Each tree sample was plotted as a dot in a two dimensional scatter-plot, where X axis represented first principal component and Y axis represented second principal component.

Results and Discussion

This study aimed to answer some methodological questions on processing of in situ acquired hyperspectral data. Therefore, samples just from one test area were decided to be used for this study. The test objects had to provide possibilities to take samples from the middle-upper part of the tree’s crown, trees of both species had to have the identical growth conditions (grow on the same site) and be the same age. Thus 20 years old well grown and tended mixed spruce-pine plantation was selected as an optimal choice.

Student’s t-test for two samples is employed when the comparison of average values in two populations must be conducted. In our case two populations are represented by two groups of measurements, one for Norway spruce, the other for Scots pine, taken in 955 spectral bands in 400 nm – 1000 nm range. The result of Student’s t-tests revealed that reflectance in 865 of 955 spectral bands was statistically different in spruce and pine spectra (p-values below 0.05). The least informative (p-values above 0.05) was 821.9 nm – 886.6 nm spectral range (near infrared plateau), in which pine and spruce reflectance signals were not statistically different; thus, they are not supposed to serve for separation between Norway spruce and Scots pine (see Figure 1, a). Spectral range at 666.5 nm – 668.4 nm was rated as most informative one for spruce – pine separation. Here the reflectance signals appeared to be most statistically different (p-values lowest). Waveband at 667.1 nm was ranked as the most informative in Norway spruce – Scots pine species detection.

Some authors conclude extensive amount of variability to be found in the spectral response of foliage within same species and even within same tree (Cochrane, 2000; Im and Jensen, 2008; Price, 1994). In our study another task for Student’s t-test was to evaluate differences of the same species needles reflection depending on which side of tree crown, northern or southern, they were grown (Figure 2). Test results for Norway spruce detected no significant differences in 833 wavebands. In 122 wavebands, however, the reflectance differences were statistically significant. Majority of statistically different bands formed a range of 594.9 nm – 665.8 nm (see Figure 2, b). Test results for Scots pine showed a different pattern (Figure 2, a). Reflectance signals were statistically similar only in 55 wavebands ranging in 697.2 nm – 727.2 nm. Reflectance signals in the rest of the spectrum (900 wavebands) showed no statistical similarity.

The influence of the crown side regarding the Sun location on variance of reflectance of needles for Scots pine might be explained by the nature of this

![Figure 1. Separability between Scots pine and Norway spruce: (a) results of Student’s t-test (range of p-values); (b) grades of discriminant analysis (1 – lowest separability, 955 – highest separability).](image-url)
species. It is a light demanding tree. Hence chemical and structural characteristics of pine needles more exposed to the sun differ from those which are longer in the shade. Norway spruce is a shade tolerant tree. Its north and south exposed needles spectral comparison shows relatively low reflectance variation compared to Scots pine.

ANOVA test was conducted to evaluate the spectral variability inside the same tree species at every spectral band. ANOVA provides a statistical test if the means of several groups are different; thus, ANOVA generalizes Student’s t-test for more than two groups (Čekanavičius and Murauskas, 2002). In our case ANOVA was conducted for three groups of measurements (for 3 trees) for Norway spruce and Scots pine respectively (Figure 3). Results of 955 ANOVA tests indicated that for spruce the hypothesis that there is a significant variation among every single tree at every spectral band cannot be rejected. For Scots pine, ANOVA test showed a slightly different results. Only 356 spectral bands of 955 were significantly different among separate Scots pine trees. Those bands were distributed into 3 separate ranges: 400-446.2 nm, 523.5 – 637.1 nm and 693.3 – 752.0 nm.

Discriminant analysis may be used for two objectives: either to set the attributes which best contribute to the separation of the groups of objects under study (in our case tree species), or to assign objects to one of a number of known groups of objects. Thus, discriminant analysis may have a descriptive or a predictive objective (Čekanavičius and Murauskas, 2002). Discriminant analysis was conducted as an alternative and more convenient way to discriminate between groups than Student’s t-test. Moreover, the discriminant analysis can deal with more than 2 groups, unlike t-test. U statistic and F statistic were calculated for every waveband (totally 955). Then the bands were ranked according to the value of U statistic in ascending order first, then according to the value of F statistic in descending order. As a result, the waveband which best separates two groups (pine and spruce) was ranked at top. As it was expected, the results are identical to the ones received by the t-test. Best discriminating waveband was set at 667.1 nm, best discriminating spectral range 666.5 nm – 668.4 nm (Figure 1, b). Discriminant analysis reveals its full potential in classification tasks. That’s why absolute majority of studies dealing with forest hyperspectral imagery employ discriminant analysis for predictive objectives in images classification (Clark et al., 2005; Dalponte et al., 2009; Thenkabail et al., 2004).

Principal component analysis is a method of an analysis of a data matrix consisting of inter-correlated quantitative dependent variables. Principal component analysis is the way to extract the most important
information from the data matrix and to represent it as a set of new orthogonal variables called principal components (Čekanavičius and Murauskas, 2002). In this study all 108 measurements of tree samples were averaged to represent only each single tree selected for research. This was considered to serve for more convenient interpretation of results of the analysis. That is, data of 6 spectral curves (3 for spruce and 3 for pine) were loaded to principal component analysis. The results of principal component analysis are presented in Figure 4. This is a two-dimensional scatter plot of scores of two most important components from analysis, where X axis represents first principal component, but Y axis represents second principal component.

![Figure 4. Scores of principal component (PC) analysis for Scots pine (SP) and Norway spruce (NS).](image)

The plot provides information about patterns in the samples. The closer the samples are in the scores plot, the more similar they are with respect to the two components concerned. Conversely, samples far away from each other are different from each other. The plot can be used to interpret differences and similarities among samples. The plot proves that Scots pine and Norway spruce are spectrally separable from each other. General separability trend between pine and spruce is best described by the first principal component. The dots representing Scots pine tend to form a group while dots representing Norway spruce tend to spread. Thus, spectral similarity among separate Scots pine sample trees appears to be relatively good while spectral similarity among Norway spruce trees - relatively poor. The results of ANOVA test validate this conclusion.

**Conclusions**

This study revealed that:

1. A significant variation in spectral response of needles of Norway spruce exists across whole measured spectral range (955 wavebands) for each sample tree.
2. A significant variation in spectral response of needles of Scots pine exists only in 356 of 955 recorded wavebands for each sample tree. The significant variance of spectral signatures among single trees, especially of Norway spruce, suggests expanding the field of research seeking to motivate such variation. The research could involve a wider sample trees selection including different sites, tree age and growth conditions.
3. Depending on the aspect of a tree crown, the reflectance of Scots pine needles differed significantly in 900 out of 955 measured spectral bands. This variance of reflectance might be explained by the light demanding nature of Scots pine.
4. The Scots pine and Norway spruce spectral measurements proved that the discrimination of these two species is possible at the laboratory level hyperspectral imaging. This is a good prerequisite to use airborne hyperspectral sensor for future investigations of the potential of hyperspectral imaging in application in forest inventory of Lithuania.
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Abstract

Distribution and status of common juniper (*Juniperus communis* L.) in Lithuanian pine stands are investigated in the study. The research was conducted in pure pine stands on sites with normal humidity and poor fertility in South – South Eastern parts of Lithuania. 40 stands were selected for data collection. Temporary rectangular sample plots with area of 10 m² were selected. According to method of underbrush evaluation, diameter root neck level, height and state index was measured for 3 juniper individuals located near the center of sample plots. The number of sample plots depended on the area of each stand, but it was not lower than 10 in each stand. Average diameter of junipers was 3.03 cm, average height – 2.03 m. It was determined that average density of juniper individuals is 5055 individuals per hectare, and separately in *vacciniosum* and *vaccinio – myrtilosum* forest types: 4844 and 5282 individuals per hectare respectively. Average state index of juniper individuals in 6 grade scale was 2.96, which is near to grade 3 (slightly damaged). Results of the study show that distribution, status and dendrometric characteristics of junipers are different in adjacent regions of pine provenance.

Key words: common juniper, distribution, status.

Introduction

Common juniper (*Juniperus communis* L.) is a typical plant in underbrush of forest stands growing in ecosystems with less fertile and more dry soils. Its habitat covers almost all Europe and North America, reaches Northern Africa and grows in different regions of Asia up to eastern part of Kamchatka peninsula (Plantlife, 2007). The species is distinguished by high ecological flexibility and variety of populations (Adams, 2008). In many regions on the habitat it plays an important role in ecosystems; however, the ecological importance of the species is being investigated only occasionally, mostly in North America (Adams, 2008), British Isles (Thomas, 2007), some regions of Russia (Тишкина, 2009). In Lithuania, investigations of common juniper is mostly limited by research of essential oil composition (Butkiene et al., 2009) or possibilities to use juniper as biomonitor (Čeburnis and Stainnes, 2009).

According to the data of Lithuanian National Forest Inventory (Lithuanian State Forest Service, 2011), common juniper is abundantly spread in pine stands. However, no detailed investigation on distribution of the species has been made.

The aim of the study is to investigate distribution and status of common juniper in Lithuanian pine stands.

Materials and Methods

The subject of the study was pine stands in South – South Eastern Lithuania growing in normal humidity and low fertility sandy soils. The age of the stands was from 25 to 115 years. The stands were divided into 4 age groups (young, mid-aged, premature, mature), 10 stands representing each group were selected. The type of soil was the same in all stands, and types of the forest were *vacciniosum* and *vaccinio – myrtilosum*.

Only stands exceeding 1 hectare were selected for sampling. The requirement for selection was that no silvicultural activity should be carried out in the stands during past 10 years. According to method of underbrush valuation, temporary sample plots of 10 m² were marked in systematic method. The number of sample plots depended on the area of each stand and were located in diagonal direction to the shape of the stands. In each sample plot, diameter root neck level, height and state was measured for 3 juniper individuals nearest to the center of the sample plots.

Total number of juniper individuals in each sample plot was calculated. The state of individuals was estimated using 6 grade scale (Ζiogas, 2005): healthy, slightly/moderately/strongly damaged, fresh dried, old dried.

The data represents South – South Eastern Lithuania as a whole and two separate regions of pine provenance which are selected according to genetic, ecological and geographical similarities as well as climatic and natural diversity (Department of Forests and Protected Areas; Lithuanian Forest Research Institute, 1999).

Statistical data processing was carried out by common methods of mathematical statistics using “Statistica 9.0” software.

Results and Discussion

The average diameter of junipers was 3.03±0.08 cm, average height – 2.03±0.04 m. The characteristics were different in separate regions of provenance (Table 1). It was indicated that juniper individuals reach higher diameter and height in the 3rd region of pine provenance (significance p<0.05).
Average density of junipers in the underbrush of selected stands was 5055±268 individuals per hectare. The higher density was indicated in the 6th region of pine provenance (Fig. 1) reaching 5750±407 individuals per hectare, the lowest – in the 3rd region of pine provenance, 4087±288 individuals per hectare. The difference in density of juniper individuals in the regions was statistically significant (significance p<0.05) and was close to 20%.

Results on density of junipers in different types of forest (Fig. 3) show that there is no significant difference in juniper underbrush density in vacciniosum and vaccino – myrtilosum forest types (significance p>0.05).

Analysis of juniper underbrush status shows (Fig. 4) that moderately and strongly damaged individuals prevail (55.6%) in selected stands.
Comparison of status and number of junipers in separate regions indicated that the 6th region of pine provenance differs in better status of juniper individuals (Table 2).

The average state index in all selected stands was 3.12±0.06 (Table 2). The index was significantly (significance p<0.05) higher in the 6th region of pine provenance (3.23±0.07) compared to the 3rd region of pine provenance (2.91±0.08).

Results of the study show that distribution of junipers as well as status of individuals and their dendrometric characteristics vary in relatively similar natural conditions. Even in the same type of site and in stands of the same species composition, the characteristics are significantly different in adjacent geographic regions. The results confirm conclusions made in other parts of juniper habitat that common juniper is sensitive to various natural conditions (Plantlife, 2007); however, it is widely spread in different sites because of ecological flexibility and infraspecific variation (Mихеева, 2002; Adams, 2008).

Conclusions
1. Average diameter of junipers in South – South Eastern Lithuania is 3.03 cm, average height – 2.03 m. The characteristics are different in separate regions of pine provenance (significance p<0.05).
2. Average density of junipers in pine stands of South – South Eastern Lithuania is 5055 individuals per hectare. Higher density is indicated in the 6th region of pine provenance compared to the 3rd region of pine provenance (significance p<0.05), the difference is near to 20%.
3. Average status index of juniper individuals in South – South Eastern Lithuania is 3.12. The index is significantly (significance p<0.05) higher in the 6th region of pine provenance compared to the 3rd region of pine provenance.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State index</th>
<th>Average state</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South – South Eastern Lithuania</td>
<td>3.12±0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of individuals</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd region of pine provenance</td>
<td>2.91±0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of individuals</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>18.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th region of pine provenance</td>
<td>3.23±0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of individuals</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract
The article focuses on vegetation diversity in the black alder Alnus glutinosa (L.) Gaertn. woodland key habitats in Zemgale, Latvia. Together nine sample plots were established on these habitat types, where next stand South – South West (S-SW) side at the age 1-10; 20-30 and 40-50 years. The vegetation survey has been made in vegetation period of 2010 and 2011. Braun – Blanque method has been used to estimate the projective coverage (%) of tree layer (E3), shrub layer (E2), herb layer (E1) and moss layer (E0) in order to assess the edge effect impact on vegetation diversity according to different ages classes in a next stands of sample plots. The analysis of edge effect verifies that there is a significant influence from the edge in 1st and 3rd zones of sample plots, which lies at S-SW side at the ages 1-10 and 20-30. In sample plots several indicator species of black alder woodland key habitats have been found: Vaccinium myrtillus L., Lycopodium europaeum L., Iris pseudacorus L., Comarum palustre L., Plagiomnium ellipticum (Brid.)T.kop. Ordination confirmed that composition of species are relatively close, which demonstrate that species are able to live in similar type growing conditions. Protective species Circaea lutetiana L. and Plagiogiothecium undulatum (Hedw.) B., S. et G were found on the study sites. Also, adventive species Impatiens parviflora DC was found. Comparing the analysis by zones and sample plots and different age classes, the impact on edge effect has been distinguished in black alder woodland key habitats.

Key words: edge effect, Alnus glutinosa, vegetation survey, woodland key habitats, swamp woods.

Introduction
As a result of increasing forestry activity, the forest fragmentation has raised up (Aune et al., 2005), which leaves an impact on woodland key habitat types, structural elements and species (Hallanaro and Pylvanainen, 2001). Forest as ecosystem can be characterized by vegetation – plant communities, dominant species, sinusal or dominant association (the combination of vegetation stands) (Priedītis, 1999). Black alder Alnus glutinosa (L.) Gaertn swamp woods have been affected by permanent or seasonal changes in water fluctuations (Auniņš et al., 2010). Inherent characteristic feature is a great diversity of species. The naturally rugged stand is a significant element in black alder swamp woods (Angelstam et al., 2005; Priedītis, 1993). The natural succession has been a long term process, whilst decayed trees and dead wood are found infrequently; almost no changes in composition of tree species and wind fallen trees have occurred quite rarely (Auniņš et al., 2010). Both important structural elements in these habitats are runts and decayed trees and particular mosaic – structure of relief. Mosaic structure provides various moisture levels in alder Swamp woods, where on the typical stem spots there are meadow, nemoral and boreal type species, whereas in a lowland sites swamp and nitrophilous type species dominate (Priedītis, 1999). The high moisture level is a significant factor in swamp woods (Orzewska, 2009) and species are incredibly sensitive to the changes of microclimate (Ek et al., 2002; Madžule and Brūmelis, 2008; Priedītis, 1997). The mosaic structure on mounded places make the microrelief with typical plant communities without dominant plant species in herb layer and moss layer. The impact of determinant moisture level and light micro gradient provides high diversity of species (Ek et al., 2002). The major limited factors in herb layer and shrub layer in forest ecosystems are light and ability to adapt to obstacles in swamp woods (Tabaka, 2001); therefore, in lighter patches light tolerant species could be found, but in darker patches – shade tolerant species are located (Packham et al., 1992). The black alder swamp woods are endangered by such factors as drainage (Priedītis, 1999) and harvesting, which change equilibrium in the existing microclimate. As a result, the structure of stand is degraded, and it leaves a relevant impact on the further growth of trees. The degradation of such key habitats is also increased by the vast clear cuttings in the stands close by and beaver activities, which result in the change of species composition – reed, sedges, several willows and buckthorns are taking over it, and the natural regeneration on swamp woods is pressed out (Priedītis et al., 2002; Auniņš et al., 2010). The aim of research is to estimate the edge effect impact on the vegetation of black alder swamp wood key habitats.

Materials and Methods
Site description and vegetation survey
The research has been performed in two woodland types: Dryopteriso caricosa and Filipendulosa on wet peat soils. The research was carried out in nine different black alder woodland key habitats located in the territory of joint – stock company (JSC) ‘Latvia state forests’ in Zemgale region. During the vegetation seasons of 2010-2011, in each forest tract there were nine vegetation sample plots arranged and surveyed.
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The area of each sample plot 20×50 m, which have been divided into five 10m wide zones from the side of stand. To the south and south west side of sample plots there are stands that correspond to 3 different groups: 1-10, 20-30 and 40-50 years old stands (in each age group there are three sample plots). The vegetation was surveyed in the first zone, third zone, and fifth zone (each zone is 200 m²). The Braun – Blanquet method has been used to describe the plant communities (Pakalne and Znotiņa, 1992): the total projective coverage of tree (E3), shrub (E2), herb (E1) and moss (E0) layer, as well as the coverage of each separate species was evaluated in the sample plots according to the percentage. The nomenclature of vascular plants – Gavrilova, Šulcs, 1999, bryophytes – Āboliņa, 2001 was assessed.

Data processing methods

The descriptions of vegetation were summarised in the data base of MS Excel. The occurrence of plant species is characterised by the constancy class which is calculated by referring to the number of those sample plots where the species have been identified to the number of the whole group of sample plots: I - < 21, II - 21-40, III - 41-60, IV - 61-80, V - 81-100% (Muller – Dombois and Ellenberg, 1974). Data processing has been performed by means of Community analysis package (Pisceas Conservation Ltd.) PCA (Principal component analysis). The statistical method was applied for the evaluation of validity: one way analysis of variance (SPSS) (Arhipova and Bāliņa, 1999).

Results and Discussion

The total number of species in nine sample plots was 98, out of which seven were tree species, four - shrub species, 61 - vascular plant species and 26 - bryophytes. In the tree layer – 6, shrub layer – 5, herb layer – 69 and moss layer – 26 species were established. The total number of vascular plant and bryophyte species and sample plots by zones are shown in Figure 1.

In the 1st zones of all sample plots, 76 vascular plant and bryophyte species, out of which 5 – in the tree layer, 5 – in the shrub layer, 60 – in the herb layer and 15 species – in the moss layer were identified. In the sample plots, where the next stands on S-SW side are at the age of 1-10 years, the total number of species is 44, from which in the tree layer – 3, in the shrub layer – 4, in the herb layer – 32 and in the moss layer – 11. In the 1st zones of sample plots, where the next stands are at the age of 20-30 years, in general, 41 species, from which in the tree layer – 3, in the shrub layer – 5, in the herb layer – 42 and in the moss layer – 8 were found. In the sample plots, where the next stands are at the age of 40-50 years, in the 1st zones there were 41 species found in total, from which in the tree layer – 4, in the shrub layer – 5, in the herb layer – 34 and in the moss layer – 7.

In the 3rd zones of all sample plots there were 78 species identified in total, out of which 4 were in the tree layer, 5 – in the shrub layer, 57 – in the herb layer and 21 – in the moss layer. In the sample plots, where the next stands are at the age of 1-10 years, there were 50 species found in total, out of which in the tree layer – 3, in the shrub layer – 4, in the herb layer – 37 and in the moss layer – 12 species. In total there were 46 species found in the sample plots, where the next stands are at the age of 20-30 years, including 4 species in the tree layer, 4 – in the shrub layer, 36 – in the herb layer and 10 species in the moss layer. In the sample plots, where the next stands are at the age 40-50 years on S-SW side, there were 45 species found in total, out of which in the tree layer – 4, in the shrub layer – 5, in the herb layer – 32 and in the moss layer – 10 species were found.

The total number of species in the 5th zones of all sample plots is 73, out of which in tree layer – 4, in
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Figure 1. The number of vascular plants and bryophytes by zones. (1. – the number of species in the 1st zone; 3.- the number of species in the 3rd zone; 5. – the number of species in the 5th zone).
the shrub layer – 4, in the herb layer – 53 and in the moss layer – 19 species were found. In the sample plots, where the next stands on S-SW side are at the age of 1-10 years, there were 34 species found in total, out of which in the tree layer – 4, in the shrub layer – 3, in the herb layer – 25 and in the moss layer – 8 species. In the sample plots, where the next stands on S-SW side are at the age of 20-30 years, there were 52 species found in general, out of which in the tree layer – 4, in the shrub layer – 2, in the herb layer – 39 and in the moss layer – 11 species were found. In the sample plots, where the next stands on S-SW side are at the age of 40-50 years, there were 37 species found in total, out of which in the tree layer – 3, in the shrub layer – 4, in the herb layer – 27 and in the moss layer – 8 species were found. In total, the comparison of the number of species by zones is shown in Figure 2.

**Figure 2.** The division of vascular plants and bryophytes by zones. (■ – 1st zone; ■ – 3rd zone; ■ – 5th zone; E3 – tree layer; E2 – shrub layer; E1 – herb layer; E0 – moss layer).

The swamp wood species are found only in those alder swamp woods, where the high level of moisture is characteristic also during the summer period. The characteristic indication of black alder swamp woods is a mosaic form structure with various plant communities, for example, on the stem relief there could be species that are typical for different forest ecosystems (Ek et al., 2002). But on the ground layer typical swamp species, for example, *Viola palustris* L., *Iris pseudacorus* L. (constancy class III) have been found, uncommon species: *Comarum palustre* L. (constancy class II), *Typha angustifolia* L., *Equisetum fluviatile* L. and *Menyanthes trifoliata* L. (constancy class I) were identified.

**Projective coverage**

The projective coverage analysis enables to draw a conclusion that the most average projective coverage (89.2%) is in the herb layer, where the next stands on S-SW side are at the age of 1-10 years. In the sample plots, where the next stands on S-SW side are at the age of 40-50 years, the average projective coverage is 76.1%. The smallest projective coverage in the herb layer (70.3%) is observed in the sample plots, where the next stands on S-SW side are at the age of 20-30 years. In the tree layer the most average projective coverage is 69.9%, where on S-SW side the stands are at the age of 40-50 years. In the sample plots, where the next stands on S-SW side are at the age of 20-30 years, the average projective coverage is 64.7%, but in the sample plots, where the next stands on S-SW side are at the age of 1-10 years, the average projective coverage is 62.4%.

In the moss layer the most average projective coverage is 49% in sample plots, where the next stands on S-SW side are at the age of 20-30 years. In the sample plots, where the next stands on S-SW side are at the age of 1-10 years, the average projective coverage is 45.8%. In the moss layer, the average...
projective coverage is 35.8% in the sample plots, where the next stands on S-SW side are at the age of 40-50 years.

In comparison, the smallest projective coverage is observed in the shrub layer. In the sample plots, where the next stands on S-SW side are at the age of 1-10 years, the average projective coverage is 31.6%. The smallest projective coverage in the shrub layer (14.7%) is in sample plots, where the next stands on S-SW side are at the age of 40-50 years. The dominant species in the shrub layer is *Padus avium*, the most often observed in the sample plots of the first and third zones. The average projective coverage (%) by stands and sample plots with different age classes are shown in Figure 3.

The average projective coverage in the tree layer is 65.7%, in the shrub layer – 24.1%, in the herb layer – 78.56% and in the moss layer – 78.5%. The projective coverage (%) of vegetation indicates the location of species and composition structure in the sample plots. The availability of light in the sample plots, the composition, adaptation and structure of species in the shrub, herb and moss layers depend on the projective coverage of tree layer (Johansson, 2005). The dominant species in the tree layer is *Alnus glutinosa* that provides the soil nitrification (Rydin et al., 1999), but the 2nd common species in the sample plots *Picea abies* makes the soil acid. In the black alder swamp woods are no mono-dominant species in the herb layers, which typical mosaic structure on the ground layer and stem form micro relief promoted the diversity of species. And the projective coverage in the herb layer is not constant. The particular spatial structure and fragmentation in the habitats are adaptive for different vegetation types (Priedītis, 1999; Auniņš et al., 2010), for example, the uncharacteristic species are spreading and could be found in the sample plots. The significant threatening factor is drainage and, as a result of it, the composition of species changes (Priedītis, 1999; Auniņš et al., 2010; Johansson, 2005). Frequently occurring species are adaptive to different environmental conditions. In the first zones of sample plots, it is possible to observe species that are not typical for the forest ecosystems. This fact is an evidence for the significant impact of edge effect (Grime, 2001).

The analysis of the average projective coverage by zones enables to draw a conclusion that the 1st zones herb layer projective coverage is 78.8%, for the tree layer it is 70.7%, for the moss layer – 49.9% and for the shrub layer – 25.2%. In the 3rd zones of sample plots the average projective coverage in the herb layer is 75.8%, in the tree layer – 63.7%, in the moss layer – 35.9% and the shrub layer – 18.2%. The average projective coverage of the 5th zones of sample plots in the herb layer is 81.1%, in the tree layer – 62.7%, in the moss layer – 45% and in the shrub layer – 28.9%. The average projective coverage (%) in the sample plots by zones is shown in Figure 4.

According to the analysis of projective coverage by zones, the dominant species in the tree layer are *Alnus glutinosa* (nitrophyllous type species), *Picea abies* (boreal type species) and *Betula pubescens*. The dominant species in the shrub layer are *Padus avium* (nitrophilous type species), *Sorbus aucuparia* L. (boreal type species) and *Corylus avellana* L. (nemoral type species). The most dominant species in the herb layer is *Oxalis acetosella* (boreal type species). This species is identified in all sample plots; it is one of the most widely spread species in these habitat types. *Urtica dioica* (L.) (nitrophilous type species) is frequently found in the sample plots.
In the sample plots of black alder woodland the key habitat type indicator species have been found, for example, in the herb layer - *Milium effusum* L., *Solanum dulcamatra* L. and *Lysimachia vulgaris* L. (Priedītis, 1999; Auniņš et al., 2010). The most common species with average projective coverage (%) in the moss layer are *Thuidium tamariscum*, *Dicranum polysetum* Sw. and *Calliergonella cuspidata* (Hedw.) Loeske. In the moss layer the indicator species have been also found, for example, *Plagiomnium elatum* and *Climacium dendroides* (Hedw.) Web. Et Mohr.

The results of the one – way analysis of variance showed that the projective coverage (%) differences among the sample plots within different age classes of the next stands and among the zones have not been significant for the impact of edge effect on vegetation diversity (with credibility level 95%).

The impact of edge effect on the vegetation diversity is explicit in the sample plots, where the next stands on S-SW side are at the age of 1-10 years; there have been species identified that are uncharacteristic for these habitats. There is regularity among the locations of habitats. In the sample plots that are located near the roadsides or open patches, it is observed that diversity and composition of species are untypical for these habitat types (Packhman et al., 1992). Several studies have been performed to find out the impact of edge effect on the vegetation diversity; however, the results and conclusions are slightly different. In each location the assessment of the edge effect is evaluated separately, but it is more explicit, if the territory is on the edge that links different habitat types or ecosystems (Peterken, 1996). To analyze the width of edge effect and width of buffer zones establishment as an important factor is the age of next stand. As an important factor in forestry planning is the fact, that the structure of vascular plants and bryophytes depends on forest structures (Larsson, 2001), the composition of tree species and micro climate (Barrera-Lopez et al., 2007).

**PCA analysis**

PCA analysis shows the growth differences in black alder woodland key habitats. The ordination of species has defined the soil fertility and the gradient of moisture. The most closely by ordination of soil fertility is *Oxalis acetosella*. This species is located with mid moist and mid fertility soils. Also, *Picea abies*, *Maianthemum bifolium* and *Viola palustris* dominate closer to the soil fertility gradient.

On the right side of ordination more species, characteristic to the soil rich in nutrients, for example, *Milium effusum* and *Quercus robur* L. as well as nitrophilous - *Naumburgia thyrsiflora* (L.) Rchb. on the herb layer and in a shrub layer *Alnus glutinosa* have been located. Closer to the middle point boreal forest type and meadow type species, for example, *Vaccinium myrtillus* and *Fragaria vesca* L have been identified. In the centre of ordination in the tree layer – *Picea abies*, the shrub layer – *Padus avium* and the herb layer – *Urtica dioica* have been found.

In general, all species are located quite closely to each other, which indicates demand for similar growth condition. In black alder woodland key habitats with the indicator and characteristic species (Priedītis, 1999; Ek et al., 2002) have occurred. Mostly the diversity of other species are identified in sample plots, where next stands S-SW side at the age class 1-10, for example *Cirsium arvense* (L.) Scop. (meadow type species) *Urtica dioica* L. and *Stellaria nemorum* L. (both - nitrophilous type species). Particularly, in one sample plot all 3 zones *Impatiens parviflora*- adventives species with rapid distribution has been identified. Due to the result of drainage, the soils are getting richer (Priedītis, 1999) and there is...
a change in plant communities and composition of species. Due to the climate changes (the amount of nitrate has increased in atmosphere), during the last century there are changes in forest growth types; mesotrophic forests have increased (Bambe and Donis, 2008).

Conclusions

The vegetation analysis shows that the number of species and composition in sample plots in different zones are variable; particularly the influence from the edge is noticed in the herb layer. In sample plots several plant communities, especially in the 1st and 3rd zones identified as untypical species for black alder woodland habitats have been found. Several meadow type species (Fragaria vesca, Agrostis stolonifera L.) and also one adventives species- Impatiens parviflora have been identified. However, most study sites have been observed in habitats characterized by mosaic structure with indicator species: Solanum dulcamara, Dryopteris cristata L. A.Gray and others. In study sites vascular plant and bryophyte indicator species have been identified, as well as protected species: Circaea lutetiana in one site and Plagiothecium undulatum in three sites. The differences among the sample plots within different age classes of next stands and among the zones have not been significant for the impact of edge effect on vegetation diversity (with credibly level 95%). Black alder woodland key habitats is the import and priority protected habitat type whose preservations can be achieved in implementation of several preventative activities, for example, buffer zone creation around habitats, decrease of drainage impact and others.
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Abstract
Growing of economics and new technologies has caused the environment pollution and more intensive use of natural resources. The principles of stable and balanced forestry became more and more important. Ecologization forests economy directly and indirectly impacts environment, water, air, landscape. It is not allowed to use chemicals in ecological farms. In Lithuania the number of ecological farms is growing that is why the new effective ecological methods are needed to protect seedlings from weeds. Alternative to mechanical control of weed is to use high temperature. In ecological farms weed control after sowing time is pursued in mechanic, and recently in thermal way. In thermal weed control the surface of soil remains mechanically undisturbed, the roots of cultural plants remain undisturbed, too. These features are very important in forest nurseries, where different kinds of tree species are growing. Seedlings are very small at the beginning of growing, so mechanical weed control is difficult. Thermal weed control could be a good alternative. Comparable data of 2009-2011 thermal weed control research in Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) H. Karst.) nursery is given. The efficiency of destroyed 16 weed sorts using thermal and mechanical ways of weed control is given. Thermal weed control for short age weeds is 20.3% more effective in comparison with mechanical way. Mechanical way is 35.2% more effective for perennial weeds. It was detected that in order to control weeds of different growth stages, it is necessary to use different treatment time of damp water stream.

Key words: thermal weed control, weeds, technology, Norway Spruce.

Introduction
In Lithuania as well as in all European Union growing of economics and new technologies has caused the environment pollution and more intensive use of natural resources. The principles of stable and balanced forestry became more and more important. Ecologization forests economy directly and indirectly impacts environment, water, air, landscape. It is not allowed to use chemicals in ecological farms. In Lithuania the number of ecological farms is growing that is why the new effective ecological methods are needed to protect seedlings from weeds. Alternative to mechanical control of weed is to use high temperature. In ecological farms weed control after sowing time is pursued in mechanic, and recently in thermal way. In thermal weed control the surface of soil remains mechanically undisturbed, the roots of cultural plants remain undisturbed, too. These features are very important in forest nurseries, where different kinds of tree species are growing. Seedlings are very small at the beginning of growing, so mechanical weed control is difficult. Thermal weed control could be a good alternative. Comparable data of 2009-2011 thermal weed control research in Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) H. Karst.) nursery is given. The efficiency of destroyed 16 weed sorts using thermal and mechanical ways of weed control is given. Thermal weed control for short age weeds is 20.3% more effective in comparison with mechanical way. Mechanical way is 35.2% more effective for perennial weeds. It was detected that in order to control weeds of different growth stages, it is necessary to use different treatment time of damp water stream.

Key words: thermal weed control, weeds, technology, Norway Spruce.

Materials and Methods
Analysis of weeds was investigated in the nursery of Šiauliai Forestry Enterprise. Species structure and number of weeds was detected in the experimental patches (0.2 cm x 0.25 cm) which were put on the Picea abies seedlings according to their nutrition area (Figure 1). Experimental patches were put as it is noted in the methodology (Raudonis, 2009). The experiment was repeated six times.

In the first variant weeds were removed manually 3 times. This is the traditional way of weeding. For the first time weeds were removed just after mass shooting in the stage of appearance of the first to second leaves. Weeds were removed the second and
the third time again at the same stage of appearance of
the first to second leaves. In the second variant weeds
were exterminated using damp water stream two times
during the vegetative season. Duration of the thermal
exposure was 2 seconds. Thermal weed extermination
was carried out in the entire basic patch with protection
for Picea abies seedlings from the exposure to damp
water stream. For the first time weeds are removed just
after mass shooting in the stage of appearance of the
first to second leaf. The damp water stream was used
for the second time shooting in the stage of appearance
of the first to second leaf. Before weed thermal control
procedures in all experimental patches weeds were
counted and in each patch in four places having area
of 0.25 m² sort composition analysis of weeds was
conducted. Weed reduction percent values according
to weed groups were established for different weed
control technologies.

For the Picea abies seedlings area of 2011
remaining weeds were counted on the fourth day
after extermination and sort composition was not
determined. Weeds were exterminated just sprouting
in the seed-lobe growth stage.

Results and Discussion

According to the analysis of weeds thermal control,
it was detected that in order to control weeds of
different growth stages it is necessary to use different
treatment time of damp water stream (Hanson and
Ascard, 2002; Melander and Hanson, 2007; Sivesind
et al., 2009).

On purpose to control weeds, the treatment of
damp water stream is most effective when weeds
are in the stage of 1-3 leaves (Vasinauskiene, 2004;
Cekanauskas, 2007). If this treatment is done later,
the destruction of weeds is more difficult because of
changes in their morphological structure. By the
morphology and spreading of warmth through the
plant tissues, thermally controlled weeds are divided
into three groups: 1 – easily controlled by damp
water stream (Chenopodium album, Stellaria media,
Veronica, Galinsoga, etc.), 2 – hardly controlled
damp water stream annual meadow weeds
(Echinochloa crus-galli L., Poa annua, etc.), 3 - hardly
controlled by damp water stream rosette weeds
(Capsella bursa-pastoris, Plantago major, Taraxacum,
etc.).

Investigations of thermal weed control using
various weed extermination technologies have shown
that different sorts of weeds are destroyed to different
extent. In 2009−2010 weeds Stellaria media L. Vill.,
Chaenorhinum minus (L), Galinsoga parviflora were
destroyed completely (up to 100%) while after the
simple mechanical removal on average 3.27 to 0.7 unit
m² weeds remained though disturbed. Thermal weed
control leaves the soil structure unchanged without
activating new weed sprouting. Weed extermination
efficiency for separate weed control technologies is
presented in Table 1.

In 2009−2010 experiments 16 kinds of weeds
prevailing in number were investigated. 36.4%
of them were perennial and 64.6% were short−
lasting weeds. Their biological properties determine
the extermination procedures of short age and of
monocotyledonous and perennial weeds using damp
water stream (Figure 2).

Survey of the three year period data for harvesting
period (Figure 2) shows that mechanical extermination
left on the average 31.9% of weeds to grow, while
extermination using damp water stream left 5.9% of
weed plants not destroyed. Thermal extermination of
short age weeds using damp water stream is effective
enough. We can see from (Figure 2) that short age
monocotyledonous weeds (Echinochloa crus-galli (L.)
Pal. Beauv., Poo annua (L.)) have greater resistance to
damp water stream medium. Efficient extermination
of monocotyledonous weeds is determined mainly
by their biological properties and growth stages.
Extermination of monocotyledonous weeds is most
successful in the growth stages of sprouting-first leaf.
Count of weed numbers during Picea abies seedlings
harvesting time showed that weed extermination left

Figure 1. Experimental patches of thermal weed control.
31–44% of perennial weed plants undestroyed, while thermal extermination using damp water stream left 23–65% of them undestroyed (Figure 3). Thermal weed extermination destroys only the over-soil part of the weed plant, and this influences the revival of the perennial weed plants. In 2009 experiments among weed species Sonchus arvensis L., and Elytrigia repens (L.) prevailed in number, and this influenced great variation of weed quantities (unit m²).

### Table 1

**Number of weed plants (unit m²) during harvesting after mechanical and thermal weeding**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weed species</th>
<th>Mechanical weed control</th>
<th>Thermal weed control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chenopodium album.</td>
<td>3.66±0.9</td>
<td>0.98±0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atriplex patula</td>
<td>1.46±0.57</td>
<td>38.07±2.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stellaria media</td>
<td>1.65±0.61</td>
<td>1.72±0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veronica Spp.</td>
<td>1.46±0.57</td>
<td>2.20±0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaenorrhinum minus</td>
<td>1.65±0.61</td>
<td>0.7±0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galinsoga parviflora</td>
<td>1.46±0.57</td>
<td>0.83±0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matricaria inodora</td>
<td>0.91±0.45</td>
<td>6.6±1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echinochloa crusgalli</td>
<td>3.11±0.83</td>
<td>7.43±1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poa annua</td>
<td>8.06±1.33</td>
<td>6.40±3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capsella bursa pastoris</td>
<td>1.46±0.57</td>
<td>6.84±1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equisetum arvense</td>
<td>0.91±0.45</td>
<td>2.20±0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentha arvensis</td>
<td>1.46±0.57</td>
<td>1.72±0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plantago major</td>
<td>1.46±0.57</td>
<td>14.18±1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elytrigia repens</td>
<td>1.65±0.61</td>
<td>4.13±0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carsium arvense</td>
<td>2.20±0.69</td>
<td>3.92±0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonchus arvensis</td>
<td>5.86±1.13</td>
<td>5.23±1.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Percentage of destroyed weeds for different weed thermal control technologies.
In 2011 thermal weed control was carried out in the Picea abies seedlings area 10 days after sowing. Weeds were exterminated during the sprouting phase. In case when mechanical weed control has been applied, 65.39% of weeds were destroyed, while after thermal control procedures 99.02% of weeds were destroyed (Figure 4).

During mechanical weed extermination in most cases they are not exterminated in close proximity of the culture plant. During thermal extermination weeds are flushed by damp water stream completely, and they are exterminated even in the closest proximity of the plant.

Conclusions
1. Thermal weed extermination is more advantageous if compared with mechanical one in properly cultured soils.
2. Thermal weed control for short age weeds is 20.3% more effective in comparison with mechanical way. Mechanical way is 35.2% more effective for perennial weeds.
3. Thermal weed extermination by damp water stream is applied at the shooting stage. Shooting weeds are destroyed in the closest proximity of the cultured plant.
4. In the crop area of Picea abies grown by seedlings during vegetative season weeds should be exterminated two times. Duration of exposure to damp water stream media is 2 seconds.
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Abstract
Tree roots take up a high proportion of forest biomass, and nowadays we use different methods to estimate the root biomass. Methods vary greatly due to the different studies and different excavation methods used. In the summer 2010, a study of the below-ground biomass of young Scots pine *Pinus sylvestris* L. stands was carried out in central Latvia. In this paper, different below-ground biomass fractions data of 10 sample trees from the abandoned agricultural land plantations were approximated by allometric functions depending on tree diameter at breast height 1.3 m (DBH). The main objective was to determine the average below-ground biomass and approximated below-ground biomass fractions by allometric functions depending on tree DBH of young stands of Scots pine on abandoned agricultural land. Our regressions offer good overall approximations of the data. DBH – stump, coarse root and small root and total biomass regressions were highly significant (p<0.001). The most substantial part of total below-ground biomass was from stumps (45%). The smallest shares of the biomass were coarse roots 38% and small roots 16%. The largest portion (52%) of the total fine-root biomass of 12- and 14-year-old Scots pine stands was located at a depth of 0–10 cm, decreasing in deeper mineral soil layers. Total dry (DM) below-ground biomass including fine-root biomass was 19.0 ±5.2 t DM ha⁻¹.

Key words: Scots pine, Root biomass, Agricultural land, Sapling stands, Regression equation.

Introduction
Root biomass is an important part of the biosphere and can take up to 30% of the total above-ground biomass (Grier et al., 1981; Hoffmann and Usoltsev, 2001). Tree growth in boreal forests is generally limited by the availability of nutrients, especially nitrogen. Therefore, the below-ground compartments are responsible for the acquisition of scarce soil resources. The root systems provide trees with physical support and the ability to capture resources essential for growth and reproduction (Gautam et al., 2003).

Accurate quantification of below-ground carbon stocks in forests is critical for effective predictions of how future climate change will impact global carbon dynamics. However, the development of forest carbon budget models has historically been restricted by the lack of species and site-specific estimates of below-ground biomass (Brassard et al., 2011). Root biomass production is important for modeling carbon cycling, but its calculation has been dependant on the available data.

Gathering data on root biomass distribution is a very drudgery process. It includes root excavation, washing, sieving, separating gathered material into species and diameter classes and also biomass weighing (Polomski and Kuhn, 1998). Root distribution may be very heterogeneous and extensive due to the rocks and impenetrable layers of the soil. It may depend on many factors such as tree species, influence of water supply and ground water table (Hoffmann and Usoltsev, 2001). Very often data is reported per unit of forest area only, making these data unusable for modeling based on individual tree root biomass (Santantonio et al., 1977; Haland and Braekke, 1989).

Relatively few studies are dealing with both root diameter and rooting depth for individual trees. Their findings are often hard to compare due to several reasons (Jenik, 1971; Haland and Braekke, 1989). Stump biomass which is very important part of below-ground biomass is not uniformly defined, separately from total biomass, or ignored completely, and the size of root biomass classes are defined significantly differently (Hoffmann and Usoltsev, 2001).

In this study, the main objective was to determine the average below-ground biomass production in different fractions and develop DBH – stump, coarse root and small root biomass equations for young trees of Scots pine.

Materials and Methods

Study area
The research was carried out in two young stands of Scots pine (*Pinus sylvestris* L.), established in central Latvia, Ozolnieki and Iecavas regions, approximately 25 km east of Jelgava. One of the closest meteorological stations is located in Jelgava. The study area has a temperate climate, moderately warm and dry with 3 to 4 months long vegetation period. The average annual precipitation for Jelgava (period 2000 – 2010) is 584 mm and average annual temperature is 6.9 °C. The prevailing site type of the region is well drained agricultural land.
Experimental stands

Our research of below-ground biomass production was carried out in two planted Scots pine stands on abandoned former agricultural land. The average age of the stands was 12 and 14 years. The spacing in plantations was from 1.0 m between rows and from 2.0 m within rows. Stand density was between 2145 and 2925 trees per ha in the plantations (Table 1). One experimental sample plot (500 m²) in each stand was established in the summer 2010. The stem diameter at breast height 1.3 m (DBH) and the height of all trees were measured in each sample plot.

The stands were situated on a similar site and soil type. In both Scots pine stands there was sandy loam soil, with a relatively thin humus layer, but saturated with nutrients. The site type according to classification is Hylocomiosa (Bušs, 1981).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Stand age (years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plot area, m²</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbers of trees ha⁻¹</td>
<td>2145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean diameter, cm</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean height, m</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basal area, m² ha⁻¹</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stand volume m³ ha⁻¹</td>
<td>92.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>115.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sample tree selection

The total root system of 10 sample trees (5 in each sample plot) was excavated, washed, divided into diameter classes and weighed in the summer of 2010. Trees were selected for excavation using systematic random technique. We selected only healthy, undamaged trees within the DBH range (one minimal, three average and one maximal sample tree per each plot) and with average tree height.

Coarse root, small root and stump sampling

Root systems were excavated, washed free of soil using high pressure water, and the entire root system was divided into diameter classes and weighed on site using a hand scale. To have more accurate root biomass determination, we divided all roots in two diameter classes:

• small roots (Ø 2 – 20 mm);
• coarse roots (Ø > 20 mm) (Ohashi et al., 2007).

We included also the stump part in below-ground biomass; both the above-ground (beginning of the stem) and below-ground parts. With the latter we understand monolithic part that was not otherwise differentiated (Liepa, 2005).

Fine root sampling

Fine root sampling was conducted in August 2010. Fine roots are generally defined as non-woody, small-diameter roots (Nadelhoffer and Raich, 1992), but there is no established convention defining the diameter size range of fine roots (Fogel, 1983). In this study, roots smaller than 2 mm were regarded as fine roots. The soil core sampling method was used to collect the fine roots (diameter ≤ 2.0 mm). Twenty soil cores (volumetric samples 100 cm³ and core diameter 50 mm) per sampling were randomly taken in both sample plots for the determination of fine-root biomass. The soil cores were divided into five layers by depth: 0–10 cm, 11–20 cm, 21–30 cm, 31–40 cm and 51–60 cm of the mineral soil.

Laboratory analyses

To determine the dry root weight of each tree root system, we randomly selected fresh root samples for each diameter classes and stumps. The samples were placed in polyethylene bags, transported to the laboratory and weighed. In the laboratory, samples were dried to constant mass at 105 °C, and weighed. The fresh to dry weight ratios were then used to calculate dry weight for each below-ground fraction of the tree.

Fine root samples were placed in polyethylene bags, transported to the laboratory, and stored in a refrigerator at 4 °C until the analysis. In the laboratory, fine roots were washed and separated into Scots pine roots and roots of other plants. Roots with diameter greater than 2 mm were excluded from the analysis.

Data analysis

Single power regression models that related stump, coarse root, small root and total root biomass to DBH and height were developed for both stands (Eq. 1):

\[ Y = b_1 \times X^{b_2}, \]

where Y is root fraction biomass (kg), X is DBH (cm) or height (m), and \( b_1 \) and \( b_2 \) are coefficients.

Descriptive statistics were used for all below-ground fractions.

Results and Discussion

Brassard et al. (2011) showed that the equations developed on the stand level of several above-ground attributes including DBH allow biomass and carbon budget models to characterize below-ground dynamics more accurately using readily available above-ground metrics. Usoltsev and Vanclay (1993) demonstrated that total root biomass could be approximated by function of diameter at breast height, with coefficients of determination of 0.956. Results of our study give evidence of close correlation between root biomass
and DBH (Figure 1), as shown also by Usoltsev and Vanclay (1993). Coefficient of determination for stump biomass in our case was 0.892, for small roots 0.851, for coarse roots 0.939 and for total biomass 0.917. Relationship between DBH and root biomass is clearly strong; therefore, this relation can be used for biomass equations.

The regression coefficients for each model are reported in Table 2. Fitted equations have the form \( Y = b_1 X^{b_2}, \) were \( Y \) is root biomass fraction (kg), \( X \) is DBH (cm), \( b_1 \) and \( b_2 \) are coefficients. In Table 2 we presented regression coefficients for allometric equations relating stumps, coarse roots, small roots and total biomass to DBH in young Scots pine stands. DBH – stump, coarse root, small root and total biomass regressions were highly significant \((P < 0.001)\), with correlation coefficient ranging from 0.852 to 0.926.

Hoffmann and Usoltsev (2001) stated that height turned out to be a better prediction than DBH for tree roots, resulting in the allometric equations. In our

![Figure 1](image_url)

Figure 1. Relationship between DBH and (A) fresh stump biomass, (B) fresh small root biomass, (C) fresh coarse root biomass, and (D) fresh total biomass.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Below-ground fractions</th>
<th>Number of tree</th>
<th>DBH range</th>
<th>( b_1 )</th>
<th>( b_2 )</th>
<th>( R^2 )</th>
<th>( P )</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>SEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stumps*</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.3 – 15.8</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>2.500</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse roots*</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.3 – 15.8</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>2.943</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small roots*</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.3 – 15.8</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>2.004</td>
<td>0.851</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>0.414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total*</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.3 – 15.8</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>2.392</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>0.356</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MSE = mean square of the error
SEE = standard error of the estimate of the regression
* fresh biomass
study we obtained different results than Hoffmann and Usoltsev, and we must conclude that DBH was a better predictor of different below-ground biomass fractions than height in our study (Table 3). DBH – below-ground biomass models had consistently higher $R^2$ than height – below-ground biomass models for all biomass fractions. Height – stump, coarse root and small root and total biomass regressions were not significant ($p>0.05$), with correlation coefficient ranging from 0.242 to 0.301.

The largest share (around 45%) of total below-ground biomass in young Scots pine stands was from stumps. The smallest shares of the biomass were in coarse roots and small roots - 38% and 16%, respectively. Total dry root biomass on abandoned agricultural lands in young stands of Scots pine is $14.6\pm5.1$ t ha$^{-1}$, including stump biomass $6.6\pm2.2$ t DM ha$^{-1}$, coarse root biomass $5.6\pm1.0$ t DM ha$^{-1}$ and small root biomass $4.9\pm0.7$ t DM ha$^{-1}$ (Figure 2). Results showed that all root fractions were developed evenly, and such root biomass structure development model is normal for young stands. Comparing our data with the literature data on grey alder ($Alnus incana$ (L.) Moench), which is one of the most typical tree species on abandoned agricultural land in Latvia, we found out that DM below-ground biomass production in 10-year-old grey alder stands is more than 1.6 times less (Uri et al., 2008) than results from our study.

Comparing both stands, no significant differences (Table 4) between below-ground biomass parts were detected. Older stand produced more biomass than the younger one, but statistically the difference was not significant and for calculations both stands can be combined together.

The amount of fine-root biomass varies between soil layers. The largest part of the Scots pine fine roots

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Below-ground fractions</th>
<th>Number of trees</th>
<th>Height range</th>
<th>$b_1$</th>
<th>$b_2$</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>$P$</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>SEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stumps*</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.9 – 10.3</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>3.281</td>
<td>0.236</td>
<td>$&gt; 0.05$</td>
<td>2.744</td>
<td>1.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse roots*</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.9 – 10.3</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>4.924</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td>$&gt; 0.05$</td>
<td>6.180</td>
<td>1.218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small roots*</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.9 – 10.3</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>2.640</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>$&gt; 0.05$</td>
<td>1.777</td>
<td>0.966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total*</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.9 – 10.3</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>3.562</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>$&gt; 0.05$</td>
<td>3.234</td>
<td>1.059</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MSE = mean square of the error  
SEE = standard error of the estimate of the regression 
* fresh biomass

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stand age</th>
<th>Biomass $\bar{x} \pm s_x$</th>
<th>Stumps*</th>
<th>Coarse roots*</th>
<th>Small roots*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 years</td>
<td>5.7 ±2.9</td>
<td>5.7 ±3.5</td>
<td>2.6 ±1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 years</td>
<td>9.4 ±2.1</td>
<td>7.8 ±2.1</td>
<td>4.3 ±1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*fresh biomass

Figure 2. Mean dry biomass in different below-ground fractions. Standard error values are shown in error bars.
(46%) is reported to be found in the upper mineral soil layer (Helmisaari et al., 2002). There is normally a significant distribution of fine-root biomass in the top soil layers, decreasing at greater soil depth (Claus and George, 2005; Makkonen and Helmisaari, 1998; Helmisaari et al., 2002).

In our study the value of fine-root biomass was $1.8 \pm 0.5$ t ha$^{-1}$ (52%) in 12-year-old and $2.7 \pm 0.4$ t ha$^{-1}$ in 14-year-old (52%) stand in the upper mineral soil (0–10 cm), which is nearly equal to the fine root biomass range reported by other authors (Trettin et al., 1999). Results showed a clear relation between fine-root biomass and the depth of the mineral soil layer, coefficient of determination $R^2$ being equal to 0.89.

The largest part of fine-root biomass was located at a depth of 0–10 cm and decreased in deeper soil layers (Figure 3).

Between the soil layers and average fine-root biomass in the Scots pine stands there were significant differences (p<0.05). The largest distribution of fine-root biomass in soil layer 0–60 cm was found in the older stand (14-year-old) – $5.3 \pm 1.6$ t DM ha$^{-1}$, but in the younger stand (12-year-old) the value was $3.6 \pm 1.5$ t DM ha$^{-1}$. The studied stands were of the same age class but with different densities (see Table 1). The amount of biomass correlates with tree density per ha and describes its significant differences between both stands.

In our study, the object’s total below-ground biomass including fine-root biomass was $19.0 \pm 5.2$ t DM ha$^{-1}$. Regarding our results, we must agree with the other researchers who state that below-ground biomass is an important part of the tree, and plays a significant role for carbon budget modelling and tree development (Brassard et al., 2011).

Conclusions
1. Below-ground biomass fractions were approximated by function of DBH, with coefficients of determination for stump biomass 0.892, small roots 0.851, coarse roots 0.939 and total biomass 0.917, respectively.
2. DBH is a better predictor for different below-ground biomass fractions than tree height.
3. The vertical distribution of fine root biomass in the studied Scots pine stands decreased with increased soil depth.
4. The largest part (52%) of the fine-root biomass was located in the upper mineral soil layers (0–10 cm).
5. Total below-ground biomass including fine-root biomass was $19.0 \pm 5.2$ t DM ha$^{-1}$.
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Abstract
The interest in stumps has increased with recent boost of the bioenergy in Europe. Fuel yield from stumps can be as high as from harvesting residues. The most valuable areas for stump extraction are spruce and pine stands on dry mineral soils. In Finland the utilization of stumps for energy is rapidly moving from the testing phase to forest practice. In 2005 the use of stump wood chips by heating and power plants totalled 0.4 mill. m³, tripled the consumption of 2004, which corresponds to 14% of the total consumption of forest chips in Finland. Extensive whole-tree harvesting trials in Sweden demonstrate that removal of stumps and slash from clear-felled sites has a strong positive impact on natural forest regeneration. Results from Finland indicate that stump and slash removal can improve productivity and quality of subsequent re-planting of harvested forest sites. The majority of available studies on root rot control demonstrate that subsequent forest regeneration is more successful on sites where the stumps have been removed. The scope of this study was to evaluate quality of forest regeneration after stump extraction in Finland according to the national regulations in Latvia. Number, size, distribution and mortality of seedlings were estimated in 15 compartments. Additionally, moisture and compaction of soils were determined. Results of the study approved that regeneration of forest stands on fertile mineral soils after stump extraction was successful and combination of mounding with scarification during stump extraction provides sufficient growing conditions for new seedlings.

Key words: stump harvesting, forest regeneration.

Introduction
Extensive long-term whole-tree harvesting trials in Nordic countries clearly demonstrate that removal of stumps and slash from clear-felled sites has a strong positive impact on natural forest regeneration. After 7 years the number of naturally regenerated trees on sites with stump removal was by 10% higher, and on sites with combined stump and slash removal, by 51% higher than on control sites with stumps and slash left intact. In northern Sweden, after 11 years the number of naturally established trees on stump removal and whole tree removal sites was about twice as high as on control sites. In central Sweden, stump and slash removal resulted in up to 82% surplus of self-regenerated trees after 13...17 years. Stump and root removal is beneficial to vigour and survival of seedlings subsequently planted on clear-felled and stumped sites, and mainly due to soil disturbance (Vasaitis et al., 2008).

Results from Finland indicate that stump and slash removal could improve productivity and quality of subsequent re-planting of harvested forest sites. In agreement to whole-tree harvesting trials, the majority of available studies on root rot control also demonstrate that subsequent afforestation is more successful on sites where the stumps have been removed than on sites where the stumps were left intact. Seedlings mortality was attributed mainly to competition from herbs and shrubs. This repeatedly indicates that stumping significantly reduces the presence of ground vegetation competing with the replanted growing stock (Vasaitis et al., 2008).

Results from field experiments suggest no negative effect of stump harvesting on growth of the next tree crop. Furthermore, in the short term, stump harvesting is unlikely to reduce stand productivity but acknowledge that long-term empirical evidence is lacking. Such claims contrast with effects found in residue harvesting and the recommendations which encourage the return of wood ash to forests in order to maintain nutrient levels and sustain future productivity are provided. Where stump removal is undertaken in order to remove root rot, a comprehensive review undertaken discovered that in most cases, it leads to improved seedling establishment and gains in overall stand productivity (Walmsley and Godbold, 2009).

Stump wood extraction is completed in conjunction with forest regeneration operations, when site preparation work is integrated with stump harvesting. Recovery of logging residues and stumps also creates a favourable environment for forest regeneration by reducing the difficulty of the regeneration work and improving the quality and productivity of site preparation and planting work. As a result of stump removal, mechanized planting might be used as a cost efficient method of forest regeneration (Laitila et al., 2008).

The available data demonstrate that in most cases tree growth and stand productivity on stumped sites is either significantly higher or does not differ significantly from sites were stump removal was not conducted. In Swedish “whole-tree harvesting” trials, height increment of planted Picea abies and Pinus sylvestris after 7 years was, respectively, by 40...70% and by 15...20% higher on sites where stumps, slash and stumps were removed, as on control sites with conventional stem harvesting. After 22...27 years, the volume of self-regenerated trees (mainly Betula sp.,...
and *Picea abies*) on all tree removal sites was higher than that on sites with conventional harvesting. The positive impact of stumping was noted also for the stand volume, and the corresponding figures for stump removal and conventional harvesting sites (Vasaitis et al., 2008).

Mortality of seedlings after site regeneration is quite small, though there could be big variation within different growing sites or soil types. In stump extracted areas naturally regenerated coniferous seedlings amount is remarkable on fertile soils, this could lead to successful replacement of dead seedlings. However, in many cases naturally regenerated seedlings spread in uneven way and are mostly found next to mature forest stands (Melkas, 2006).

Unequipollent results are obtained in Latvia in studies implemented in 2008 (Lazdāns and Zimelis, 2008). Productivity of planting and early tending was considerably less in comparison to “business as usual” – planting in furrows. Mortality of seedlings was much higher, but generally due to damages done by tending: workers are not used to operate in uneven (not in rows) planting schemes and cut nearly half of seedlings. Similarly, significant decrease in planting productivity is explainable by the confusion, when workers constantly have to decide, which planting spot is better. This means that all operations in forest regeneration after stump extraction require more intelligence and professional skills, including knowledge in forestry. Workers in Finland, in contrast, are used to such an uneven planting scheme. Another difference from “business as usual” in Finland was type of soil preparation – no mounds, only scarification by ploughshare of the stump extraction head were used to prepare soil in trials in Latvia.

The aim of the study was to evaluate forest regeneration quality after stump extraction in Southern Finland according to the forestry quality requirements in Latvia, eliminating effects caused by non-trained workers at all production stages. Another target was to evaluate possibilities to use mounding with combined excavator head simultaneously with stump extraction as a soil preparation method in spruce stands on fertile soils.

**Materials and Methods**

Fifteen forest compartments in Southern part of Finland in Häme region located at longitude 61°03 N-61°20 N and latitude 024°46 E 025°43 E were selected for evaluation of results of forest regeneration. Stump extraction in the selected compartments was done in the autumn of 2008, except compartments No 6 and 7, which was harvested in 2004. The oldest stands were selected to see if the situation in regenerated stands changed in longer period. Forest regeneration with spruce was done in the spring of 2009, except compartments No 6 and 7, which was regenerated in 2005. Type of soil preparation – combined mounding and scarification with the excavator bucket was performed. At the moment the age of regenerated stands is 3...4 years. The area of the compartments is different – from 3.0 to 19.9 ha. Measurements were done in May, 2011. Weed control was applied only to some of the selected stands after planting, in spite of relatively fertile growth conditions, which is considerably different from the existing forest management practice in Latvia.

Characterization of the regeneration results were done by establishment of a set of round sample plots with an area of 25 m². Sample plots were located regularly after each 25...30 m according to the longest diagonal of the compartment. Height of living trees and the last year increment were measured to the living planted trees. Additionally, the cause of damages was determined for injured living trees and the number of dead planted trees as well as number of empty planting spots was estimated in each sample plot.

In Finland, National forest typology which is used, differs from the one in Latvia; therefore, for the study purposes forest type for each sample plot according to the national standards in Latvia was determined. Spruce is dominant tree species in all stands. The selected stands on dry mineral soils belong to *Hylocomiosa* and *Aegipodiosa* stand types, the stands on wet mineral soils belong to *Myrilloso-sphagnosa* and *Myrillosoi-polytrichosa* stand types.

Soil penetration resistance and moisture are important characteristics affecting growth of seedlings after regeneration; therefore, these values were determined in all sample plots on surface of the planting spots with living trees. Depth of the measurement was from 0 cm down to 80 cm or less, depending on depth of the bedrock layer. Simultaneously relative moisture of the topsoil layer (0...5 cm) was measured. Eijkelkamp digital penethrologger was used for both measurements. In total 5 measurements were done in each sample plot. Average values of the soil penetration resistance and average values for the topsoil layer (0...20 cm) were used in further evaluation.

The penethrologger accounts data of the power applied, which later are recalculated to the pressure units (MPa) using equation No. 1:

\[
MPa = \frac{\text{Power } N}{2 \text{ cm}^2 (\text{cone area}) \times 100} \tag{1}
\]

**Results and Discussion**

Average increment in height of the planted seedlings in the selected compartments varies from 9.4 ± 0.5 cm to 26.6 ± 3.7 cm (Table 1), which corresponds to average values in Southern part of Finland (Saksa
Diseased seedlings were not observed in the most of the sample plots, but the average number of the diseased seedlings is 0.3 ± 0.2% from the initial number of planted seedlings. The pressure resistance in the topsoil layer (0...20 cm) is 1.2 MPa (Table 1). This value corresponds to weak compaction and, according to other studies (Lazdiņa, 2008), such a level of compaction is optimal for the growth of roots. A value of 3 MPa, which limits the growth of roots, was not exceeded in any of the objects. This means that soil compaction or too loose a structure of soil is not negatively affecting the growth of seedlings in the selected stands.

Forest regeneration trials in Latvia confirm that mounding, as a scarification method, is improving growth conditions on loamy soils in *Hylocomiosa* stand type by increasing the availability of nutrients in mounds. The seedlings on mounds have better growth characteristics, such as the accumulation of biomass, than seedlings planted in furrows (traditional planting method) or in untreated soil (Lazdiņa, 2008). In contrast to that, in former farmlands plants grow better in furrows than on mounds, because the topsoil layer used for the formation of mounds is more compacted than the underlying soil layers, so the mound consists of 2 compacted layers, but furrow, if it is deep enough, is more similar to un-compacted forest soils. This is approved also by the soil pressure resistance measurement results, which are often above 3 MPa in mounds (Lazdiņa, 2008).

The average relative moisture in the topsoil (0...5 cm) of the planting spots is similar in the forest regeneration sample plots established Latvia and Finland, 14.9 ± 0.4% and 14.4 ± 0.5% respectively. It was also found in earlier studies in Latvia that the relative moisture in the topsoil layer on mounds and in the furrow in early spring is not statistically different; 21 ± 0.5% and 20 ± 0.5% (Lazdiņa, 2008) respectively, no correlation was found in the study between the relative moisture and the pressure resistance of the topsoil layer (Figure 1).

Correlation between the relative moisture of the topsoil layer and the annual increment in height in 2010 in the selected compartments in Finland is not significant \((R^2 < 0.25)\). Similarly, no relation was found between the share or appearance of the diseased trees and the topsoil moisture \((R^2 < 0.01)\). Moderate linear correlation was found between the topsoil pressure resistance and the annual increment \((R^2 < 0.38)\); however, this result might have accidental character due to relatively small number of the selected compartments. Earlier studies in Southern part of Finland demonstrated that higher soil temperature and deeper layer of organic material in mounds positively affects increments in height of the spruce seedlings (Saksa and Heiskanen, 2005).

According to the study data, living seedlings occupy 86% of the initially prepared sampling spots, including 13.6% of planting spots occupied by living but damaged seedlings. Diseased trees occupy 0.3% of the planting spots, and empty planting spots are 13.9% of the total number (Figure 2).

According to the forest regeneration requirements in Finland, the average number of initially planted

---

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compartiment No</th>
<th>Average height increment, cm</th>
<th>Initial number of planting spots per ha</th>
<th>Diseased seedlings, %</th>
<th>Average soil penetration resistance at 0...20 cm, MPa</th>
<th>Relative soil moisture, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.8 ± 2.5</td>
<td>2960 ± 160</td>
<td>1.4 ± 1.4</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>14.1 ± 4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11.7 ± 2.1</td>
<td>2909 ± 320</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>16.1 ± 3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>13.1 ± 0.7</td>
<td>2722 ± 202</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>14.9 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.7 ± 0.9</td>
<td>3440 ± 181</td>
<td>2.0 ± 2.0</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>13.3 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>12.1 ± 1</td>
<td>3333 ± 169</td>
<td>2.8 ± 2.8</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>10.7 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>22.2 ± 2.1</td>
<td>4640 ± 601</td>
<td>2.2 ± 2.2</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.1</td>
<td>9.5 ± 1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>26.6 ± 3.7</td>
<td>3333 ± 581</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>29.9 ± 8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>12.3 ± 1.5</td>
<td>2067 ± 670</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.1</td>
<td>20.1 ± 1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9.6 ± 1</td>
<td>2660 ± 277</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>17.7 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11.8 ± 1.3</td>
<td>2259 ± 380</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>13.6 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>9.4 ± 0.9</td>
<td>3150 ± 324</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>14.8 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>10.2 ± 1.1</td>
<td>2892 ± 218</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>15.7 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>10.6 ± 0.9</td>
<td>3171 ± 401</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.1</td>
<td>16.3 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>9.4 ± 0.5</td>
<td>3415 ± 414</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.1</td>
<td>6.1 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>11 ± 0.6</td>
<td>2650 ± 356</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.1</td>
<td>10.7 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>11.6 ± 0.4</td>
<td>2910 ± 89</td>
<td>0.3 ± 0.2</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>14.4 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
seedlings in the selected plots (2504 ± 81 per ha⁻¹) is by 30% more than it is set for spruce stands – 1800 per ha⁻¹ (Kirjoittajia, 2007).

According to evaluation of the growth conditions in the selected stands and requirements for selection of species for the forest regeneration set in the Regulations of Cabinet of Ministers No 1453, paragraph 4.2 selection of spruce in all cases is the right choice. Similarly, spruce is right species for all sites according to the forest regeneration regulations in Finland (Kirjoittajia, 2007).

Distribution of the living seedlings (regularity) is even and corresponds to requirements set by the Regulations of the Cabinet of Ministers No 1453, paragraphs 4.3, 4.4.3, 4.5 and 5. Number of unused planting spots in all of the selected stands is sufficient to do supplementary planting if necessary as well as to select better planting spots during the regenerative planting.

According to requirements of the time limits for the forest regeneration in certain stand types set by Regulations of the Cabinet of ministers No 1453, paragraph 3.1, the regeneration in all of the selected stands is done in a timely fashion.

Average height of the measured seedlings in all sample plots is bigger than the threshold value (0.1 m) set by the Regulations of the Cabinet of ministers No 1453 for coniferous trees (Figure 3). This means that the selected stands can meet this requirement for the forest regeneration, too. The measured trees have good increment in height values (11.6 ± 0.4 cm), which also approves sufficient regeneration of the stands (Saksa and Heiskanen, 2005).

The only problematic requirement for regenerated stands according to the Regulations of Cabinet of Ministers No 1453 is density of stands. Most of stands reach the threshold value for spruce (2000 seedlings ha⁻¹); except compartments No 4, 10, 14 and 15 (Figure 4). None of them, except the compartment No 15, meet the national requirement for the forest regeneration in Finland. Forest owner can decide to plant more seedlings than necessary, which is the case in most of the selected stands. It is a common practice in Finland that forest owners are planting minimum

Figure 1. Relation between soil pressure resistance and relative soil moisture.

Figure 2. Relative distribution of initially established planting spots.

Healthy trees 72.1%
Diseased trees 0.3%
Empty planting spots 13.9%
Damaged living trees 13.6%
allowed number of seedlings and later complete the stand with supplementary planting. There is no difference in soil preparation type (Kirjoittajia, 2007). Share of diseased seedlings in the compartments No 4, 10, 14 and 15 is 0-2%, which means that the mortality is not a cause of insufficient number of seedlings. Measurement results show that specific characteristics of the compartments No 4, 10, 14 and 15 is considerably smaller efficiency of utilization of the available planting spots; average rate of utilization in other compartments is 90%, but in compartments No 4, 10, 14 and 15 it is 75% on average. Respectively, the reason for insufficient density of the regenerated stands is improper quality of forest planting. In spite of excellent survival of seedlings, many of them (16% of survivors) have different damages caused by snow, wind, animals, diseases and other agents. Most of the damages in the measured plots were caused by animals – snapping off the tops of trees (74% of the total number of damages) by large artiodactyla and rodents (Figure 5). Studies in Southern Finland approved that in spite of the fact that the moose is considered to be the most harmful damage agent in young stands, spruce stands are the least interesting for this animal. Moose mostly damages spruce stands, when trees are 2...5 m high or when they are 10...20 years old (Jalkanen, 2001). According to this, in near future the evaluated stands will need monitoring of the damages and, if necessary, additional measures against the moose damages will be taken.
Root rot is another risk causing considerable damages in the spruce stands. Risk of infection is smaller in hilly areas and on elevated areas of the relief. These damages are more common on fertile sites and less common for peat soils. A deep peat layer usually reduces the risk of infection considerably. Selective felling, in contrast, increases the risk of damages. The risk of distribution of the root rot is higher in older stands, as function of age and diameter of trees count (Nuuinen, 2007). It was not possible to evaluate health status of the previous generation of trees, because the stumps were already harvested; however, it would be of high importance to consider this issue in further studies, because there are scientific evidences of positive effect of stump extraction on distribution of root rot and recovery of infected areas (Vasaitis et al., 2008; Zabowski et al., 2008; Petersson and Melin, 2010).

The most common causes of disease of seedlings are draught and insufficient compaction of soil around seedling causing formation of the so called “air pockets”, prohibiting growth of roots into soil. Similarly, in Finland another important damage agent in planted areas is animals (Mangalis, 2004; Lazdiņa, 2008).

Conclusions

1. Results of the study approve that the regeneration of forest stands on fertile mineral soils after stump extraction was successful and combination of mounding with scarification during stump extraction provides sufficient growing conditions for new seedlings.
2. The rate of mortality is below 1% during 3–4 years, which is excellent value both, for Finland and Latvia. The reserves (number of living seedlings above the minimum threshold) is 30% on average. Additionally, about 14% sampling spots are empty. However, according to the literature the most significant damages will follow in later stages of development, so real success of regeneration will be visible, when trees are taller than 5 m.
3. The regeneration quality fulfills the requirements of the national forest regulations in Latvia according to species selection, height of seedlings and regularity of planting; however, density of stand is insufficient in 4 stands. The reason is improper planting quality and not problems in soil preparation.
4. The working method is applicable in Latvia; however, the weed control might be serious problem in such stands in Latvia, because in many of the selected compartments in Finland there was no need for tending or weed control, in spite of the fact that trees were planted 3 years ago. The final response on quality of forest regeneration after stump extraction will give field trials in Latvia in similar growing conditions.
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Abstract
In the 30ies of the 20th century stump extraction was identified as one of the most prospective technologies of forest sector to secure deliveries of solid biofuel. Now we are returning to the same challenges having the same targets – to secure energy independence and competitiveness of forest sector. MCR 500 is the prototype of combined stump extraction and mounding bucket for caterpillar excavator produced in Latvia by the LSFRI Silava and engineering company Orvi SIA. The device is made for extraction of stumps with diameter up to 50 cm. Additional benefit of the device is its ability to prepare soil for the forest regeneration by making mounds. The article summarizes results of productivity trials of stump extraction using the MCR 500 head and following forwarding of the material. Data from earlier studies are used to characterize comminution and road transport of stumps and chips. In total 3.5 ha were extracted during the studies. A harvested amount of stumps was estimated using biomass equations. It will be updated in further comminution studies. Average stock of extractable biomass (stumps and coarse roots) on the experimental sites was 28 tons ha⁻¹. Productivity of stump extraction was 2.4...3.4 tons per efficient hour. Consumption of efficient time for scarification of soil was 3.4...4.3 hours per ha. Forwarding took 30 min per load (2.6 tons per efficient working hour). Prime cost of chips according to biomass equations is 9.78 Ls LV m⁻³, according to expert judgement based harvested stock is 6.38 Ls LV m⁻³.

Key words: stump harvesting, forwarding, prime cost.

Introduction
Forest bioenergy is becoming increasingly important for the forest owners and forest industry in Latvia. Logging residues from clear-felling for biofuel production has already become widely accepted technology in state and private forests in Latvia. The demand for forest fuel is expected to grow due to increase of consumption in district heating sector and forest industries, like pellet production (Kons, 2011). Besides extraction of harvesting residues form clear-felling, a variety of other forest residues can be utilized for biofuel production. Extraction of stumps started in Finland and to some extent – in Sweden (Eriksson and Gustavsson, 2008). If cost efficiency is used to evaluate potential of potential resources, stumps are located in the next position after harvesting residues from clear-cuts, both, in terms of available resources and harvesting costs (Lazdiņš and Thor, 2009). However, stump biofuel has specific quality characteristics, making use of stumps complicated in conventional biomass boilers (Walmsley and Godbold, 2009).

Stumps consist of wood and bark of a tree below the stump cross-section. Recovery is performed with heavy machines after harvesting and removal of roundwood. Excavators equipped with a special stump extraction buckets that can pull and split stumps into smaller pieces are usually used for production. The harvestable dry mass of a stump-root system is 23...25% of the stem wood biomass, for both spruce and pine (Hakkila, 2004; Eriksson and Gustavsson, 2008). As a comparison, the crown mass and stem ratio is typically 40...60% for spruce and 20...30% for pine in Finnish and Swedish studies (Hakkila, 2004). Information about extractable biomass of stumps of deciduous trees is limited (Lazdiņš and Thor, 2009). The energy content of stumps varies in different references. About 140 to 160 MWh ha⁻¹ can be harvested according to studies in Finland (Hakkila, 2004); in other publications 170 MWh ha⁻¹ are mentioned (Nylinder, 1979); Tekes reported 200 MWh ha⁻¹ (TEKES, 2004). Stump recovery can also reduce the cost of site preparation for replanting (Eriksson and Gustavsson, 2008).

Information about possibilities to merge extraction of stumps and scarification of soil is limited; however, there is scientific evidence of improved natural regeneration, less insect damages and reduction of root rot distribution in the next generation stand (Saarinen, 2006). Therefore, the aim of the study is to evaluate productivity and prime cost of simultaneous stump extraction and soil preparation with the experimental stump extraction head MCR-500, forwarding and conventional soil preparation with a disc trencher as a control. The experiment will be continued with forest regeneration studies, which will provide information about the impact of stump extraction on the whole forest regeneration cycle.

Materials and Methods
The trials were established in 3 forest stands managed by Ltd. “Rīgas meži” nearby Ogre city (Table 1). Pine (P) dominant stand (176-18) was on naturally wet mineral soil. It was used generally to adapt to the working method. Two spruce (S) dominant stands were located on naturally dry mineral soil.
(98-4) and drained mineral soil (104-9). Other tree species represented in the experimental stands were silver birch (S), common aspen (A) and black alder (Ga). All stumps of Ga and other rare deciduous species were left in the stands.

All stumps were measured (species, height, diameter and visually identifiable rotting signs) and marked before extraction. The harvesting, forwarding and soil scarification trials were implemented from September to November, 2011. The time studies were implemented according to work elements are listed in Table 2. Forwarder loads was weighed using CAS scales RW-15P. Field computer with SDI software was used to record work elements. Time consumption is expressed in centiminutes (cmin.), which is 1/100 part of a minute.

Quality of soil scarification was estimated after stump forwarding using transect method – a set of 25 m² large sample plots located after each 25 m on the longest diagonal of the sample plot. Area and distance between mineralized spots were measured; minimal distance between suitable planting spots is at least 1.5 m.

The prime cost of production of stump chips was calculated using adapted version of the Flis cost calculation model (Thor et al., 2008). Productivity figures for stump extraction and forwarding were taken from the productivity studies. Maintenance costs and investments were considered as for new machines. Productivity figures and maintenance cost of stump truck, crusher, loader and chip truck were borrowed from earlier studies (Thor et al., 2008) using updated values for fuel cost and salaries.

Biomass was calculated using by recalculation of stump level diameter to diameter at breast height (D₁₃) and application of biomass expansion equations to estimate above- and below ground fractions of stumps (1st for spruce and pine and 2nd – for birch). For other species equation of dominant tree specie was applied. The same equations were used in previous studies (Thor et al., 2008).

\[
\begin{align*}
D_{13} &= a + b \times D_v; \\
D_v &= \text{diameter at breast height, cm}; \\
D_v &= \text{diameter of stump, cm}; \\
a &= \text{coefficient, 0.7 for spruce and -1.89 for pine}; \\
b &= \text{coefficient, 0.74 for spruce and 0.87 for pine}.
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

\[
\begin{align*}
D_{13} &= -6.7 + 0.916 \times D_v + \frac{50.5}{D_v} \\
\text{(2)}
\end{align*}
\]
Stump biomass was calculated using exponential regression equations: spruce – 3rd equation, pine – 4th equation (Marklund, 1988), birch – the 5th equation (Repola et al., 2007). Equation for birch includes also large roots; for spruce and pine biomass of extractable roots was calculated separately using the 6th and 7th equation (Marklund, 1988), respectively. Above-ground part of stump is calculated separately using volume formula of cylinder and wood density factors from the guidelines for the greenhouse gas inventories (Penman, 2003). In this article total biomass of stump and large roots (D > 5 cm) is called extractable biomass.

Results and Discussion

Average extracted biomass of stumps and roots according to the biomass calculations is 25.7 tons ha\(^{-1}\). Average share of extracted stump biomass is 62% of total extractable biomass of the measured stumps. Average extractable biomass of stump is 73 kg (Table 3). If compared to harvested roundwood stock, share of extracted stump biomass is 7%. According to another study in Latvia, it is 12% (Thor et al., 2008). The same study also noted incongruity between the Swedish biomass equations and actually extracted biomass.

Average productivity of stump extraction is 2.7 tons per productive hour, but if soil scarification is not accounted – 3.4 tons per productive hour. Average time consumption for soil scarification is 3.4 hours ha\(^{-1}\), when sufficient number of planting spots are prepared – 4.3 hours ha\(^{-1}\). The most efficient stump extraction was in object No 104-9 (Table 4). In optimal working conditions an excavator can prepare 346 mounds per productive hour (10 sec per mound), if time consumption for stump extraction relevant work elements is not accounted (Table 5). According to the study results, it is possible to scarify 0.29 ha per productive hour. Notably that in the last stand (104-9) the productivity of soil scarification was 3 times

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Number of extracted stumps per ha(^{-1})</th>
<th>Extractable biomass of harvested stumps, kg ha(^{-1})</th>
<th>Share of extracted stumps, % from number of stumps</th>
<th>Prepared mounds per ha(^{-1})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>176-18</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>22907</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98-4</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>27752</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104-9</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>24970</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>1496</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Productivity of stump extraction, tons per hour</th>
<th>Productivity of mounding, mounds per hour</th>
<th>Productivity of soil preparation, ha per hour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>total productive time</td>
<td>productive time for stump extraction</td>
<td>moulded scarification time(^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176-18</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98-4</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104-9</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>346</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Excluding time consumption for stump extraction and treatment.
higher than in the beginning. It is very probable that in real conditions the productivity will be similar to results obtained in the 104-9 or will be even better, if the pressure in the main cylinder of cutting knife is increased.

The most time consuming work elements are pulling, splitting and scarifying (61% of the total productive time, Figure 1). Technical improvements (increase of pressure in cylinder of the cutting knife) could increase productivity of pulling, splitting and shaking (cleaning of stumps). Productivity of scarifying can be increased by reduction of mounds per ha; however, much more studies are necessary to identify optimal number of the dedicated planting spots in different growing conditions.

Comparison of productivity of extraction of the stumps of different tree species and dimensions show that the MCR 500 can easily extract spruce stumps of any size and productivity constantly increases with the size of stumps (Figure 2). Productivity of extraction of birch stumps increases until \( D_0 \) reaches about 45 cm, then it becomes constant or decreases; however, productivity of large birch stumps is higher than of small stumps. Different results are obtained with pine stumps – there is no significant difference between productivity of smaller or larger stumps, but significant drop in productivity was observed, if \( D_0 \) of stumps is more than 45 cm. Productivity of the largest pine stumps is smaller than productivity of extraction of smaller pine stumps.

Comparison of work cycles, when 1 or several stumps are extracted approves hypothesis that simultaneous extraction is beneficial (Table 5), which means that in practice an operator should start pulling with the biggest stump, which will take also smaller surrounding stumps in a group of stumps, and not with smaller ones, which will be pulled out one by one.

Productivity of extraction of rotten stumps was significantly higher than average productivity figures. Time savings per stump, except time for soil scarification, was 17% on average. Most of reductions of the time consumption was in pulling and splitting operations (Figure 3). The damages by root rot may significantly reduce biomass of stumps, which is complicated to estimate using biomass equations; therefore, increase in productivity in practice might be lost in reduction of extracted biomass.

Average forwarder load was 7651 ± 272 kg. Average consumption of productive time in forwarding when calculated according to biomass equations was 22.8 ± 6.6 min ton\(^{-1}\) or 2.6 ± 0.8 tons per productive hour (Table 6). If time per load (20.3 min for loading and 10.1 min for unloading) is recalculated, results of the study are comparable with earlier stump
forwarding studies (Thor et al., 2008); however, average load calculated by the biomass equations is 2 to 3 times smaller than in the same studies calculated according to weighed biomass. Average load according to biomass equations is 1.3 ± 0.4 tons, according to weighing data – 3.8 tons of dry mass.

The significant correlation was found between the load size and efficient time for loading ($R^2 = 0.78$). It can be expressed as a power regression (8th equation, Figure 4). It is also noticeable in Figure 5 that average load size depends on work conditions – it was considerably bigger in the object 98-4, where stock per ha was also greater than in other stands due to a larger dimensions of stumps.

$$B_p = 1.950 \times 1.5 \times M_p$$

where

$$B_p$$ - productive time of loading, min.

$$M_p$$ - biomass per load, kg

(8)

Average productive time for scarifying of soil is $89 \pm 18$ min ha$^{-1}$. The soil preparation was more time consuming in *Myrtillus mel.* stand type (106 min ha$^{-1}$).

### Productivity of extraction of multiple stumps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of stumps per cycle</th>
<th>Share of total number of stumps</th>
<th>Share of total extractable biomass</th>
<th>Average extractable biomass of stump, kg</th>
<th>Average time consumption, seconds per stump</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 stump</td>
<td>85.9%</td>
<td>84.6%</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 stumps</td>
<td>12.4%</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 stumps</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 4 stumps</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 1</td>
<td>14.1%</td>
<td>15.4%</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Productivity of forwarding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Measurement unit</th>
<th>Numeric value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average speed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>driving empty</td>
<td>km per hour</td>
<td>2.5 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>driving loaded</td>
<td>km per hour</td>
<td>2.8 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average load according to the biomass equations</td>
<td>tons</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average unloading time</td>
<td>min load$^{-1}$</td>
<td>10.1 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average loading time</td>
<td>min load$^{-1}$</td>
<td>20.3 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average time per load, excluding driving</td>
<td>min load$^{-1}$</td>
<td>30.2 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total excluding driving</td>
<td>tons per hour</td>
<td>2.6 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total excluding driving and unloading</td>
<td>tons per hour</td>
<td>3.9 ± 2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unloading</td>
<td>tons per hour</td>
<td>7.9 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Average productivity of disc trencher in the trials was 89 min ha⁻¹; cost of soil preparation with disc trencher 110 Ls ha⁻¹. Average number of planting spots in area prepared by the trencher was 1352 ± 50 per ha⁻¹, in area prepared by excavator – 1250 ± 72 per ha⁻¹.

According to the study results, prime cost of wood chips from stumps including stump extraction, forwarding, comminution and road transport using the biomass equations derived values of harvested stock is 9.78 Ls LV m⁻³. Net balance according to average market price of wood chips is still negative (Table 7). If biomass is recalculated from forwarder loads obtained in other studies (Lazdiņš et al., 2009), prime cost of chips would decrease to 6.38 Ls LV m⁻³, if soil scarification is not included, thus, making stump extraction feasible.

**Conclusions**

1. The biomass equations used for calculations might underestimate biomass of stumps; therefore, the productivity figures and costs should be recalculated after comminution of stumps.
2. The experimental trials approved that simultaneous extraction of several stumps increases productivity. Extraction of rotten stumps also took less time – by 17% in comparison to average time consumption. However, it should be considered that biomass of rotten stumps might be smaller.
3. Average consumption of productive time for soil preparation, excluding loading and unloading of the device is 2.8 times less than during preparation of soil with excavator during stump extraction. This means that stump extraction, if directly compared to disc trenching is not feasible, but it might provide better growth conditions for seedlings, which can compensate additional cost.
4. Statistically significant difference between number of planting spots in extracted and control sites was found only in compartment No 176, where operator learned working method; therefore, the

---

**Table 7**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Excavator</th>
<th>Forwarder</th>
<th>Stump truck</th>
<th>Crusher</th>
<th>Loader</th>
<th>Chip truck</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Costs, thousands Ls year</td>
<td>Investment</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>68.7</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>211.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating</td>
<td>52.6</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>173.4</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>401.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>118.4</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td>103.9</td>
<td>271.4</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>103.9</td>
<td>767.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity (conversion factor ton to LV m⁻³ = 6), LV – loose volume</td>
<td>LV m⁻³ per hour</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>7.54</td>
<td>18.84</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td>250.00</td>
<td>25.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV m⁻³ yearly</td>
<td>217425</td>
<td>139640</td>
<td>64552</td>
<td>196632</td>
<td>768900</td>
<td>88875</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prime cost</td>
<td>Ls LV m⁻³</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cost, Ls ha⁻¹</td>
<td>1509</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed income, Ls ha⁻¹ (price of chips assumed 7 Ls LV m⁻³)</td>
<td>1079</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compensation for soil scarification, Ls ha⁻¹</td>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net balance, Ls ha⁻¹</td>
<td>-319</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
result approves that stump extraction secures at least the same quality of soil preparation as disc trencher meeting national regulations on forest regeneration.

5. Productivity of forwarding per ton is twice less than estimated in other studies showing similar productivity results per load, which again points to necessity to use comminution derived data on produced biomass.

6. Prime cost of stump biofuel production, if biomass equations derived figures of productivity are used, is 9.78 Ls LV m³; 55% of the cost relies to extraction and forwarding. Hourly cost of forwarder is significantly higher than service cost paid in trials, because old forwarder was used for the experiments and investment cost was not taken into account. The prime cost might significantly reduce after updating of the biomass figures; if expert judgement based values are used, production of chips would cost 6.38 Ls LV m³
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Abstract
With the increase in demand for renewable energy resources, new studies are carried out about under-utilized resources, namely, stumps. To begin to use stumps in industrial application, it is necessary to find out stump extraction influence on the environment, biodiversity, forest regeneration and other important factors. In Zemgale forestry, Misas and Klīves forest districts managed by Joint stock company “Latvian State Forests” (LSF) study on stump extraction in woodlands where clear-cuttings done in 2006 was carried out in the block No. 177, compartments No. 1 and 5, as well as the block No. 176, compartments No. 3 and 9. In these territories two research objects were made where in November-December 2007 stump extraction as well as soil preparation were performed. Main tasks of the project were to evaluate the results of forest natural seeding and coppice ingrowths in natural regeneration areas and evaluate the use of different methods for artificial reforestation with spruce and pine containerized seedlings. It was observed that more seedlings were cut off in the areas where soil scarification with stump extractor was performed if compared to areas prepared with a disc trencher.

Key words: forest regeneration, soil preparation, stump extraction.

Introduction
In Latvia, the use of tree biomass in energy production has two main advantages – resources are renewable and available locally. Forest area in Latvia counts for 3497.08 thousand hectares (+/- 23.53 thousand hectares or 0.67%) and covers 54.14% of Latvia’s territory (Jansons, 2009). During the last ten years annual cutting volume of timber resources has been 10 to 12 million m³ (State Forest Service, 2011). Unused annual potential of stump biomass in Latvia is around 1.3 million tons (Adamovičs et al., 2009).

Extraction of stumps improves soil structure by reducing its density and improving aeration processes, thus making favourable conditions for development of new stands. Removal of rotten stump residuals from felling area reduces risk of new stand trees infection with root rot (Vasaitis et al., 2008).

In 2007, Joint stock company “Latvia State Forests” (LSF) in clear-cuttings of Zemgale forestry, Misas and Klīves forest districts performed stump extraction and soil preparation for afforestation with a specialized stump extractor bucket. Number of planting spots in extracted area and mineralised lines in control area were made in amount that corresponds to a necessary number of spruce or pine seedlings (Stādīšanas, sēšanas un …, 2011).

All forest stands in these sample plots were clear-cut with a harvester in the autumn 2006. Tree branches in all sample plots were compacted into strip roads, except in the block No. 177, parcel No. 5, where branches were left scattered in the felling area. The extraction of stumps was done in November – December, 2007, a year after felling. Stump extraction in felled areas must be performed alongside with soil preparation for regeneration of areas where stumps have been removed by natural or artificial reforestation.

Aim: Verify whether it is possible to combine the stump extraction with soil preparation in Latvia weather conditions to prepare necessary number of planting spots to regenerate forest area with the spruce or pine containerized seedlings

Tasks:
1. Divide in rows and mark areas for the research;
2. Perform forest regeneration with the spruce of pine containerized seedlings;
3. Establish and monitor sample plots.

Materials and Methods
The total area of the study plots is 7 ha from which 5.7 ha were regenerated with spruce containerized seedlings and 1.3 ha with pine containerized seedlings.

There are Hylocomiasa and Myrtillus forest growth types in the research areas located in the block No. 177, parcels No. 1 and No. 5; therefore, the parcel No. 1 was afforested with spruce containerized seedlings, but the parcel No. 5 with pine containerized seedlings.

After stump extraction, splitting and putting in piles along strip roads (stump piling along skid trail), with extraction-splitting device, it is possible to make soil scarification in mineralized ridges or small mounds. Stump extraction-splitting device in open position is pressed into soil and then by pulling upper tongue of device mineralized ridge in length of 1 to 2 meters or small mound by overturning turf is made. Stump extracting excavator while standing in one place can reach area from 24 to 28 m² (extraction-splitting device maximal reach range is 7 meters). Thus, it can prepare 6 to 8 mineralized ridges or small mounds.
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ensures necessary number of beds for planting spruce, pine or any other deciduous tree seedlings in felling area with removed stumps.

Research objects of the project - clear-cuttings with extracted stumps were placed in LSF Zemgale forestry, Misa forest district block No. 177, parcels No. 1 and 5, and for comparison clear-cuttings in Klīve forest district block No.176, parcels No. 3 and 9 were chosen.

In the block No. 177, parcel No. 1 four rows were established: the first row for ‘natural regeneration’, second row ‘planting in rows’, third row ‘irregular planting’ and fourth row ‘ridges prepared with scarifier’. In the first row ‘natural regeneration’ stump extraction alongside soil preparation was done; the row was established at the side of the felling area provided for natural regeneration that borders with full-grown forest with superior stand of spruce ensuring afforestation of this area with natural seeding. In the second row ‘planting in rows’ stump extraction together with soil preparation was done; along the longest side of the felling area a line was stretched for an employee who will perform regeneration of the row to move along the line and plant spruce containerized seedlings. In the third row ‘irregular planting’ stump extraction as well as soil preparation was performed; in the row an employee would freely choose places where to plant spruce containerized seedlings. In the fourth row ‘ridges prepared with scarifier’ stump extraction simultaneously with soil preparation was performed where after that the soil was prepared with a scarifier ‘Bracke T21.1’; employee would plant the spruce containerized seedlings in ridges prepared with a scarifier at the bottom of the ridge or on the top, depending on the conditions of the area. In the block No. 177, parcel No. 5 identical rows are established according to aforementioned method, where pine containerized seedlings are used in order to perform row afforestation.

In the block No. 176, parcel No. 9 soil was prepared with a scarifier prior to stump extraction. Reforestation was completed with spruce containerized seedlings planted in ridges prepared with a scarifier.

In the block No. 176, parcel No. 3 soil for afforestation was prepared with a scarifier in the spring 2007 and afforested with spruce containerized samplings planted in ridges prepared with a scarifier.

In all sample plots planting of spruce and pine containerized seedlings was done with a tree planting tool.

Planting material was delivered from the LSF nursery garden.

For further monitoring of seedling development, sample plots were established in spruce and pine afforested areas. In each plot on the longest diagonal four round shaped sample plots were established with the radius of 2.82 meters (25 m²) (Noteikumi par koku ..., 2009). The number of trees was estimated with a similar method described in Cabinet Regulation No. 892 ‘Regulation on Tree Felling in Forest Lands’.

Data was processed using Microsoft Excel program Data Analysis, Descriptive Statistics.

Results and Discussion

Results of young forest stand preservation in sample plots (SP) are given in Table 1. Stand inventory results show that total loss of seedlings during the first vegetation period was not significant, especially taking into account a dry summer period from May to August in 2007 (Laika apstākļi gada ..., 2007). However, during a young stand weeding process in irregularly planted areas around 600-700 seedlings per hectare was cut down. Here the large number of cut seedlings is related to dense vegetation and irregular planting method which requires additional concentration during weeding operation in order to find every seedling.

When making weeding in the areas where soil preparation was done with a disc trencher and a straight line planting of spruce containerized seedlings was done in ridges prepared with a disc trencher, the number of cut seedlings was 200 per hectare whereas in the areas where soil scarification was performed with a stump extraction-splitting device, the number of cut seedlings was 400 per hectare which could be explained with the fact that during the planting process it was not always possible to find prepared planting place for seedlings right next to the straight line. Therefore, planting here was done more in irregular manner. One can conclude that in irregularly regenerated forest areas where spruce containerized seedlings have not been planted in straight lines, the number of cut seedlings is two times larger and the weeding operation here should be done more carefully. Caution in weeding operation results in decrease of productivity and increase of costs.

After weeding in areas where soil preparation was done with a disc trencher and a straight line planting of pine containerized seedlings was done in the ridges, the number of cut down seedlings was 700 per hectare, but in the areas where soil scarification was performed with a stump extraction-splitting device and pine seedling planted irregularly, the number of cut down seedlings was 700 per hectare. In areas where the soil scarification was performed with a stump extraction-splitting device and the aim was to perform regular planting of pine containerized seedlings, it was not always possible to find a prepared planting place for seedlings right next to the straight line and planting there was done irregularly resulting in 400 cut
One can conclude that in irregularly regenerated forest areas where pine containerized seedlings have not been planted in straight lines, the number of cut down seedlings is 29% larger than in regularly planted areas.

It is possible to ensure favourable soil preparation for natural regeneration in sufficient quality as well as prepare necessary number of planting spots for planting forest when the stump extraction is done alongside soil preparation for the forest regeneration (Lazdiņš, 2011). In both areas - testing, and control, pioneer tree species like aspen and birch were more active in natural regeneration, but naturally regenerated pine and spruce seedlings were observed in very small quantities. Faster natural regeneration with aspen and birch matches with forest natural stabilization process, when after felling or destruction of a forest site, pioneer tree species are first to take over the area, forming unstable secondary forest sites (Bisenieks and Gavrilovs, 2006).

Conclusions

1. In Latvia, with the use of stump extraction-splitting device, it is possible to prepare necessary number

of planting spots to regenerate forest area with the spruce or pine containerized seedlings.
2. The number of cut down seedlings was by 29% larger in areas where regeneration with a pine containerized seedlings done in straight lines than in areas where it done irregularly.
3. To reduce cut down seedlings during young stand weeding, it is necessary to work out teaching aids for the young stand weeding operation in areas where the soil preparation has been done with a stump extraction-splitting device.
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### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block and parcel No.</th>
<th>Code of enumerated sample plots</th>
<th>Number of seedlings in 25 m² sample plots</th>
<th>Remaining number of seedlings, units per ha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>After planting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dried and decayed seedlings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cut down seedlings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Number of seedlings, units per ha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Number of seedlings, units per SP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Number of seedlings, units per ha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Number of seedlings, units per SP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block No. 177, Parcel No. 1</td>
<td>St - E</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>6.5 ±0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N - E</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>4.5 ±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F – E</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>5.3 ±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block No. 177, Parcel No. 5</td>
<td>St – P</td>
<td>3600</td>
<td>9 ±0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N – P</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>6.5 ±0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F – P</td>
<td>3600</td>
<td>9 ±0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block No. 176, Parcel No. 9</td>
<td>A - F</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>6.3 ±0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block No. 176, Parcel No. 3</td>
<td>N - F</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>6.8 ±0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations:
- St-E – Planting in rows;
- N-E – Irregular planting;
- F-E – Ridges prepared with a scarifier;
- A-F - Ridges prepared with a scarifier, after that stump extraction was done;
- N-F - Ridges prepared with a scarifier.

Development and testing of a multifunctional prototype machine for stump harvesting and mounding” (No. 2DP/2.1.1.1.0/10/APIA/VIAA/174).
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Abstract
In society, discussions occasionally raise whether current level of wood cutting in Latvia is not too high to maintain sustainable forest industry and biodiversity. Cutting volumes for the state owned forests are calculated based on the model whose aim is to even the timber stock of each tree species in a long term period. The wood resource extraction in the private forests takes place according to free market conditions and depending on market prices. Therefore amount of round wood delivered from private forests can shift in a large range. The research had two main tasks. First task was to survey primary wood processing companies in Latvia and gather information about their round wood processing volumes, how their processing volumes divides between softwoods and hardwoods, dimensions of roundwood companies demand for production and assortment of produced materials. Second task was to evaluate round wood utilization balance in the territory of Latvia and estimate if current use of timber resources in Latvia corresponds to amounts that are sustainable. Research results showed that consumption of softwood timber in Latvia is close to maximum to perform sustainable forestry, but consumption of hardwoods is possible to increase at least by 20–25%. Survey of primary wood processing companies showed that round wood processing volumes in Latvia vary from 6 to 7 million m$^3$ annually and that large enterprises, which count only for 4% from total number of primary wood processing entities, process two thirds from annual round wood volume in country.

Key words: primary wood processing, timber resources, timber cutting volumes.

Introduction
In Latvia, timber resources have a significant economical, social and ecological value as forests cover 54% of territory and timber stocks are slightly increasing year by year. During last ten years, annual cutting volume of timber resources has been 10 to 12 million m$^3$ (State Forest Service, 2011). In society, discussions occasionally raise whether current level of cutting is not too high to maintain sustainable forest industry and biodiversity.

Forest industry consists of two important sectors – forestry and wood processing industry both working closely together. Together with connected sectors (transport, building, power industries, science, etc.), forest industry employs around 14% of employable population, from which most are employed in rural areas of Latvia. Total export value of goods produced by wood processing industry in 2011 reached 1.2 billion LVL. The base of wood processing industry is primary wood processing enterprises where round wood supplied from forests is converted to further processed products – sawn timber, veneer sheets, construction timber, timber particles in different size and other products, which are used in further downstream sector for creation of additional value. Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia gathers general data about the wood processing industry, but specific information about primary wood processing companies like geographical distribution, round wood processing volumes, division of processing volumes between softwoods and hardwoods, dimensions of roundwood companies’ demand for production and assortment of produced materials is not being collected. This specific information is an important prerequisite for analysis of timber resource flow in Latvia and evaluation of round wood utilization sustainability.

According to Tunkele (2010), the economic activity in the state forest is carried out according to sustainable forest management principles. The wood resource extraction in the state forests is performed systematically and regularly with appropriate afforestation of felled areas. As a result, the wood resource availability planning and forecasting process is easier. The wood resource extraction in the private forests takes place according to free market conditions, where the final products are sold by the market prices when the price of supply matches the demand price. For example, during the period of 2007 – 2009, the wood resource extraction in the private forests decreased while wood supply from state forests was stable and even increased as a reaction to the low activity in private forests. But wood processing industry, which is a direct consumer of timber resources, is eager to find the answer about the kind and amount of round wood they can count on in a long term period (Robinson, 1987).

Every five years the State Forest Service calculates the cutting volumes for state-owned forests for the next five-year period. Five-year cutting volumes for state forests are calculated by using tree growth models (Ozolins, 2002) and models of forest operation management simulation (Dagis et al., 2006). The aim of these models is to even the timber stock of each tree species in a long-term period. Drawback of the method used by the State Forest Service is that it does not take into account the net present value of forests and does not try to increase this value for a long-term period. Thus, it is not guaranteed that the owner (state)
will get maximum long-term income. Anyway, if the state forest cutting volumes are determined by some kind of sustainable model, then sustainable timber cutting volumes of privately owned forests have not been analyzed very deeply.

Our research had two main tasks. First task was to survey primary wood processing companies in Latvia and gather information about their round wood processing volumes, how their processing volumes are divided between softwoods and hardwoods, dimensions of roundwood companies’ demand for production and assortment of produced materials. Second task was to evaluate the round wood utilization balance in the territory of Latvia and estimate if current use of timber resources in Latvia corresponds to amounts that are sustainable.

Materials and Methods

The research work was carried out in the autumn 2011 within the frame of the project „Substantiation of deciduous trees cultivation and rational utilisation, new products and technologies” in Forest faculty of Latvia University of Agriculture. To reach the aim of the research, a questionnaire of primary woodworking companies was carried out. Information about enterprises was taken from the database of surveys made in years 2007 and 2009 when similar research by the Latvia University of Agriculture and the Latvian Forest Industry Federation was carried out. Additionally, contact information from public data bases available on the internet (www.1188.lv, www.zl.lv, www.viss.lv, www.lursoft.lv) was used. Survey was carried out over the phone call to every potential primary wood processing enterprise. In total, 453 enterprises were questioned and answers were received from 425 enterprises. From all respondents, 357 enterprises acknowledged themselves as primary wood processing enterprises on the market. Others were wood subsequent processing enterprises or recently had changed their activities to other industries. Data obtained during the questionnaire were analyzed in dynamics for years 2006 to 2010. For deeper analysis of primary wood processing companies, they were divided into groups according to their round wood processing volumes:

- large - above 50’001 m$^3$ annually;
- middle - 10’001-50’000 m$^3$ annually;
- small - 1’001-10’000 m$^3$ annually;
- micro - below 1’000 m$^3$ annually.

Additionally, companies were divided by tree species they process – softwood, hardwood or both.

For evaluation of the round wood utilization balance in the territory of Latvia, on the one hand, data form the questionnaire of primary woodworking companies were supplemented with data form analysis of external trade of forest industry (Latvian Ministry of Agriculture, 2010) and data of firewood usage in Latvia according to Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia. On the other hand sustainable timber cutting volumes in the territory of Latvia (Krumins et al., 2011) were taken. Both data sets were compared with each, other and conclusions of sustainable usage of timber were made.

Results and Discussion

**Monitoring results of primary wood processing companies**

During the time period of 2006 to 2008, because of global economic crisis and decrease in the demand for wood products, round wood processing volumes in Latvia decreased from 6.7 million m$^3$ in year 2006 to 5.7 million m$^3$ in 2008 (Figure 1).
After recovery of the demand for wood products in global markets in 2009 and 2010 and thanks to additional volumes of supplied round wood timber from state forest during periods of economic crisis, when private forest owners had significantly reduced their timber supply to wood processing industry, total round wood processing volumes in 2010 returned to the level they were before crisis and reached 6.8 million m$^3$. Experts of wood processing industry (members of Latvian Forest Industry Federation) forecasted that in 2011 round wood processing volumes will be a little lower than in 2010 – around 6.5 million m$^3$.

Large enterprises in 2010 counted only for 4% from the total number of primary wood processing enterprises, but processed two thirds from annual round wood volume in the country (Figure 2). Comparing with year 2008, large enterprises had increased their share in round wood processing volumes by 3%, which means that during past years they had become even more dominant on the timber market. Middle enterprises in 2010 counted for 20% from total number of enterprises, but processed 22% from annual round wood volume. In 2008, the share of middle enterprises in total number of enterprises was 15% and they consumed 20% from total round wood. Small enterprises in 2010 counted for 46% from total number of enterprises and processed only 12% from annual round wood volume. Compared with 2008, when these shares respectively were 56% and 16%, small enterprises had lost their market position in round wood processing. Almost one third (30%) of them can work with both tree species - softwoods and hardwoods.

Deeper analysis of processed tree species according to the size of enterprises shows that 80% of large enterprises, 43% of middle enterprises and 47% of micro enterprises work only with softwoods (Figure 4). Small wood processing companies are most elastic in terms of tree species they process as 47% of them work with both. Survey results showed that in primary wood processing industry biggest demand is for middle and large dimension timber. Small dimension timber is demanded only in one third of wood processing enterprises specialized in softwood processing and in one tenth of enterprises specialized in hardwood processing. Therefore small - dimension round wood is not processed in sufficient amounts in local primary wood processing enterprises and is being exported. But - large dimension saw timber is welcomed in 85% of softwood and in 89% of hardwood primary wood processing companies.

Primary wood processing enterprises were asked to identify what is their production end-product – does their production process finish with wood pre-treatment products like sawn wood, packaging boards, log-house logs, veneer, plywood, plate materials,
firewood or do they manufacture also subsequent processing products like furniture, glued beams, wood pallets, doors and windows, carpentry and joinery production. Only 33% of large enterprises admitted that they do also subsequent production (Figure 5). Largest proportion of subsequent processing product producers were observed in the middle and small enterprise group where every second enterprise preformed deeper processing of timber, thus making larger added value to every round wood cubic meter processed. In the micro enterprise group, 41% of companies were producing subsequent timber products.

Analysis of usage of products produced by primary wood processing enterprises reveals that 61% of enterprises process round wood in products used afterwards in building and construction (Figure 6), 47% of enterprises produce source material for packaging, but only 28% of enterprises produce half-finished materials for furniture industry. Deeper usage analysis of products produced by primary wood processing enterprises according to the size of enterprises showed that all large enterprises are producing products for building and construction, but 73% of large enterprises produce materials for furniture industry and packaging production. Middle and small enterprises mainly are focused on producing of building and construction materials (middle - 57%, small - 53%) as well as for production of packaging materials (middle 49%, small 52%). In smaller amounts are produced materials for furniture industry 17% of middle enterprises and 24% of small enterprises. Main focus of primary wood processing micro enterprises is on production of building and construction products. That is done by 76% of micro enterprises. One fifth (22%) of micro enterprises is producing packaging materials and 15% of micro enterprises are producing materials for furniture industry.
Net export balance of round wood in Latvia in 2010 was 3.7 million m³. Mostly small-dimension and low-quality round wood was exported. In external markets this timber is being used for pulp industry and bio energy production. However, around 0.7 million m³ of unprocessed saw logs were sent to foreign wood processing companies.

Figure 7. Softwood round wood utilization balance in Latvia in 2010, million m³.
Round wood utilization balance shows that softwoods (Figure 7) are being used more intensively than hardwoods (Figure 8). If hardwoods are used in amount of 73% from sustainable cutting volumes, then softwoods are used at maximum intensity. It means that consumption of softwood timber in Latvia should not be increased if we want to maintain sustainable forestry, but consumption of hardwoods is possible to increase at least by 20–25%.

However, to implement larger cutting volumes of hardwood than current ones, more detailed research should be done about availability of each single forest stand – how far it is from forest road, time of year the stand could be felled, interaction with proximal mature or young forest stands, intensity of surrounding clear cuttings, etc.

Hardwood consumption balance also shows that at the moment the wood processing industry, from calculated 8.6 million m³ of round wood available for sustainable utilization every year, uses only 1.7 million m³ of round wood, but at the same time 2.2 million m³ of hardwoods annually are being exported.

Conclusions
1. In 2010 total round wood processing volumes in Latvia reached 6.8 million m³ which is the level they were before the global economic crisis. Experts of wood processing industry forecasted that in 2011 the round wood processing volumes will be a little lower than in 2010 – around 6.5 million m³.
2. Processing volumes of primary wood processing companies in Latvia are mainly focused on use of softwood timber. In 2010, softwoods made 75% from all processed round wood, and this proportion has been stable during last five years.
3. Survey results showed that in primary wood processing industry the biggest demand is for middle- and large - dimension timber. Small -

dimension timber is demanded only in one third of wood processing enterprises specialized in softwood processing and in one tenth of enterprises specialized in hardwood processing. Therefore small - dimension round wood is not processed in sufficient amounts in local primary wood processing enterprises and is being exported.
4. Little more than half of primary wood processing enterprises process round wood for products used in building and construction. 47% of enterprises produce source material for packaging industry, but only 28% of enterprises produce half-finished materials for furniture industry.
5. Round wood utilization balance shows that softwoods are being used more intensively than hardwoods. Hardwoods are used in amount of 73% from sustainable cutting volumes, but softwoods are used at maximum intensity. Consumption of softwood timber in Latvia should not be increased if we want to maintain sustainable forestry, but consumption of hardwoods is possible to increase at least by 20–25%.
6. Hardwood consumption balance shows that at the moment the wood processing industry, from calculated 8.6 million m³ of round wood available for sustainable utilization every year, uses only 1.7 million m³ of round wood, but at the same time 2.2 million m³ of hardwoods annually are being exported.
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Abstract
The added value of woodworks is determined by the surface quality because it is the first one seen and evaluated by the client. In the production process it is quite problematic to evaluate woodworks surface quality because of large production capacity, and the processed material can be instrumentally tested with a definite time shift. In production most frequently the surface quality is evaluated visually, which is not quite precise. At the same time during the mechanical processing of wood noise is caused by cutting tools as they gradually wear out. The same reasons influence the increase of noise and the quality of woodwork surface. The essence of the problem is to analyze the registered increase of the noise level at a definite workplace and simultaneously follow the surface quality of the processed material – roughness and wear-out of the cutting instrument. The objective of the paper is to research the method of the noise level data collecting and application in order to evaluate wooden product surface quality during wood processing by milling machines. It would provide an opportunity to update the management processes of massive woodworks, supervise the surface quality of woodworks, reduce costs and increase the added value.

Key words: woodwork, noise, surface quality, roughness.

Introduction
A demand for various woodworks constantly increases. Before consumers obtain them, mechanical processing and finishing of wood is performed. Mechanical processing of wood is sawing, drilling, planing, milling, etc. One of the quality indicators in the processing of massive wood is surface roughness before adhesion or finishing processes. Working with corresponding quality, additional processing operations are unnecessary, since it makes the production process longer and more expensive. After processing massive wood by bed millers, quite often additional processing is not performed; semi-finished manufactures are glued or transferred to finishing. Wood surface is usually planed till a certain degree of roughness; thus, surface quality control is essential during processing to make the processed material comply with the required quality. While manufacturing, it is quite problematic to evaluate the compliance of surface quality to the required standard, and evaluation is mainly visual. The surface quality is influenced by various factors, for example, tree species, material supply speed, thickness of chips to be taken off, width of the surface to be processed, material humidity, technical condition of the bench, condition of the cutting tool, etc. All factors mentioned above mainly influence the dynamics of the cutting tool wear-out during processing, when the roughness of the processed surface gradually increases, but the surface quality decreases. During processing, the cutting tool wears out and the roughness of surface increases; thus, the level of noise grows which can be quite easily registered, saved and analyzed.

In woodworking noise is especially present in the mechanical processing of wood. Mainly the highest level of noise is at milling machines, which is related to a quite long contact line of the cutting tool with the processed surface. Large and heavy knife arbours are used in milling machines; they must be well-balanced and adjusted to avoid side noises and vibrations during processing the material. The noise level is a variable; thus, it shall be observed in the long run, at least in the inter-sharpening period of one cutting tool. Analyzing the increase of noise at a definite workplace, one can follow the surface quality of the processed material and the wear-out of the cutting tool. Determining the correlation between the increase of the noise level and the quality of the surface in various processing regimes in the inter-sharpening period of one cutting tool, the employer could effectively follow the wear-out of the cutting tool. It would provide an opportunity to control effectively the quality of woodworks surface. In addition to the surface quality control, an employer could follow the noise level at the workplaces as envisaged by Cabinet Regulations No. 66 ‘Labour Protection Requirements for Protection of Employees from the Risk Caused by the Noise of the Work Environment’ (‘LV’, 21 (2786), 07.02.2003.). The regulations mentioned above determine that in Latvia an employer has to control the level of noise at the workplaces, it has to be done by verified devices, and create work environment that comply with the requirements of the regulations. Such control of the noise level would give an opportunity to an employer to control the condition of work environment in the processing workshop and improve it upon necessity. Besides the factors mentioned above, upon necessity an employer can control the load of a machine during the day and its technical condition according to the level of noise. If some of the rotating components of the machine are not respectively balanced, it will cause additional...
vibration of the machine, thus increasing the level of noise at the workplace.

No research related to the wooden product surface quality measurement during wood processing by milling machines using the noise level data was found in scientific literature. The objective of the paper is to research the method of wooden product surfaces quality measurement and collect the noise level data in order to evaluate wooden product surfaces quality when milling machines are used.

Materials and Methods

Planed semi-finished manufactures or woodworks can be made having various surface quality. There is no single standard in the European Union defining woodworks surface quality and requirements. In production before adhesion and finishing works mainly visual evaluation is performed. Modern technologies in woodworking ensure good quality of surface without requiring any additional processing. If after mechanical processing of the surface grinding is needed, the price of the finished manufacture is higher. Depending on the final processing selected by the work performer, the client and the executor harmonize and discuss the required surface quality (Ozola et al., 2007). In order to evaluate wooden product surface quality, it is important to take into account all the factors affecting quality as well as the key characteristics of the product. In the mechanical processing of wood it is difficult to get absolutely smooth surface. The reason for such characteristics of the processed material is imprecise performance of cutting tools and machines, mistaken choice of a processing technology, and other cases that are not mentioned. Due to the impact of the factors mentioned above on the processed surface, the following types of irregularities can appear:

- shears and tears usually are placed in the longitudinal direction of fibres and appear due to bent fibres, curved fibres and branches;
- fuzziness is wood fibres badly split from the wood surface;
- stacks are deep tears in the surface of a semi-finished manufacture or a component left by the teeth of the saw. Stacks can have the shape of cavities, protuberances or channels, and the placement of this roughness on the surface depends on its origin;
- waviness or kinematical waves are surface elevations and deepenings in a definite sequence, which appears after wood processing by milling machines;
- roughness caused by flexible deformation in growth rings appears due to various hardness of early and late wood of annual rings, which influences the ability of wood to regain its prior shape after the pressure of a cutting tool on it;
- structural roughness is deepenings in the surfaces of components manufactured from chipboards and other analogous materials. These deepenings are formed due to various orientation of wood particles making material.

Surface roughness is described by the maximum height of irregularities $R_{z_{\text{max}}}$, In order to characterize surface roughness more precisely, a parameter $R_z$ – average height of surface irregularities being a base line border is used. All parameters are of equal significance; thus, one can reach the required processing quality or height of irregularities by any of them. In some cases the average step of irregularities by cavities (Grīnberga, 2002) serves as an additional parameter of surface roughness. Visually the parameters of surface roughness are seen in Figure 1.

In a majority of cases the height of maximum surface irregularities influences further processing of massive wood and the quality of final product. Upon mechanical processing wood gets surfaces of various roughness. After wood processing by bed-type millers the so called kinematical waves are left on the surface. The surface quality and suitability for further processing are actually determined by the height of waves. The surface smoothness for such surfaces can be determined by measuring parameters $R_{z_{\text{max}}}$ from the highest points of surface protuberances to the lowest points of cavities. Digital indicators, for example, ‘Millitast 1082’ are used to determine the surface roughness or the largest cavity.

![Figure 1. Parameters of surface roughness.](image)

$R_{z_{\text{max}}}$ – maximum height of irregularities; $R_z$ – average height of surface irregularities.
Source: from the book of Grīnberga, 2002 with author’s corrections
On the surface of the material to be tested, three places for taking measurements in the beginning, middle and end of wood are selected. One shall visually evaluate the places to be tested to avoid branches or any visible mechanical damages. Before measuring the zero mark must be set. It is done by placing a measuring instrument on glass and setting a zero mark. Afterwards, the digital indicator is placed on the surface to be tested, and the maximum depth of the kinematical wave in millimetres is determined by moving it slowly from the right to the left side. Taking of measurements is depicted in Figure 2.

The measuring instrument ‘Millitast 1082’, which is placed on the semi-finished manufacture, is seen from the side in Figure 2. The needle of the measuring instrument and surface kinematical waves are enlarged, which appear upon processing the surface by bed-type milling machines. In the figure under the letter ‘A’ there is shown how the measuring needle moves up and down as if it copies surface kinematical waves, at the moment when the measuring instrument is moved to the right and to the left- letter ‘B’ in the figure. Moving the measuring instrument slowly the depth of kinematical waves is determined, and the digital display shows the depth of irregularities with '-' mark; when the largest depth of irregularities is established, it is recorded. The average arithmetical value of at least three measurements is used to determine the surface roughness. As it is seen during processing, only a few sample semi-finished manufactures can be tested if respective room and tools are available. It is impossible to perform continuous surface quality control and management.

During wood mechanical processing by bed-type millers an increased level of noise appears, which gradually rises in the work process as the cutting tool, wears out and becomes less sharp. As the cutting tool wears out, the size of kinematical waves on the processed surface also increases, but surface quality decreases. To interpret the data collected by measuring the noise level, it is important to understand causes of noise as well as its characteristics. The noise created by a bed-type miller is divided into idle running noise; component-created noise; processing noise. The construction of equipment and technical condition can influence the level and nature of noise. The idle running noise includes two components:

- basic tone, which is wide tone hiss and is caused by fluctuations, separation of whirl from the rotating cutting tool and a field of flows around the cutting tool. It is also called aerodynamic hiss due to the origin of noise;
- rotation tone, which is caused by blades coming out of the cutting tool creating resistance of the air flow. It results in separate tones. These tones are caused by the increase of local pressure and time gap between noises. The rotation tone is the main reason for noise for a majority of woodworking machines and is the aim of various noise reduction measures.

Other type of noise is created by changing environment conditions, for example, the position of knives and their sharpness, speed, number of arbour turns, depth of the chips to be taken off, etc. (Heydt and Schwarz, 1977).

The sound intensity or loudness is measured in decibels (dB). Four factors determine whether the noise is dangerous: sound intensity or loudness, frequency or tone, periodicity – how often the sound is and duration – for how long period it sounds. The level of noise at the workplace cannot exceed the marginal value of noise exposition (87 dB(A)) determined by Cabinet Regulations No. 66 (“LV”, 21 (2786), 07.02.2003.) or the level of noise at the workplace 140 dB(A). If the marginal value of noise exposition is exceeded, immediate labour protection measures shall be taken to reduce the noise level at least till the marginal exposition value (87 dB(A)).
Noise and vibration are present in all woodworking and woodworks manufacturing processes. Practice shows that working with bed-type milling machines noise exceeds the maximum allowed level 87 dB(A) by 15...20 dB(A). Noise is also influenced by the vibration of a machine. Especially it is observed in cases when equipment is not sufficiently amortized, contains statically and dynamically unbalanced components, has insufficient amount of grease, and technical maintenance of equipment is not performed in time. Vibration can originate also in case the correct constructive solution of cutting tools is not selected or the way of cutting material is incorrect (Eglite et al., 2004). In the wood cutting process the level of noise at the bed-type milling machines is increased; it gradually increases in the work process because the cutting tools become less sharp. Thus, the control and supervision of the workplace and noise level are needed to protect workers and avoid idle standing, which could appear if a worker becomes incapable. It would be ideally to follow simultaneously the dynamics of noise increase and surface quality during processing to judge about the compliance of surface quality to the required changing interval of the cutting tool under equal conditions of woodwork mechanical processing.

In order to measure noise, various measuring equipment can be used. Several measuring instruments, a computer and software are needed to register the noise level qualitatively. First, a device to register the noise level is needed. Often these devices are equipped with a display where one can follow the noise level during measuring. The devices are battery-operated or accumulator-operated and are small and portable. Using such devices, it is easy to measure noise at the workplace, but if data processing is needed, a module for reading and accumulating the noise pressure level ‘HOBO’ is needed in addition. It is a small device connected to the noise registration device. Its main task is to register changes of the noise level. It is needed to accumulate data and later on analyze them with a computer. The changes in the noise level are recorded by an interval of 0.5 seconds, which is very fast and gives a lot of data to be analyzed. Noone could write data by hand so fast. In order to install and start the module for reading and accumulating the noise pressure level, a computer with software is needed in a set with the device. The components are depicted in Figure 3.

First, the module is connected to the registration device, afterwards – to the computer by a special cord. When the module is connected to the computer and all necessary settings are completed, it is started by the help of special software. Measurements are taken at least in the distance of one metre from the surfaces and walls reflecting sound. The measuring tool is placed on a stand 1.5 – 1.7 m above the ground level. The microphone is turned into the direction of the largest source of noise. After taking measurements, the module and the device for data registration are repeatedly connected to the computer to save the obtained data. It has be noted that the measuring devices must be verified and calibrated.

Figure 3. A set of devices for registering and keeping the noise level:
1 – a device for registration of the noise level; 2 – a module for reading and accumulating the noise pressure level; 3 – a computer with software.
Results and Discussion

The measured data can be accumulated at the workplace and obtained in a digital form letting to save, send and analyze them with various software. The example measurement of the noise level was taken using the mentioned devices in order to represent the noise level data collected during wood processing by milling machines. They are shown in Figure 4. In the specific sample the noise level at the bed-type milling machine during wood processing is seen; the measurements are taken within the interval of twenty minutes. As it is seen, at this workplace mainly the noise level reaches 87.5 dB(A) to 90 dB(A). The peak noise 94.2 dB(A) observed for a short moment is not typical for the whole processing period. In order to control and manage surface quality applying registration of the noise level, it is essential to measure the noise in the cutting tool inter-sharpening period. Thus, the noise level should be measured as soon as the cutting tool is changed till the moment surface quality is not satisfactory anymore. The noise level can be measured continuously or cyclically. Analyzing the obtained data, it is noticeable that during processing the noise slightly increases due to the wear-out of the cutting tool deteriorating surface quality. Thus, it is possible to forecast surface quality under certain processing conditions depending on the noise level. When the processing conditions change, for example, tree species, thickness of the chips to be taken off, or the speed of material supply, the noise level will change as well, but the correlation with the noise level during processing will remain the same. Taking into account the fact that no research related to the connection between the noise level and the wooden product surface quality was found in literature, this work could be used as a source for further analysis of the advantages and possible problems of the present method at the planed wooden products manufacturing. The introduction of the method requires investment, specific knowledge, strict and definite work procedure and culture, which in the future could simplify the management of the production process and make it easier.

Conclusions

1. The analysis of the wooden product surface and noise level characteristics as well as the affecting factors allows to interprete the collected data and their application in order to evaluate the surface quality when milling machines are in use.
2. During wood mechanical processing it is impossible to control instrumentally the surface quality of planed woodworks, which is influenced by the size of the processed material, high speed of machine supply, high – microscopic precision of measurements.
3. Improving (digitalizing) the methodology for registration of noise level measurements, it would be possible to follow not only the surface quality of the processed material and identify the degree of wear-out for the cutting tool, but also develop the duration of the cycle for changing cutting tools, register the executed work and load of machines, as well as execute technical maintenance regulations and repair.
4. The noise level and the quality of processed material have common reasons of origin related to the wear-out of cutting tools, technical conditions of machines and solution of other important issues related to manufacturing.
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Abstract
Lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta) samples from three different provenances in Canada were investigated. All trees were the same age and had been grown in Latvia in similar conditions. Lodgepole pine of Summit Lake provenance had higher wood density (503 kg m⁻³) and a higher late wood content (46%) in comparison to Fort Nelson and Pink Mountain provenances. Investigation of chemical composition of wood indicated Summit Lake provenance wood as superior in cellulose content (49.7%), but no differences in lignin and extractives content were found between samples. Kraft pulp yield of Summit Lake samples (48%) was the highest, but the handsheet strength properties were relatively higher for pulp from Pink Mountain provenance pine wood.

Key words: Lodgepole pine, provenance, fibre, paper strength.

Introduction
Lodgepole pine, Pinus contorta Douglas ex Louden var. latifolia Engelm. Ex S.Watson, is a valuable and widespread species found throughout western North America, where it is planted as a part of sustainable forestry practice. Historically, trees that were well adapted to the soil and climatic conditions succeeded and thrived, whereas those ill-adapted failed. Over many generations, the successful species have adapted to local conditions resulting in the genetic make-up of wood land that is of local provenance. Today we say that the provenance of a tree describes the seed it grew from and where the seed was collected. Trees grown from imported seed may differ significantly in important characteristics.

A review by Elfving et al. (2001) describes the introduction of lodgepole pine in Sweden. The large-scale introduction of this tree species in Sweden started in the 1970s. The planted area has reached about 600,000 ha, corresponding to nearly 3% of the forested land.

Nevertheless, we did find only few published papers on the impact of provenance on the composition and properties of the lodgepole pine wood and fibres. McLane et al. (2011) investigated climate impacts on lodgepole pine radial growth in a provenance experiment. Sixteen sites in British Columbia, Canada, and Yukon and 12 populations were chosen to represent a broad spectrum of temperature and precipitation levels and geographic locations. The authors found modest differences in sensitivity to climate among the populations from climatically divergent provenances growing in the same climatic region that they attributed to local adaption.

At the Latvian State Forestry Institute “Silava” the trials for transferred Scots pine and lodgepole pine provenances are performed (Jansons and Baumanis, 2008; Jansons et al., 2009).

As to the Scots pine (Jansons and Baumanis, 2008), in three experimental places in Latvia provenances from several countries were tested. The introduced pines at 28-years age had significantly thicker branches (German provenances – 9%, Polish – 6%) and crooked stems (German provenances – 35%, Polish – 12%) compared to the local material. Latvian pine provenances exhibited good growth and stem quality characteristics and also survival was higher than that of foreign provenances. The research suggested that use of foreign Scots pine plant material in Latvia is not advisable. The results by Jansons et al. (2009) revealed up to two-fold difference in total above-ground biomass among Pinus contorta families indicating the importance of the selection of the appropriate plant material for establishment of biomass plantation. The authors found that biomass production capacity of Pinus contorta on average is 3.5 t dry per ha yearly. The number is almost 2.5 times higher than for Pinus sylvestris but notably lower as compared to hybrid aspen or Salix clones.

The objective of the present study was to investigate the wood and fibres properties of Pinus contorta three provenances, thus supplementing the data obtained earlier (Sable et al., 2012).

Materials and Methods
Samples were collected during 2009 and 2010 on an experimental site in the central part of Latvia (latitude 56°41’, longitude 24°27’). Plant production for the experiments started in 1983; planting was carried out in 1985 on dry, sandy soil (Myrtillosa forest type). Initial spacing was 1 x 2 m; no thinning had been carried out prior to the collection of sample trees.

Lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta) was represented by 26 sample trees, grown from the seeds from 3 provenances from Canada, British Columbia: Pink
Mountain (latitude 57°00’, longitude 122°15’-45’), Fort Nelson (latitude 58°38’, longitude 122°41’), and Summit Lake (latitude 54°24’, longitude 122°37’).

Wood samples were chosen based on randomized number methods. Approximately 2 cm thick wood discs were made and treated by No. 150 sandpaper to determine the latewood content at the height of 1.3 m. The discs were dried at room temperature and scanned by “Canon 4400” using calibrated “Leica ImagePro6” software.

All tree samples were debarked and wood density samples were made from the stem part at the height of 0.5 to 1.0 m; all wood chemical analyses and kraft cooking were made from the stem wood at the height of 1.0 to 1.3 m.

All samples were ground in a Wiley mill to pass through a 0.6 mm screen. The ground wood particles were then Soxhlet extracted with acetone for 8 h to quantify the extractable components gravimetrically after rotary vacuum-evaporation, and expressed as a percentage of the original weight of the wood sample. The extracted lignocellulosic material was then air-dried and analyzed for cellulose and lignin contents as follows. For Kürschner cellulose content determination according to TAPPI 203cm-99 (TAPPI, 2000), 2 g of the sample of extracted wood was used. It was transferred to a 250 mL reaction vessel, and 150 mL of nitric acid and ethanol solution was added. Wood samples were heated in a water bath at 92 °C for about 20 min; then the solution was exchanged for a new one. The procedure was repeated 7 times, and finally the fibres were washed with warm deionised water. The dry substance was weighed to determine Kürschner cellulose gravimetrically.

Lignin content was determined by the acetyl – bromide method using UV spectroscopy according to Iiyama and Wallis (1988; 1990), and Hatfield et al. (1999). The method is based on the small weight of the wood screened sawdust sample treated with 25% of acetyl bromide in a glacial acetic acid solution. Perchloric acid was used as a catalyst for the acetylation reaction. Absorption was measured at 280 nm and absorption coefficient was adopted to be equal to 20.0 L (g cm)-1.

Wood density values for the different provenance pine samples were well separated, with significance p<0.05. As shown in Figure 2, Summit Lake
provenance wood with significantly (p<0.05) higher density 503 kg m\(^{-3}\) overtook Pink Mountain (481 kg m\(^{-3}\)) and Fort Nelson (467 kg m\(^{-3}\)) samples. Also amount of latewood differed between wood samples. The highest result (36-57%) was observed for Summit Lake samples as compared to Pink Mountain (32-43%) and Fort Nelson (34-54%) pine wood. Not statistically verified, but still visible (Figure 2) correlation among provenances between the amount of latewood and wood density was established.

Analysis of chemical composition of examined samples revealed significant (p<0.05) differences in the content of cellulose (Summit Lake sample with result 49.7% was superior to two other provenance’s samples), but in cases of lignin and extractives content (see Table 1) no distinctions came out between Pink Mountain, Fort Nelson and Summit Lake samples.

Results of pulping process (Figure 3) revealed significant effect (p<0.05) of trees’ provenance on pulp yield and set Summit Lake with pulp yield 48.0% as prevailing over Pink Mountain and Fort Nelson with lower numbers (45.8 and 46.8% respectively). Residual lignin content in pulp varied slightly between provenances (4.4 – 5.0%) and accordingly, significant effect of trees’ provenance on lignin content in pulp wasn’t observed.

### Chemical composition of lodgepole pine wood of different provenances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provenance</th>
<th>Cellulose content, %</th>
<th>Std</th>
<th>Lignin content, %</th>
<th>Std</th>
<th>Extractives content, %</th>
<th>Std</th>
<th>Ash content, %</th>
<th>Std</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pink Mountain</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Nelson</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summit Lake</td>
<td>49.7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Study of kraft pulp fibres dimensions showed significant differences in fibre length and shape between the provenances. Distribution (Figure 4) of fibre dimensions indicated Pink Mountain sample as provenance with shorter (2.1 mm) and narrower (31.1 µm) fibres in comparison to Fort Nelson with longer (2.3 mm) and Summit Lake with slightly wider (32.6 µm) fibres.

Figure 4. Kraft pulp fibres’ dimensions of lodgepole pine from different provenances.

Fibre properties, previously discussed and also reflected in Table 2, are responsible for paper quality and strength parameters. Trees’ provenance had varied effect on shape factor, amount of fines in pulp and coarseness. There were considerable (p<0.05) differences in shape factor values, where Summit Lake sample showed higher results over Fort Nelson and in coarseness measurements, the result of Summit Lake was higher than that of Pink Mountain.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Shape factor, %</th>
<th>Amount of fines in pulp, %</th>
<th>Coarseness, mg m⁻¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pink Mountain</td>
<td>93.3</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Nelson</td>
<td>92.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summit Lake</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 reflects handsheet strength properties of the investigated pulp samples. Calculations of data showed significant (p<0.05) effect of trees’ provenance on all parameters, except burst index, where no considerable differences between the samples were found. Pink Mountain provenance surpassed others in all paper strength parameters. Breaking length and tensile index values of Pink Mountain lodgepole pine pulp were higher (3.7 km and 36.7 N m g⁻¹ respectively) than that of Summit Lake wood pulp (2.9 km and 28.8 N m g⁻¹). Also, significant differences in stretch indices were observed – Summit Lake samples were noticeably (p<0.05) behind others.

Summarizing the data on pulp and handsheet properties, lodgepole pine fibres from Pink Mountain provenance seem to offer paper with more promising properties.

Conclusions
1. When comparing lodgepole pine tree samples from different provenances, Summit Lake pine samples indicated higher wood density, amount of late wood and higher cellulose content when
compared to other studied trees’ provenances – Pink Mountain and Fort Nelson.  
2. Higher kraft pulp yield was observed for lodgepole pine samples from provenance Summit Lake, but no significant differences in residual lignin content in pulp between provenances was noticed.  
3. Pink Mountain provenance’s pine pulps had shorter and narrower fibres in comparison with other provenances, still in majority of paper strength parameters – breaking length and tensile index - they were in the forefront.  
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Abstract
Latvia uses average moisture content and density indexes obtained in Russia and European countries; though, these indexes are different, and there is no information about the most suitable one for conditions in Latvia. Research complex on Latvia’s industrially important tree species - Scots pine (*Pinus sylvestris* L.) stem wood and bark moisture and density changes, depending on influencing factors, is being conducted at Forestry Faculty of Latvian University of Agriculture. The research results on Scots pine, obtained during the year 2011 in the whole territory of Latvia, are outlined in this article. Wood and bark moisture and density were analyzed in 21 sampling plots, arranged in middle-aged and cutting-aged reached forest stands, depending on tree age, cutting time and location place in the tree stem. The average moisture content of pine wood mostly depends on heartwood specific weight and age of the tree. With an increase of tree age, average wood moisture content value decreases from 111% (40 years old trees) to 77% (145 years old trees). Scots pine heartwood moisture content changes a little during the year: 30–34% for 71 to 146 years old trees; and 34-41% for 37–70 years old trees. Sapwood moisture content changes from 113% (in the summer) to 130% (in the winter), without any reference to the age of the tree. The average density of oven dry timber obtained from 71–146 years old trees in the research is 0.501 g cm⁻³, whereas in freshly cut condition – 0.848 g cm⁻³.

Key words: Scots pine wood, bark, moisture, density.

Introduction
The term moisture content is expressed as the amount of water in the wood that is water percentage of wood mass. To reconcile wood moisture content of different species, absolute humidity of wood is used, which characterizes relation of water mass in wood in comparison with mass of oven dry timber (Vajins, 1950).

Wood density depends on several factors. The most important of those is wood moisture content. Wood always contains certain amount of water. When water content in wood changes, wood density also changes (Ozoliņš, 2005).

Moisture content and density of wood and bark are interconnected and very important physical and technological indicators. These factors have influence on transportation of wood, workability, durability, drying process, calorific heat value and on other physical parameters. Wood moisture content and density mainly influences conversion coefficients, which are used for quantity assessment of round timber.

Moisture content and density are not allocated evenly neither in the longitudinal direction of the stem, nor in the direction from stem heart to bark. It differs from species, months and depends on the age of the tree, meteorological, climatic and other conditions.

Wood density dependence on the geographical growing position was clarified by several researchers in Norway, Sweden, Scotland and France. It has been observed that wood density increases more if the tree grows southwards (Hedenberg, 2003).

As a few local researches have been carried out, necessary indexes of wood moisture content and density have not been rated in Latvia for practical industrial needs, but generalization of information, obtained in other countries, is used instead. That is the reason why such research would be important for Latvia. The aim of this research is to determine wood moisture content and density ratio for the most important industrial wood species in Latvia – Scots pine (*Pinus silvestris* L.), as well as to determine factors that affect these indicators.

Latvia uses average moisture content and density indexes obtained in Russia and European countries, but they are mutually different, and there is no information about the most suitable one for conditions in Latvia. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out research in Latvia, and, accordingly, the aim of the research is to find out wood moisture content and density parameters for the most industrially important tree species, as well as to find their influence factors. Pine wood and bark moisture content and density research results, acquired in the first year of investigations, are described in this article.

Materials and Methods
The research results on Scots pine were obtained during the year 2011. To assess the influence of climatic and growing conditions, sampling plots were established throughout the whole territory of Latvia. Sampling plots were placed in the most common growing site types of Scotch pine: *hylocomiosa* (7 sample plots), *myrtillosa* (6 sample plots), *vacciniosa* (1 sample plot), *myrtillosa mel.* (6 sample plots) and *myrtillosa turf.* mel. (1 sample plot).

Sampling plots are located in commercial thinning forest stands, and in the final felling forest stands,
once for every month. Sampling plots are arranged in the stands where the proportion of pine is at least 60%. Plots are arranged in the harvester felling area strip most properly representing this forest stand.

Ten sample trees, with a certain step, and by regular arrangement, are chosen in the established sampling plot, for obtaining sample discs (every disc thickness equals to 5 cm). Sample trees are taken proportionally to the distribution of tree amount in diameter classes. Sample discs are taken during the harvesting, starting from the tree stem butt end and further, from every log, sawn by a tree harvester.

Subsequently diameter of sample disk in mm is measured in two mutually perpendicular directions both over and under the bark. Then each sample disk is divided in four pieces, and one sample is chosen for further processing from each piece and sawn out in 30 degree angle clockwise (Figure 1). Each sample is marked with tree numbers, for example 1-2-3, where:

- 1 – sample tree number;
- 2 – sample disk sequence in growth direction;
- 3 – piece number.

![Figure 1. Segment selection.](image)

Two samples (second and fourth in this case) are left untouched, but from other two ones the sapwood is separated from heartwood (the first and the third sample), as shown in Figure 1.

Weight and volume of wood and bark samples is measured in fresh cut condition right after sawing. Weight is obtained by electronic scales, but volume is measured by immersing method. Volume equals to the amount of water, displaced by the sample. Volume of the bark samples is calculated on the basis of measuring the length, width and thickness.

Afterwards samples are placed into the drying oven at 103 °C until samples are oven dry. Weight and volume is measured again when samples are dry.

Absolute moisture indicator is used for wood and bark characterization. That is the amount of water weight in wood and bark, shown as percentage of dry wood and bark weight (Formula (1)).

\[
W_a = \frac{m_1 - m_2}{m_2} \times 100, \quad (1)
\]

where:

- \(W_a\) – absolute moisture content of wood and bark, %;
- \(m_1\) – sample mass in humid condition, g;
- \(m_2\) – sample mass in dry condition, g.

Wood and bark density in freshly-cut and dried condition is calculated by Formula (2):

\[
\rho_w = \frac{m_w}{V_w}, \quad (2)
\]

where:

- \(\rho_w\) – wood and bark density, g cm\(^{-3}\), at corresponding wood moisture;
- \(m_w\) – mass of the sample, g, at corresponding wood moisture;
- \(V_w\) – volume of the sample, cm\(^3\), at corresponding moisture.

To determine whether moisture content and density vary considerably depending on age, t-test with program SPSS is accomplished and \(p\) – value, at significance level \(\alpha = 0.05\), is calculated. If \(p\) - value < \(\alpha\), then the moisture differences are significant.

In order to determine correlation, the correlation coefficient was calculated. Correlation analysis is to determine the closeness of the relationship between the factorial and the resulting feature. If the correlation coefficient of \(r \leq 0.5\) the correlation is weak; if \(0.5 < r \leq 0.8\) the correlation is moderately close; if \(r > 0.8\) the correlation is strong. Correlation coefficient critical values are read from the table after the iteration number.

### Results and Discussion

Scots pine sapwood moisture content significantly differs from heartwood moisture content - sapwood moisture content is 3-4 times higher than of heartwood. It is shown in Table 1.

As shown in Table 1, only for sapwood \(p>\alpha=0.05\), and this means that the moisture content of sapwood has no significant differences according to age, but for other parts of the tree stem cross section \(p<\alpha=0.05\), which means that moisture difference is significant according to the age of the tree.

Moisture content of Scots pine heartwood varies little for a year-long period. A study conducted for Scots pine of age from 37 to 70 years reveals that moisture content varies from 34% to 41%, but for 71–146 years old trees the value of this index is between
30 and 34%. Yearly fluctuations of sapwood moisture content are higher. Sapwood moisture content of 37–70 years old trees varies from 113% (in August) to 130% (in April), but for 71–146 years old trees sapwood moisture content varies from 116% (in September) to 130% (in February). The average moisture content of Scots pine wood mainly depends on proportion of heartwood and tree age.

Moisture content of Scots pine sapwood is 133%, but moisture content of heartwood is 31%, according to the study conducted in Germany. It is also shown that there is a big difference between early wood moisture (220%–226%) of sapwood and late wood moisture (58%–68%) of sapwood. In conclusion, sapwood average moisture content is affected by early wood and late wood ratio (Trendelenburg, 1939).

According to the data, obtained in St. Petersburg area from 70 to 90 years old Scots pines, sapwood moisture content is 122%; and heartwood moisture content is 33%, but average value for wood is 90% (Vaņins, 1950).

Data values, obtained in Latvia, differ more from those, which have been reported for Germany, than from the St. Petersburg region data. This could be explained by more similar climate and growing season length in Latvia and in the St. Petersburg region.

Tree stem wood moisture content of the same tree species depends on the tree age. Wood moisture content of young trees is slightly higher than that of old trees. Besides that, yearly moisture fluctuations (the difference between moisture maximum and minimum values) for young trees are much higher than for the old ones (Vaņins, 1950).

As it is shown in Figure 2, with an increase of tree age, average wood moisture content value decreases from 111% (40 years old trees) to 77% (145 years old trees). The correlation coefficient ($r = 0.653 > r_{0.05} = 0.138$) indicates to the moderately close correlation between the average wood moisture content and tree age.

Average wood moisture content changes, depending on the tree age, could be explained by the heartwood part proportion.

Scots pine heartwood proportion also depends on the tree age. When a tree grows older, its heartwood proportion increases. With the tree diameter increase from 15cm to 30cm, the proportion of its heartwood increases to 67%. With the tree age increase from 60 to 129 years, its heartwood part increases from 21% to 41%; therefore, the average tree stem wood moisture content reduces. Assuming that sapwood moisture content is 131% and heartwood moisture content is 31%, the average moisture content of Scots pine wood would decrease from 110% to 90% when the tree grows older from 60 to 129 years (Gjerdrum, 2003).

As shown in Figure 3, with the tree age increase from 40 to 145 years, its heartwood part increases from 14% to 49%. Correlation coefficient value ($r = 0.786 > r_{0.05} = 0.138$) indicates to a moderately close correlation between heartwood proportion and the tree age.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part of the cross-section</th>
<th>37 – 70 years</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>71 – 146 years</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>p – value ($\alpha = 0.05$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heartwood</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sapwood</td>
<td>121.3</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>122.4</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>0.606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood, average</td>
<td>108.4</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crust bark</td>
<td>141.2</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flaky bark</td>
<td>194.7</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>181.0</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bark average</td>
<td>156.0</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>119.4</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood and bark</td>
<td>110.5</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>92.9</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It has been observed that the average wood moisture content gradually decreases from butt up to the middle of the trunk for conifers, but the moisture gradually increases at the top part (Pong, 1986).

Summarizing yearly study results for the Scots pine, in the direction from the stem butt-end, average moisture content decreases to ¼ from stem length, but, with the further increasing of distance from the stem butt-end, moisture content increases, too.

Sapwood moisture content for 37–70 years old trees throughout the whole tree stem is increasing from 113% to 146%, and, to ¼ from stem length, the average wood moisture content is decreasing (from 99% down to 88%), but in the tree stem top part the average wood moisture content increases to 146%. Heartwood moisture content increases to 2/3 from the stem length (from 36% up to 39%).

Sapwood moisture content of 71–146 years old trees increases throughout the stem from 111% to 137%, average wood moisture reduces to ¼ from the trunk length (from 82% up to 77%), but in the tree top part it increases to 129%. Heartwood moisture content throughout the stem is increasing from 31% to 33%.

Bark moisture content for 71–146 years old trees throughout the stem increases from 91% in the tree butt-end part to 190% in the tree top part. Bark moisture content for 37-70 years old trees throughout the stem increases from 132% in the butt part to 201% in the top part.

Correlation coefficient value $r=0.714 > r_{0.05}=0.138$ (71-146 years old trees) and $r=0.593 > r_{0.05}=0.138$ (37–70 years old trees) indicates to the moderately close correlation between the bark moisture content and location on the trunk.

Another important indicator is wood density. It describes the amount of woody tissue per volume unit, so it is closely related to the values of other wood physical and mechanical properties and their logic mutual relevance. Wood density is an important characteristic feature, related with its quality. Higher mechanical strength characteristics are expected for denser wood (Опіон, 1960).

Freshly harvested timber and bark density can also be used as a conversion factor (t m$^{-3}$), used for round timber quantitative estimation (Līpiņš and Liepa, 2007).

The easiest method for determining the round timber volume is mass or weighting method, which is widely used method in many countries. There is a strong correlation between round timber weight and volume (Līpiņš et al., 2011).

Wood density depends on several factors. The most important of those is wood moisture content. Wood always contains certain amount of water. Wood density varies according to water content change in wood (Ozolinš, 2005).

Wood is heavier in freshly cut condition, but it becomes lighter during drying. In order to compare density of two or more wood species, density index always has to be determined at the fixed moisture content – for wood at oven dry condition, at 12% moisture content and in freshly harvested conditions (Яровая, 2001). Density parameters by B.N. Ugolev and parameters obtained in our research are compared in Table 2.

It can be seen that results in our study differ from those, which are being reported by B.N. Ugolev. Wood density indices obtained in our research exceeds

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data source</th>
<th>Wood and bark density, g cm$^{-3}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oven dry condition (W=0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>0.501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.N. Ugolev</td>
<td>0.470</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B.N. Ugolev results by 6.2% in the case of oven dry wood density, by 5.5% in the case of wood density at basic moisture content, and only by 1.7% in the case of freshly-cut wood conditions. Bark is denser in the results of B.N. Ugolev. Only in freshly cut condition flaky bark was as dense as in the results of B.N. Ugolev.

Research on the wood density changes according to geographic disposition has been done in Norway, Sweden, Scotland and France. Correlation - wood density, wood fibre length and width increase in the direction from north to south (Hedenberg, 2003) was observed.

In some recent scientific researches the tree age rather than growing conditions has been chosen as the most important selection criterion. In these studies it was concluded that wood density and wood growth conditions do not correlate with each other (Hedenberg, 2003).

As the main reason for wood density difference, which is connected with geographical disposition, the difference in growth conditions has been referred to. The geographical longitude and latitude affect wood density because of the different soil structure in each place, the amount of thaw periods during the winter, growing season length, all this together influence early and late wood ring width, which in turn affects the wood density (Plotnikoff et al., 2000).

The research findings difference from B.N. Ugolev data could be explained by the fact that B.N. Ugolev density parameters are obtained in Russia where the climate is continental.

Wood density depends not only on tree species, but also on the tree age. Swedish research found that the pine wood density of oven dry wood increases by increasing of tree age (Atmer and Thörnqvist, 1982).

Also, in research there is an evidence about previously detected connection that by increasing of tree age increases wood, especially heartwood, density - by 14.5%. For bark - both flaky and crust type, regarding the tree age, density remains practically unchanged (Table 3).

As shown in Table 3, for sapwood, crust bark, flaky bark and bark average $p > \alpha = 0.05$, and this means that for these parts of the tree stem cross-section, density of oven dry conditions does not have any significant differences according to the tree age, but for the heartwood, wood average, and wood and bark together $p < \alpha = 0.05$, and this means that the density differences of oven dry conditions are significant depending on tree age.

In Finland 40–60 years old Scots pine stands, oven dry wood density changes throughout the stem are significant. Scots pine wood density is decreasing in the direction from the butt-end part to the top part from 460 g cm$^{-3}$ down to 360 g cm$^{-3}$ (Repola, 2006).

Oven dry Scots pine wood density of 71–146 years old trees throughout the stem is decreasing from 0.550 g cm$^{-3}$ in the butt part up to 0.447 g cm$^{-3}$ in the top part.

Oven dry Scots pine wood density of 37-70 years old trees is decreasing from 0.519 g cm$^{-3}$ in the butt-end part to 0.417 g cm$^{-3}$ in the top part. Correlation coefficient values $r=0.623 > r_{0.05}=0.138$ (71–146 years old trees) and $r=0.616 > r_{0.05}=0.138$ (37-70 years old trees) indicate on moderately close correlation between absolutely dry wood density and location on the trunk.

Oven dry Scots pine bark density throughout the stem is decreasing from 0.385 g cm$^{-3}$ in the butt-end part to 0.575 g cm$^{-3}$ in the top.

Bark density changes in oven dry condition throughout the stem between trees of different ages are not significant. Correlation coefficient value $r = 0.546 > r_{0.05} = 0.138$ indicates on moderately close correlation between oven dry bark density and location on the trunk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part of the cross-section</th>
<th>Wood and bark density in oven dry condition</th>
<th>$p$ – value ($\alpha = 0.05$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37 – 70 years</td>
<td>Std. Deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heartwood</td>
<td>0.421</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sapwood</td>
<td>0.490</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood average</td>
<td>0.478</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crust bark</td>
<td>0.413</td>
<td>0.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flaky bark</td>
<td>0.539</td>
<td>0.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bark average</td>
<td>0.424</td>
<td>0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood and bark</td>
<td>0.470</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the research it was found out that by an increase in tree age, wood density in freshly-cut condition is increasing – heartwood density increases by 11.8%, sapwood density increases by 3.2%, but on average wood density decreases by 3.7%. Higher average wood density for younger trees (37–70 years old) can be explained by a small proportion of heartwood. Crust bark for younger trees is by 13.3% denser and flaky bark is by 2.3% denser (Table 4).

As shown in Table 4, only for flaky bark \( p > \alpha = 0.05 \) and that means that density differences in oven dry condition are not significantly depending on the tree age, but for the other parts of cross section \( p < \alpha = 0.05 \) and that means, that density differences in fresh cut condition are significantly depending on the tree age.

Scotch pine average wood density in fresh cut condition from the butt-end part gradually decreases to the middle part of the trunk, but in the top part there is a gradual increase in density.

Sapwood density of 37–70 years old trees throughout the stem decreases from 0.981 g cm\(^{-3}\) to 0.916 g cm\(^{-3}\). The average wood density decreases till the middle part of the trunk from 0.899 g cm\(^{-3}\) up to 0.821 g cm\(^{-3}\), but in the top it increases to 0.916 g cm\(^{-3}\). Heartwood density throughout the stem is decreasing to 2/3 of the stem length from 0.586 g cm\(^{-3}\) to 0.479 g cm\(^{-3}\).

Sapwood density of 71–146 years old trees throughout the stem decreases from 1.011 g cm\(^{-3}\) to 0.948 g cm\(^{-3}\). The average wood density decreases till the middle part of the trunk from 0.889 g cm\(^{-3}\) to 0.776 g cm\(^{-3}\), but in the top part there is an increase to 0.915 g cm\(^{-3}\). Heartwood density throughout the stem is decreasing from 0.668 g cm\(^{-3}\) to 0.505 g cm\(^{-3}\).

Bark density in fresh cut condition of 71–146 years old trees throughout the stem is increasing from 0.565 g cm\(^{-3}\) in the butt part and up to 0.899 g cm\(^{-3}\) in the top part, but for 37–70 years old trees throughout the stem it is increasing from 0.668 g cm\(^{-3}\) in the butt-end part and to 0.888 g cm\(^{-3}\) in the top part. Correlation coefficient values \( r = 0.697 \) (71–146 year old trees) and \( r = 0.551 > r_{0.05} = 0.138 \) (37–70 year old trees) indicate on moderately close correlation between absolutely dry bark density and the place on the trunk.

Conclusions
1. The average moisture content of pine wood mostly depends on heartwood specific weight and age of the tree. With an increase of tree age, average wood moisture content value decreases from 111% (40 years old trees) to 77% (145 years old trees).
2. Pine heartwood moisture content changes a little during the year: 30–34% for 71 to 146 years old trees; and 34–41% for 37–70 years old trees. Sapwood moisture content changes from 113% (in the summer) to 130% (in the winter), without reference to the tree age.
3. The average density of oven dry timber obtained for 71–146 years old trees in the research is 0.501 g cm\(^{-3}\), in freshly cut condition - 0.848 g cm\(^{-3}\), but the average density of wood and bark in oven dry timber is 0.500 g cm\(^{-3}\), in freshly cut condition - 0.846 g cm\(^{-3}\). The average density of oven dry timber obtained for 71–146 years old trees is 0.478 g cm\(^{-3}\), in freshly cut condition - 0.881 g cm\(^{-3}\), but the average density of wood and bark in oven dry timber is 0.470 g cm\(^{-3}\), in freshly cut condition - 0.873 g cm\(^{-3}\).
4. The wood density of oven dry pine for 71–146 years old trees decreases from 0.550 g cm\(^{-3}\) (butt-end) down to 0.447 g cm\(^{-3}\) (top-end), but for 37-70 year old trees from 0.519 g cm\(^{-3}\) down to 0.417 g cm\(^{-3}\).
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Duration of Load (DOL) effect is the combined influence of the mechanical loading history and climatic history on the strength of materials. DOL effect is one of the most important characteristics of wood and wood-based materials. The material degradation or damage induces strength reductions. Creep is one of the most important effects of DOL. Creep is a phenomenon that negatively affects functional compliance, behavior, and strength of timber structures in extended years of exploitation. The creep phenomenon is affected by surrounding temperature, relative humidity, timber moisture content and other factors. The study aimed to establish a correct factor system for accurate prediction of long-term deformations of timber structures that is corresponding to environmental conditions and timber properties in the region of Latvia. The experimental research was made in Jelgava, Latvia, and represents timber beam four-point long-term loading in bending with variable cross section height-span length ratio under uncontrolled climatic conditions. There were 12 timber beams with two different span lengths – 1.32 m and 1.50 m used. The timber beam cross section dimensions: height – 60 mm, width – 30 mm. The timber beams were not dried and the moisture content at the start of the experiment varied from 19% to 33%. The applied load values – 0.40 kN and 0.31 kN. Moisture content fluctuations and negative air temperature accelerated creep development and intensity. Prediction of final long-term deformations should rate not only the type of timber material and service class but the strength class, too.

**Key words:** Duration of Load, creep phenomenon, long-term loading, height-span length ratio.

### Introduction

Molecular structure of wood is a very complex system with uneven distribution of molecules. J. Bodig and B.A. Jayne (1982) found that wood has very manifold physical and mechanical properties because of its anisotropy and fibrous structure which needs to be taken into consideration when using wood in construction. Wood structure is the reason why mechanical and physical properties of wood are significantly affected by the surrounding environment. Wood adapts to the environment in which it is located. This process is called hygroscopicity – material ability to absorb moisture from the surrounding environment. During this process, the water molecules penetrate into the wooden molecules that physically alter the material. Heterogeneous structure of wood with a high level of hygroscopicity causes swelling and cracking of the material. Climatic variability and, in particular, a large amount of moisture content changes has a very negative impact on the wooden constructions in long-term loading.

Increasing of moisture and durability of the load combination effect in time leads to reduction of the strength of a timber. This effect known as DOL (Duration of Load) effect is one of the most important characteristics of wood and wood-based materials.

For the first time the idea of different short-term and long-term timber loading behavior was expressed by the French naval architect George Louis Le Buffon (1740). He observed the behavior of structural oak beams under long-term bending load and concluded that the maximum long-term load in bending should not exceed 50% of the short-term strength.

When loading timber structures with long-term constant load, deflection increases over time. This process is called 'creep'. Creep is deformation increase at constant load (Schniewind, 1968).

S. Thelandersson (1995) and D.G. Hunt (1999) proved that work in linearly elastic phase and creep phenomena are the most basic wood mechanical properties. Serviceability (deflection) requirements are often the main to determine the size of the beam cross section dimensions, if they are subject to long-term and permanent load.

Over time, as a result of creep development, wooden structures do not longer fulfill the serviceability requirements, deflections become unacceptably large and, in the worst case, the construction even loses its load-bearing capacity and collapses. Creep is a 'time-dependent' deformation. Under long-term load, at low stress levels and under normal moisture and temperature conditions, wood behaves in linear manner. L.R.J. Whale (1988) and P. Morlier (1994) stated that at a higher level of stress and/or under changing environmental conditions, wood shows non-linear correlation between stresses and deformations.

The goal of this study is to establish a correct factor system for accurate prediction of long-term deformations of timber structures that is corresponding to environmental conditions and timber properties in the region of Latvia.
Materials and Methods

The experimental creep test was started in December 2011 in Jelgava, Latvia, and was carried out in a newly constructed house which is not currently populated at this moment. This house was not heated in the winter period; therefore, the climatic conditions were not controlled in any way that allowed checking the timber beam creep operation and development in variable climatic conditions of ambient humidity and temperature.

The experimental creep test at this moment represents long-term loading of twelve (free of knots) pine wood (*Pinus sylvestris* L.) beam in four-point bending. The loading scheme is given in Figure 1. The timber beam cross section nominal dimensions (height and width) – 60 mm and 30 mm. During the whole test it is planned to load timber beams with four different span lengths – a) 1.08 m, b) 1.20 m, c) 1.32 m and d) 1.50 m, but at this moment only two types of span length c) 1.32 m (group of beams KS-3) and d) 1.50 m (group of beams KS-4) are loaded with long-term load.

Concentrated forces were represented by clay and silicate bricks which were suspended on timber beams (Figure 2). The deflection measurements were made with dial indicators. Measuring precision of indicators – 0.01 mm. Measuring diapason of indicators – 50 mm.

The dial indicators were placed in the middle of the span on the compressed side of the beam. The environmental climatic condition parameters were recorded once in the day. Temperature (T, °C) in the room and outdoors was fixed with mercury-in-glass (Hg) type thermometers.

The timber beams were loaded in four-point bending with two concentrated forces that each force was calculated so as instantaneous deflection $u_{inst}$ at the middle of the span does not exceed 1/150 part of the timber beam span length $u_{perm} < L/150$, where L – timber beam span (cm). The timber beam theoretical calculation of four different span lengths is given in Table 1. The timber beam span lengths were chosen to examine how the span to depth ratio (18, 20, 22, and 25) influences creep development. For lumber and glued laminated beams, the European static standard ratio is 18:1 (Morlier, 1994).

Parallel to environmental climatic condition parameter recording, timber beam moisture content (MC, %) and relative humidity (RH, %) recordings were made daily.

In order to judge about the timber beam strength properties, theoretical Modulus of Elasticity (MOE) was calculated after registering instantaneous elastic deflection ($u_{inst}$) immediately (1 minute) after loading. Theoretical MOE ($E_{th}$) of rectangular cross-section elements, which are loaded in bending with two

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marking</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1. Test model of experiment.**

**Figure 2. Timber beam loading.**
symmetrical concentrated forces, was calculated using equation (1):

\[ E_{\text{sy}y} = \frac{F \cdot a}{4 \cdot b \cdot h^3} \cdot u_{\text{inst}} \left(3 \cdot L^2 - 4 \cdot a^2\right), \]  

where: 
- \( F \) – sum of two concentrated forces, kN;
- \( a \) – distance from support to concentrated force, cm;
- \( L \) – timber beam span, cm;
- \( b \) – width of cross section, cm;
- \( h \) – height of cross section, cm;
- \( u_{\text{inst}} \) – instantaneous deflection, cm.

The creep coefficient \( c_r \) in this study is expressed in terms of the initial elastic deflection \( (u_0) \):

\[ c_r = \frac{u_1 - u_0}{u_0}, \]  

where \( u_1 \) is the deflection at time \( (t) \) in step with the moisture content of wood (MC) and temperature of air (T).

Coefficient of variation (COV) was calculated for mean values of environmental climatic parameters – moisture content, temperature, relative humidity, and relative deflection.

Regression analysis was made for relationship between relative creep \( c_r \) and time, and coefficient of determination \( R^2 \) was calculated, too.

**Results and Discussion**

The value of moisture for the twelve loaded beams at the start of the test was variable from 19% to 33% with the mean value of moisture 25.25% with a coefficient of variation (COV) of 19%.

After 64 days of test, the moisture content exhibited a mean value of 12.17% with a COV of 11%.

The monthly average for outdoor temperature were 3.5 °C (December), -1.1 °C (January), and -10.2 °C (first 17 days of February). The monthly average for indoor temperature ranged from 3.9 °C to -4.9 °C with a mean value of 0.2 °C.

Monthly average for indoor relative humidity ranged from 55.8% to 76.4% with a mean value of 68.2%.

The sizes of the beam cross-section presented mean values of 30.68 mm in width and 58.36 mm in height. Span to depth ratio for the loaded beams was 22 for the group KS-3, and 25 for the group KS-4.

Table 2 represents cross-section dimensions of the loaded timber beams.

Table 3 summarizes the main results for the instantaneous deflections \( (u_{\text{inst}}) \) and creep deflections \( (u_{\text{creep}}) \) after 64 days of test. In addition, relative creep deflections after 7 and 64 days of test are given. Values of instantaneous and creep deflections are divided in 3 groups which correspond to accurate loading duration and span length of timber beams. According to Eurocode 5, one week is the limit between short-term and medium-term load duration classes, six months is the limit between medium-term and long-term load duration classes, and 10 years is the limit between long-term and permanent load duration classes.

Relative deflection values after 64 days of test showed that loaded beam behavior under long-term load is very different. A detailed analysis shows that four beams – KS-3.1, KS-3.3, KS-3.10, and KS-4.7 – exhibited a very high value of 1.91, 1.96, 1.84 and 1.80, respectively.

**Table 2**

| Marking | Height (mm) | | | Width (mm) | | |
|---------|-------------|---------|-----------------|-----|-----|
|         | \( h_1 \)  | \( h_2 \) | \( h_3 \) | \( h_{\text{var}} \) mm | \( b_1 \) | \( b_2 \) | \( b_3 \) | \( b_{\text{var}} \) mm |
| KS-4.10 | 58.30       | 57.00   | 57.80           | 57.70 | 30.80 | 30.40 | 30.50 | 30.57 |
| KS-4.9  | 58.50       | 60.30   | 58.40           | 59.07 | 31.90 | 32.30 | 32.80 | 32.33 |
| KS-4.8  | 58.20       | 58.60   | 58.50           | 58.43 | 30.00 | 30.80 | 30.70 | 30.50 |
| KS-4.7  | 58.30       | 58.00   | 57.70           | 58.00 | 30.80 | 30.20 | 29.80 | 30.27 |
| KS-3.10 | 58.70       | 58.80   | 58.50           | 58.67 | 31.50 | 31.40 | 31.70 | 31.53 |
| KS-3.9  | 58.60       | 58.40   | 58.70           | 58.57 | 30.40 | 30.50 | 30.30 | 30.40 |
| KS-3.8  | 58.60       | 58.20   | 58.50           | 58.43 | 32.50 | 32.10 | 32.30 | 32.30 |
| KS-3.7  | 58.30       | 58.10   | 58.10           | 58.17 | 29.30 | 28.10 | 27.50 | 28.30 |
| KS-3.5  | 58.10       | 58.80   | 58.50           | 58.47 | 32.00 | 31.80 | 31.90 | 31.90 |
| KS-3.3  | 57.50       | 58.30   | 57.90           | 57.90 | 27.10 | 30.00 | 28.40 | 28.50 |
| KS-3.2  | 58.30       | 58.60   | 58.40           | 58.43 | 30.80 | 32.00 | 31.40 | 31.40 |
| KS-3.1  | 58.40       | 58.50   | 58.40           | 58.43 | 31.10 | 30.20 | 30.80 | 30.70 |
1.99 for relative deflection \( \frac{u}{u_{\text{inst}}} \) with a mean value of 1.93. Creep deflection for these four timber beams presented 4.40 mm, 7.60 mm, 5.03 mm and 4.94 mm respectively. The remaining 8 specimens presented relative deflection mean value for all timber beams after 64 days of test presented the value of 1.63 with COV of 14%.

The established relative creep ratio values after 7 days of test ranged between 0.98 (KS-3.2) and 1.18 (KS-3.3) with a mean value of 1.09 with a COV of 5%. The value of the coefficient of variation (COV=5%) testifies that dispersion of the results is small and they are credible.

Relative creep relationships versus time during 64 days are analyzed in Figure 3. The curves of timber beams summarize the relative creep histories for the test beams under long-standing (64 days) load. This diagram shows that the test period of 64 days can be divided in two periods: period A) from the start of the test to the forty second day (1.-42.); period B) from the forty second day to the sixty fourth day (42.-64.). These two periods – A and B – are marked in Figure 3. Creep development speeds of 10 specimens in the period A were very similar, with an exception of two timber beams – KS-4.9 and KS-3.3. Creep developments for these two beams were 0.11 mm day\(^{-1}\) and 0.17 mm day\(^{-1}\) correspondingly. Nine specimens presented creep development speed values from 0.03 mm day\(^{-1}\) to 0.07 mm day\(^{-1}\). The timber beam KS-3.2 showed negative (-0.02 mm day\(^{-1}\)) creep development during the period A, which means that, deflection of this beam after loading decreased. The mean value of creep development speed during the period A showed a value of 0.057 mm day\(^{-1}\).

Start of the period B, when rise in creep development speed was registered, represents perfect compatibility with rapid decrease in surrounding air temperature. Fast decrease in indoor relative humidity in this cold period caused a subsequent fall in the moisture content of timber beams. Creep development speed values of all timber beams during the period B were much higher than in the period A. Two timber beams – KS-3.1 and KS-3.3 – represented creep development speed values of 0.17 and 0.23 mm day\(^{-1}\), other 10 specimens recorded speed values ranged between 0.08 mm day\(^{-1}\) and 0.14 mm day\(^{-1}\) with a mean value of 0.115 mm day\(^{-1}\). In this case we can conclude that the registered decrease in air temperature (starting on the 42\(^{nd}\) day of test) initiated faster creep development which continued till the 64\(^{th}\) day of test. Relative humidity and moisture content depleted together with air temperature, which is demonstrated in Figure 4. Creep development was accelerated because air temperature rapidly decreased to minus 10 °C and water froze in the cells of wood. The period of negative indoor air temperature continued for 23 days (starting from the 43\(^{rd}\) day of test). Apparently water in the cells of wood was frozen in this period.

### Results of instantaneous and creep deflections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marking</th>
<th>Instantaneous deflection ( (u_{\text{inst}}) ), mm</th>
<th>Creep deflection ( (u_{\text{creep,64}}) ), mm</th>
<th>Relative deflection ( \frac{u_{\text{creep,64}}}{u_{\text{inst}}} ), mm</th>
<th>Relative deflection after 7 days ( \frac{u_7}{u_{\text{inst}}} ), mm</th>
<th>Mean value of inst. deflection ( u_{\text{inst,mean}} ), mm</th>
<th>Mean value of creep deflection ( u_{\text{creep,64,mean}} ), mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KS-4.10</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>5.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-4.9</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>6.71</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>6.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-4.8</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>4.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-4.7</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>5.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-3.10</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>5.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-3.9</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-3.8</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>5.89</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>5.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-3.7</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>5.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-3.3</td>
<td>7.90</td>
<td>7.60</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>7.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-3.5</td>
<td>7.70</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>3.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-3.2</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-3.1</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>4.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marking</th>
<th>Instantaneous deflection ( (u_{\text{inst}}) ), mm</th>
<th>Creep deflection ( (u_{\text{creep,64}}) ), mm</th>
<th>Relative deflection ( \frac{u_{\text{creep,64}}}{u_{\text{inst}}} ), mm</th>
<th>Relative deflection after 7 days ( \frac{u_7}{u_{\text{inst}}} ), mm</th>
<th>Mean value of inst. deflection ( u_{\text{inst,mean}} ), mm</th>
<th>Mean value of creep deflection ( u_{\text{creep,64,mean}} ), mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KS-3.2</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>5.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-4.9</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>6.71</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>6.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-4.8</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>4.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-4.7</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>5.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-3.10</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>5.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-3.9</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-3.8</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>5.89</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>5.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-3.7</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>5.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-3.3</td>
<td>7.90</td>
<td>7.60</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>7.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-3.5</td>
<td>7.70</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>3.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-3.2</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-3.1</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>4.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4 represents hygroscopic behavior of wood – the moisture content of timber beams during air temperature decrease experienced faster drying than it was before this mentioned cycle. Decrease in the moisture content continued even when the rise in air temperature started. The timber beam moisture content at the start of test ranged from 19% to 33% with a mean value of 28%. The mean value of the moisture content of all beams after 64 days was 12.17%.
Summary of creep coefficients of all timber beams during the periods A and B is given in Table 4. The analysis of the creep coefficients shows that the period A represents values ranging from -0.05 to 0.33 with a mean value of 0.18.

The creep coefficient values during 64 days of test varied from 0.35 to 0.99. Four timber beams (KS-4.7, KS-3.10, KS-3.9, and KS-3.1) represent creep coefficient values from 0.84 to 0.99, other 8 specimens show values from 0.35 to 0.60. The mean value of creep coefficient $c_r$ during 64 days of test – 0.63.

Different mathematical models were examined to describe the creep relationships according to the

| Period | Timber beam | | | | | | | | | | | |
|--------|-------------|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
|        | KS-4.10     | KS-4.9 | KS-4.8 | KS-4.7 | KS-4.10 | KS-3.9 | KS-3.8 | KS-3.7 | KS-3.3 | KS-3.5 | KS-3.2 | KS-3.1 |
| A      | 0.12        | 0.33   | 0.19   | 0.31   | 0.33     | 0.12    | 0.21   | 0.21   | 0.24   | 0.09    | -0.05  | 0.05   |
| A+B    | 0.54        | 0.52   | 0.35   | 0.99   | 0.84     | 0.58    | 0.49   | 0.60   | 0.96   | 0.39    | 0.40   | 0.91   |

$c_r = -3E-07t^4 + 5E-05t^3 - 0.002t^2 + 0.0329t - 0.0565$

$R^2 = 0.9787$

Figure 5 a. Polynomial approximation of average relative creep values versus time under load.

Figure 5 b. Exponential approximation of average relative creep values versus time under load.
test data. Best fitting between the test curve and regression model may be obtained by exponential and polynomial curves. In this study the exponential and polynomial relationships were found as sufficiently good approximations testified by the coefficient of determination $R^2$ values close to unity (Figure 5a and 5b).

**Conclusions**

This provisional study provides a background for future experiments in order to establish an accurate factor system for prediction of final deformations in timber structures.

Creep of wood is dependent on season – moisture variation causes fluctuation in creep curves. Relative humidity fluctuations and frozen water in wood cells, which were initiated by radical decrease in air temperature (indoor temperature receded to minus 10 °C), accelerated creep development speed that continued even when constant increase in air temperature was observed. Small cross-section beams are especially influenced by humidity cycling. Small sample size and variability in MOE make it difficult to make more detailed conclusions at this stage of test.

The estimated creep coefficient $c_r$ during 64 days of test presented the mean value of 0.63.

Further studies on wood structure and creep behavior under variable climatic conditions are necessary to adequately judge about all influencing factors. These studies are necessary to accurately predict the final deformations in timber structures corresponding to climatic conditions, type of timber material, service class, and timber strength.
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Abstract
This research was carried out to start the discussion on the amount of harmful emissions that are emitted in producing building and insulation materials for roof constructions. Usually, for the improvement of energy efficiency of buildings and reduction of the embodied thermal energy, effective thermal insulation solutions for the external building envelope have to be provided. From the buildings available for the analysis, in Latvia there were selected multi-apartment buildings of separate series with a uniform composition of roof constructions. Within the context of renovation works, the reports of energy audit for the buildings contain recommendations referred to improvement of the thermal performance of roofs. Using mutually comparable energy efficiency report data, there was drawn up an averaged model of a five-storey multi-apartment residential house. There were taken into account legislative documents relating to thermal engineering of buildings: LBN 002-01 ‘Heat engineering of building boundary constructions’ and LVS EN ISO 6946: 2007 ‘Building components and building elements – Thermal resistance and thermal transmittance’, and moisture regime according to LVS EN ISO 13788: 2001 ‘Hygrothermal performance of building components and building elements –内部 surface temperature to avoid critical surface humidity and interspatial condensation – calculation methods’, which states that the roof constructions should be free from possibility of water vapor condensation. In this study, there were calculated energy savings obtained by improving thermal resistance of the roof constructions and the opposite primary energy consumption for the production of building materials. As a result, there is obtained environmentally friendly roof construction.

Key words: insulation materials, primary energy, energy efficiency, roof constructions.

Introduction
When increasing thickness of the existing thermal insulation layer in buildings under renovation or providing additional insulation of new buildings, there is projected the expected thermal energy savings expressed in megawatt hours. The saved megawatt hours are equivalently expressed in CO2 emission savings, the amount of which depends on the type of the fuel.

To produce thermal energy for heating, usually in conjunction with CO2 emissions, the atmosphere is polluted with acid creating NOx, SO2, OH- chemical compounds, which are recognized as causes of acid rains. The primary air pollution, caused by the production of thermal energy, is expressed in CO2 emissions as this is an indicative figure – the smaller amount of CO2 emissions is discharged into the atmosphere, the smaller is presence of other harmful chemical elements in flue gasses of the boiler house (Woolley, 2005).

The total CO2 emission savings per year, resulting from reduction of the embodied thermal energy and CO2 emissions which in their turn result from production of materials for construction of buildings, must be positive. By improving the energy efficiency of buildings, there are projected cash savings on the account of thermal energy savings but in the list of measures improving energy efficiency of buildings, there is included thicker thermal insulation levels, for the production of which enormous amounts of energy are spent in plants.

Embodied energy or primary energy (GJ m−3) is the term used to describe the total amount of energy used in the raw materials and manufacture of a given quantity of product. For products specially made for their insulating properties, it is true that all will probably save many times more energy during their life than is consumed in their production. Most will achieve energy break – even in months or years when compared to uninsulated structure. For a building to be green it is essential for the environmental impact of all its constituent parts and design decisions to be evaluated. This is a much more thorough exercise than simply adding a few green elements such as grass roof or a solar panel. The purpose of the digest is to help designers, specifiers and the clients to make relatively objective decisions about the environmental impact of materials, products and building solutions with some reasonably hard facts, at least as far as the current state of the art (or science) permits (Woolley, 2005).

The aim of research was to develop an alternative roof construction made from nature friendly materials and low primary energy use for production of insulation materials to reduce outflow CO2 and other amount of acid compounds in atmosphere. For theoretical research, energy efficiency rating data was collected from eight energy audit reports made in heating season of year 2010 to 2011 (Table 1).
Materials and Methods

In order to carry out research on the embodied energy for production of materials for roof structures and analyze moisture processes, there was adopted a concept consisting of six parts:

a) identification of the combined roof structure for the existing buildings;
b) energy audit data collection, which lists improvement measures for roof constructions in the same conditions;
c) recording of the required energy consumption for materials listed in the improvement activities;
d) comparison of the thermal energy savings with the amount of energy required for the production of building materials;
e) useable renewable resources;
f) analysis of moisture processes in the event of an existing and alternative structure.

For the analysis of the roof structures, there was chosen a standard covering for the top floor of buildings, which consist of light concrete and brick walls with hollow covering panels for floor and flat roof constructions (typical for 103rd, 316th and 318th series of multi-apartment buildings in Latvia). We paid attention to these series of buildings as the development dynamics of energy efficiency improvement measures for multi-apartment buildings in Latvia is currently in an early stage. The structure of the combined roof constructions (Fig. 1) is the same in all of these serial buildings. For calculated in energy audits and included in this research five-storey buildings, the thermal transmittance values (U) were as follows: calculated before renovation $U = 1.016$ to $1.020$ W m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$, after renovation projected $U = 0.201$ to $0.207$ W m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$ (LVS EN ISO 6946). Normative U value is $0.211$ W m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$ (LBN 002-01). The heating areas of five-storey buildings range from 1,358.1 to 3,958.7 m$^2$, the original energy efficiency assessment is measured from 134.6 to 170.9 kWh m$^{-2}$ per year.

The analysis of energy audit data was carried out for five-storey buildings (Table 1). In all the research pertinent energy audits there is recommended an additional thermal insulation of the roof construction with a 16-cm-thick thermal insulation layer, resulting in the projected savings within the limits from 12.8 to 15.9 kWh m$^{-2}$ per year. For complementing the roof structure of the existing buildings (Fig. 1), rock wool panels in two layers, 12 cm and 4 cm in thickness, were recommended for the thermal insulation.

According to the data in Table 1, for a standard five-storey building with a combined roof construction, the heated area is 2,737.9 m$^2$, the measured energy efficiency rating before the improvement measures is 153.9 kWh m$^{-2}$ per year, and the projected savings through the additional thermal insulation of the roof construction with solid rock wool insulation of 16 cm in thickness – 14.0 kWh m$^{-2}$ per year. In this case, the roof area may be taken equal to the area of one floor, i.e., dividing the heated area by five, there was obtained the roof area of 548 m$^2$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Heated area, m$^2$</th>
<th>Initial rating of energy efficiency, kWh m$^{-2}$ per year</th>
<th>Savings, kWh m$^{-2}$ per year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jelgava, Asteru 6</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>3,958.7</td>
<td>163.0</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jelgava, Pasta 55</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>1,358.1</td>
<td>150.4</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jelgava, Pulkveža O.Kalpaka 35A</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>4,120.3</td>
<td>170.9</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salacgrīva, Pērnavas 10</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>3,188.8</td>
<td>154.5</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jelgava, Lielā 32</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>2,233.0</td>
<td>134.6</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jelgava, Lielā 34</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>2,184.5</td>
<td>167.5</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jelgava, Raiņa 9</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>2,541.2</td>
<td>153.5</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jelgava, Uzvaras 2</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>2,318.4</td>
<td>137.1</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average:</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,737.9</td>
<td>153.9</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The embodied energy for the production of heat insulating materials (Woolley, 2005)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Embodied energy (GJ m$^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plastic insulation (EPS, XPS)</td>
<td>4.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foamed glass</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineral wool</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cellulose fiber</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheep’s wool</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For the purpose of taking measures for improving the building envelopes, thermal insulation materials are needed, in addition, each of them has a different amount of the embodied energy (Table 2; Woolley, 2005).

Results and Discussion

The thermal energy savings per year, when insulating the roof construction with the average area of 548 m², the average heated area amounts to 2,737.9 m² and the savings – 14.0 kWh m⁻² per year for each square meter of the heated building, resulting in the calculated 38,330 kWh or 38.33 MWh per year.

For the production of one square meter of the mineral wool insulation 16 cm in thickness, according to the data of Table 2, the required energy amounts to 0.133 GJ m⁻². Together over the entire roof area calculated above, for the production of the thermal insulation materials, the embodied energy amounts to 72.88 GJ. Knowing that one joule is one watt per second, it is calculated that over the entire roof area, the embodied energy amounts to 20,250 kWh or 20.25 MWh. It is important to note that in the process of producing the mineral wool, in addition to the CO₂ pollution, there occurs emission of NOₓ, SO₂, OH- chemical compounds generating acid rains. The tiny mineral wool dust settles down in the human respiratory tract and irritates the skin (Woolley, 2005).

In the light of the results of calculations, when performing the thermal insulation works in the rock wool thermal insulation materials, the amount of energy embodied in the production of materials, in nature disperses in around 6.4 months. This means that when thermally insulating roof constructions, the total thermal energy savings per year are greater than the amount of the embodied energy in the production of building materials. It should be noted that the planned CO₂ emission reductions in the air through the roof thermal insulation of the existing buildings with mineral wool, in fact, will be on 53% lower.

If the rock wool insulation is replaced by cellulose fiber insulation in a wooden frame (Fig. 2), the required thickness of the insulation layer is 18 cm and for the production of such composite structures, the required energy amounts to 18,040 kWh or 18.04 MWh. For the production of timber, the adopted primary energy amounts to 0.26 GJ m⁻³ (Sustainable homes..., 2010).

Fig. 2 presents the (2nd version) roof construction with the calculated heat transfer coefficient \( U = 0.204 \, \text{W m}^{-2} \text{K}^{-1} \), additionally calculating the ventilated layer of air and moisture resistant plywood \( U = 0.196 \, \text{W m}^{-2} \text{K}^{-1} \). The amount of the embodied energy for the production of the 2nd type of the roof construction materials, in nature disperses in around 5.7 months. The cellulose fibers and timber production do not contribute to emission of chemical compounds, which are considered to be the causes of acid rains.

For the roof structure solution with the cellulose fiber insulation, calculation was done following the standard LVS EN ISO 13788: 2001, according to which there is formed a non-essential vapor condensation possibility in the construction. This calculation did not take into account the air exchange of the ventilated layer and output effects of aeration, which convincingly provides a construction free of possibility to form a steam condensate. In turn, in the renovated roofs where for the improvement there is not dismantled the existing waterproofing layer, in parallel constructing a new waterproofing on the outside, a combined water vapor condensation and evaporation processes with a positive overall annual balance take place. This means that, so far, for standard renovated roofs under the influence of insufficient ventilation of the internal layers there can arise serious problems with the accumulated steam condensate (Krēslīšs and Borošņec, 2007).

In the 1st and the 2nd version, the roof constructions are considered to be alike in terms of construction costs as the cellulose fiber insulation is cheaper than the rock wool plates, so the woodwork in the 2nd version of the construction does not raise the cost of the total solution.
Figure 2. An alternative solution of the roof construction of the existing building with a cellulose fiber thermal insulation (concept based on Фокин, 1973).

Conclusions
In order to have a positive balance of $\text{CO}_2$ reduction, for each roof construction of thermally insulated multi-apartment building, it is allowed to produce on 1.8 times more insulation material of rock wool (2.1 times in the event of the cellulose fibers).

There was obtained coherence with the number of the thermally insulated buildings and the allowed number for the next year, which is approximately twice the amount, provided that $\text{CO}_2$ emissions will not be reduced but the balance of the chemical substances $\text{NO}_x$, $\text{SO}_2$, $\text{OH}$ generating acid rains in the atmosphere will be increased.

Within the roof renovation measures of having the rock wool insulation, the actual $\text{CO}_2$ emission reduction amounts to 47% of the projected one, and respectively 53% if there is used the cellulose fiber insulation in a wooden frame.

The roof construction with a ventilated layer is safe from the possibility of water vapor condensation, but with horizontal roofs without air movement and adequate aeration solutions there is high probability for a lasting vapor condensation.
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Abstract
Within several decades many natural Lithuanian rivers were straightened and adapted for needs of soil drainage. By 1998, 63.4 thousands kilometres of trenches of which approximately 46 thousands kilometres were regulated rivers and streams were excavated. It is calculated that trenches of regulated rivers and streams currently cover 82.6%, and natural – only 17.4% of total rivers network. While straightening rivers, their channels were extended, their slopes were changed, and bends were removed. Thus, it ensured a fast removal of excess water from drained areas of ground. However, as in the straightened rivers an equal stream was present, unfavourable conditions arouse for ichthyofauna, as well as for settlement and evolution of the invertebrates. Furthermore, possibilities for self-purification of water running through the channel were reduced. In order to restore morphological, hydraulic, and especially ecological conditions, close to natural ones, of the straightened rivers, it is necessary to renaturalize them. The analysis of river naturalization and renaturalization ways and means was performed on the basis of the reviewed projects carried out in foreign countries. Four renaturalization methods were identified: self-naturalization, soft renaturalization, partial and full renaturalisation. The possibility to use these naturalization methods were evaluated taking into account environmental conditions of Lithuania. The analysis of naturalization projects implementation showed that the best way to rehabilitate Lithuania’s straightened rivers is to use partial renaturalization method that lets form more favourable ecological environment of rivers. The object of the research was - to evaluate the most suitable naturalization methods for Lithuanian conditions.

Key words: regulated streams, channel bends, vegetation, renaturalization.

Introduction
During the period of 1961-1990 in Lithuania more than 3.0 million ha were drained with the help of drains. During independence period, starting in 1991, the volume of installation of new drainage systems and renovation works gradually reduced. In 2001, 5 ha were drained and renovated 1320 ha; meanwhile, in 2010 only 866 ha were renovated (Šaulys and Guklys, 2011).

Majority of regulated rivers were managed consistently, by trying to ensure their exploitation properties and functionality of melioration systems (Vilkevičiūtė, 2003). However, as the age of drainage systems increases, deterioration of melioration building increases as well. Drainage systems, older than 40 years, take over 45% (Maziliauskas et al., 2007). Funding of exploitation of drainage systems since 1998 until 2002 reduced 2.6 times (from 74 millions Lt to 26.7 millions Lt), and the area of faulty, badly functioning drainage systems increased in 1.7 times (from 163 to 27.5 thousands ha) (Buožis, 2003). According to the data received in 2010, total deterioration of melioration buildings reached 55.7%, buildings of drainage systems – 50.7%, and arterial leading network - even 70.6%. Analysis of technical status of drainage systems and variation of possibility of drainage faults in regions allows prognosticating that faults of drainage systems are going to increase in the future, for this reason drainage systems, which are not effectively used in agricultural production should be naturalized (Šaulys and Guklys, 2011).

There are 4 possible ways for naturalization of Lithuanian regulated rivers network: self-naturalization, mild naturalization, partial renaturalization by using engineering means, and renaturalization, by reforming river channel completely. According to evaluation of economy and environment protection, it was identified that the most optimal way is partial rehabilitation of channels by using bioengineering methods: plants, comfreys, stones, brushwood, logs, stumps, gabions and other. When using these means in the regulated channel, conditions necessary for the development of natural variety form.

Having summarized methods and means of naturalization, packets of bioengineering methods, which may be applied for rehabilitation of Lithuanian regulated streams, under different natural conditions are introduced. The object of the research is to evaluate the most suitable naturalization methods for Lithuanian conditions.

Materials and Methods
In order to evaluate the impact of river’ straightening on Lithuanian rivers, first, literature on characteristics of natural and regulated rivers and their impact on hydrographical network, on morphological and hydrological parameters of regulated rivers (Dumbrauskas et al., 1998; Freshwater..., 2001; Gaiļiūsis and Kriauciūnienė, 2001; Habitat..., 2004; Kutra et al., 2006; Lamsodis, 2001; Vaikasas, 2007) was reviewed. According to the reviewed
experience of foreign countries, ways and methods of rehabilitation of regulated rivers are analysed and summarized (Conservation..., 2007; Danish..., 1995; Florineth, 2008; Freshwater..., 2001; Jormola, 2006, 2008; Living..., 2006; Longinojan..., 2006; River..., 1996; The river ..., 1998). Natural means of naturalization are being reviewed and grouped according to origin and possibilities of use (Chanson, 2000; Christensen 2000; Cokgor, 2004; Danish, 1995; Fischer and Fischenich 2000; Florineth, 2008).

Having summarized material gathered in literature, 5 groups of rehabilitation by bioengineering methods have been highlighted. These groups are composed according to slope (<0.7 m km\(^{-1}\)) and >0.7 m km\(^{-1}\)) and natural environment (field, forest, field-forest) for which are suggested bioengineering packets. Finally, an example for partial naturalization method for regulated rivers is proposed.

Results and Discussion

Consequences of rivers regulation

Melioration basically changed the environment, hydrography, morphology and hydrology of rivers and streams. It gave a new meaning to engineering building with the purpose of accumulating and freeing water in time from the drained areas (Lamsodis, 2001). When performing melioration works, bands of forests and scrublands, through which migrated animals were destroyed. After having drained some swamps, the regime of ground water changed, processes of bending formation stopped, wind erosion increased, but the level of ground water decreased (Vilkevičiūtė, 2003).

Drainage of grounds has changed network of Lithuanian rivers and streams as well as processes occurring in their channels. Morphological, hydrological, and hydromorphological changes of hydrographical network in channels of regulated streams and influence of those changes on flora and fauna are being introduced.

Changes of hydrographic network. Channels of rivers and streams of intensive ground drainage to the extent of all country shortened for 2.5 km or 8.2% on average, and areas of river-basins changed correspondingly – 7.5 km\(^2\) (12%) (Gailiušis and Kriauciūniene, 2001). It is calculated that after having drained 46.6% of country territory, the length of river channels increased from the mentioned above 63.4 thousand km to 76.8 thousand km, i.e. approximately 20.6%, and the number of rivers reduced from 29.1 thousand to 22.2 thousand, i.e. 23.7% (Gailiušis and Kriauciūniene, 2001).

Morphological changes. After having straightened the streamways, their morphology has changed: limits and the shape of the streamway, structure of slopes, shape of coastline, substrate of the bottom, also hydraulic conditions of the current have changed. After having straightened streamways, it obtained a shape of regular trapeze in leading trenches. After having straightened streamways, their longitudinal slopes have increased even up to 1.5–2.0 times, and simultaneously water speed and outwash discharge have changed. In the upper reaches of the straightened rivers and streams due to high speed of the current, as washing force of water increased, intensive erosion processes, which influence widening and sinking of streamways occur. Meanwhile, in the lower reaches of the straightened rivers and streams, the streamway silts up, due to the saturation of current with the outwash (Vaikasas, 2007). Thus, in the straightened streams and rivers with a monotonous, fast current and with the silted streamway bad conditions for settlement and living of fishes and other ichthyofauna form.

Hydrological changes: After having straightened the rivers, their hydrological parameters – the speed of the current, debit, module of run-off, and slope have changed. Since the module of run-off best evaluates changes of hydrological regime, for this reason changes of natural hydrological regime of rivers have been evaluated according to the changes of quantity of natural yearly run-off. As the run-off has changed, i.e. water quantity in the river-basin, river discharges have changed as well. According to the researches of A. Dumbrasauskas, A. Povilaitis and others (Dumbrasauskas et al., 1998; Kutra et al., 2006), changes of the run-off are related with intensified after rivers’ straightening, land usage and with changes of water balance. It is identified that the impact of stream straightening on decrease of run-off may be not more than 2-3%.

Greater influence on discharge of the straightened river is felt in a small river-basin, but in bigger rivers only deviant balance of surface - ground discharge is felt more.

Hydromorphological conditions strongly influence the change of physical - chemical parameters of the streamway. After having straightened the rivers, a water current starts running faster in the streamway, while the possibility of water self-depuration decreases. As nourishment accumulates, favourable conditions for water plants development appear. In water, saturated with nourishment, the usage of oxygen consumption which is harmful for water animals increases. Thus, as values of physical - chemical parameters change, conditions of water animals’ existence in basin change as well.

Impact on flora and fauna. During the period of straightening of rivers and streams, water and riverside fauna and ichthyofauna which until that moment was present was destroyed. Its rehabilitation was blocked by later performed works of maintenance of drainage systems (Freshwater..., 2001). After having straightened the streams, shrubbery and trees have been cut, grass flora has changed them. Haymaking of
streamway slopes and cleaning of the bottom did not allow rehabilitation of prior water flora. As the flora has changed, inhabitation has changed as well, and this has influenced changes of ichthyofauna. When straightening rivers and streams, stones, remains of tumbled trees, water plants, which are very important for reproduction and living conditions of ichthyofauna have been removed from their streamways. It is possible that straightening of rivers and streams, which influenced destruction of inhabitations, encouraged extinction or reduction of some types of water animals (Habitat..., 2004).

Rehabilitation methods of the regulated rivers
In order to restore morphological and hydrological parameters of the regulated rivers, and improve ecological condition, naturalization or renaturalization of streams is being used in the world. Many sources of literature a conception of naturalization and renaturalization name quite similarly. In Lithuania, in technical regulation of melioration it is indicated that naturalization or self-naturalization takes place when trenches or other artificial objects are overgrown with vegetation, and when the profile of trench streamway is naturally formed. Meanwhile, by artificially allowing naturalization of stream or by other means, which are artificial for humans, restoring natural balance, this process may be called artificial naturalization or renaturalization. According to technical regulation of melioration, renaturalization – is rehabilitation of original natural condition of trenches or land areas in artificial way. Thus, when human beings contribute to rehabilitation of natural processes or to other acceleration, the so-called renaturalization process takes place.

On the basis of scientific (Danish..., 1995; Jormola, 2006; Florineth, 2008; River..., 1996) researches and experience of other countries, it was recommended that the straightened streams were naturalized/renaturalized only in compliance with certain methods. When describing conceptions of naturalization and renaturalization in a wider sense, it is possible to equate them with natural and artificial ways of river rehabilitation.

A self-naturalization - growing of shrubbery and trees on the slopes of streams, when human beings do not control this process is the simplest way of rehabilitation of the straightened streams (Figure 1). Bigger plants overrun smaller ones at the base of the slope, and thus keep the streamway clean. Small trees and shrubbery which grow on the slope, with their roots reinforce slopes of the stream, thus, not allowing deformation of slopes and their bases. The streamway forms self-basis, shrubbery and trees growing on the slope limit meandering of streamway and stop erosive impact of the current. In the straightened streams a natural dynamic balance among impact of the current and stability of the streamway happens during a long period of time. Then deformations (washing, choking) of the streamway are slow, or they do not occur at all. While naturalizing the polluted streams, this balance gradually returns (Tumas, 1997). Thus, by not correcting processes occurring in the streamway, natural balance in the stream forms naturally. It does not cost anything, though this process may take hundreds of years. However, roots of shrubbery and trees growing on the slopes may plug drainage mouth, and grass and shrubbery with big stems, which grow on the slopes, may easily spread to nearby farmlands and grasslands. Method of self-naturalization may be used in all areas which are drained by the drainage, by appropriately applying drainage systems.

Figure 1. Streamway self-formation of Šventutė stream. (aut. R.Baublys).

Recently more and more often the term mild naturalization is being used (Freshwater..., 2001). In this case it is allowed to occur for natural processes in the streamways, though this whole process is being supervised and adjusted by human beings (Figure 2). When using this method of naturalization, cleaning of streamways stretches and removal of plants is performed by manual work. It is allowed for one slope being overgrown with forest plants, whereas from the opposite slope plants are being removed in
order to allow the required permeability and facilitate works of maintenance and cleaning. With the help of this method rehabilitation of meandering of the straightened streams is possible, by using both energy of the current, and plants, growing on the slopes.

By using this method large plants which grow on the slopes overgrow smaller plants. Thus, the streamway remains clean and better permeability of the streamway is reached. A streamway starts self-formation, human beings only have to observe that significant deformations would not occur. In such a way the volume of maintenance works is reduced. However, by using this method a danger for drainage mouth occurs, because it may be plugged by roots of trees and shrubbery. For this reason in such stretches it is necessary to change drainage mouths to non-perforated plastic pipes. This method may be widely used under Lithuanian conditions, because this does not require huge investments, and only constant supervision of the straightened streams is needed.

Meanwhile, renaturalization – an artificial rehabilitation of the straightened streams which are close to conditions of natural environment is applied. In this case morphological properties which are close to natural ones are being created artificially: bends are formed and banks are reinforced by natural and artificial means. Thus, favourable conditions for settlement of animals and plants, returning to streamways in the most possible natural condition are created. Two methods of artificial rehabilitation (renaturalization) of streamways of the straightened rivers are distinguished, i.e. partial and full rehabilitation of streamway.

Partial rehabilitation of streamway is a rehabilitation of streamway, by using bioengineering methods and energy of the current (Figure 3). When using the method of partial rehabilitation of streamway, the streamway is being restored by using various bioengineering methods, - wicker fences, stones, fascines and other. By using bioengineering methods in the regulated streamway, conditions necessary for development of natural variety are formed. With a help of this method human beings allow closer direction formation of the streamway under natural conditions. When using this method, the target goals are faster achieved, compared to the use of aforementioned methods. However, the use of this method requires investments, i.e. much assets and work costs demanding method. This method is broadly used in Western European countries; thus by using experience of other countries, this method of renaturalization may be used in Lithuania in full.

Full rehabilitation of streamway is a method when bends, coves and elements of natural streamway, necessary for increase of natural variety (Figure 4) are formed by artificial means. Full rehabilitation of the streamway is performed by fully reforming streamway, when bends, coves are established by using the aforementioned bioengineering methods. A newly formed streamway with bends, coves and islands establishes especially favourable conditions for development of water plants and animals. These conditions are very close to the natural condition of the river before its straightening. This is one of the most effective means of achieving the desired goals faster. As hydrological and hydraulic conditions have changed in the artificially formed habitats, both animals and plants settle in quite soon.

The recent method is quite expensive, demanding much assets and high work costs, though currently it has gained popularity in projects of river rehabilitation in various countries of the world: Australia, the USA, Great Britain, Netherlands, Finland as well as in other countries (Conservation..., 2007; Jormola, 2006, 2008; Living..., 2006; Longinojan...
It is noticeable that this method is more efficient, and its results are seen quite early.

Figure 5. Detached stones arranged in the streamway. (BEF…).

Means of restoration of the regulated rivers

The main goal of means of rehabilitation of streamways is to restore natural processes in the streamway, thus creating biological variety in streamways and in the zones of riversides and stabilized regime of outwash. Artificially formed constructions would influence changes of morphological and hydrological characteristics of the current and allow formation of river conditions, which were close to natural ones. In projects of river rehabilitation, various bioengineering means: grass and ligneous plants, detached stones, stone casts, stone thresholds, logs, fascines, tumbled trees, stumps are applied.

Grass and ligneous plants. Stretch of ligneous plants next to the streams is an effective filter of biogenic materials (Fischer and Fischenich, 2000; Christensen, 2000). Dense riverside vegetation forms a more favourable space for formation of habitats and makes a shadow for a streamway, thus decreasing temperature of river water. Consequently, in cooler water saturation of oxygen increases (Cokgor, 2004; Chanson, 2000). Grass and ligneous plants, which grow on the streamway or in the zone of water level fluctuation create favourable conditions for slowing of the current, and subsequently for accumulation of outwash, which indirectly influences formation of shoals, swims, and bends.

Stones. These means may be easily used in the current of various slopes and speeds. What is more, they are more resistant to more intense influence and they are long-lived (Figure 5). Detached bigger stones thrown in the streamway along the riverside form a larger variety of conditions in the streamway. As morphology of the streamway changes, shoals, swims, which later contribute to formation of bends, by thus forming a variety in the streamway, encouraging reproduction and migration of fishes are formed. Stone casts form a current allowing to change the river current from the eroding bank towards the opposite bank. With their help in the regulated streamway bends may be formed. These constructions are applied for rehabilitation of inhabitations, together with increasing of fish quantity and variety (Danish, 1995). Stone casts and stone thresholds form conditions for mixing of the current; thus, it helps to perform the saturation of the current with oxygen (Chanson, 2000).

Figure 6. Use of logs when forming river bends. (Florineth, 2008).

Tree constructions, used in projects of rivers renaturalization, consist of logs, fascines, branches, tumbled trees, stumps, which are arranged in the streamway (Figure 6). These are the most often used means in projects of river rehabilitation. Their use is possible under various conditions, under morphometric conditions of the regulated river. These means are used as current deviating, pressing means; thresholds are formed with their help. Also, these means are used in order to naturally form bends of the streamway and in order to secure riversides from erosive impact of the current. As silt accumulates behind tree construction, forming solid structure of plants, it then forms habitats for riverside and water animals. As silt accumulates and vegetation settles in, a shadow is formed that decreases water temperature, and more intensive current, next to the settled fascines, creates conditions for better saturation of oxygen.

Summary of Results and Suggestions

After having summarized the methods of rehabilitation of the regulated rivers, it is possible to state that the most suitable river renaturalization under Lithuanian conditions is partial. It is influenced by larger efficiency of self-naturalization and mild
renaturalization by using this method. Also, it is a more economical method of rehabilitation in comparison with full renaturalization method.

Having reviewed and evaluated possible bioengineering methods that are suitable to natural environment of Lithuania, it is suggested that all above discussed means could be used in Lithuania when restoring the regulated rivers.

In order to restore ecological balance in the regulated rivers and streams, it is essential to consider that each regulated stretch differs in the basin width, slope and natural environment (forest, outskirts and field). According to these criteria, 5 groups of the regulated rivers are distinguished. Packets of means are formed for each group of rivers rehabilitation.

Small streams (<100 km$^2$) are included in the first group. Their ecological efficiency of self-rehabilitation is considerably small. For this reason streams of this group are not analyzed. They are left for self-naturalization, and engineering means for their rehabilitation are not used.

The second group encompasses streamways, regulated in forest, with a slope smaller than 0.7 m km$^{-1}$ and the area of the basin bigger than 100 km$^2$. For this group natural means close to the forest environment are suggested to be used: logs, fascines, tumbled trees, stumps.

To the third group belong streams which run in fields, with the slope smaller than 0.7 m km$^{-1}$ and the area of the basin bigger than 100 km$^2$. For this group logs, fascines, stone casts, detached stones are suggested to be used.

To the fourth group belong streams, with a slope smaller than 0.7 m km$^{-1}$, running in outskirts (width of the basin is bigger than 100 km$^2$). For this group both field and forest materials: logs, fascines, tumbled trees, stumps, detached stones may be used.

The fifth group includes the regulated streams, which run in fields, though their slope is bigger than 0.7 m km$^{-1}$ (width of the basin is bigger than 100 km$^2$). For these streams alongside with standard means of naturalization (logs, fascines) means that are more resistant to the impact of current: stone casts, thresholds of stones and logs, big detached stones are suggested to be used.

For each aforementioned group, by using bioengineering methods, possible variants of use of means are formed. According to the available materials and regularities of streamway formation, a possible presentation of example of partial method of rivers renaturalization use is shown (Figure 7).

Means of river rehabilitation are used according to the regularities of natural meandering. It is stated that the length of natural bends depends on the width of the streamway and is expressed in the following correlation: $L = (10-14) B$ (Danish, 1995; Vaikasas, 1999, 2000). In order to form a bend, two means which form the streamway are necessary (e.g. logs, fascines and other). They are formed on different sides of the streamway, at every half of the length of the bend. At such a distance, on different riversides of the streamway, various streamway forming means: tumbled trees, logs, fascines, stone casts and other are arranged.

Measurements of used means depend on the speed of the river current, on the depth and width of the streamway, and on particular conditions of location and construction. General requirements would be that these means were not longer than 1/3-1/2 width of the stream way. The size of the means is calculated according to the parameters of the streamway. By arranging the aforementioned elements on different riversides of the streamway, conditions for self-current, using self-energy to form the streamway by

![Figure 7. Use of renaturalization means in the range of regulated river Apaščia from the second group. (aut. R.Baublys).](image-url)
morphological, hydrological and ecological variety which is close to natural are created.

Similar arrangement of means is possible in all renaturalization groups of rivers. For a specific group means and their usage on different parameters of the rehabilitated river differ.

Conclusions
1. Having reviewed the naturalization methods used in foreign practice, it is suggested to use partial renaturalization method for rehabilitation of Lithuanian regulated rivers.

2. Bioengineering methods are most suitable for implementation of renaturalization projects due to their ecology and naturalness for natural environment.

3. According to the slope and natural environment, 5 groups of regulated rivers are distinguished.

4. For each distinguished group of regulated rivers the method of rehabilitation and packet of rehabilitation means is attributed. For the first group it is suggested that self-naturalization is used, for the second, third, fourth and fifth – the method of partial renaturalization should be applied.
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Abstract
The aim of air pollution monitoring is a regular and continuous collection of information on air pollution to prevent hazards influencing ecosystem and its components, including humans. Nowadays, the main technology used for this purpose is electronic sensors. As they are designed for specific measurements, a lot of important factors cannot be evaluated – various pollutants diffusion or cumulative effect, exposure, dose, and bioaccumulation. As an alternative solution – bioindication – pollution level determination from its effect on certain indicator species can be used. So far potential usage of bioindication as current air pollution monitoring network’s equivalent solution has not been studied. Therefore, the aim of the research was to assess a variety of bioindication methods for air pollution determination and their applications in air pollution monitoring. During the research, commonly used bioindication methods based on their popularity in scientific literature in 2012 were selected, as well as they were assessed using theoretical analysis method in order to determine their strong and weak points in air pollution monitoring. Research results demonstrate that current bioindication methods are not suitable for monitoring purposes. Therefore, bioindication can be combined with citizen science approach. To incorporate citizen science approach in bioindication based air pollution monitoring, development of special, for this purpose designed bioindication methodology is needed.

Key words: bioindication, air pollution monitoring, citizen science.

Introduction
The aim of air pollution monitoring is a regular and continuous collection of information on air pollution to prevent hazards influencing ecosystem and its components, including humans. For this purpose, air pollution monitoring programs are carried out. Obtained information goes to regulatory authorities, where it is used in decision-making process for pollution reduction activities and public awareness raising.

Information on air pollution can be obtained in two ways – by dispersion modeling (mathematical simulation of the spread of pollution from known emissions sources) and by direct measurement. Dispersion modeling has gained more popularity because it is cheaper. However, an effective air pollution monitoring without direct measurements is not possible, because direct measurements are more accurate and required for validation of dispersion models. For this purpose, automated measurement stations, equipped with various sensors, are placed in surveyed area (Conti and Cecchetti, 2001). This type of measurement has both its advantages and disadvantages. The situation in air pollution field is constantly evolving. Nowadays, diffusion of various pollution types becomes more important (Falla et al., 2000), for example, dust particles mixed with NOX. Such cumulative effects can cause greater impact on ecosystem and human health, as if the same pollutants interact separately. In addition, the cumulative effect is much more difficult to assess, especially using electronic sensors. Greater importance is given to weak and diffuse sources of emissions; thus, it is important to assess the pollution of not only close proximity to the largest known pollution sources (Hodin and Hertz, 1996) but also in the whole monitored area.

These problems demonstrate several drawbacks of current air pollution monitoring solutions. Since electronic sensors in measurement stations are designed for specific measurements, they can’t detect unforeseen pollutants and determine cumulative effect of different pollutants. Significant problem is the coverage – measurements require expensive equipment. Therefore, the measurement stations are usually located in few spots, where it is most likely that the pollution levels would exceed in regulations defined values – weak and diffuse emission sources are not taken into account.

The alternative is bioindication – pollution level determination using living organisms – bioindicators. By applying methods of bioindication, it is not possible to make measurements of air pollutants concentrations, though it is an effective tool to evaluate such factors as exposure, dose and bioaccumulation, which cannot be effectively done using conventional technologies. Consequently, the parallel use of bioindication to existing monitoring networks would provide much realistic information about air pollution, enabling an evaluation of various pollutants simultaneous exposure caused cumulative effect. As bioindication does not require specific and expensive equipment, it would allow covering of all surveyed area, comprising the weak and diffuse emission sources.

There are many bioindication methods, developed for air pollution assessment, but they are used mostly in individual evaluations – usually for scientific purposes. So far potential usage of bioindication as a current air pollution monitoring network’s equivalent...
solution has not been studied. Therefore, the aim of the research was to assess a variety of bioindication methods for air pollution determination and their applications in air pollution monitoring.

Materials and Methods

During the research, commonly used bioindication methods were selected based on their popularity in scientific literature in 2012, as well as they were assessed using theoretical analysis method in order to determine their strong and weak points in air pollution monitoring.

Bioindication for air pollution determination

The most commonly used bioindicators are plants because they are sedentary and damage caused by pollution is easily noticeable (Falla et al., 2000). In air pollution determination lichens are widely used – symbiotic organisms consisting of algae and fungi. This can be explained by the fact that pollution effects on lichens have been widely studied. First idea that lichens are influenced by air pollution was proposed by E. Darwin in 1790 when he studied lichen flora near foundries at the North Wales (Nimis et al., 2002). Since then, the study of lichens as bioindicators has increased rapidly, reaching the highest point in the 60th years of 20th century. Today, it has evolved into a separate branch of bioindication – lichenoindication. Lichenoindication methods can be divided into three major groups:

- Biochemistry based methods – biochemical analysis of changes caused by pollution;
- Quantitative evaluation of lichen flora in order to calculate air pollution index value;
- Qualitative evaluation of lichen flora when relation between pollution levels and particular lichen species are predefined.

An example of biochemistry based methods is A.G. Levin and M.L. Pignata method (1995). In the city of Cordoba, Argentina, the lichen Ramalina ecklonii was transplanted to 24 different urban sites. Then, lichen samples were collected from a ‘clean’ site in the northwest of the city and hung in nylon bags at a height of three m for eight weeks, prior to analysis. Chlorophyll, phaeophytin, conjugated dienes concentration, soluble protein content and thalli sulphur content were used as indicators of air pollution. The result of this study was Pollution Index (PI) equation, defined as follows:

$$PI = \frac{\left( \frac{Pa}{Ca} + \frac{St}{Sc} \right) \times CDt}{CDc}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where:

- Pa – phaeophytin-a concentration (mg g⁻¹ dry mass);
- Ca – chlorophyll-a content (mg g⁻¹ dry mass);
- St – sulphur content of transplant (mg g⁻¹ dry mass);
- Sc – sulphur content of control lichen (mg g⁻¹ dry mass);
- CDt – conjugated diene in transplant (mg g⁻¹ dry mass);
- CDc – conjugated diene in control (mg g⁻¹ dry mass).

Apparently, the biochemistry based methods are complex, as they require a specific laboratory equipment and knowledge. In addition, these methods can only be used in a specific geographic region where given species are present.

Quantitative evaluation of lichen flora is much simpler. The most common quantitative lichenoindication method is Index of Air Purity (IAP) (LeBlanc and De Sloover, 1970):

$$IAP = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{(Q \times f)}{10}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where:

- n = number of species present at a site;
- f = frequency (cover) of the species (scale of 1 to 5);
- Q = ecological index of each species i.e. the mean number of other lichen species growing with the species under study in the surveyed area.

Value f (frequency) can be determined visually while the value Q (ecological index), is calculated by following equation:

$$Q = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{m} \sum_{i=1}^{n} S_{ij}}{m}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where

- n – number of species;
- m – number of stations where the species of interest is present;
- $S_{ij}$ – equals 1 if species i is present at station j (and species i is not the species of interest).

This method is very simple to use and unlike biochemistry-based methods does not require specific and expensive equipment. The IAP method is not attracted to any particular geographical region because whole lichen flora is evaluated and all data necessary for calculations are obtained in the surveyed area.

Qualitative evaluation of lichen flora is even simpler. Well known example is D.L. Hawksworth and F. Rose (1970) scale, developed in Great Britain, based on studies relating to $SO_2$ impact on lichens.
The scale consists of 80 lichen species divided into eleven correlation classes according to various rates of air pollution. Such species classification by pollution level is one of the most discussed issues in literature (Conti and Cecchetti, 2001), because correlations are affected by environmental, climatic factors and geographic region. A major drawback, compared to quantitative methods is the fact that qualitative scale describes only one type of pollution - usually SO₂. Therefore, it is not possible to assess the cumulative effect, which is one of the main advantages of bioindication over electronic sensors. Taking this problem in to account, different scales have been developed. Take, for example, C. Van Haluwyn and M. Lerond (1986) scale in which class correlation is not directly related to the SO₂ concentrations but to lichen sensitivity to pollution in general. However, this scale is also affected by environmental factors and geographic region restrictions.

Citizen science approach in data collection

In bioindication one of the most important stages is data collection in field studies – necessary species location, assessment of its condition and obtained data recording. This is usually time consuming, especially if the surveyed area is very large. In such cases, when extensive data acquisition in field studies is required, often the so called citizen science approach is used – volunteers (non specialists) involvement in data collection for scientific research purposes (Newman et al., 2011).

Citizen science projects operate on the following scheme:
- The project organizers prepare instructions and present them to volunteers (communication usually takes place via Internet-based solutions);
- Volunteers collect necessary data by doing observations;
- Data are submitted to project organizers using the same solution as that of receiving instructions.

Thus, all the tasks that require specific qualification are done by project organizers while time consuming tasks, that do not require specific skills are assigned to volunteers. To ensure that this process is efficient, it is important to note some factors (Silvertown, 2009):
- Although the data processing and interpretation are usually done by experts or software-based solutions, data validation is also necessary in order to ensure that submitted data are correct and avoid wrong data submission and cyber vandalism in cases when Internet based solution are used;
- Instructions must be standardized and easy to understand;
- Project organizers must provide feedback to motivate and reward volunteers who are involved in the project.

Results and Discussion

One of the most significant problems of current air pollution monitoring networks is high costs, which is the reason why network coverage is often insufficient. Bioindication does not require specific and expensive equipment, while there is another kind of problem – human resources. To find and identify bioindicators, qualified professionals are needed who regularly survey the area being monitored. This can lead to serious problems if the monitored area is very large. A choice between large, but single investments in automatic monitoring stations or permanent costs by hiring specialists in bioindication variant has to be made.

One of solutions is to apply citizen science approach. Bioindication based air pollution assessment includes two stages where specific knowledge is required – data acquisition and data processing (Figure 1.)

![Figure 1. Information flow in bioindication based pollution assessment.](image1)

![Figure 2. Information flow in bioindication based citizen science project.](image2)
Knowledge required for bioindication can be incorporated in appropriate citizen science project elements – data acquisition knowledge in instructions and knowledge required for obtained data processing in project data processing solution (Figure 2.). Consequently, air pollution monitoring using bioindication and citizen science approach can be carried out as follows:

- Volunteers receive instructions – list of lichen species (explained in an understandable way for non-specialists) for identifying the species, and pollution caused damage recognition signs;
- Volunteers do all necessary observations – find and identify lichen species and at the end submit obtained data to processing;
- Data are processed according to the methodology, building dynamic database on pollution levels in surveyed area.

The most important elements in this process are instructions and the methodology used. Data acquisition depends on quality of instructions while data processing and validity depends on the methodology used. Therefore, methodology in citizen science project must meet two requirements:

- According to it, clearly defined and easily understandable instructions can be developed;
- Used data must be obtainable only on basis of information included in developed instructions without additional knowledge.

Most of the currently used bioindication methods do not meet these requirements. Data necessary for biochemistry based methods are obtained only in the laboratory; therefore, volunteers cannot be involved. Even if volunteers collect lichen samples for submission to the laboratory for further analysis, such a process would not be efficient because specific knowledge is still needed – lichens must be separated from substrate, placed in nylon bags and immediately delivered to the laboratory. Quantitative methods are more appropriate. IAP method is one that is especially outstanding. Using this method, only two values must be determined – lichen species and frequency (in ordinal scale) of these species. However, the problem is calculation procedure itself. The ecological index value in IAP equation is variable – it must be calculated during the study. To do this, all lichen species in surveyed site must be found and identified. This factor makes the development of instructions for data collection almost impossible, because such amount of knowledge cannot be included in short and easily understandable instructions. From the citizen science view point, qualitative methods are the most compliant – small and fixed number of lichen species is used and one species is enough to interpret it as consistent air pollution level. However, qualitative methods are also the most controversial, because their accuracy and practical application is a frequent topic of discussion in the literature. In addition, qualitative methods are generally designed for evaluation of single pollution type, so they are not designed to evaluate the cumulative effect, but that effect is one of the main objectives why to use bioindication in air pollution monitoring.

Merging of bioindication and citizen science approach can lead to a new kind of air pollution monitoring programs, allowing more realistic assessment of air pollution and its changes, because information is obtained by using live organisms. Combining the data from bioindication survey with data from current monitoring stations networks, would supply regulatory authorities with better and more detailed information on air pollution; thus, not only concentrations of different types of pollution can be evaluated, but also its impact on live organisms. Therefore, the development of citizen science suitable bioindication method with data collection and processing that are carried out according to simple instructions which are easy to understand without any prior knowledge and experience in the field of bioindication is necessary.

Conclusions

1. Bioindication usage in air pollution monitoring can be time consuming and may require large human resources. This can lead to serious problems if the monitored area is very large, thus creating a situation when it is vital to make a choice between large but single investments in automatic monitoring stations or permanent costs by hiring specialists in bioindication variant.
2. Usage of bioindication as a current air pollution monitoring networks equivalent solution can be combined with citizen science approach. Thus, bioindication based air pollution evaluation could be less time consuming and requirements for human resources would be reduced. Bioindication becomes more appropriate for air pollution monitoring needs.
3. Bioindication method used in citizen science project must be sufficiently simple, so that non-specialists without any experience in bioindication can understand it.
4. According to the method, clearly defined and easily understandable instructions for data collecting, based only on information incorporated in the instructions must be developed.
5. Therefore, the development of citizen science suitable bioindication method is necessary. It would allow the development of a new kind of air pollution monitoring programs in which not only concentrations of different types of pollution can be evaluated, but also its impact on live organisms.
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Abstract
Churchyard of Latgale Upland is one of the most important parts of cultural historic space of Latvia. The study is based on the materials from expedition made in summer and autumn 2011, as well as on literary studies. Architecturally compositional form of the church is a key part of the landscape, supplemented by other landscape elements. Research and evaluation of the individual elements give specific cultural space characteristics of each investigated area. Visibility in the main view points and links with residential buildings for the churchyard is vital. Each study of landscape area schemes formation is based not only on the church as a domination point expression. Separate churchyard elements - crucifixes, procession paths, burial area, meditation area and a planting in church gardens - are important in describing churchyards. The aim of the research was to find most common elements in churchyards to establish general guidelines for recording and evaluation of the churchyard in Latgale Upland in future. In perspective that could be used as basis for making the landscape typology. Results showed typical landscape elements in the churchyard. In describing churchyards is important to divide typical and unique elements. The research provides information that is important for the further local territorial development plans, focusing attention on the region’s cultural values and identity preservation.

Key words: churchyard, landscape elements, landscape typology, regional identity.

Introduction
Latgale Upland is placed in the southern part of Latvia. This territory is rich with lakes and has a very picturesque landscape. Church landscape is an important cultural historic part of the history of Latgale. The church landscape has changed considerably in the last years. Trees have been cut a lot and new ones have been planted again. The use of the land surrounding churches has changed too. But this process has been done without any guidance.

The emphasis shifts from landscape as a product of culture to landscape as an agent producing and enriching culture (Comer, 1999). It is important to find the part directly developed by people. It has to be made in accordance with nowadays and not forgetting about history. Landscape has to be made while taking both the traditions and contemporary changes into account.

Latgale has had to start its life over from scratch five times, mainly because each time there has been a complete change of ethnicity and sociocultural field (Fjodorovs, 2009). The sacral landscape of Latgale is unique; it has a different development history than the rest of Latvia (Pidža, 2011). As it is characteristic to Latgale, we can find all the traditional confessions there (Catholic, Orthodox, Lutheran, Old believers) and holy sites of Moses believers (Kaminska and Bistere, 2011). These differences make these landscapes even more special, and it is important to improve our knowledge about this part of the cultural historic places.

On the one hand, the church garden is used only on Sundays, and the parishioners are not outdoors then. But, on the other hand, it is an object for tourism attraction, especially in Latgale, these places can be used for gatherings and relaxing walks.

Historic buildings form the most visible and tangible of all aspects of the historic environment. They are a finite resource and cannot undergo change without cultural loss (Morris and Therivel, 2009).

There are different ways of reading landscapes. For a long time, the methods used by students of landscapes, notably landscape architects and geographers were highly individual (Taylor et al., 1987). To be sure, reading landscapes is not as easy as reading books, and for two reasons. First, ordinary landscape seems messy and disorganized (Peirce, 1979). New researches in sphere of religion have been started in many fields. Geographical research on religion has grown immensely in the last decade, and many earlier silences have become nascent areas of research or even areas of emphasis (Kong, 2010). The quality of scenery can be evaluated by two different sorts of techniques - preference techniques and surrogate component techniques (Crofts, 1975).

The second one is being discussed in this paper. The technique is based on the identification and measurement of those physical components of the landscape which are regarded as surrogates of scenic quality. The individual components are isolated, their identification and measurement discussed and their combined utility within existing techniques evaluated (Crofts, 1975). Church landscapes are designed cultural landscapes (General, 1999). As they are manmade, we are responsible for their development and preservation.

Since the patterns we see are formed from the arrangement of different components, it is an obvious
starting point to describe and classify these components (Bell, 2004). There are numerous character-defining features of the landscape: topography, vegetation, circulation, water features, buildings and structures, site furnishing and objects (General, 1999). Landscape elements are individual elements that make up the landscape, including prominent or eye-catching features such as hills, valleys, woods, trees and hedges, ponds, buildings and roads. They are generally quantifiable and can be easily described. It is necessary to consider this aspect of the landscape to reach an understanding of the effect of development on a landscape resource (Guidelines, 2002).

At this stage of the research it is important to understand precisely what we need to look at and what we could possibly find. The aim of the research was to find most common elements in churchyards to establish general guidelines for recording and evaluation of the churchyard in Latgale Upland in future. In perspective that could be used as a basis for making the landscape typology.

Church building is important in landscape, because it is a visible sign to show beliefs with a building that is devoted to God (Kaminska and Bistere, 2011). And these buildings – churches - are supplemented with certain elements depending on the confession. In most of the cases, the landscape around the church has been developed without taking the churchyard into account. Unfortunately, the historical buildings have had to suffer because of the lack of caution.

Written fixation or description of landscape and it's elements is important, because photographs do not accurately represent what is seen by the human eye, as it can distinguish elements by using a contrast range of about 1,000 shades between black and white, whereas a picture of the same view taken with a camera and shown on a computer screen will use only about 100 shades. This range of contrast is reduced to as low as 12 shades when printed on paper (Visual, 2006).

Elements are functional, decorative and they can be symbolic too. And symbolic meaning of these elements is a part of landscape identity (Ņitavska, 2011). Landscape units are sections of landscape with different dimensions and chorological structure. Each landscape unit can be distinguished by its own, relatively stable set of natural and anthropogenic factors, and its functional expression is characterized by a specific complex of landscape elements (Nimann, 1982; Krönert et al., 2001). Visual impact capturing has a limitation, which is why field trip is very important. What can be found and seen at a place is much more than what can be captured by photography.

Materials and Methods
Latgale Upland was chosen as a research territory (Figure 1). Expedition to the churchyards of Latgale Upland was done from June till October in 2011, when a survey of 68 churches in the Latgale Upland was carried out. Churchyards were chosen randomly from rural and urban landscapes. Almost all churchyards, which can be found in Latgale Upland, were surveyed. The survey was done in good weather conditions during the daytime. Before going on the field trip, an object survey table was created, based on previous researches. Survey table consisted of three parts. In the first part the object had to be named, and its placement according to the road and urban places defined. The second part listed all separate churchyard elements that were expected to be found in the churchyard – fence, benches, trees in the perimeter of the church building, free standing bell tower, crucifix, churchyards, burials near church territory. Toward each element a note was made whether it is or it is not in the churchyard. In third part, the landscape was

Figure 1. The location of research territory.
described – wideness, dominant, symmetry. Results of table second part were used for this research. During the expedition, written fixations supplemented with fixations by photography were used. In this part of research during the survey process it became clear whether the separate churchyard elements were present or not.

Results and Discussion

In the survey process of 68 churchyards it was found out that the typical elements that we expected to find in church gardens really were there, with a few exceptions. Even if there are some similarities, very important is that each place is specific and has its own individual elements, such as religious art objects or planting structures. These cultural landscapes are mostly filled with specific elements, characteristic only for churchyard.

The results were obtained in a profound survey process without trying to use some common methods from landscape analysis. This is the expert and psychophysical way, which emphasizes landscape features. All these elements are part of the landscape transformation process.

Culture interface deals with the differences in landscape values resulting from different cultural perspectives. It is the way different cultures perceive and interpret landscape that is in focus, as well as the way cultures give landscape the symbolic meanings (Palang and Fry, 2003). Historic landscape includes not only buildings, but although circulation features as roads and furnishing, including fences, benches, lights and sculptural objects (Charles, 2004). All churchyard elements are result of cultural expression.

Outdoor elements of churchyard are as philosophical and compositional continuation of church building. The idea of symbolic garden design has its origins in ancient civilization. Each church garden in Latgale Upland uses slightly different elements to provide the same symbolic information. The research is focused on man-made landscape elements. Small-scale elements of churchyard can be decorative or functional or both.

Fences are the most common elements in churchyard; 76% of churchyards included in research had fences (Table 1). Probably nobody can imagine the world without fences. Fencing is mostly used for church garden boundary demarcation, although it delineates ownership and land use area. Almost all churchyards have fences or hedgerows. They are organizational elements of the landscape. These functional and visual relationships between spaces are integral to the historic character of a property (General, 1999). Sometimes there is no fence, only gates. These are decorative, functional and symbolic elements of churchyard. Fencing although symbolizes boundaries. It is not so much boundaries for land property, but more between mental and material world. Gates are visual dominant elements of the churchyard, which are seen from distance (Figures 2, 3, 4).

Second most common element in churchyards is benches (Table 1). Benches are used mostly around crucifixes or in front gardens. They are not placed symmetrically or in any other order. Benches are only functional elements. Benches together with crucifixes form meditation gardens. These small meditation gardens shape separate independent entities (Figures 5, 6, 7).
Crucifixes in rural landscape of Latgale are a phenomenon. But in churchyards of catholic confession it is almost an inherent part. The crucifix is very common for catholic landscapes (Table 1). This is the most symbolic element of churchyards, but it is also decorative and functional.

Gardens are found in third part of the surveyed landscapes (Table 1). Most of them are small. Burials are not widely seen in churchyards and when they are there, they are more like memorial places or signs. Burials in Latgale are invisible graves in the churchyard between flowers and trees.

Landscape of Latgale is not possible to imagine without trees. Trees are decorative, functional and with historically developed and enduring symbolic meaning. In small-scale churchyards, trees in the perimeter of church building are as frequent as crucifixes (Table 1). It is known that in urban places and near the building trees make more harm, than good. Trees can have bad effects on their surrounding structures and buildings. It is incorrect to plant any tree touching the building. The shadow of the trees should not fall on the buildings. The best way to keep the trees at bay is to cut off the branches of trees that touch the buildings. Damage mainly can be made by roots and falling branches.

Third part of research objects had trees in the perimeter of building (Figure 8). Sometimes historical trees in the perimeter of building have been cut down (Figure 9). Trees that are historic or landmark trees, strong species or trees well situated in landscape can be maintained. But if trees are weak species, short life species, trees that block desirable views, they have to be cut down. Hedgerow trees act as property boundaries. Usually, in churchyards of Latgale Upland, fences which are supplemented by hedgerow are used (Figure 10).
Free-standing bell towers or campaniles are architectural features that are mainly typical for catholic churchyards. The bells in the free-standing towers are for calling people to congregate. Free-standing bell towers are frequently found in the churchyards of Latgale Upland - in 29% of surveyed landscapes (Figures 11, 12, 13).

Also an important part is burials near the churchyard territory, because churchyards are common in many countries but not always there are separate burials. Burials near the churchyard territory were in 22% of surveyed landscapes (Table 1).

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Occurrence of typical churchyard elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Element</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crucifix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Churchyards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trees in perimeter of church building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free-standing bell tower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burials near church territory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In local territorial development plans it is important to focus attention on the region’s cultural values and identity preservation, especially in Latgale region, where historical cultural values are the main tourist attraction objects. Attraction consists not only of the church building, but of the other churchyard elements too. Landscape elements, the same as landscape, act as stimuli to which observers respond (Taylor et al., 1987). To describe elements we have to look at landscape even in smaller scale. Elements are not separate things but integrations of systems (Motloch, 2000). Buildings have their own infrastructure, trees have their root system and roads have their network.

In this research, elements were taken separately from all systems and taken as a starting point for these systems and further researches.

The study of the cultural interface in landscape research is extremely important for the understanding
of how landscape evolved in the past and how conflicts may arise in the future (Palang and Fry, 2003). Most of the features of churchyard we take as self-evident. With looking from a side we perceive more objective information and distance from imagination landscapes.

Conclusions
This is a small introduction in churchyard elements we could find in Latgale Upland. All described elements are found in the churchyards of Latgale Upland and are important characteristic elements. Churchyards are unique thanks to these specific elements. In perspective, main guidelines of this research could be used as basis for making the churchyard element typology. The research provides information that is important for the further local territorial development plans. Element fixation makes detailed description possible. In further research there are many other elements that have to be included in inventory. Also research inventory needs a deeper survey not only of element types but also of their different forms.
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Abstract
Contamination of urban areas is directly connected with the lack of adequate waste management planning. Problems mostly arise in former military bases, garages, warehouses and areas with other facilities. For many decades environmental problems caused by pollution in areas of military use were not managed in Latvia. The aim of this research is to assess visual environmental quality and study heavy metal contents in soil of ‘Jaunais Mežaparks’ after demolishing works in the capital of Latvia – Riga, as well as to provide comparison to the former military ‘Daugavgrīva’ site. Research was carried out from November 2011 to February 2012 by soil sampling and further analysis and comparison of the heavy metal content in soil with target and boundary levels in legislation. ‘Jaunais Mežaparks’ is a former military area which is planned to be reused in future. The former military site is planned to be used as the residential neighborhood and is situated close to important recreational object in Mežaparks area – Lake Kišezeri. According to Riga Development Plan old military sites must be remediated in accordance with environmental legislation if the contamination exceeds critical concentration values. Thus, this case study includes assessment of visual pollution as well as soil heavy metal contamination study. Recommended actions as well as direct remediation technologies to reduce the poisonous impact of contamination to environment in this area are proposed.

Key words: soil sampling, remediation, heavy metals, former military area.

Introduction
Soil and groundwater are environmental compartments that are primarily influenced by industrial development with increasing amount of industrial wastes and inadequate dumping of them. It causes a large number of contaminated sites that are disseminated in post-industrialized countries (Prokop et al., 2000; Critto et al., 2006). Environmental contamination as a result of anthropogenic activities is not a recent phenomenon. Contaminated sites can be found in functioning as well as abandoned industrial (brownfield) territories, landfills, residential areas with historical contamination, road sides and rarely in polluted sites by natural activities. A special attention should be paid to the contamination in former military sites, because in many cases this contamination is most problematic for remediation and is disturbing the territorial planning of cities.

After the World War II more than 1,000 units of Soviet Army forces were located in about 600 military sites that cover ~ 10% of Latvia territory. The largest firing-grounds were Zvārde, Liepaja Navy port (Karaosta), Raudbārzi missile base, and Lielvārde airfield. Site pre-investigations and remediation have been carried out in some of the former military territories, e.g. Rumbula airfield where soil and groundwater was contaminated with oil products. A total area of 6 ha was contaminated with oil products and during 2000-2002 1730 m³ of contaminated groundwater (~80 m³ of pure oil product) was pumped out (Piesārņoto un potenciāli piesārņoto vietu īstaba 2001 – updated data base available on the internet). Contamination with heavy metals, toxic organic substances, and also with oil products was determined in about 11 military territories. In spite of the remaining historical contamination, some of these territories are readjusted for the use of another purpose, e.g. the area of the Riga Freeport (Burlakovs and Virchav, 2011).

National Register of contaminated territories of Latvia provides the list of priority importance areas to be remediated and re-cultivated. Methods and procedures for the ascertaining of polluted and potentially polluted sites, as well as the procedures for financing, conditions for data collection and utilization are regulated by the Cabinet of Ministers Regulations No. 483 adopted on November 20, 2001 ‘Inventory and registration of contaminated and potentially contaminated areas’. There are plenty of sites not mentioned on the lis, those are still unknown to public - whether and to what degree they are polluted. The former military area now is being demolished – the territory ‘Jaunais Mežaparks’ according to the Riga City Development Plan (Rīgas attīstības plāns, 2006) is planned as the commercial and residential housing area with up to 25 -storey high buildings t with approximately 10 000 people capacity.

In former military areas the quantity of soil and groundwater pollution is often undetected. An important step in order to gain information about the area is to give visual estimation of the area, collect information about historical contamination sources and use preliminary soil and groundwater contamination studies. Provisional inspection must be done before the start of the investigation field works, in order to estimate the situation and select drilling points and points for sampling. The territorial...
plan and placement of potentially hazardous objects must be taken into account for the selection of study sites as well as underground communications, relief characteristics, amelioration, geological and hydrogeological conditions are important.

Research was started in November 2011 and finished in February 2012; the aim of it was to assess the environmental situation and heavy metal contents in soil in 'Jaunais Mežaparks' area after demolishing works and give comparison to the former military site ‘Daugavgrīva’.

Materials and Methods

Description and historical land use of the territory.

The area is situated in the northern part of Riga (Fig. 1, 2), total area is approximately 31.6 ha. This area according to Riga City Development Plan is proposed for commercial and residential use in future. Detailed planning is needed as well as clean-up of the site before more detailed planning is applied.

The territory is located in Baltic Ice Lake plain with mainly sand dunes geomorphology. The amelioration system (Mailes Ditch) is made for drainage purposes in the area (Fig. 2). Inhabitants of neighboring urban areas recall that this area in Soviet times was always used as the military land, in which chemical warehouses and military garages were located. During 90-ties of the 20th century it was abandoned, and in 2011 the removing of warehouses and cleaning of the area from buildings started. Site cleanup can be done without special default remediation, because it is not on the list of National Register. When Riga City Development Plan in this area will be implemented in life, the environmental assessment of the soil quality according to the legislation of Latvia should be done.

In order to estimate the situation and select appropriate points for representative sampling with drilling method, the visual inspection and photographic evidence was collected before and during the investigation field works in the case study ‘Jaunais Mežaparks’.

To estimate the soil quality at the investigation territory, sampling of soil was taken from the upper part of the soil in the depth of 0.40 m. A hand probe was used for this purpose. Soil samples with special disposable rubber gloves were taken from the probe and put in chemically clean polythene sampling bags. The sampling territory was split into 7 sub-areas (Fig. 2), each of 4-5 ha area on average. 125 samples were taken from all these sub-areas and mixed together for the joint sample. Totally 175 soil samples were taken on 13th of November, 2011, mixed in 7 joint soil samples for each of sub-area, then in constant temperature taken to the laboratory for the heavy metal laboratory analysis.

![Figure 1. Location of former military areas ‘Jaunais Mežaparks’ and ‘Daugavgrīva’ in Riga, Latvia (approximate distance between points 6-7 km) (map source ‘Jāņa Sēta’).](image1)

![Figure 2. ‘Jaunais Mežaparks’ former military study area: sampling sub-areas with numbers referred to results in Table 1. Arrow shows groundwater flow direction in Mailes Ditch amelioration system. (area within borders 31.6 ha) (source ‘Jāņa Sēta’).](image2)

One joint sample was taken in deeper horizon (0.4-1.0 m) of the soil. Seven drilling points in 7 sub-areas were selected, and 7 deeper samples were mixed in a joint sample in order to have the information about the average heavy metal content in the deeper interval for the whole area. Sub-areas were chosen according to visual assessment principle, in order to get more representative samples from each. Samples taken in the area No. 4 and samples from deeper interval 0.4-1.0 m were taken in double for verification of the result (4-1 and 4-2; L-1 and L-2).

Samples were dried, extracted in HNO₃ solution and delivered to the laboratory for atomic absorption
spectroscopy analysis. Analysis for Na, Mg, K, Ca, Fe, Mn and heavy metal concentrations (Cu, Pb, Zn, Ni, Cd, Cr, Co) was performed in the laboratory of the University of Latvia.

The study at the Riga Freeport in ‘Daugavgrīva’ was performed in a similar way in January 2012 at the former military area nearby the inlet of the Daugava River into the Gulf of Riga (Fig. 1). Sampling was done from one drilling site (FR I and FR-L samples) with a mechanical drilling vehicle ‘Nordmeyer’ with mounted auger of 140 mm diameter. A hand probe was used in a similar way like in ‘Jaunais Mežaparks’ case. ‘Daugavgrīva’ territory was not split in sub-areas; therefore, more detailed map is not given.

Dispersion of heavy metal concentrations in sandy soils was taken according to pollution categories from Instructions of the Cabinet of Ministers Nr. 804 ‘Instructions on Environmental Quality Standards for Soils’ (Noteikumi par augsnes un grunts kvalitātes normatīvieni, 2005), where: A is the target value, which shows value of adequate soil quality; B is the precaution boundary limit showing pollution level, when surpassing it there is a possibility of the negative impact on human’s health and environmental quality; C – the critical boundary limit, when functional qualities of soils are distorted or pollution have the direct threat to human’s health or environmental quality, in case of surpassing it rehabilitation works must be done at the place.

Afterwards data analysis was done, the laboratory results were compared to the target as well as precaution and critical boundary levels.

### Results and Discussion

Comparison of two former military areas in ‘Jaunais Mežaparks’ and Daugavgrīva (Fig. 1) is drawing trends that former military areas has slightly higher ordinary metal and heavy metal contents in soil due to previous activities in the past. Visual assessment and photographic evidence provided material allowing to make assumption that area is possibly polluted also with oil products. The contamination with metals is not very high like in areas of directly industrial soil as in most contaminated parts of Riga and Liepāja and Riga harbors (Piesārņoto un potenciāli piesārņoto vietu reģistrs – updated data base available on the internet), but still is exceeding target values. One of the most polluted areas is, e.g., Liepaja Navy Port (Karosta) (Liepaja Navy Port..., 1996). The obtained results show that sediments are mostly polluted with Cd, Cu, Pb, Hg and Zn. The geoaccumulation and pollution load indexes were used in order to compare the contamination levels in the Liepaja and Riga harbors (Vircavs, 2008).

### Table 1

Concentrations of metals (mg kg⁻¹) in soil upper layer: ‘Jaunais Mežaparks’ and former military area in ‘Daugavgrīva’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Sampling interval, m</th>
<th>Heavy metal concentration</th>
<th>Concentration of other metal elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cd</td>
<td>Cr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0 – 0.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.2</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0 – 0.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.2</td>
<td>&lt;11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0 – 0.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.2</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-1</td>
<td>0.0 – 0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-2</td>
<td>0.0 – 0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0 – 0.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.2</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.0 – 0.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.2</td>
<td>&lt;11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.0 – 0.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.2</td>
<td>&lt;11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0.4 – 1.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.2</td>
<td>&lt;11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>0.4 – 1.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.2</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR-I</td>
<td>0.4-1.0</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR-L</td>
<td>2.0-4.0</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR-Area</td>
<td>0.0-0.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The table shows heavy metal concentrations in soil in the case study area in ‘Jaunais Mežaparks’. Comparison with the technical study in ‘Daugavgrīva’ is given in Table 1 (codes FR).

Samples 1, 2, 3, 4-1, 4-2, 5, 6, 7, L-1 and L-2 were taken in ‘Jaunais Mežaparks’, but FR-I, FR-L and FR-Area in ‘Daugavgrīva’. Results of heavy metal concentrations in most part of ‘Jaunais Mežaparks’ are above the target value (Table 1), Cr exceeds target value 3-4 times, Zn up to 7 times, Ni - 2 times, but most concerns should be addressed to the sampling sub-area No. 4 (Fig. 2). In this sub-area 3 elements exceed precaution boundary limit, the amount of Cu is very close to the critical boundary level. The average content of metals in soil is 3-7 times higher in this sub-area than in surrounding ones.

Possible, that it is influenced by anthropogenic atmospheric loads (Gīlucis, 2007). Visual assessment of the territory pointed out several sources of possible heavy metal leaching from open iron-scrap stacks further to the soil and possibly to groundwater. Recommendations for the re-use of these slightly up to highly degraded areas usually include more detailed environmental pre-assessment in order to understand the severity of the problem and potential contamination level in groundwater. Soil sampling should not be the key method for detection of contamination and the necessity for remediation, because samples as the point sources of analyzed contamination can be misrepresenting the real situation. Groundwater sampling must be done in these areas in order to have more complete view on the size of the problem. Thus, monitoring results in former military area in ‘Daugavgrīva’ show exceeding heavy metal content in groundwater – every year Cu content in groundwater samples is slightly exceeding the critical boundary level, meaning that the source of contamination is soil (Burlakovs and Vircavs, 2011). This example was taken, because this area is on the list according to the Regulation of the Cabinet of Ministers Nr. 483. Identification and Registration of Contaminated and Potentially Contaminated Sites as the 1st category polluted site (Piešārņoto un potenciāli piesārņoto vietu apzināšanas un regulēšanas jutāmātu šķirošanās programma, 2001).

The ‘Jaunais Mežaparks’ area of 31.6 ha is not included in the list mentioned above, but there is still a great possibility that contamination with heavy metals and other pollutants is present in the area. Other contaminants such as oil products are very often found in former military areas. Those were visually detected and photographed in ‘Jaunais Mežaparks’. Therefore, additional detailed research in the area is needed, in which contaminant sources, amount and flows would be determined. The applicability of remediation technology is dependent on site-specific conditions, type of contaminants and other factors. Also, excavation of contaminated soils can be applied, but only if these can be transported to hazardous waste landfill and if the amount is negligible; otherwise it is not acceptable.

The network of groundwater monitoring wells in surroundings must be developed, where regular monitoring of groundwater will be performed to control the contaminant flow / groundwater quality and flow direction in future. It is recommended to carry out a risk assessment based on a planned regular (2-4 times per year) groundwater monitoring data. In addition, groundwater quality in surroundings and planned residential and commercial building areas with random selection method should be regularly monitored. In the 4th sub-area, heavy metal remediation using appropriate remediation clean-up methods is recommended. It can be remediated using different methods, but one of the best examples is phytoremediation technology – with the use of plants to remove, destroy or sequester hazardous substances from the environment. After additional research different soil amendments also can be used; it can be a good approach for cationic metals if those are concentrated in the upper part of the soil; though these amendments must be chosen after deeper evaluation and chemical experiments.

Conclusions

Former military area ‘Jaunais Mežaparks’ has slightly higher ordinary metal and heavy metal contents in soil due to previous logistic and warehousing activities in the past. Point sources of heavy metal contamination possibly are leaching further to the groundwater. Visual assessment and photographic evidence provided material that area is possibly polluted also with oil products. The contamination is not very high like in areas of directly industrial soil as in most contaminated parts of Riga and Liepāja.
harbors, but still is exceeding target values. Heavy metal content in soil can be additionally influenced by anthropogenic atmospheric loads.

The in situ and ex situ technologies can be used for remediation of contaminated sites. The future of military site remediation in Latvia after careful pre-assessment possibly could be done by stabilization / solidification, separation / concentration, chemical treatment, soil flushing, phytoremediation technologies or combination of several ones. The site ‘Jaunais Mežaparks’ is planned as an area of commercial and residential use in future; thus, careful environmental assessment should be done there, but the future use of ‘Daugavgrīva’ area is supposed to stay for industrial purposes as the port structure.
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Abstract
Nowadays, linkage of landscape ecology with landscape aesthetics becomes very topical, especially when people move from rural areas to big towns and cities. Landscape ecological planning becomes more important in terms of sustainable environment. Landscape assessment and investigation needs a multidisciplinary approach. The aim of the study was to evaluate landscape ecological aesthetics in urban area. The selected city for study was Jelgava – city with a special characteristic landscape of Zemgale plains and wide green spaces in the city centre. Jelgava is one of the examples of complex urban system with ecological environment. This research presents landscape evaluation of Jelgava using ecological aesthetics assessment method. Territory of Jelgava was divided in groups of research areas: green spaces, residential areas and other territories. Qualitative and quantitative methods were used in the research. The methods applied in this research describe the present situation of the city. Landscape inventory, biotope structure analysis and evaluation of landscape ecological aesthetical qualities give a general overview of the problems and opportunities of the examined city. Research study was managed in autumn and winter 2011. The results show the need for sorting the cityscape and use of ecological principles in further urban planning. Green areas of Jelgava are ecological and aesthetical valuable but multi-storey residential areas have low quality of landscape ecological aesthetics.

Key words: landscape structure, ecological and aesthetical quality, urban planning, city of Jelgava.

Introduction
The proportion of urban green areas is declining over the time, therefore, there is a need for preservation of existing green wedges and construction of new ecosystems that would connect existing sites. Growing level of urbanization in cities and large towns converts native ecosystems to agricultural lands or urban living spaces (Lovell and Johnston, 2009). Urban landscapes are systems where natural and social processes together shape the ecosystems. The urban landscape is very complicated with residential, commercial, industrial, government-institutional, cultural-educational land uses, areas of remnant vegetation, secondary green areas such as parks, gardens or cemeteries and other land uses (Andersson, 2006). Urban landscapes have many functions: food production, industrial use, recreation, housing, water extraction, nature conservation and global environmental control (Vos and Meekes, 1999). Green urban network will help to maintain biological diversity and attract wildlife between all of these types of urban areas. Green spaces in the city are mainly semi-natural areas, managed parks and gardens, supplemented by scattered vegetation and divided by roads (Jim and Chen, 2003). Green areas have to be multifunctional with recreational function, aesthetical duty and environmental benefit. The research on interaction of landscape ecology and aesthetic becomes more actual in terms of sustainable landscape planning in urban areas. Urban landscape is studied as a complex system in which there are problems with its interpretation in human perception and necessity of use of sustainable principles (Nassauer, 1995; Vos and Meekes, 1999; Lovell and Johnston, 2009). Landscape ‘ecological aesthetics’ own idea of making natural processes visible through design (Olin, 1988). This aspect is wide discussed in studies of forest landscape and management (Gobster, 1999). There have been few researches of landscape ecological aesthetics on Latvian landscape (Ziemeļniece, 1998; Zigmunde, 2010).

Selected city for study was Latvian city with fourth largest number of population. Jelgava is located in southern part of Zemgale plain. At the same time it is considered as one of the greenest cities in Latvia. There are two different objects in the centre of town: the Jelgava Palace and the territory of Natura 2000 – an important place of bird nesting and the pasture. There are flood-land meadows and habitat for wild horses.

Many of development priorities of Jelgava are associated with improvement of environmental quality. The challenges for development vision of Jelgava are to improve urban green spaces, to conserve biodiversity, forest habitats and protected natural assets and to build qualitative living environment and the individual high-rise residential neighbourhoods in Jelgava area (Jelgavas pilsētas ilgtermiņa..., 2007).

The main purpose of the study was to evaluate urban landscape of Jelgava city using ecological aesthetics assessment method and to define difficulties of further sustainable development. In order to achieve it, the following objectives were defined:
- to manage landscape inventory of current situation in Jelgava using photo fixation,
accounting and characterizing of landscape elements;
- to evaluate biotope structure and vegetation in blue-green areas of Jelgava city;
- to assess landscape ecological aesthetics using comparative matrix and to detect main problems to challenged landscape for further development.

Based on the research results, possible development of landscape ecological aesthetics of Jelgava will be carried out in further studies. Research helps to understand and analyze successful development directions for Jelgava city.

Materials and Methods

The basis of the research was Jelgava city. Landscape survey, photo fixation and inventory were managed in the spot of this Latvian city.

Jelgava is a city in central Latvia about 41 km southwest of Riga. As of 1st of January 2011, the city had a population of 64516 inhabitants. Jelgava is situated on both banks of the Lielupe River from 0.0 to 6.0 m above sea level. Total area of Jelgava is 60 km², of which open-water area is 2.34 km² and parks cover 1.62 km² of Jelgava area (Jelgavas pilsētas pašvaldības..., 2012). It is the largest town in Zemgale region. Jelgava has regular, broad streets.

In the research, general scientific qualitative research methods were used. The subject of research was ecological aesthetical quality of green environment in urban territories.

Landscape inventory was used to survey current situation of Jelgava. Inventory was conducted within the description of the landscape the collection, recording and landscape assessment adding value to individual landscape elements, depending on the specific criteria (Ainavu aizsardzība..., 2000). At the beginning of inventory of the landscape, it was necessary to study the existing situation of Jelgava. Photo fixation was carried out during the research in autumn and winter 2011. The weather was cloudy and dull. The analyzed areas were grouped by its functional use: neighbourhood areas, courtyards of multi-storey buildings (Figure 1), urban natural areas, parks, forest areas, water courses and reservoirs (Figure 2). There was existing landscape visual and ecological structure marked on inventory map.

The value of landscape is expressed by specific land uses, field patterns, traditional architecture (Krause, 2001). Aesthetical quality of Jelgava landscape was mapped using visual landscape assessment method. Landscape scenery, significant viewpoints and elements were marked in an assessment map. The aims of visual quality assessment are to help to list the areas to be protected, to determine whether a landscape is aesthetically appropriate or not and to define physical landscape components that affect the preferences for this particular area (Kane, 1981; Bulut and Yilmaz, 2008). Cartographic method ‘City building analysis’ which is developed by Kevin Lynch was used for distribution of city regions with similar properties (Lynch, 1960). There were housing areas, commercial and industrial territories, manufacturing areas and green spaces detected in Jelgava city.

Biotope analysis is an ecological characterisation of landscape structure of urban areas. In these maps, the word ‘biotope’ is synonymous to word ‘habitat’, it is defined as area in which animals and plants can live, and primarily represents different land-use classes (Leitão and Ahern, 2002; Löfvenhaft et al., Table 1

### Landscape ecological aesthetics assessment matrix of territories in Jelgava

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Area 1</th>
<th>Area 2</th>
<th>Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Order, regularity</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of man-made elements</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visible human intention</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particularity</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of outlandish species</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of natural forms</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accordance with architecture</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biodiversity</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accordance with landscape type</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native species</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural elements</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carelessness</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildlife</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unaffected nature processes</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s created.
Biotope structure analysis was used to evaluate landscape ecological system in Jelgava. Cartographic material of Jelgava area was classified by land use and vegetation type using aerial photographs. Vegetation type was also defined by obtained data of the landscape inventory.

Variety of ecologically valuable habitats in urban areas where there are rare species or that have importance in maintaining biodiversity were marked in maps with colours and symbols, for example: broad-leaved forests; the territory of old trees; an open meadow; marsh areas; river, lake, pond area; fallen tree stumps and developed land. The category ‘developed land’ is used for those parts of the built-up areas that have no or have scattered (0-10%) or dense (30-50%) vegetation cover, including small valuable biotopes – linear or point elements (Löfvenhaft et al., 2002).

Landscape ecological aesthetics assessment method (Table 1) was used to compare different values of various areas of Jelgava (private residential areas, multi-storey residential areas, public parks, nature pavement territories, etc.). It is possible to classify evaluated landscapes by their acquired ecological aesthetics, if data are inserted into assessment matrix (Jankevica, 2012).

Challenged landscapes were evaluated using criteria of landscape ecology and aesthetics, according to a 1-10 score system: 1 point for low quality, 10 points to highest quality. Landscapes were divided in four groups: 1) with low quality of aesthetics and ecology; 2) with high quality of ecology, low quality of aesthetics; 3) with low quality of ecology, high quality of aesthetics; 4) with high quality of landscape ecology and aesthetics.

Results and Discussion

According to landscape inventory, Jelgava has a relatively green structure of urban environment. Jelgava has a large variety of green areas (Figure 1). There are natural areas, for example, flood-land meadows, islands, watercourses and man-made areas such as squares and residential areas in the centre of the city. Jelgava has a high aesthetical potential although there is a large amount of Soviet period architecture heritage and lack of maintained historical environment. There are many public parks and green areas in Jelgava.

There are two islands between the rivers: Pils Island in the North and Pasta Island in the South of the city. Jelgava is a city of dynamical open or linear designing structure, where industrial and residential

![Figure 1. Results of Jelgava building structure and scenery analysis:](image-url)

- small residential areas; multi-storey residential areas; industrial and technical areas; green areas; important public object; open area; significant viewpoint; 1. Pils Island; 2. Pasta Island; 3. Valdeka Palace; 4. Villa Medem; 5. Tower of St. Trinity Church; 6. St. Anna Church; 7. St. Rome Catholic Church; 8. Railway Station ‘Jelgava’; 9. Railway Station ‘Cukurfabrika’.

Source: author’s created on Google Maps satellite.
areas are located next to green territories. Expansion of Jelgava is limited by river shores. The building structure of town is influenced by natural plain topography and watercourses.

Small residential areas dominate in building structure of Jelgava, although there are many multi-storey building areas on the left side of the city. The most of multi-storey residential areas were built over the period of second half of 20th century. Multi-storey residential areas are concentrated in large massifs with free planning principles that were applied in the building location processes (Īle, 2011a). According to the recent studies of other authors, courtyards in these regions have spatial landscape composition problems and lack of ecological valuable environment (Īle, 2011b). There are problems with parking lots, lack of greenery and unarranged children playgrounds in these courtyards. Industrial areas and stores, as well as technical services are located along main roads, rivers and railway outside city centre. Manufacturing areas are located on the right side of Jelgava. Jelgava has a low silhouette with few particular pikes of churches and vast multi-storey building areas in some places.

Concept of site’s landscape ecology has to be in harmony with visual information of space, especially appreciated is location of main sights and viewpoints. Significant viewpoints are located next to Pils Island and flood-plain grasslands. There are many open spaces with long-range distant views. The bridge offers a wide significant view of the Jelgava Palace. Silhouette of the town is typical from the right river bank over the Pasta Island. Significant architectural and functional objects are located on the left side of the Lielupe River. There are churches, Villa Medem, tower of Saint Trinity Church and educational buildings in the centre of Jelgava. Most attractive object on the right side of the city is Valdeka Palace. Landscape aesthetical quality is reduced by unattractive multi-storey courtyard areas, industrial areas and abandoned sites, for example, area of former sugar-refinery.

Example of Jelgava shows ecologically valuable biotopes in the centre of the city (Figure 2). There are grasslands, wood and swamp as important biotopes in the centre of Jelgava. There is a developed land with dense or no vegetation covers next to biotopes. Small rivers Platone, Vircava and Svete are located outside the city centre.

Area of Langervalde wood bounds the centre of Jelgava from periphery. Core area with significant ecological values is Pils Island central area, connectivity zones are river shores, swamp and park near Jelgava Palace. Buffer zones surround the core

Figure 2. Fragment of Jelgava Biotope map.

- forest with old-growth trees;
- grasslands and meadows;
- swamp;
- water;
- developed land with dense vegetation cover;
- developed land without/sparse vegetation cover;
- Park of Jelgava Palace;
- Central square;
- Uzvaras Park;
- Raina Park;
- Alunana Park;
- Square of Valnu Street;
- Stacijas Park.

Source: author’s created on Google Maps satellite.
and connectivity zones, for example, small private residential areas. Green development areas with a high ecological potential are within core areas. These are flood-plain meadows on Pils Island. Wild tulips (Tulipa sylvestris) are found in meadows of Pils Island, which makes this place significant for inhabitants of Jelgava.

Public green spaces offer excellent design opportunities for ecological challenge. The old park of Jelgava Palace is full of ancient trees: oaks (Quercus), limes (Tilia), elms (Ulmus), maples (Acer), ash (Fraxinus), horse-chestnuts (Aesculus) and willows (Salix). There are four secular trees. Similar species of trees encounter in the rest of Jelgava parks. Many of these parks have to be improved and greeneries should be arranged. There are annual and perennial flowers planted in Raina Park, Stacijas Park and Square of Valnu Street. Man-made green areas are constructed according to plain Zemgale landscape type.

Jelgava has wide streets compared to other Latvian cities. Street greenery is shaped where the road is wider. Most popular tree species used as street greenery are common lime (Tilia vulgaris), rowan (Sorbus aucuparia, Sorbus intermedia) and different varieties of maples (Acer). Greeneries of Jelgava is relatively appropriate, though the system of biocorridors does not run effectively.

Small private gardens occupy the largest part of Jelgava urban areas. There are vegetation and habitats for wildlife in these gardens but the ecological quality can be improved. Residential yards ordinarily include mowed lawns, hard groundcover, ornamental flower beds, trees and outdoor recreation facilities. There is a lack of native vegetation and less ecological diversity in new small private garden areas compared to old ones. The option of small gardens to use ecological functions depends on their composition and configuration, as well as their size. Usage of indigenous species and natural forms of plants increases ecological and also aesthetical quality of garden landscape.

Multi-storey residential areas, and industrial and technical areas have problems with lack of vegetation and fragmentised natural areas and biotopes. Greeneries of multi-storey courtyards is not shaped in different levels. There is a lack of shrubs, vines and flowers in almost all courtyards.

The evaluated landscapes of Jelgava were classified by their acquired ecological aesthetics (Table 2).

Assessment of parks and public spaces shows that Uzvaras Park and Square of Valnu Street have the highest aesthetical values. These are territories which are recently improved and facilitated with new components. Park of Jelgava Palace, Alunana Park and Stacijas Park got the highest ecological values. There are many old trees, scenic landscape design and natural appearance in these parks. However, ecological quality of other parks has to be improved.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of urban landscape</th>
<th>Analyzed areas</th>
<th>Score Aesthetics/Ecology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public parks, squares</td>
<td>Park of Jelgava Palace</td>
<td>7.9/6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Park of Central square</td>
<td>7.0/5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uzvaras Park</td>
<td>8.1/5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raina Park</td>
<td>7.3/5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alunana Park</td>
<td>6.6/6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stacijas Park</td>
<td>7.3/6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Promenade of Lielupe</td>
<td>8.1/5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Square of Valnu Street</td>
<td>8.3/5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small residential areas</td>
<td>Old Jelgava</td>
<td>8.0/7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Centre III</td>
<td>7.8/6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gintermuiza</td>
<td>7.8/5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parlielupe I</td>
<td>7.8/6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parlielupe II</td>
<td>7.8/6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Valdeka district</td>
<td>8.0/6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-storey residential areas</td>
<td>Satiksmes district</td>
<td>5.3/4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RAF district</td>
<td>5.1/4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Centre I</td>
<td>4.4/4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Centre II</td>
<td>4.4/4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other areas</td>
<td>Pasta Island</td>
<td>6.1/7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pils Island</td>
<td>7.0/9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Former sugar-refinery</td>
<td>3.0/7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Langervalde wood</td>
<td>6.7/9.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s created.

Evaluation of small residential areas shows that districts of old houses with varied gardens of different plants (trees, bushes, flowers) have higher ecological quality. Districts of new housing areas have less greenery, only mown lawn and rows of coniferous trees that decrease biodiversity and use of native species and wildlife. Location of the districts also affects ecological values. If a district is far from main roads and traffic, ecological quality of gardens increases.

There are differences between various multi-storey residential areas in terms of aesthetical value score. There have been recent improvements of courtyards in Satiksmes and RAF districts. Recreation and children playground zones are arranged and advanced but the problem of lack of greeneries still exists.

Areas with the highest score of ecology are Pils Island and Langervalde wood pavement territories with unaffected nature processes. Assessment score for aesthetic and ecological values of Pasta Island will change after the ongoing
construction operations. Existing nature pavement territory will become a recreation area with sports places, children playground and new buildings.

Evaluated areas were divided in four clusters by landscape ecological aesthetics (Figure 3). There are only one territory – former sugar-refinery – with high ecological quality and low aesthetical quality in the first cluster. Areas with low quality of ecology and aesthetics are courtyards of multi-storey residential areas in the centre of Jelgava. Areas with low ecological quality and high aesthetical quality are multi-storey residential areas and Uzvaras Park. Majority of areas of Jelgava are located in the fourth cluster with high level of both values. Areas with high aesthetical values are parks and gardens of small private residential areas.

This landscape assessment portrays subjective opinion. The obtained score will be plausible if this assessment matrix is filled in by several experts from different science disciplines (architecture and ecology). Research for output of criteria for this assessment matrix will be continued. There will be limitations for scores (for example, biodiversity, regularity, wildlife) created.

Conclusions
1. The green structure of Jelgava is formed by untouched nature pavement territories, woods, parks and public spaces, watercourses and small private residential areas with cultivated gardens. Small residential areas dominate in building structure of Jelgava. There is a traditional gardening used instead of ecological gardening in private residential areas of Jelgava.
2. There are ecologically valuable biotopes in the centre of Jelgava next to Lielupe River. There should be sustainable structures in the public parks of Jelgava. Greenery system of Jelgava, including green spaces and street greenery, has to be arranged to create biocorridors for wildlife.
3. Assessment of landscape ecological aesthetics shows that territories with high ecological quality are woodlands, meadows and swamps. Public parks and small gardens are landscapes with highest aesthetical quality in Jelgava. Nature pavement territories have high quality in both categories. Landscape ecological and aesthetical quality of multi-storey residential areas has to be improved. Industrial areas and abandoned sites have low ecological and low aesthetical quality.
4. Development of the city landscape is influenced by esthetical resources and use of ecological principles. Jelgava has high potential for ecological planning due to wide nature pavement areas and broad streets. The aesthetical quality of Jelgava city has to be improved by restoring significant objects, public spaces and living areas.
5. The objective of the research has been achieved based on managed landscape ecological aesthetics assessment of urban areas in Jelgava. This test version will be upgraded with criteria for selection possibilities of scores of each landscape value.
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Abstract
The landscape in Latvia is managed and planned in different levels and regulations. The survey has been undertaken in Latvia with the aim to assess the landscape as regards the aesthetical quality assessment in Latvian watermills and small-scale hydroelectric power plant territories by means of public perception. Duration of research was from May 2011 till March 2012. The method used in this survey is the public questionnaire method. Public notions concerning researched landscapes territories in Latvia reveal that the landscapes in these territories are mainly assessed critically; however, in the assessment of visual information from pictures taken in particular territories the results are different, and the value of these territories is mainly assessed positively. The contribution of Latvian people’s knowledge regarding improvement in the landscapes situations in researched territories of Latvia has to be realized.
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Introduction
The process of investigation of landscape is a complex process. Several surveys have been done in an attempt to research public perception till now but no one of them has been able to display the perception of landscape in watermills and small-scale hydroelectric power plants (HPP) territories. From ancient times, watermills are regarded as one of the most fundamentally required essentials of life. The existing situation got mightily affected from the beginning of events in the period of World War II. These processes progressed until the independence of Latvia in 1991, when the ownership of private land was reverted to proprietors. The landscape of watermills, small-scale HPPs, and imaginary landscape of these territories have led to building up of established notions in human minds. These notions could have further influenced the management of landscape in different levels of the landscape planning system. But, these notions have not been researched yet. The several researches that have been done related to the territories in Latvia stem out of a mental perception point of view of the Latvian landscape. Countryside is perceived as an important aspect of Latvia and a contributor to a sense of identity for the local population (Bell, 2007), the historical investigation of watermills in Latvia (Teivens, 1985) rather literary than scientifically has reflected the individual perception and daily work by A. Zemega (2004).

In the European Landscape Convention, the landscape is defined ‘area, as perceived by people (…)’ (European Landscape Convention, 2000), which means that it is the territory which has to be perceived. The insight of landscape causes the quality of perceived information. ‘Landscape protection, management, and planning hence concern the characteristics of the landscape that the involved population wishes to give recognition to in their surroundings’ (Jones and Stenseke, 2011). The methods of public perception assessment are supported by position, where is said that the best data source for landscape quality assessment is the general public, and that the visual attractiveness of landscape after all is individual persons focussed information of summarised experience result in a landscape (Briggs and France, 1980). Visual landscape quality is nominated as observer’s individual basis of perception for all of the landscape, and as often as not is used in a questionnaire, and verbal surveys (Arthur et al., 1977). Depending on that, it is necessary to survey the comprehension and assessment of landscape in society. The aim of the research was to collect information by means of public perception regarding the landscape aesthetic quality assessment in Latvian watermills and small-scale HPP territories. The method used is the public questionnaire method. The results will make it possible and could be used to make further decisions regarding landscape politics.

Materials and Methods
The territories of survey are the watermill territories, which were marked in a maps of 1920ties, and the small-scale HPP, marked in a map of MHEA (Association of small-scale Hydroenergy) plan (Siļķe, 2008). After the theoretical survey data, these territories are classified by the existing general function of main building – 1) The main building of watermill is gone; 2) Main building of watermill is abandoned, or is in ruins; 3) Main building of watermill does exist and is in use; 4) Newly constructed building with small-scale HPP function. Several territories showing one type of buildings were chosen and were inspected. In Latvia according to the maps of 1920ties there were more than 450 watermills territories. At present are more than 150 small-scale HPP, several of which involves the old watermills with new functions of producing. Three areas in Latvia are with high density of build-up territories for watermills – Latgale, Vidzeme, and Kurzeme uplands areas.
For public perception of landscape assessment survey, the methods of questionnaires are applied, individually developed methods as Q-Sort method (Stephenson, 1953), Scenic beauty estimation method (Daniel et al., 1976). For both of the mentioned methods here individually strengths and weakness are tested in several researches (Pūža, 2011; Fairweather and Swaffield, 2004; Pitt and Sube, 1979). The method used in this survey is the public questionnaire method. The questions were in closed form, with given answers constructed by the author. In the research three landscape assessment questionnaires were made use of, out of which in this survey of the public perception of landscape, the aesthetical assessment is displayed. Duration of research was from May 2011 till March 2012. Specified territories of watermills and small-scale HPP were chosen near and inside in Latgale upland area. Questionnaire No. 1 addresses the aim to summarize information from local people living near researched territories. Data was collected by making field trips to these territories. Questionnaire No. 1 was carried out in Prezma, Grienvalde, Erberge, and Peleci watermill or small-scale HPP. Questionnaire No. 2 tackles the aim to collect information from people who are living in Latvia. Data was collected with internet system resources. Questionnaire No. 3 deals with the aim to summarize information from inhabitants living in Latvia whose professions are or are not related to art, and inhabitants living abroad whose professions are related to art. The information was collected with internet systems resources where the questionnaires were published and anyone could to fill in the form of questionnaire. The pictures taken in territories of watermills and small-scale HPP were given for assessment.

Results and Discussion

The quantitative results of questionnaires were calculated and total numbers of answers were converted to percent. The data of percentage values was summarized in each question.  

Characterisations of respondents

Questionnaire No. 1 – responses in total 9. Age: 2 persons were older than 80, 2 persons - 60-79 and 5 persons - 20-59. Questionnaire No. 2 – responses in total 113. Age: younger than 21 - answers from 10 persons, and in age group 22-59 - answers from 103 respondents. Comparison by means of being related to residence area: Riga - 26%, other cities - 8%, Kurzeme region - 12%, Zemgale region - 16%, Vidzeme region - 31%, Latgale region - 10%. Persons living near watermills and small-scale HPP 44. Questionnaire No. 3 – responses in total 209. Age: younger than 21 - 14 persons, 22-55 years - 189 persons, and 56 and older were 6 persons. Residence area: Riga 19%, other cities in Latvia - 33%, countryside of Latvia - 15%, abroad - 33% of the respondents (France, Germany, Serbia, Indonesia, Estonia, Sweden, Greece, Romania, UK, Hungary, Austria, USA, Belgium, Finland, Uruguay, Norway, Serbia, Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Slovenia, Cyprus, Ireland, Luxembourg, Italy). By profession, 48% of the respondents were related to art.

Public notions

‘Measuring perception’ is difficult, and this process involves many critical assumptions, investigating social perception means establishing the public significance of various landscape values (Cassatella, 2011). The values of landscape shapes are developed from knowledge, based on information regarding each territory and created in view of several notions and memories. In the research of public opinion, ‘Generally people express at the same time both what the landscape is and what it should be. Hence, it is not easy to place a clear boundary between a purely descriptive and a purely analytical document’ (Michelin et al., 2011). Notion of landscape in watermills and small-scale HPP was brought to light from information of data from Questionnaire No. 2. The questions were incorporated with the aim to assess the landscape according to the criteria which was given (Figure 1). Landscapes in watermills were assessed at a much higher value than in territories of small-scale HPP. In researched territories one of the main landscape perceptions which subordinates other elements is the architectural structure, the question of assessment of the architecture in these territories was given (Figure 2). Results reflect that approximately half of total responses hold a view that the materials used in buildings and wellhead equipment are incompatible with nature. Negative assessment is more complementary in case of small-scale HPP territories.
Visual landscape assessment

‘While Public Preference methods can provide significant information about what elements of the landscape people find most visually pleasing or what management alternative is preferred, experts or professionals rather than the general public often make decisions involving visual impacts’ (Kaplan, 1979). However, ‘some also believe that the public lacks the experience and knowledge that is needed to be fully sensitive to aesthetic quality’ (Carlson, 1986). With assumption that the society could appraise the situation based on visual information given, Questionnaire No. 3 was developed. For the landscape assessment of territories, results of this questionnaire are reflected in this survey. Coloured images in sizes of at least 6 cm high and with different widths were offered to respondents.

Balda watermill (Figure 3) is the territory where the main building of watermill does exist and is in use. The results were compared between the general public of Latvian inhabitants, Latvian inhabitants with profession related to art, and those from abroad related to art (Figure 4). In assessment of Figure 3, the vast majority of responses in all groups of respondents valuate the Balda watermill territory as beautiful. Most answers with ‘+3 very beautiful’ and ‘+2 beautiful enough’ values were given by the group of inhabitants related to art and living abroad. In assessment of landscape parameters which are the most visually pleasant the most responses were given to ‘the emotional impression of this image’ parameter (Figure 11). Plants as beautiful constituents were marked often by foreign specialists living abroad.

As the territory of newly constructed building with small-scale HPP function, the landscape in Galvani was assessed. A picture was taken with a view over the water reservoir next to the dam (Figure 5). In assessment of Figure 5, the most of responses valuate

Figure 3. Balda watermill (author L. Lazdāne, 2011).
particular territory as beautiful, respondents from abroad related to art gave more responses with positive assessment (Figure 6). In assessment of landscape parameters (Figure 11), all groups of respondents the most responses were given to ‘the presence of water’ parameter. Local respondent groups and respondents living abroad had different points of view about the parameters ‘plants’ and ‘common situation in the picture’.

As a territory where the main building of watermill is gone, the landscape in Sankali watermill/small-scale HPP was assessed (Figure 7). The highest value for this territory with assessment marked ‘+3 very beautiful’ was provided by the abroad-living respondents related to art (Figure 8). In assessment of landscape parameters (Figure 11), all groups of respondents the most responses were given to ‘the presence of water’ parameter. Local respondent groups and respondents living abroad had different points of view about the parameters ‘plants’ and ‘common situation in the picture’ (Figure 11).

As a territory where the main building of watermill is abandoned, or is in ruins, the landscape in Krievciems watermill/small-scale HPP was assessed (Figure 9). Overall, the landscape was assessed as beautiful, but there were differences in percentage...
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Figure 9. Krievciems watermill/ small-scale HPP (author L. Lazdāne, 2011).

Figure 10. Aesthetic assessment of Krievciems watermill/small-scale HPP: - - - - Latvian/general public, ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙ Latvian/related to art, ▬▬▬ abroad/related to art.

Figure 11. The most pleasant landscape parameters assessed in Balda watermill, Galvani small-scale HPP, Sankali watermill/small-scale HPP, and Krievciems watermill/small-scale HPP: ■ Latvian/general public, □ Latvian/related to art, ☐ abroad/related to art.
values between abroad-group and local groups (Figure 10). Of local inhabitants related to art, the answer ‘+2 beautiful enough’ had the highest percent of responses; the respondents living abroad valued this territory lower - ‘+1 almost beautiful’. For the group by general public not related to art, the territory with ruins seemed to be beautiful, but not as often as local and foreign respondents groups related to art. The landscape parameters ‘plants’, ‘no common visual attractiveness’ and ‘common situation in picture’ had the highest fluctuations in percents of responses (Figure 11).

Landscape assessment data from Questionnaire No. 1, confirmed less responses (nine) for decision making. The results show only an approximate assessment of these territories.

General results show that each respondents group cultivates them own mental landscapes. The perception value is selected through one’s own personal experience, in accordance with personal history, social practices and cultural background (Sautter, 1979), and information which is daily received. Authors Crang and Tavlou (2001), and Michelin (2011) speak of ‘subterranean’ landscape, the non-visible part of the landscape. That landscape is hidden in each mind and related to personal experience. ‘The discussion in a participatory process related to landscape planning must not only focus on concrete landscape elements such as spectacular trees, hedge networks or noticeable buildings, but also has to enlarge its purpose to include the feelings, meanings and values that people attach to what they perceive’ (Michelin, 2011). Specialists have to confront the fact that different people or groups may perceive the same landscape in different ways, and characteristic of perceptions may change over time (Wascher, 2005).

**Conclusions**

1. Public notions concerning researched landscapes reveal that the landscapes in these territories are mainly critically assessed; however, in the assessment of pictures the results are different, and the value of these territories has mainly a positive assessment. The contribution of Latvian people’s knowledge regarding improvement in the landscapes situations in researched territories has to be realized.

2. Important impacts in assessment of researched territories is from notions concerning researched landscapes and have to be used to make further decisions regarding landscape politics.

3. In the assessment of landscape territories by employing different groups of people, the assessments were mostly different in the case of Krievciems. The differences in valuation should be taken into consideration when ruined territories are developed with the aim to bring them to the public use development, for example to the tourism market.
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Abstract
The article is devoted to the analysis of historical, cultural, and architectural importance of Miklouho-Maclay park, a monument of landscape art. It examines the archive data about the family of the famous traveler, ethnographer, anthropologist Mykola Mykolayovych Miklouho-Maclay who lived in Malyn (Zhitomir district Ukraine) at the end of XIX and the beginning of XX century, his contribution to the development of landscape art. It is shown that the park contains 57 species of arboreal-shrub plants including 34 species of trees, 22 shrubs, and one shrubby liana. 23 of them (40%) are introduced species. The author offers the direction of parkland reconstruction and points out recommendations on territory zoning.
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Introduction
As a rule, ancient parks convey the historical and cultural information. The City Park of Culture and Recreation in Malyn, Zhytomyr Region, is named after the famous Ukrainian traveler, ethnographer, ethnologist, anthropologist, biologist, and humanist of the past century M.M. Miklouho-Maclay. The first information about the purchase of the estate appeared in his letter to his friend A. Meshcherskiy dated 1873, December 11, where he wrote: “I am not happy with the things you told me about my mother, but I know the estate was her (mother’s) desire.”

Maclay’s mother, Kateryna Semenivna, moved to Malyn with her older son Sergiy and her daughter Olga. Soon, a new two-story brick house along with some other buildings including a stable, shed for cattle, and hen house were built. The bakery and a deep well were already there. The orchard was planted; flowerbeds and a small fish pond were constructed. The main building was located in the big ancient park where later a riding hall, an area for croquet, and two arbours were made.

In 1886 Myklouho-Maclay visited his mother, in Malyn. He admired the way of life, customs, and traditions of the local people. He was fond of folk dances, songs, and games of local young people on the Irsha river. The scientist was interested in Drevlyan’s origin and their history. He visited nearby villages and studied anthropological constitution of Polishchucks. Following August, Mykola Mykolayovych visited Malyn again. Unfortunately, his visit was shorted by illness. He died shortly thereafter.

After the death of his mother Kateryna Semenivna, the estate was estimated at 200,000 roubles in 1905. The park with a lot of rare 500-600-year-old trees was the most valuable. It was planned in a landscape style. Unfortunately, most of the plants including those brought by Mykluho-Maclay from New Guinea, have not survived to our days.

During 1917-1941 the park fell into decay. Nobody took care of it, most of the introduced species perished on its territory. As a result, most of its dendroflora now are represented by aboriginal arboreal and shrubby species. During the Second World War, some trees were cut by Germans; the park became the execution ground for captured Resistance fighters.

Revival of the city park began in the 1960’s through the 1970’s: avenues were cleaned and asphalted, ponds were cleared and the boating station was built. The summer theatre and children’s playground with carousels and attractions were also constructed there; though, with time, they became obsolete and consequently were dismantled.

The landscaped park obtained its status on December 22, 1973 by the order of the Zhytomyr Regional Executive Committee. According to the decision, the area was 43 hectares large. Later, in 1973-1992, it was diminished to 29.6348 hectares due to the construction of a nearby school, kindergarten, and private houses (Figure).

While there is enough information about the Miklouho-Maclay, the information about arboreal-shrub composition of those days and of today’s park is practically missing. It is known only that the park was created on the base of oak and pine plantings in a landscape style with the introduction of new species. Unfortunately, we have no information about the species brought from different countries including New Guinea.

The aim of our investigation was to determine the species composition of the current park’s dendroflora.

Materials and Methods
In our investigation, archived materials of State archive of Zhytomyr region, Central State Historical Archive of Ukraine in Kyiv, commercial and industrial statistics’ materials of XIX century and M.M. Mykluho-Maclay’s work collections were...
used. Research was done in Malyn Zhitomir district Ukraine.

The qualitative structure of park’s dendroflora was identified with the help of Atlas ‘Trees and Bushes of Western Ukraine’ (Бродович, 1979).

Results and Discussions
Besides the historical and memorial value, the research of the park has also scientific significance. In particular, its territory preserved the landscape planning, which creates picturesque views. The age of many trees, especially *Quercus* and *Pinus*, is more than 150 years. Our preliminary counts show that 57 species of arboreal-shrubby plants, including 34 species of trees, 22 shrubs, and one shrubby liana, grow in the park. Most of them are local aboriginal species (Table).

The quantitative analysis of plant species composition showed that the group of decorative and fruit species comparatively recently introduced into the park’s dendroflora was represented by 23 species and accounted for 40% of all species. Thus, the base of the park is formed by aboriginal plants, which are more typical for a forest landscape, than for a park one. Therefore, while working out the reconstruction project, it is recommended to introduce a greater percentage of decoratively valuable arboreal-shrub species.

On the most park’s territory, trees are in good sanitary condition. However, some plants, especially *Populus nigra* and *Salix babylonica* growing on the pond banks are nearing their age limit and losing their biological hardiness. Such trees should be closely monitored, timely eliminated, and replaced. More thorough examination of vegetation will be conducted during the functional zoning of park’s territory.

The territory of investigated park comprises a complicated set of areas with arboreal-shrub planting in different degrees of preservation and complex of grounds of sporting, recreational, and cultural value as well as an unfinished building of sporting complex. In current condition, without functional zoning of park’s territory its re-planning, finishing the sporting complex construction, and equipping children’s playgrounds are forbidden by the Law as the park’s territory is protected.

To optimize the usage of the territory of park-monument of landscape gardening art, the activity on its territory should comply with the Law. After the approval of new borders, the functional zoning should
## Dendroflora Composition of Miklouho-Maclay Park

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Introduced species</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Introduced species</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family Aceraceae</td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Pinus silvestris L.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acer platanoides L.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Pinus nigra Arn.</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Acer saccharinum L.</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Thuja occidentalis L.</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Acer negundo L.</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Family Rosaceae</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Acer tataricum L.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Armeniaca vulgaris L.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Acer tataricum f. minor</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Sorbus aucuparia L.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family Berberidaceae</td>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Pyrus communis L.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Berberis orientalis L.</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Malus domestica Borkh.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family Betulaceae</td>
<td></td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Malus prunifolia (Willd.) Borkh.</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Betula pendula L.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Prunus divaricata Ledeb.</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Carpinus betulus L.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Cerasus domestica L.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Corylus avellana L.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Rubus caesius L.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family Carpinifoliaeae</td>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Rubus idaeus L.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Sorbus nigra L.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Spiraea japonica L.</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Viburnum opulus L.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Spiraea x vanhouttii Zabel</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family Celestraceae</td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Rosa canina L.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Evonymys verrucosa L.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Rosa caesia L.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Evonymys europea L.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Physocarpus opulifolia Maxim</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family Cupressaceae</td>
<td></td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Chaenomeles japonica (Thunb.) Lindi</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Juniperus sabina L.</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Crataegus curvisepala L.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family Fabaceae</td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Crataegus ucrainica Pojark.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Robinia pseudoacacia L.</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Family Salicaceae</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Genista tinctiria L.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Salix babylonica L.</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Chamaecytisus ruthenicus (Fisch. ex Woll.) Klásk.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Salix pentandra L.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Laburnum anagyroides Med.</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Salix fragilis L.</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Caragana arborescens Lam.</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>Salix caprea L.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family Fagaceae</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Salix alba L.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Quercus robur L.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Populus nigra L.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Quercus rubra L.</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Populus tremula L.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family Hippocastanaceae</td>
<td></td>
<td>Family Tilliaceae</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Aesculus hippocastanum L.</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Tilia cordata Mill.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family Oleaceae</td>
<td></td>
<td>Family Ulmaceae</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Syringa vulgaris L.</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Fraxinus excelsior L.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family Pinaceae</td>
<td></td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Ulmus laevis Pall.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Picea pungens Engelm.</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>Fraxinus viridis Michx.</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Picea abies (L.) Karsten</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Family Vitaceae</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Partenocyssus quinquefolia(L.) Planch.</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1**

| Introduced species (total) | 23 |

Comment: «+» - introduced species, «-» - indigenous species.

be implemented according to the Law of Ukraine ‘About the Naturally-Protected Fund’ from 1992, June 6 # 2456 – XII.

According to the functional setting, the following zones should be distinguished: I. Display zone (zone of excursions): 1a – display parkland (zone of excursions), 1b – a zone of the limited recreation on the pond shore protective belt. II. Administrative zone: 2a – zone of administrative and auxiliary buildings, 2b – zone of sanitary recreation (existent children’s playgrounds, attractions, sporting grounds, etc.), 2c – reserve economic zone for the construction of
administrative and auxiliary buildings and buildings for stationary and organized recreation and sport activities.

Conclusions

After the investigation of the park-monument of landscape gardening art, we came to the conclusion that it possesses historical, cultural, and architectural values. Due to intensive construction, the area of the park diminished from 43.0 to 29,6348 hectares. Its dendroflora composition is represented by 57 species of arboreal and shrubby plants including 34 trees, 22 shrubs, and one shrubby liana.

The basis of the park consists of the aboriginal species which are typical of the forest type of landscape. Therefore, during the reconstruction more introduced species should be planted.

To optimize the park’s area, its zoning with the allocation of two distinctive zones: display and administrative should be implemented.
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Abstract
Since discovering that signals of random waves submit to the known laws of probability, this became widely used in engineering and energetics for probability distributions analysis of wave height. From an energetic point of view, it is necessary to know the average wave height in, for example, highly wavy (1% probability), medium wavy (25% probability) or non-wavy (95% probability) years. Whereas, maximum multi-year value of wave height characteristics is essential for engineering resistant wave energy converters that could withstand severe marine conditions. Average and maximum annual values of wave height data collected from Klaipėda coastal hydrometeorological station are used for this study. Probability distributions of average and maximum wave heights in the Lithuanian coast are analysed in this paper. The best fitting is obtained using HYFRAN and EASY FIT software. Both, a test for independence (Wald-Wolfowitz) and stationarity test (Kendall) are carried out for every time series using HYFRAN software. Maximum likelihood method is selected for distribution estimation. Fitting is determined using chi-square test and the best fitting is verified with comparison (BIC and AIC) criterion. Fitting for one of the most commonly used distributions in the analysis of wave climate – Rayleigh distribution – cannot be determined with HYFRAN software. For this purpose, EASY FIT software is used additionally. The fit of the distribution is evaluated via the chi-square test similarly. Calculated wave heights based on lognormal probability distribution that fits best according to HYFRAN software are similar to those calculated using Rayleigh probability distribution.

Key words: probability distributions, Baltic Sea, wave height.

Introduction
The statistical theory of random signals for electrical noise analysis was developed in 1944 by S. O. Rice (Rice, 1944), M. S. Longuet-Higgins applied this theory to the random water surface elevation of water waves. It emerged that the parameters of a random wave signal follow known probability laws (Longuet-Higgins, 1952). As a result, the analysis of probability distributions of wave heights in engineering and energetics is used to the present day.

Gumbel distribution was used to determine wave climate and wind speed parameters during the period of tropical hurricanes in the Caribbean Sea in 2002 (Calverley et al., 2002). Generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution was used for the coastal region of East Anglia (UK) in 2010 to analyze extreme events and estimate climate change implication on inshore waves and the occurrence of extreme events (Chini et al., 2010).

An attempt to fit normal distribution for the Black Sea waves in Filyos region (Turkey), where a new sea port is planned, failed. It was estimated that statistical distribution of surface profile of the records containing extreme waves deviates from normal distribution (Bilyay et al., 2011).

It is common that in various marine areas a number of distributions is used for different studies. For example, at the end of last century increased marine activities like offshore mineral and oil exploration, utilization of wave energy, construction of marine structures and harbors caused a demand for accurate information about wave climate in the Arabian Sea. The available atlases of averaged visual wave statistics at that time provided information that differed from one another (Muraleedharan et al., 1990).

In 1990 the comparative study of distributions of wave heights from these atlases was made for an area off Trivandrum. The long-term distributions of significant wave heights were tested with Weibull, Gumbel, Rayleigh, exponential and lognormal models. The best fit was obtained for Weibull probability density function (Muraleedharan et al., 1990).

Weibull and Rayleigh probability distributions are most commonly used for analysis of wave heights. This is not accidental as Rayleigh probability distribution is often characterized as the special case of Weibull distribution.

The demerits of Rayleigh distribution are that it does not always fit for the nearshore conditions and in some cases the enlarged values of maximum wave heights can be obtained. Therefore, Rayleigh distribution is often modified for the nearshore conditions (Thornton et al., 1983). There are even attempts to incorporate both distributions and to adapt complex Rayleigh-Weibull distribution (Mai et al., 2010).

Forecasting of the wave heights while considering waves from energetic point of view is important. This is essential both for evaluating energetic potential and for designing and maintenance of wave energy converters.

The objective of this article is to test probability distributions for wave heights and to obtain best fitting in the Lithuanian nearshore conditions. In particular
because the published probability fitting studies for the Baltic Sea of 40 or more years visual observation data are scarce or even absent.

**Materials and Methods**

Visual observations data from Klaipėda coastal hydrometeorological station was used for this study. Maximum wave height from 1961-2010 and annual average wave height from 1970-2010 were used. The intent to use same periods for both time series failed because since 1969 in coastal observations register for lower than ~0.5 m waves no average wave heights are noted. Therefore, it is difficult to calculate average annual wave heights.

World Meteorological Organization (WMO) indicates the following mostly used for wave height analysis probability distributions: normal, lognormal, gamma, Weibull, exponential, Rayleigh, generalized extreme value, Gumbel, Fisher-Tippet and generalized Pareto (World..., 1998).

Software that is used for this study is HYFRAN and EASY FIT. Both are selected because they allow performing best fitting analysis for most of WMO mentioned probability distributions.

HYFRAN software enables choosing empirical probability formula. For this study formula of Chegodayev is used:

\[
P = \frac{m - 0.3}{n + 0.4} 
\]

where \(n\) – number of observation years, \(m\) – number of years in a row.

Any distribution is reliable only for homogenous and independent data sets. Therefore, for both time series used in this study test for independence (Wald-Wolfowitz) and additionally stationarity test (Kendall) are performed with HYFRAN software. Results of these tests indicate absence of autocorrelation and trend in time series.

All probability distributions used in this study are presented in Table 1.

For distribution estimation maximum likehood method is used. Fitting is obtained applying chi-square

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Probability density function</th>
<th>Cumulative density function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>(f(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \exp\left{-\frac{(x-u)^2}{2\alpha^2}\right})</td>
<td>(F(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \int_{-\infty}^{x} \exp^{-t^2/2} , dt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Lognormal</td>
<td>(f(x) = \frac{1}{\alpha x \sqrt{2\pi}} \exp\left{-\frac{(\ln x - u)^2}{2\alpha^2}\right})</td>
<td>(F(x) = \Phi\left(\frac{\ln(x)}{\alpha}\right))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>(f(x) = \frac{1}{\beta} \exp\left{-\frac{x-\mu}{\beta}\right} \beta \cdot \Gamma(c))</td>
<td>(F(x) = \frac{\Gamma(c)}{\Gamma(c)})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Exponential</td>
<td>(f(x) = \frac{1}{\alpha} \exp\left{-\frac{x-m}{\alpha}\right})</td>
<td>(F(x) = 1 - \exp\left(-\frac{x}{\alpha}\right))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Gumbel</td>
<td>(f(x) = \frac{1}{\alpha} \exp\left[-\frac{x-u}{\alpha} - \exp\left(-\frac{x-u}{\alpha}\right)\right])</td>
<td>(F(x) = 1 - \exp\left[-\exp\left(-\frac{x-u}{\alpha}\right)\right])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>GEV</td>
<td>(f(x) = \frac{1}{\beta} \left[1 + \frac{x-\mu}{\beta} \right]) (c)</td>
<td>(F(x) = \exp\left(-\left[1 - c \left(\frac{x-\mu}{\beta}\right)\right]\right))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Weibull</td>
<td>(f(x) = \frac{c}{\alpha} \left(\frac{x}{\alpha}\right)^{c-1} \exp\left[-\left(\frac{x}{\alpha}\right)^c\right])</td>
<td>(F(x) = 1 - \exp\left[-\left(\frac{x}{\alpha}\right)^c\right])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Rayleigh</td>
<td>(f(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \exp\left{-\frac{(x-u)^2}{2\alpha^2}\right})</td>
<td>(F(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \int_{-\infty}^{x} \exp^{-t^2/2} , dt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(x\) - random variable; \(u\) - mean; \(\alpha\) - standard deviation; \(\Phi\) - cumulative distribution function of the normal distribution; \(\mu\) - location parameter; \(\beta\) - scale parameter; \(\Gamma\) - gamma function; \(\Gamma\) - incomplete gamma function; \(m\) - random variable mean; \(c\) - shape parameter

**Table 1**

PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF WAVE HEIGHTS IN THE LITHUANIAN COAST
test. HYFRAN software verifies the adequacy of fit by accepting or rejecting the null hypothesis: the underlying distribution of the sample according to chi-square test result fits the theoretical distribution.

The best fit is gained with BIC and AIC criterions. The assessment of the quality of a fitted model, Akaike information criterion (AIC) was introduced in 1974. It can be adapted in many various occasions and consists in minimizing an information measure. The information criterion definition is:

$$AIC(f) = -2 \log L(\theta, x) + 2k;$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $L(\theta, x)$ is the likelihood function and $k$ is the number of parameters. According to Akaike (1974), the model that better explains the data is the one with the lowest Akaike information criterion.

A Bayesian extension of the of the minimum Akaike information criterion concept is Bayesian information criterion (BIC). It is defined:

$$BIC(f) = -2 \log L(\theta, x) + k \log(n);$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $n$ is the sample size. Of all the models the one with the lowest Bayesian information criterion is considered to be the best (World…, 2009).

With HYFRAN software it is not possible to evaluate fitting of Rayleigh distribution. Due to this, EASY FIT software is additionally used in this study. The fitting is obtained similarly – applying the chi-square test.

Results and Discussion

Basic statistics of wave heights used in this study are presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of years data</th>
<th>41</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0.50 m</td>
<td>2.5 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>0.93 m</td>
<td>6.0 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.68 m</td>
<td>4.0 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>0.67 m</td>
<td>4.0 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of variation $C_v$</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skewness coefficient $C_s$</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wald-Wolfowitz test for average annual wave heights (Fig. 1) shows that observations are independent (there is no autocorrelation). Kendall test shows existence of a trend. A gradually decreasing curve of annual average wave heights is apparent in Fig. 1.

All probability distributions that fit average annual wave heights according to HYFRAN software chi-square test results are listed in Table 3. To determine

**Table 2**

**Basic statistics of wave heights**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic statistics</th>
<th>Annual average wave height</th>
<th>Annual maximum wave height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of years data</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0.50 m</td>
<td>2.5 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>0.93 m</td>
<td>6.0 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.68 m</td>
<td>4.0 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>0.67 m</td>
<td>4.0 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of variation $C_v$</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skewness coefficient $C_s$</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.** Average annual wave heights in Klaipėda coast.

**Table 3**

**Applicable probability distributions for average wave heights for the coast of Klaipėda**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probability distributions</th>
<th>Chi-square statistic</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>BIC criterion</th>
<th>AIC criterion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GEV</td>
<td>6.41</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-65.43</td>
<td>-70.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gumbel</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>-68.23</td>
<td>-71.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>-66.34</td>
<td>-69.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lognormal</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>-68.65</td>
<td>-72.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>-68.15</td>
<td>-71.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
which of these distributions provide best fitting, the BIC and AIC criterion values are calculated and listed in the same table.

The best fit is obtained for lognormal probability distribution (Fig. 2). This is indicated by both – BIC and AIC criteria (-68.65 and -72.07 correspondently). For calculation of average annual wave heights in Klaipėda coast depending on probability and return period, it is preferable to use this distribution (Table 4).

Wald-Wolfowitz test for maximum annual wave heights (Fig. 3) shows that observations are independent (there is no autocorrelation). Similarly as for average annual wave heights Kendall test shows existence of a trend. A gradually decreasing curve of maximum annual wave heights (Fig. 3) follows the accordingly decreasing curve of average annual wave heights.

HYFRAN software chi-square test results indicate that there is no applicable probability distribution for maximum annual wave heights in Klaipėda coast; null hypothesis (distribution of the sample fits the theoretical distribution) is rejected in all cases. Empirical moments test is applied in order to confirm these results. This test marks only one fitting probability distribution for maximum wave heights – lognormal (Fig. 4). In such case there is no need to use BIC and AIC criteria test additionally. For calculating maximum annual wave heights in Klaipėda coast depending on probability and return period lognormal probability distribution is used (Table 4).

Figure 2. Lognormal distribution of average annual wave heights in Klaipėda coast.

Figure 3. Maximum annual wave heights in Klaipėda coast.
Figure 4. Lognormal distribution of maximum annual wave heights in Klaipėda coast.

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic of the year</th>
<th>Probability P %</th>
<th>Return period T years</th>
<th>Average wave height m</th>
<th>Maximum wave height m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highly wavy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavy</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium wavy</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium non-wavy</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-wavy</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly non-wavy</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To evaluate the suitability of fit for the Rayleigh distribution commonly used for wave height analysis, in this study EASY FIT software is used. EASY FIT software works differently from HYFRAN. It does not indicate immediately if the probability fits or not, there is no BIC and AIC criteria tests. This software, especially designed to simplify distribution fitting procedures, ranks 61 different distributions for every given observation data. Ranking is provided using three different goodness of fit tests, including chi-square. The fitting of the ranked probability distributions can be estimated by using calculated p-value, degrees of freedom and chi-square statistics values (Table 5).

Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Deg. of freedom</th>
<th>Chi-square statistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average annual wave heights</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum annual wave heights</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Referring to associated probability table (Appendix 1) and results of goodness of fit test for Rayleigh distribution, the conclusion can be made...
that this distribution provides a high fit for both average and maximum wave heights in Klaipėda coast. Average and maximum annual wave heights in Klaipėda coast depending on probability and return period using Rayleigh distribution are presented in Table 6.

**Conclusions**

Results of average and maximum wave heights obtained by using different software and applying two different probability distributions are similar. It is difficult to assess the accuracy for the obtained results due to the scarce number of similar studies. To some extent the accuracy can be indicated by comparing the median average and maximum wave heights gained from calculating basic statistics and median year average and maximum wave heights calculated depending on probability and return period. An average wave height is 0.67 m from basic statistics, 0.67 m from lognormal distribution and 0.66 m from Rayleigh distribution. Maximum wave height is 4.0 m; 3.9 m and 3.9 m respectively. The calculation error resulted from inaccuracy of visual observation is compensated by using long-term observation data. Marine engineers for calculating multi-year maximum and average wave height value in Klaipėda coast can use both, lognormal and Rayleigh probability distributions.
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### Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of the year</th>
<th>Probability P %</th>
<th>Return period T years</th>
<th>Average wave height m</th>
<th>Maximum wave height m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highly wavy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavy</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium wavy</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium non-wavy</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-wavy</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly non-wavy</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Appendix 1

**Chi-square values for up to 10 degrees of freedom that are associated with various probabilities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degrees of freedom</th>
<th>Probabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract
The research was carried out on ASU WRI grounds in Juodkiškes village in Endocalcari Endohypogleyic Cambisol (CMg-n-w-can). Research basis is 3 different field studies. In Variant I an organic cropping system was used with manure and without mineral fertilizers and pesticides, in II - organic-mineral cropping system with manure and mineral fertilizers, using pesticides, in Variant III - mineral cropping system with mineral fertilizers and pesticides. Minimum mineral nitrogen content in soil was in the organic cropping system, and the total minimal field crop capacity - in the mineral cropping system. However, it has the highest energy efficiency of this system (ETK - 13). Minimal N-NO$_3^-$ concentration in drainage water was in the mineral cropping system. In the organic-mineral and organic cropping systems concentration of this compound increases by 11 percent (to 21.8 mg l$^{-1}$). The minimal concentration of ammonia nitrogen was under organic cropping conditions. The organic cropping system showed the highest runoff and maximum leaching of nitrogen compounds by drainage.
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Introduction
The historical experience of anthropogenic impact on environment shows that negative economic activity characteristics, associated with inadequate assessment of the integrity of nature, are unforeseen. Soil, vegetation, atmosphere and water form a unified system, and alterations of one component inevitably change other too (Фортексьо, 1985). In the second half of the twentieth century agriculture was developed in the direction of intensification. In 1930 in Lithuania NPK of active substances were 0.4 kg ha$^{-1}$, of manure - 2.5 tons ha$^{-1}$. In 1986-1990 these amounts increased to 209.5 kg ha$^{-1}$ and 5.5 tons ha$^{-1}$. Similar trends were also observed around the world (Švedas, 1997). In 1970-1985 in U.S. and Western Europe the costs of 1 ha of material-energy resources rose 1.9 times, and the rates of agricultural production growth were not adequate and increased by only 1.4 times (Таран и Папцов, 1992). Economic management analysis of developed countries in recent decades has showed that agricultural intensification leads to 2 problems:
- ecological one (agrolandscape pollution);
- and economic (a sharp turnabout in prices is possible because of the use of basic material and energy resources, since most of them are obtained using non-renewable resources) (Таран и Папцов, 1992).

According to UNESCO data, between the main polluters on a global scale mineral fertilizers are in the 4th place (between such polluters as oil industry and vehicles). Although fertilizers aren’t contaminants, but damage from them can occur during the process of diffuse pollution through various cycles of transmission, leaching, accumulation, etc. (Karr, 1988).

Recently in affluent countries, in economy-ecology relationship the so-called change of leaders can be seen, when ecological factors receive more attention and become rational scientific basis for the use of nature. These two factors have induced advancement of idea of so-called alternative agriculture. The most widespread system in the U.S. and Europe, the description of which specialists from U.S. Ministry of Agriculture formulated as early as in 1970. It is a production system, which operates entirely or almost entirely without the use of mineral fertilizers, pesticides, growth regulators and artificial feed additives (Таран и Папцов, 1992). However, there are very few data confirmed by research, which in an unbiased manner estimate organic-biological farming. Fertilizers are one of the strongest metabolic agents in agriculture. Without the use of fertilizers we cannot regulate the process of plants nutrition, to change the harvest quality. Fertilizers have a comprehensive effect on soil; they replenish soil with plant nutrients, change chemical, agrochemical and physical properties of soil and facilitate mobilization of food compounds in soil itself (Миузеа, 1988). Now it is unanimously acknowledged that any reduction in anthropogenic environmental load is associated with the changes in plant productivity, usually occurring in the descending order. It is considered that mineral fertilizers in Lithuania help to get 25-35 per cent of harvest. Such evaluation of these fertilizers is very restrained, as it does not show the effect of soil on productivity growth, which is more important than additional one-time yield (Švedas et al., 2001). Most research show that average yield from organic-biological farming is very low - less than 60 per cent of crop from intensive agriculture farms (Bučienė et al., 1999; Olesen et al., 2002). However, there are also statements that efficiency of organic-biological farming is little inferior to that of traditional farming (Таран и Папцов, 1992; Edmeades, 2003; De Jager et
al., 2001). According to the data of English researchers, in 7 of 9 investigated organic agriculture farms nitrogen balance was excessive (Berry et al., 2003). Most extensive research of plants productivity under these cropping systems has been conducted in the United States. It is emphasized that in the first years, during transition to biological farming, productivity of most plants decreases (Таран и Папков, 1992). When crop rotations are properly applied, after 5 years of stabilization of this agroecosystem productivity increases (Bate et al., 1993). In literature the impact of agriculture of various intensity on water quality is estimated as very multiple-valued. Soil water is one of the key elements reflecting pollution status of the whole geosystem (Jankauskaitė, 1993). Its quality and that of chemical elements, as well as migration of compounds define variety of natural and anthropogenic factors. Impact of these factors in space and time is quite differentiated. Some of them have a greater impact on superficial water, other - on a deeper water (Klimas et al., 1993). Many researches unanimously claim that leaching of chemical elements and compounds from soil is mainly determined by the hydrothermal mode and their content in soil (Čiuberkienė, 1999; Šileika et al., 1998). When flushing mode is prevailing in soils, water leakage profile is quite significant and depends on rainfall, plants and evaporation. When crop rotations are properly applied, after 5 years of stabilization of this agro-ecosystem, the productivity increases (Bate et al., 1993).

In literature the impact of agriculture of various intensity on water quality is estimated as very multiple-valued. Soil water is one of the key elements reflecting pollution status of the whole geosystem (Jankauskaitė, 1993). Its quality and that of chemical elements, as well as migration of compounds define variety of natural and anthropogenic factors. Impact of these factors in space and time is quite differentiated. Some of them have a greater impact on superficial water, other - on a deeper water (Klimas et al., 1993). Many researches unanimously claim that leaching of chemical elements and compounds from soil is mainly determined by the hydrothermal mode and their content in soil (Čiuberkienė, 1999; Šileika et al., 1998). When flushing mode is prevailing in soils, water leakage profile is quite significant and depends on rainfall, plants and evaporation (Коротков и др., 1994). In literature, there is abundance of statements that agricultural intensification stimulates migration and leaching of some elements and compounds (Tyla et al., 1997). Mineral fertilizers disrupt the balance of solution acids and bases in soil in a way that solution becomes acidic. When migrating of nitrates, chlorides and sulphates occurs, along with water of infiltration out of sorbed by soil complex the equivalent number of cations is expelled (Ca²⁺, Mg²⁺, K⁺, Na⁺) (Богомазов и др., 1993). In this case, plant nutrients from soil through drainage systems can enter into the original hydrographic network and from there into rivers, lakes and other water bodies. There are opinions that elements and compounds migration can be significantly stopped using various organic fertilization systems (De Jager et al., 2001). According to the data of German researchers, during transition from intensive to organic agriculture, the losses from nitrogen leaching decrease by about 50 per cent (Haas et al., 2002). Other researchers claim that application of manure offer more opportunities of polluting water, because mineralization of manure in soil occurs slowly and long time (Švedas et al., 2001). However, it is almost unanimously recognized that leaching of elements and compounds and unproductive losses of fertilizers rise significantly during fertilization in amounts that exceed the needs in crop. With the increase of area of agricultural landed property in catchments, nitrogen concentration in river water increases too. The increase in forest and wetland area reduces concentration of this element (Pauliukevičius, 2000). However, unlike these researchers, Rothamsted (Great Britain) and Russian scientists, after conducting long-term research, claim that most nitrates polluting water bodies fall into water during decomposition of organic nitrogen in soil. Therefore, reduction of fertilization cannot solve the problem of water pollution by nitrates. This can start working only after a long period, when amounts of organics in soil decreases. However, the benefits of N-NO₃ leaching decrease will be negligible, compared with the losses, which the farmer-manufacturer will have (Addiscott, 1998). The research carried out in East Germany, has shown that agricultural extensification in less than a year significantly increases leaching of elements and compounds, compared to areas farmed intensively (Meissner et al., 1998). This can be observed in Lithuania too: In 1992-1995, after a large decline in agricultural production and use of fertilizers, nitrate pollution of rivers has increased substantially (Švedas et al., 1998). However, unlike these researchers, Rothamsted (Great Britain) and Russian scientists, after conducting long-term research, claim that most nitrates polluting water bodies fall into water during decomposition of organic nitrogen in soil. Therefore, reduction of fertilization cannot solve the problem of water pollution by nitrates. This can start working only after a long period, when amounts of organics in soil decreases. However, the benefits of N-NO₃ leaching decrease will be negligible, compared with the losses, which the farmer-manufacturer will have (Addiscott, 1998). The research carried out in East Germany, has shown that agricultural extensification in less than a year significantly increases leaching of elements and compounds, compared to areas farmed intensively (Meissner et al., 1998). This can be observed in Lithuania too: In 1992-1995, after a large decline in agricultural production and use of fertilizers, nitrate pollution of rivers has increased substantially (Švedas et al., 1998). Thus, only with very large limitations mineral fertilizers could be estimated as potential water pollutants because of their negative impact both in agronomic and environmental aspects this may occur only without regard to scientific recommendations of fertilizers application (Švedas et al., 2001:).

Research objective - estimation of nitrogen circulation in cropping systems, applying different systems of agricultural intensity

Materials and Methods
The research was carried out in 2006-2008 in Middle Lithuania lowland, Kėdainių r., Juodkiškis village. Soil of the subject of research - Endocalcari Endohypogleyic Cambisol (CMg-n-w-can), sandy
loam. The test area (1.21 ha) dewatered by drainage, with drain spacing of 15 m and drainage depth of 1.2 m. The variants of each test with 3 repetitions are fitted on individual drains, the drain spacings of which are delimited by polyethylene panels to prevent leakage of plant nutrients from one system to another. The subject of research consists of 3 cropping systems: I - an organic one (no mineral fertilizers and pesticides are used, fertilized with manure), II - organic-mineral (with manure and mineral fertilizers in order to get the intended yield, using pesticides), III - a mineral cropping system (only with mineral fertilizers for getting the intended yield, using pesticides) (Fig. 1).

Cultivated field plants: spring barley + undersown, perennial grasses and winter wheat. The research was started from the spring barley field. Prior beginning of the research on the plots of organic and organic-mineral agriculture, 60 and 30 tons ha⁻¹ of litter cattle manure was shaken out respectively. The plots of mineral and organic-mineral are fertilized with mineral fertilizers. In the organic-mineral variant of farming in 2006 N₅₀P₉₂K₁₄₂ was scattered, and in the mineral variant - N ₅₀P₁₄₂K₁₄₂. It should be noted that growing grass in 2007 was not fertilized. The amount of nutrients intended for them was scattered for forecrops (spring barley). In 2008 on the plots of organic-mineral and mineral farming N₈₃P₃₃K₃₃ kg ha⁻¹ of spring barley was scattered respectively.

With relation to the texture the research ground is relatively homogeneous. Soil is rich in skeleton: approximately 8 per cent in the depth of 0-100 cm. The most abundant fraction was that of sand (2 - 0.05), which on average accounts for 75 per cent, dust (0.05 - 0.002 mm) - 16 per cent. For silt fractions (> 0.002 mm) the average is 8.0%. The research ground soil is light loam on adhesive sand.

On the research ground pHₑₛₚ up to 60 cm had neutral or basic reaction (7.4 - 8.5 pH). Carbonates are found already in the depth of 0-20 cm. With the increase in soil depth, its basicity (8.0-8.7 pH) increases, too. There are 18 - 27 per cent of free carbonates.

The research ground soil had average and sufficient amount of phosphorus, high potassium level - respectively 180-260 mg kg⁻¹. Total amount of nitrogen and humus in soil varies slightly more. While under organic agriculture conditions they are found in amount of 0.18 and 1.95 per cent, under intensive farming conditions the amount decreases by 28 and 15 per cent (respectively up to 0.13 and 1.65%). It should be noted that in deeper layers (60 cm) phosphorus, potassium and humus content in soil is relatively high - respectively 70 - 110, 80-216 mg kg⁻¹ and 0.94 - 1.91%.

In all variants of farming a normal agricultural tillage was applied. The cultures that were grown: spring barley (Hordeum Sativum) ‘Ūla’ and perennial grasses, red clover (Trifolium pratense) ‘Liepsna’ (Flame) and timothy (Phleum pratense), ‘Gintaras II’ (Amber), as well as spring wheat (Triticum aestivum) ‘Nandu’. Total hydrothermal coefficient of field plants in growing seasons (HTC) for barley was 0.91 (optimum moisture), and in 2007 during growing season perennial grasses of the first harvest had 1.83 (excess moisture), aftermath - 1.62 (excess moisture). The HTC of spring wheat grown in 2008 was 1.29 (optimal moisture).

Drainage run-off was measured by volumetric method every 3 days; daily run-off was calculated by linear interpolation. Water samples for analyses were taken once a month. From the average values of monthly concentration and monthly runoff - monthly.

Figure 1. Scheme of the proving ground.
leaching and average annual concentration were calculated. Drainage run-off (mm) is calculated from the formula \[ N = \frac{Q \times T}{F}, \] where Q - flow rate l s\(^{-1}\); T - duration s; F - area in hectares.

NH\(_4\)+-N, NO\(_3\)--N and total N concentration were determined colorimetrically using analyzer “FIA Star 5012 system”, NH\(_4\)+-N - using a gas diffusion analyzer, total N (after mineralization of organics with potassium persulphate) and NO\(_3\)--N - using cadmic restoration methods ( Unified effluent..., 1999).

To evaluate soil characteristics at the beginning of research, on each field two dredging holes were dug (soil profiles) and samples for laboratory analyses were taken. The texture was identified by Kaczynski pipette method, total nitrogen content - by Kjeldahl method, humus content - by Tiurin method, pH\(_{KCl}\) - by potentiometric method, carbonates in soil material - by calcimeter method. The afield occurrence depth of carbon-bearing soil was determined with 10 per cent HCl.

The samples of soil mineral nitrogen are taken 2 times a year: in the spring, before sowing and in the autumn - after harvesting. In each variant 3 joint samples were taken (every 20 cm, up to the depth of 1 m). Every 20 cm, up to the depth of 1 m, evaluating soil moisture. Mobile P\(_2\)O\(_5\) and K\(_2\)O were determined using A-L method. Every spring, total nitrogen and humus content in the samples was determined.

After taking in the harvest from the fields of accounting, the main production yield was calculated, in 4 repetitions. Grass samples as a pinch of grass from 10-15 places were taken during harvesting. Plant biomass was dried in thermostats to get a completely dry matter, and he total energy yield of plants was calculated (Jankauskas et al., 2000).

Vegetable production in the samples was dried at +105 °C, the dry matter content was determined and NPK analyses conducted from one extract prepared by burning with concentrated H\(_2\)SO\(_4\), hydrogen peroxide and Se catalyst. Total nitrogen in the extract was determined through distillation, potassium - using a flame photometer, phosphorus - using an ammonium-vanadium colorimetry method. The data were processed by methods of mathematical statistics (Доспехов, 1979).

### Results and Discussion

The research data show (Table 1) that the lowest nitrogen concentration and amount were in the variant, in which the organic cropping system was applied - respectively 8.23 mg kg\(^{-1}\) and 72 kg ha\(^{-1}\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variants</th>
<th>Mineral N mg kg(^{-1})</th>
<th>Mineral N kg ha(^{-1})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I. Organic cropping system</td>
<td>8.23</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. Organic – mineral cropping system</td>
<td>9.52</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III. Mineral cropping system</td>
<td>8.44</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The highest mineral nitrogen content in soil was determined in the organic-mineral cropping system, mineral cropping system (respectively 9.52 mg kg\(^{-1}\) and 87 kg ha\(^{-1}\), that is 16 and 20 per cent more, compared to the organic cropping). Under mineral cropping conditions nitrogen content in soil was 8.44 mg kg\(^{-1}\) and 86 kg ha\(^{-1}\).

The research of average yield of field plants showed that in all cases, the most abundant yield of field plants was in the organic-mineral cropping (Table 2).

Compared to the organic cropping, the yield of spring barley grain increased by 41 per cent, that of straw - by 25 per cent. The yield of perennial grasses increased accordingly by 3, that of spring wheat grain - by 13 and the yield of straw - by 14 per cent (respectively up to 27.9; 38.0; 293; 76.6 and 66.2 GJ ha\(^{-1}\)). In applying mineral cropping the yield of field plants in many cases occupies an intermediate position between the organic and environmentally sound agriculture. After summing up the overall 3-year yields, the highest productivity was in the organic-mineral cropping system (502 GJ ha\(^{-1}\)). Under organic cropping conditions, compared to the organic-mineral, yield decreased by 8, and compared to the mineral - as much as 15 per cent (respectively up to 462 and GJ ha\(^{-1}\)). The research data for energy balance indicate (Figure 2.) that the lowest yield was in the mineral cropping system, which also had the highest energy efficiency (ETK-13). The lowest level was

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cropping system</th>
<th>Spring barley</th>
<th>Perennial grasses</th>
<th>Spring wheat</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>grain</td>
<td>straw</td>
<td></td>
<td>grain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>67.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic-mineral</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>76.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineral</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>62.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
showed in the organic-mineral cropping system (ETC-11). In the organic cropping system energy efficiency occupied an intermediate position - 12.

Investigation of drainage water chemical composition in different cropping systems revealed that under organic and organic-mineral cropping conditions \( \text{N-NO}_3^- \) concentrations were similar and amounted to 24.0 - 24.1 mg l\(^{-1} \) (Table 3). In the mineral cropping system concentration of this compound decreases by 10 per cent and amounts to 21.8 mg l\(^{-1} \). The highest \( \text{N-NH}_4^+ \) concentration in drainage water was found in Variant II (the organic-mineral cropping system) - 0.031 mg l\(^{-1} \). In the organic and mineral cropping systems concentration of this compound was 14 per cent lower: 0.026 - 0.027 mg l\(^{-1} \). Leached plant nutrients were found mostly in the organic cropping system, where leaching was the highest in all cases compared to other cropping systems. So, under organic cropping conditions 95.0 kg ha\(^{-1} \) \( \text{N-NO}_3^- \), that is 15 per cent more than in the organic-mineral and 12 percent more than in the mineral cropping system was washed out. Similar trends were also reflected in leaching data for \( \text{N-NH}_4^+ \).

If under organic cropping conditions, 0.14 kg ha\(^{-1} \) of \( \text{N-NH}_4^+ \) was leached, in the organic-mineral and intensive cropping systems it decreased by 14 per cent (to 0.12 kg ha\(^{-1} \)).

Correlation-regression analysis of the research data highlighted that \( \text{N min} \) concentration in water is closely related to the yield of field plants and \( \text{N min} \) in the soil (\( \text{N min} \) concentration in water is closely related to the yield of field plants and \( \text{N min} \) in the soil (Fig. 3). With the increase of the field plants yield, \( \text{N min} \) concentration in drainage water decreases; though it increases with the increase of mineral nitrogen content. The fluctuations of \( \text{N min} \) concentration in drainage water were caused by the yield of field plants at 83, and by the mineral nitrogen content in soil - at 45 percent.

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cropping system</th>
<th>N-NO(_3)^- mg l(^{-1})</th>
<th>N-NH(_4)^+ mg l(^{-1})</th>
<th>( \text{N min} ) kg ha(^{-1})</th>
<th>N-NO(_3)^- 2006–2008 sum kg ha(^{-1})</th>
<th>N-NH(_4)^+ 2006–2008 sum kg ha(^{-1})</th>
<th>( \text{N min} ) 2006–2008 sum kg ha(^{-1})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organic</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>95.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic-mineral</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>82.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineral</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>84.7</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>84.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSD(_{0.05})</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusions

In 2006-2008 the agricultural research of different intensity was carried out by ASU WRI in Endocalcari Endohypogleyic Cambosol sandy loam soil (CMg-n-w-can) on the grounds of Juodkiškis village, which allows making the following conclusions:

1. The organic cropping system showed the lowest N_{min} concentration and content in soil. The highest concentration of this element was in the organic-mineral cropping system.

2. The minimum total yield of field plants was in the mineral cropping system (428 GJ ha^{-1}). In the organic cropping system this indicator increased by 8 but in the organic-mineral system - by 17 per cent. (respectively up to 462 and 502 GJ ha^{-1}). However, the mineral cropping system showed the largest energy efficiency (ETK - 13).

3. The research of nitrogen concentration in drainage water showed that the lowest content of N-NO\(_3^-\) was under mineral cropping conditions (21.8 mg l\(^{-1}\)). In the organic-mineral and organic cropping systems nitrogen concentration increased by 11 per cent (to 24.0-24.1 mg l\(^{-1}\)). Ammonia nitrogen concentration was the lowest under organic cropping conditions. N_{min} concentration is closely related to the plants yield, with the increase of which it decreases, and to mineral nitrogen content in soil, with the increase of which N_{min} concentration increases.

4. Leaching of nitrogen compounds in all years of research was determined by drainage run-off. The organic farming system having the highest runoff also demonstrated the maximum nitrogen leaching by drainage.
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Abstract
The negative impact of agricultural pollution with biogenic materials on surface water bodies is a relevant problem. This problem is addressed by limiting or prohibiting certain activities in the so called buffer areas. The biogenic materials are carried by surface or groundwater runoff. Water infiltration is influenced by the lithological composition of sediments. River basins of sandy lithological structure were selected throughout the territory of Lithuania. An installed system of lysimeters in the boreholes allowed to monitor the change of water quality of sediments over time. The migration patterns of nutrients where identified during the investigation in the spring, summer and autumn seasons.
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Introduction
Buffer areas are widely used as an effective way to protect rivers and streams from the negative impact of agricultural pollution. As suggested in literature, results on the retention of nitrogen in river bank buffer areas are very different (Brian and Bruce, 2004), but overall up to 74.2 ± 4.0% of nitrogen compounds can be retained in the water flowing through the river bank ecosystem. In river bank buffer areas, nitrogen retention occurs in incoming surface water flow and subsoil underground water flow. Comparison of the surface and subsoil retention efficiency reveals that the average rate of retention of nitrogen compounds in ground water is 89.6 ± 1.8%, and only 33.3 ± 7.7% in surface water. In addition, the nitrogen retention efficiency in subsoil water flow — contrary to the surface water flow — does not depend on the width of a buffer area. Most transformations of nitrogen compounds take place in the subsoil water layer. Moreover, the nitrogen removal efficiency in river bank buffer areas planted with trees can change due to features, which do not depend on the width of buffer areas, i.e. nitrogen load in the basin, soil hydraulic conductivity and the depth of a conducting layer (Pinay and Decamps, 1988; Pinay et al., 1993; Sabater et al., 2003).

Infiltration features of surface sediments are an important indicator that determines underground water resources. Large-scale (1:10 000) lithological and soil maps are suitable for assessment of sediments. Precipitation infiltration conditions are determined by the horizontal and vertical surface diffusion of the river basin. One of the most important surface diffusion indicators is the depth of a conducting layer. Even a slight surface inclination leads to a direct rapid runoff of precipitation water down the slope or its lower infiltration. Nitrogen and phosphorus compounds are the main background elements for the anthropogenic pollution. Nitrogen compounds are one of the most widespread in nature as well as the main element for plant nutrition; however, its surplus is detrimental to the environment. Environmentally, the most dangerous form of nitrogen is nitrates (NO$\text{}_3^-$), which unlike ammonium (NH$\text{}_4^+$), are not absorbed by soil and are released from plants, thus migrate in the biosphere. About 90 – 98% of nitrogen leached from soil is in the form of nitrates. In addition, some of the nitrates become harmful nitrites (NO$\text{}_2^-$). In Lithuanian conditions, NO$\text{}_3^-$ concentration in soil water depends on soil features, fertilization and precipitation. Increased use of soil humus and nitrogen fertilisers raised the concentration of NO$\text{}_3^-$ in lysimetric waters. It also increased at a low water infiltration (Adomaitis et al., 2004).

Phosphorus migrates slightly in soil and sediments. There are significant resources of agile phosphorus in the arable layer of soil, with the most concentrations in the root mass of plants. Numerous studies (Tripolskaja, 2004; Saarijärvi et al., 2004; Cermak and Klement, 2005; Ulén and Jakobsson, 2005) indicate that phosphorus compounds migrate slowly in soil; therefore, the leaching of phosphorus is negligible and amounts only up to 1–1.5 kg ha$^{-1}$.

Long-term researches indicate that intense processes of mineralisation within soil of light granulometric composition as well as heavy precipitation promote leaching of nitrogen to deeper soil layers; besides, migration of this element in the soil profile is strongly dependent on the vegetative cover and types of plant fertilisers as well as forms of nitrogen produced during decomposition of organic fertilisers (Tripolskaja, 2004). Concentration of nitrates in lysimetric water mostly depends on the amount of scattered nitrogen fertilisers and decomposing green manure (Krysanova, 2002; Kyllmar et al., 2006). Agricultural chemicals are the main source of the majority of biogenic substances that are found in underground water. Change in the amounts of nitrates first of all depends on use of manure and fertilisers. In damp horizons, nitrates disappear over a certain
period of time due to denitrification (Denver et al., 2009).

While migrating, nitrogen compounds can pollute larger water bodies (Bagdžiūnaitė-Litvinaitienė, 2005; Lebedynets et al., 2005), thus explicit regulation on use and storage of nitrogen is defined in the areas of agriculture and environmental protection.

This research aims to ascertain consistent patterns in migration of biogenic substances within the aeration zone of sand sediments in banks of Lithuanian rivers.

**Materials and Methods**

Two sandy river banks of basins with typical sand lithology structure were chosen for the research (Fig. 1). These two basins were chosen subsequently for analysis of lithology structures of 17 basins of Lithuanian rivers (Litvinaitis, 2010; 2011a). The lithologic factor of basins was estimated and research sites were chosen with the help of maps of Lithuanian Quaternary and rivers (M1:50000) and ArcGis software. Later, research sites were specified according to data of core samples taken from river banks.

The authors state that the main migration of nitrogen and phosphorus occurs by water, which filters through sediments; meanwhile transformations depend on the amount of oxygen and acidity within the environment. All these parameters can be assessed in a borehole. The lysimetric type of a borehole was chosen for the empiric groundwater level and quality analyses. This choice was influenced by the following reasons:

1) during the installation process, the deformation of the natural status of sediments and underground water is minimal;

Figure 1. Basins of studied rivers.

Figure 2. Situation of lysimetric boreholes on the bank of the river.
2) unified monitoring conditions are created regardless the unconfined groundwater depth;
3) maximum depth is reached using simple technical tools and low physical effort.

At research sites, boreholes were positioned perpendicularly to the river bank and at a 3, 5, 10 and 20 metre distance away from the river bank (Fig. 2).

Boreholes were installed during the period of the least discharge of stream, when water is at its lowest level. This level of water in the river was registered and named the conditional water-level (CWL), which was considered in further calculations. Boreholes were drilled down to the surface of ground water to facilitate sampling of the top layer horizon of ground water. To collect samples of water that filters down through the aeration zone, lysimeters were installed in boreholes (Litvinaitis, 2011a). Initial lysimeter reservoirs were installed at 0.1 m depth from the ground surface with others following with every meter down to the surface of ground water. At the deepest point, an additional reservoir was installed above the ground water level, increasing the frequency of the observation profile by 0.5 m. For laboratory tests, infiltration from reservoirs was sampled twice in each — spring, summer and autumn — of the researched seasons. Before taking water for samples, a reservoir was emptied and a sample of incoming fresh water was taken. The following parameters were analyzed in the laboratory: ammonium, nitrates, nitrites, phosphates, pH and the amount of water in the filtrate. The monitoring took place in spring, summer and autumn seasons of 2010–2011.

Modeling software CHEMFLO-2000 was used for graphic illustration of the results (Chemflo-2000…). The following differential equations were used to describe migration of water and chemical substances. The partial differential equation was used to describe the one-dimensional water movement.

\[
\frac{\partial Q}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left[ K(h) \left( \frac{\partial h}{\partial x} - \sin(A) \right) \right]
\]

where \(Q=Q(h)\) is the volumetric water content; \(h=h(x,t)\) is the matric potential; \(x\) — is the position coordinate parallel to the direction of flow; \(t\) — time; \(\sin(A)\) is the sine of the angle \(A\) between the direction of flow and the horizontal direction; \(K(h)\) is the hydraulic conductivity of the soil at matric potential \(h\).

Movement and degradation of chemicals in this model is described by the convection—dispersion equation.

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (Qc + \rho S) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( QD \frac{\partial c}{\partial x} - qc \right) - \alpha Qc - \beta A + \gamma Q
\]

where \(c=c(x, t)\) is the concentration of a chemical in the liquid phase; \(S=S(x, t)\) is the concentration of the chemical in the solid phase; \(D=D(x, t)\) is the dispersion coefficient; \(Q=Q(x,t)\) is the volumetric water content; \(q=q(x, t)\) is the flux of water; \(\rho=\rho(x)\) is the soil bulk density; \(\alpha=\alpha(x)\) is the first-order degradation rate constant in the liquid phase; \(\beta=\beta(x)\) is the first-order degradation rate constant in the solid phase; \(\gamma=\gamma(x)\) is the zero-order production rate constant in the liquid phase. Here \(\alpha, \beta\) and \(\gamma\) are zero or greater.

Results and Discussion

From geomorphological point of view, the selected research site in the Ūla River basin is a plain attributed to the micro-region of Zervynos dune massif, which is located in Dainava mezzo-region of the south-eastern macro-region of Lithuania, in the area of fluvioglacial plains that were formed during the last glacial period. The type of relief — a fluvioglacial plain with an accumulative slope. Alluvium of fine sand from the Holocene lies up to 10 m from the bank and gradually changes into eolic fine sand formations.

The research site was established on the right bank of the river, in a meadow, the higher end of which is overgrown with shrubs. At a distance of 30 m, there is a slope overgrown with coniferous wood.

The first borehole was established 3 meters away from water and 42 cm above the CWL. The investigated vertical is covered in Fluvisol, which rests on sediments of fine sand alluvium at a 62 cm depth. During the period of the research, the level of ground water was 1–2 cm higher that the level of water in the river. The borehole was equipped with a lysimeter to collect samples from the surface and at a depth of 40 cm. The second borehole was established 5 m away from the river and 52 cm above the CWL. Here, a 30 cm thick layer of Fluvisol rests on sediments of fine sand alluvium. During the period of the research, the level of ground water was 3–5 cm higher that the level of water in the river. The borehole was equipped with a lysimeter to collect samples at 10 cm (surface) and 50 cm of depth. At 10 m distance from the bank, the surface of the soil is 85 cm higher than the CWL. Here, an approx. 25 cm thick layer of Arenosol-type soil rests on sediments of fine sand eolic formations. During the research period, the amplitude of ground water fluctuations amounted to 18 cm and was the greatest at this point in the research site. A lysimeter was installed to collect samples from the surface and
at a depth of 1 meter. The fourth borehole, which was drilled at the point farthest away from the river, was 143 cm above the CWL. Just as in the case with the third borehole, an approx. 25 cm thick layer of Arenosol-type soil rests on sediments of fine sand eolic formations. Contrary to the data of the third borehole, the level of ground water in the fourth borehole was hardly changing and remained within the amplitude of 5 cm. A lysimeter was installed to collect samples from the surface and at depths of 1, 1.5 and 2 meters.

Geomorphologically, the research site in the Žeimena River basin is located in the section of valleys attributed to the junction of rivers Žeimena and Neris, which is situated in the mezzo-region of Žeimena plain of the macro-region of the north-eastern plain, in the area of fluvio-glacial plains that were formed during the last glacial period. The site has the fluvial relief particular to river valleys of the Holocene and Late Glacial periods. Fine sand alluvium of the Holocene lies at the depth of 5 m, gradually changing into medium sand fluvio-glacial sediments.

The research site was established at the right bank of the river, in a meadow of a littoral coniferous wood, which is situated perpendicularly to and at a 50 m distance away from the river bank.

The surface of the first borehole is located 32 cm above the CWL. A 15 cm layer of Halpic Arenosol covers alluvial medium sand sediments; a layer of gravel was found at a 48 cm depth. During the period of the research, the level of ground water was 1–2 cm higher than the level of water in the river. A borehole was equipped with a lysimeter to collect samples from the surface and the depth of 40 cm. The second borehole was drilled to 42 cm above the CWL. Medium sand sediments were found under Arenosol (20 cm). Deeper, at a 40 cm depth, gravel was found. The level of ground water fluctuated in the same way as in the first borehole. The second borehole was equipped with a lysimeter to collect samples from the surface and the depth of 0.5 m. The third borehole was drilled at 138 cm above CWL; here, a 25 cm thick layer of Arenosol covers homogeneous medium sand sediments found along the entire analysed vertical. The level of ground water, which was 5 cm higher if calculated from the actual level of the river, changed to 3 cm during the research. The borehole was equipped with a lysimeter to collect samples from the surface and at depths of 1 and 1.5 m. The fourth borehole was drilled to 164 cm above the CWL. Here, just as in the third borehole, a layer of Arenosol was found up to 25 cm of depth with deeper lurking homogeneous layer of medium sand. In comparison to piezometric indications of the third borehole, the average level of ground water is lower; however, fluctuation amplitude was greater by 3 cm.

At the research site by the Žeimena River, concentrations of ammonium ions (NH₄⁺) were equally distributed over all research seasons. Greater concentrations of ammonium were registered in the first and the second lysimeters amounting from 0.64–1.28 mg l⁻¹ at the surface to 0.26–1.15 mg l⁻¹ in the ground water. Lower concentrations were found in the 3rd and the 4th lysimeters, amounting from 0.02–0.46 mg l⁻¹ at the surface to 0.01–0.23 mg l⁻¹ at a depth of one meter and up to 1.19 mg l⁻¹ in ground water. During all seasons, reduction in concentrations of ammonium ions in the depth of up to 1 m was influenced by nitrification processes and assimilation of ammonium ions by plants. On the average, reduction amounted to 1.3% during spring, 1.5% during summer, and 1.7% during autumn (Fig. 3). Increase in concentrations in the 3rd and the 4th lysimeters is related to denitrification processes and change in the level of ground water.

At the research site by the Ūla River, ammonium concentrations were gradually decreasing with depth: greater concentrations were registered in summer, reducing with depth by 1.2–1.7 times on the average from 0.47–1.29 mg l⁻¹ at the surface and to 0.02–0.84 in ground water; lower concentrations were registered in spring, reducing with depth by 1.7–27 times on the average from 0.27–0.77 mg l⁻¹ at the surface and to 0.02–0.24 mg l⁻¹ in ground water; and in autumn, concentrations reducing by 29–33 times from 0.20–0.82 mg l⁻¹ at the surface to 0.02–0.24 mg l⁻¹ in ground water (Fig. 4).

Figure 3. Change in ammonium ions depending on a season, Žeimena River bank.
Concentration of ammonium ions decreases as a direct proportion of increasing infiltration coefficient. This was ascertained subsequently to analysis of precipitation and evaluation of types of sediments from research sites on the basis of infiltration indicators.

At the research site by the Žeimena River, concentrations of nitrate ions (NO$_3^-$) varied from 0 to 3.55 mg l$^{-1}$. The greatest values of concentrations were registered in seasons of spring with 0.91–3.55 mg l$^{-1}$ and summer 0.25–3.49 mg l$^{-1}$; and the least – in autumn with 0–1.80 mg l$^{-1}$. At the research site by the Ūla River, concentrations of nitrate ions varied from 0 to 0.11 mg l$^{-1}$. The greatest values of concentrations were registered in the season of summer with 0.01–0.11 mg l$^{-1}$; and the least – in spring with 0.02–0.08 mg l$^{-1}$ and autumn with 0.01–0.04 mg l$^{-1}$.

At the research site by the Žeimena River, 10 m away from the river bank, reduction in concentrations of nitrate ions were registered both on the surface and in ground water during all seasons. The distribution of the variation was as follows: approx. 1.8 times in summer and spring seasons, and 3.5 times in summer. At the research site by the Ūla River, this consistent pattern was found in the season of summer with concentrations dropping by approx. 1.2 times. During spring season, the consistent pattern was found in relation to migration of nitrates by water from melting soil frost and snow. As sources of nitrates, fallen leaves and decomposing grasses are washed by the surface runoff; and once soil frost melts, they are washed deeper into sediments. This can be proved by a vertical analysis of the profile. In spring, concentrations of nitrates increase by 27% in the layer of up to 1 m deep at the research sites by both rivers. Considering infiltration indicators and times soil frost melted as well as investigation times, it was identified that nitrates that accumulate over winter can lurk at a depth of 0.9–1.2 m. This confirms that at a depth greater than 1 m to the surface of ground water, the amounts of nitrates decrease by 28% (Fig. 5).
a 1 m depth, in the root zone of perennial grasses, the amount of nitrates decreased by 9% on the average. At the research site by the Ūla River, as roots of shrubs and trees that grow close to the borehole assimilate water and organic substances, the amounts of nitrates at layers deeper than 1 m were two times less.

No consistent patterns were found in changes of nitrite ions (NO$_2^-$) at any of the research sites. Concentrations of nitrite ions changed on the surface, amounting to 0.04–54 mg l$^{-1}$, and in ground water, amounting to 0.11–83 mg l$^{-1}$.

No consistent patterns were found in changes of it of oxyg and pH of the infiltrate at any of the research sites. pH at the Ūla research site varied within the range of 6.5–8.1%; meanwhile at the Žeimena — 6.5–7.3%, with slightly more acidic (up to 4%) profiles registered during spring. This was impacted by winter decomposition of grasses, leaves of shrubs and needles. Increase in amounts of oxygen in infiltrate collected at all research sites is related with periods of greater precipitation amounting to 6–9 mm per day.

At the research site by the Žeimena River, concentrations of phosphates (PO$_4^{3-}$) varied by 0.02–3.13 mg l$^{-1}$ during the research period. The greatest concentrations were registered in summer with 0.86–3.13 mg l$^{-1}$, especially at a 10 m distance. Here, they were changing within the range of 1.98–3.13 mg l$^{-1}$. The least concentrations were registered in autumn with 0.02–1.43 mg l$^{-1}$; meanwhile in spring, concentrations of phosphates varied by 0.37–1.55 mg l$^{-1}$. During summer season, variation of phosphates was registered in lysimeters Nos 1–3 with 2.14–3.13 mg l$^{-1}$ in the surface up to 1.98–2.65 mg l$^{-1}$ in ground water; i.e. concentrations decreased by 8–17%. In the 4th lysimeter, concentrations varied from 1.40–1.73 mg l$^{-1}$ on the surface to 1.09–1.22 mg l$^{-1}$ at 1 m depth (reduction by 36%) and increased up to 1.50 mg l$^{-1}$ in deeper layers.

In spring, an increase of phosphate in sediments located at depth of up to 1 m was registered in all lysimeters with 0.70–1.42 mg l$^{-1}$ at the surface to 0.74–1.55 mg l$^{-1}$ in ground water; and a decrease was up to 0.74–1.22 mg l$^{-1}$ in ground water (Fig. 6). As a percentage of surface concentrations, phosphate concentrations that were greater by 11–18% were found in groundwater collected by the 1st and the 2nd lysimeters and at a 1 m depth in the 3rd lysimeter; and in ground water collected by the 3rd and the 4th lysimeters, this increase amounted to 2–15%. In autumn, concentrations decreased in the 3rd and the 4th lysimeters from 1.46–1.43 mg l$^{-1}$ on the surface to 0.02–0.87 mg l$^{-1}$ in ground water.

At the research site by the Ūla River, concentrations of phosphates varied within the range of 0.01–0.94 mg l$^{-1}$. The greatest concentrations were registered in summer with 0.02–0.94 mg l$^{-1}$; and lower – in spring, with 0.02–0.54 mg l$^{-1}$, and in autumn, with 0.01–0.40 mg l$^{-1}$. Deeper down, decrease in concentrations of phosphates were registered in summer and autumn seasons. In summer, concentrations of phosphates decreased...
by 1.9–7.1 times from 0.12–0.20 mg l\(^{-1}\) on the surface and up to 0.02–0.10 mg l\(^{-1}\) in groundwater collected by lysimeters Nos 1–3, and from 0.42–0.54 mg l\(^{-1}\) to 0.02–0.03 mg l\(^{-1}\) in the 4th lysimeter with concentrations of phosphates from the surface to the ground water reducing by 22 times. In autumn season, all lysimeters registered a reduction in concentrations by 1.3–12 times from 0.03–0.17 mg l\(^{-1}\) on the surface to 0.01–0.11 mg l\(^{-1}\) in ground water. In spring, increase in phosphates was registered in lysimeters Nos 1–3 from 0.05–0.24 mg l\(^{-1}\) on the surface to 0.04–0.22 mg l\(^{-1}\) in ground water, with increase of phosphates in ground water amounting to 1.4 times if compared to the surface water. In the 4th lysimeter, concentration of phosphates decreased by 1.7 times.

## Conclusions

Subsequent to research on river banks with sandy lithology, it was ascertained that reduction in concentrations of ammonium ions is directly dependent on the increase of the sediment infiltration coefficient. Variation in ion concentrations of other nitrogen compounds and phosphates depends on a season. In spring, melting snow washes nitrates down into sediments. Irrespective of the type of soil or sand sediments, amounts of nitrates at 1 m depth increases by 27%. In summer, herbaceous vegetation decreases amounts of nitrate ions by 9%. Besides, in summer season, irrespective of concentrations on the surface, amounts of phosphate ions – in the layer from the surface to 1 m in depth – reduce by 0.9 mg l\(^{-1}\).
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Abstract

Hydro-physical properties of heavy or presses soil as well as water regime may be improved by various ways, taking into account the texture of soil and climatic conditions. Drainage is the tool for productive farming and economic benefit generation. Hydrological activity of drainage typically depends on project installation quality, anthropogenic and climatic factors. It is important to assess drainage activity under different meteorological conditions. One of methods to improve drainage performance is its installation with thickened humus layer. Lithuanian soil humus layer is close to arable layer and is equal to approximately 20–25 cm. The impact of humus on heavy-textured soil is multiple, since not only moisture regimes, biological activity, sorption capacity, chemical and biological characteristics, stability of plant nutrition are related with its quantity. The dynamics of drainage activity in soil with thickened layer and with humus layer of natural thickness (20–30 cm) during various seasons of period of 1989–2009 is reviewed. Especially important indicator of drainage functioning – water runoff dynamics. The present article analyses the variation of climatic conditions and drainage runoff in the object. It is determined that the lowest quantity of precipitation in the researched territory during the research period is in spring and winter but the highest – in summer and autumn. During the research period the highest drainage runoff in the field I was during winter season (46.3%), in the field II – in winter and spring almost the same (32–33%).

Key words: runoff, drainage, humus layer.

Introduction

Climatic conditions and physical geographic factors determine the fact that in the territory of Lithuania, there are 3.4 million hectares of too wet land or about 86% of total agricultural area, which may be used extensively and productively only after drainage (Lukianas and Ruminaite, 2009). Climate change impact on flora receives increasing attention around the world (Fuhrer, 2003). Multi-annual sequences of air temperatures have shown the increase of temperature during all seasons, except autumn (Meilutyte-Barauskiene et al., 2008).

Drainage flow largely depends on climatic conditions, drainage level, nature of soil, plants grown, etc. When there is more precipitation and lower temperature in warm periods, runoff is higher. During cold season the runoff increases at higher temperature (Ramoška and Morkūnas, 2006). Jin et al. (2008) confirm the importance of soil temperature on drainage activity.

Precipitation distribution in a territory and their change within a year has a great impact on hydrological phenomena, soil formation and plant-growing seasons (Bukantis et al., 2009). Climate change impact on flora has increasing attention around the world (Fuhrer, 2003). Air temperature and moisture content generally determines the duration of plants vegetation and development, size of yield. The influence of meteorological conditions occurs not only directly on the yield, but also on its quality indicators (Kupčinskas et al., 2003; Šidlauskas and Švedas, 2001).

The activity of drainage systems mainly depends on materials used and installation conditions (Rimidis, 2001). One of methods to improve drainage performance – its installation with thickened humus layer. Lithuanian soil humus layer is close to arable layer and is equal to approximately 20–25 cm. (Diršė et al., 2002). The impact of humus on soil in Lithuanian territory has been described by many authors (Maikštėnienė et al., 2007; Diršė et al., 1992). In order to control runoff, it is necessary to know the periodicity of drainage activity, runoff and factors, which determine it.

Controlled drainage is important, seeking to control hydrological cycle and in order to use water resources (Zhonghua et al., 2006). Drainage damming by intercepting runoff may be considered as a measure, promoting the rational use of water resources and reduction of environmental impact (Morkūnas and Ramoška, 2001). Controlled drainage is recognized as an advanced management mode, limiting nitrogen and phosphorus elution from soil and its fall onto the pools of surface water (Evans et al., 1995). By controlling the intensity of drainage runoff a large part of runoff and dissolved chemical substances are intercepted (Wesstrom et al., 2001). In order to control runoff, it is necessary to know the periodicity of drainage activity, runoff and factors, which determine it. However, there is no detail analysis about relation between humus quantity and seasonal drainage runoff quantity. The mentioned analysis allows determining the impact of humus layer on drainage runoff distribution during the year and the impact of local conditions. The
The results obtained are applied for solving the issues of water treatment and environmental protection. Moreover, this information is required, while adapting mathematical (stochastic) models for forecast of hydrological phenomena.

The objective of the present paper is to determine the relation between humus layer thickness and drainage runoff, measured during different years, and to assess its variability in time.

Materials and Methods
The investigation was carried out in the experimental fields of Aleksandras Stulginskis University in 1989–2009. The investigations were carried out in loamy soils as in Lithuania light loam and medium loam soils make 38.4% of farming lands. In the territory of investigations the soil was calcareous deeper gleic leached soil, (the experimental according to FAO: calcar - HypogleyicLuvisol), according to mechanical composition – loam of medium-heaviness and light loam. Soil volume mass in the layer of 1 m varies from 1.3 to 1.7 g cm⁻³, porosity - from 50.9 to 32.0%, hygroscopic moisture – from 0.95 to 2.36%, filtration coefficient in arable layer – 0.31–0.94 m day⁻¹.

Scheme of the experiment: 1) 1.71 ha with thickened layer of 45–50 cm (field I), 2) control, 1.72 ha with natural humus layer of 20–30 cm (field II, Fig. 1).

Drainage systems were installed in 1988. Collectors of drainage systems were laid to different wells for runoff measurement. Drainage runoff was measured by volumetric method. Meteorological conditions were assessed, following the data of Kaunas Meteorological Station, located 0.5 km from test field. The obtained results were statistically processed by Statistica 7. The obtained data were analysed using descriptive statistics and LSD analysis. The significance of the differences between the samples was assessed using ANOVA. The treatment effects were compared using the least significant difference test at the level of 95% (LSD₀.⁰₅, p=0.05) probability. Also correlation analysis was used (R).

Results and Discussion
Meteorological conditions in 1989–2009 were studied while analysing changes in seasonal distribution of the average air temperature and precipitation amount in Central Lithuania, according to data of meteorology station located in the Academy (winter XII-II, spring III-V, summer VI-VIII, autumn IX-VIII).

During the research period climatic norm (1961–1990) was more exceeded than not reached. The highest excess of climatic norm was +32% (2009) and +55% (2007) and shortage -22% (2008) and -34% (1996). During different seasons the quantity of precipitation decreased in winter and autumn (4.1 mm and 1.4 m respectively in comparison with multi-annual norm). The intensity of increase was lower in autumn (4.2 mm) and the quantity of precipitation increased even by 23.8 mm in winter (during December – February). The intensity of increase was lower in autumn (4.2 mm) and the quantity of precipitation increased even by 23.8 mm in summer (Fig. 2). Correlation relation is moderate only during the summer season (R=0.48).

![Figure 1. Study area location and scheme.](image)
During the research period the change of average temperature was not so significant: temperature was close to climatic norm during all seasons. Average temperature of spring months is characterized by the most significant increase (0.3 °C, Fig. 3). Correlation is moderate during all seasons, thus, the increase of temperature trend is clearly observed. These results are consistent with forecasted results of global temperature increase, which state that the average temperature in 2030 should be higher by 1 °C than in the end of twentieth century, i.e., it should increase by 0.033 °C annually (Bukantis et al., 2005). Correlation relation is moderate during summer (R=0.42), winter (R=0.59) and autumn (R=0.64) seasons and strong during spring season (R=0.7).

While analysing annual drainage runoff in fields I and II (1989-2009), 30% higher drainage runoff from the field with increased humus quantity is observed. The differences were significant (p<0.05; Fig.4).

While analysing the data of 1989–2009 in the researched territory, it is determined that the lowest quantity of precipitation is in spring (22.2%), very similar quantity of precipitation is observed in winter (19.7%) and the highest quantity of precipitation is in summer (even 34.5%) and autumn (24.5%). During research period the drainage runoff in the

![Figure 2. Average seasonal quantity of average precipitation (1989–2009) and multi-annual climatic norm (1961–2009).](image1)

![Figure 3. Average seasonal quantity of average air temperature (1989-2009) and multi-annual climatic norm (1961-2009).](image2)
field I was highest during winter (46.3%), in spring – 42.8% and the lowest in summer (1.6%), in the field II – the drainage runoff was almost equal in winter and spring (32–33%) and the lowest – also in summer (Fig. 5). Thus, regulated drainage may help the plants to provide with water, since they often lack moisture. After carrying out research Ramoška et al. (2006) determined that the nature of drainage activity generally had no impact on water level of soil in the gap between drains. The analysis of runoff observation data revealed that seasonality, typical for run-off change, remains: during spring – March and April – the average runoff is the highest but the lowest in the summer season – July and August, while in May, June and August – almost the same.

Figure 4. Chronological succession of drainage run-off and their linear fluctuation trend.

Figure 5. Dependence of humus layer in different seasons of 1989–2009 periods (R_winter, R_spring, R_summer, R_autumn).
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When studying relations between drainage runoff in different seasons it was determined that in bold thick (I) in winter there was an average link (r=0.5, p<0.05), and in other seasons – the inter-relation was weak (in spring and autumn (r=0.4, r=0.3), and very weak in summer (r=0.1). In natural layer (II) there was an average link in winter too (r=0.6, p<0.05) and in spring (r=0.5, p<0.05), the inter-relation was very weak in summer (r=0.1) and the inter-relation was weak in autumn (r=0.3). Tendency of trends decrease can be seen in spring in both fields. Thus, the drainage runoff in the field with thin humus layer has a greater impact compared to the one with the thickened humus layer.

The first field (the thickened humus content) drainage runoff ranged higher amplitude than the field in all seasons, with a natural layer of humus. Statistically significant results were obtained in winter and spring (p<0.05. Fig. 6).

Conclusions
1. In case of thickened humus layer annual drainage runoff was approximately 21% of annual precipitation quantity, when natural humus layer was approximately 16%.
2. Annual drainage runoff is higher by 31% in thickened humus layer while comparing with natural layer had significant (p<0.05) positive effect.
3. Increased humus quantity has statistically significantly increased the drainage runoff during winter and spring seasons (p<0.05).
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PNEUMATIC PULSE METHOD IN THE TECHNOLOGY OF DEHYDRATION AND UTILIZATION OF THE SEWAGE SLUDGE
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Abstract
Sewage sludge is a specific bulky waste and its utilization is hampered by the presence of the environmentally dangerous contaminated substances in the composition presented mainly by heavy metals, pathogens and coagulants. At the same time sewage sludge may serve as a valuable biological raw material. Utilization of the sewage sludge is crucial environmental and economic challenge. Application of the pneumatic pulse method in the technology of dehydration and utilization of the sewage sludge may allow us to speed up the process of drying, reduce power consumption and capital investment, execute process of dehydration at lower temperatures and in less hazardous explosive conditions. Proposed solution is founded on the use of the compact equipment for dehydration and utilization, including pneumatic pulse drying method. For this purpose the pulser – an airflow feeder with required time intervals or pulses, was included in the technological process. In the process of the drying sewage sludge with the use of pneumatic pulse, there is no need to spend all the energy on evaporation of the water molecules and this fact significantly reduces power consumption. Preliminary calculations, taking into account laboratory data, showed that proposed technology of drying sewage sludge allows to reduce power consumption by 25% upon receipt of the dry sludge. The aim of the study is development of sewage sludge dehydration technology for further utilization of design solutions using the pulse method.

Key words: dehydration, pneumatic pulse method, sewage sludge, utilization of the sewage sludge.

Introduction
Operation of the urban sewage facilities in Latvia results in forming of approximately 23 thousand tons of sludge in dry matter annually (Gemste and Vucāns, 2010). Utilization of the urban sewage sludge (SS) is a demanding activity for any large city. This problem possibly is an issue not only for large cities but mainly for small towns and villages. SS is a specific bulky waste and its utilization is hampered by the presence of the environmentally dangerous contaminated substances in the composition presented mainly by heavy metals, pathogens and coagulants. At the same time SS may serve as a valuable biological raw material. Utilization of the SS is crucial environmental and economic challenge.

- reduction of waste on the sites of its formation;
- reuse of the waste available or its processing;
- compost or energy recovery from waste;
- burning of waste;
- safe disposal of waste on the sanitary landfills (Gemste and Vucāns, 2010).

It is possible to distinguish the following main directions of the SS utilization:
- fertilization of the soil;
- burning;
- disposal.

The practice of burning SS is not accepted in Latvia. Over the last years more than 50% of the produced SS every year remain on the temporary storage grounds near the treatment facilities or in other places (Gemste and Vucāns, 2010). It means that from year to year growing amount of the SS impedes proper work of the treatment facilities and may cause aggravation of the environmental situation.

High moisture content of the sludge is one of the main difficulties during the process of the SS utilization. The most common method of the sludge dehydration is drying of the SS on the so-called sludge sites where its moisture can be reduced up to 750-800 g kg⁻¹. However, drying requires vast land plots available. Moreover, moisture content of the sludge still remains too high. Recently we may notice increasing application of the mechanical methods to remove moisture from the SS allowing to reduce its percentage up to 800 g kg⁻¹. Using mechanical method of dehydration of the SS area required for the sludge sites can be reduced, however, power consumption increases.

Thermal drying of the SS is not applied in Latvia. Thermal drying of the SS is executed mainly with the aim to prepare the sludge for utilization and, as a rule, upon completion of the mechanical dehydration (Жуков et al., 1977). After the thermal dehydration SS is an uncontaminated, free from worms and pathogens bulk material with 100-500 g kg⁻¹ moisture content. Upon completion of the thermal drying, the SS can be considered as treated according to the conditions of the Cabinet Council No 362 of May 2, 2006 (Noteikumi par noteikšu dūmu un to komposta izmantošanu, monitoringu un kontroli, 2006). Owing to the fact that larger part of moisture is removed during the
process of the thermal dehydration overall amount of the sewage sludge decreases several times, thus facilitating its transportation and further utilization.

The task of the modern technology on treatment of the SS is to meet the contemporary challenge and transform SS into the product safe for the environment as well as application of the SS valuable components with the significant reduction of the sludge amount as a result of dehydration. Selection of the method applied shall be determined by the local conditions and taking into account physical and chemical properties of the sewage sludge, sanitary and epidemiological requirements, as well as technical and economic calculations.

The main disadvantages of the method of thermal dehydration of the SS which hampers its introduction into practice are as follows:

- relatively high power consumption;
- large capital investment and maintenance costs;
- some technologies of dehydration of the SS are potentially explosive.

Application of pneumatic pulse method in the technology of dehydration and utilization of SS may allow to speed up the process of drying, reduce power consumption and capital investment, execute process of dehydration at lower temperatures and in less hazardous explosive conditions.

The aim of the study is to develop sewage sludge dehydration technology for further utilization of design solutions using the pulse method. SS thermally dried with application of the pneumatic pulse dehydration method may be considered as:

- treated;
- having less weight due to moisture removal;
- less hygroscopic;
- environmentally safer;
- suitable for further recycling (soil fertilization, composting, burning).

**Materials and Methods**

Possibility for the application of the pneumatic pulse in the technology of dehydration and utilization of the SS is based on the major principles of the pneumatic pulse dehydration pilot unit for bulk materials patented in Latvia (Engelbrechts et al., 2003). A proposed solution is developed due to the use of the compact equipment for dehydration and utilization, including pneumatic pulse drying method. For this purpose the pulser – an airflow feeder with required time intervals or pulses, was included in the technological process. The task of the pulser is to dislodge the water molecules from the dried material which then are taken away from the drying chamber.

Depending on the method of supplying heat, these drying units can be divided into conductive and convective ones. Equipment produced by the company VOMM which uses turbo technology can serve as an example of the most advanced technical solution for the thermal drying. This technology includes application of both conductive and convective mode of the heat exchanger supply. Since we failed to find any reference to similar equipment for drying SS with application of the pneumatic pulse technology, we applied equipment by VOMM as a prototype in conformity with the advertisement of VOMM.

The scheme of the pulser included in the technology of dehydration of the SS is shown in the Figure 1.
Results and Discussion
Preliminary calculations, taking into account laboratory data, showed that proposed technology of drying SS allows to reduce power consumption by 25% upon receipt of the dry sludge. General consumption data for the prototype and alternative (exemplified by use of natural gas as fuel) are shown in the Table 1. in conformity with the advertisement of VOMM.

In the process of drying SS with the use of pneumatic pulse, there is no need to spend all energy on evaporation of the water molecules, and this fact significantly reduces power consumption. Application of the pneumatic pulse allows significantly reduce drying temperature. The optimal parameters of the pulser (magnitude and velocity of the air flow, number of pulses etc.) shall be selected taking into account properties and the scope of the sludge.

Taking into account particularity of the dried material and the fact that there is no similar equipment available, we need to determine general principal parameters of the equipment applied in technology of dehydration and utilization of the SS with the use of pneumatic pulse.

Conclusions
Calculations showed that application of the pneumatic pulse method in technology of dehydration of the SS allows to reduce power consumption by 25% upon receipt of the dry sludge. The process of drying can be executed at lower temperatures. This technology of dehydration for utilization of the SS allows the following:
- decrease the area of land required for the sludge sites;
- reduce power consumption;
- significantly reduce the explosion hazard.

SS thermally dried with application of the pneumatic pulse dehydration method can be considered as
- treated;
- having less weight due to moisture removal;
- less hygroscopic;
- environmentally safer;
- suitable for further recycling (soil fertilization, composting, burning).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value (prototype)</th>
<th>Value (alternative)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heat consumption*</td>
<td>kJ L⁻¹ H₂O</td>
<td>3015</td>
<td>2110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boiler efficiency</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall heat consumption*</td>
<td>kJ L⁻¹ H₂O</td>
<td>nearly 3475</td>
<td>2455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caloricity of fuel**</td>
<td>kJ m⁻³</td>
<td>34750</td>
<td>34750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric power*</td>
<td>kW L⁻¹ H₂O</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guaranteed operation</td>
<td>Days year⁻¹</td>
<td>min. 342</td>
<td>min.342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaporating power</td>
<td>L h⁻¹</td>
<td>300-3500</td>
<td>390-4550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humidity at the inlet</td>
<td>g kg⁻¹</td>
<td>700-850</td>
<td>700-850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humidity at the output</td>
<td>g kg⁻¹</td>
<td>700-850</td>
<td>50-500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Costs are calculated on the evaporation of 1 L of water
** 1 m³ can evaporate approximately 10 L of water
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Abstract
This work focuses on the demands of scientific and sociopolitical understanding of situation of Latvia where the interaction between different languages and cultures have produced the political map of today. The aim of this work was to determine the differences of election results between rural areas and the city area, as well as to determine the main factors affecting election results in rural areas. Results of the study show that the ethnic factor has a major role in interpretation of the distribution of election results. If the proportion of non-Latvians increased by one percent, then the proportion of voters for Harmony Centre would increase by 0.64 percentage points in Vidzeme and by 0.75 percentage points in Latgale. Conclusions of the study: election results in rural areas differ significantly from the results in towns and cities, but the percentage points in Latgale.
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Introduction
The 2011 and 2012 brought major political developments in Latvia. A referendum on the dissolution of parliament and a language referendum have not been fully assessed yet. This work focuses on the demands of scientific and sociopolitical understanding of situation in Latvia where the interaction between different languages and cultures have produced the political map of today.

Electoral geography studies in the world have widely examined the influence of various geographical factors on election results and the scope of this influence. By determining these correlations in various regions, it is possible to see how they correspond to the results of Latvian parliamentary elections. However, it must be noted that factors valid in some parts of countries may be completely insignificant in others.

In Latvia, the analysis of election results is a part of political science field. Most of the research done in this field is made by analyzing electoral programs of political parties or by conducting surveys which show the political preference of voters.

The aim of this work was to determine the differences of election results between rural areas and the city area, as well as to determine the main factors affecting election results in rural areas. The following objectives were defined in order to meet the aim of the paper to achieve the goal, parliamentary election results in the electoral districts of Latgale and Vidzeme were examined.

Since most of the research which looks at the distribution of parliamentary election results is done at the electoral district level, it doesn’t take into account the full spatial variation that can be seen when election results are analysed at the local (parish) scale which has been done in this research.

Materials and Methods
The study analyses the officially approved results of the elections of the 8th, 9th, 10th and 11th Saeima (parliament) of the Republic of Latvia (Centrālā Vēlēšanu Komisija, 2011). The results of all political parties participating in the parliamentary elections were acquired and analyzed. For parties having overcome the 5% threshold, the statistics of the pluses and strikes of each candidate in all electoral districts were also examined.

When examining the effect of the ethnic factor on the results of political parties, they were summarized and analyzed at a municipal level (counties and cities under state jurisdiction). The mathematical analysis of the spatial dispersion of the results of political parties and the pluses and strikes of candidates, in turn, was conducted on a parish level. The obtained results thereby have a higher level of detail, and it is possible to compare the results of the 8th and 9th Saeima Election with the 10th and 11th Saeima (an administrative-territorial reform was carried out in the period between these elections).

The Central Election Commission does not publish election results on a parish scale, so the results of parishes were derived from the results of individual polling stations, by adding together the results of stations in one parish or town. In cases where there was no polling station in a rural area or parish adjacent to the town (e.g., Dobele parish), the town’s result was also attributed to these territories.

Data on the national composition was obtained from the available information of the Office of Citizenship and Migration Affairs (PMLP) (Number of inhabitants in municipalities..., 2010). In addition, when examining the largest ethnic minorities in Latvia, it was necessary to determine the proportion of citizens within these groups, to what extent various
national minorities have integrated in the political environment of Latvia (Distribution of the inhabitants of Latvia..., 2010; Dribins, 2007). Unfortunately, after the administrative-territorial reform, the Office of Citizenship and Migration Affairs no longer publishes information about rural parishes, just releases information on the distribution of nationalities by municipality.

The work uses both quantitative and qualitative research methods. All initial data were tested for correspondence to normal distribution, using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Considering that, in accordance with the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, the zero hypothesis in relation to voting results in parishes and stations can be rejected; the t-test standard procedure was used for comparing averages. Analysis of the results of political parties, as well as of the results of individual candidates, in relation to the ethnic composition of the municipality or district was conducted by using linear regression analysis. A correlation coefficient was used as the indicator of the level of correlation. Following the standard used by Frolova (2005), the zero hypotheses – namely, that the resultant indication is not influenced by the factorial indication of the regression – was tested for regression models, checking whether zero was included in the credibility interval of the regression coefficient. If zero appeared in the credibility interval of the respective coefficients of the regression variables in the regression equation, the factor in question was excluded from the equation. All calculations have been done by the author in Microsoft Excel, with the exception of the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, for which the program SPSS was used (Arhipova and Bāliņa, 2003).

Results and Discussion

**Differences between rural and urban voters**

Differences between rural and urban voters have been examined individually in the electoral districts of Vidzeme and Latgale. The need to examine these differences specifically in individual electoral districts is caused by the fact that parties submit different lists of candidates for each electoral district, and, since the 10th Saeima Election, each candidate may run in only one district. The differences in the lists of candidates between electoral districts already partially explain the spatial dispersion of election results.

The table (Table 1) shows that the overall number of voters in the period between the 8th and 11th Saeima Elections (2002–2011) has not significantly changed, dropping by less than five thousand or 1.7% compared to the previous election cycle.

| Table 1: Distribution of voters in the Vidzeme electoral district by type of territory |
|--------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Total number of voters in Vidzeme    | 265,240         | 246,403         | 264,863         | 260,506         |
| Rural voters                         | 123,465         | 113,574         | 124,104         | 122,917         |
| Proportion (%) of rural voters       | 46.5%           | 46.1%           | 46.9%           | 47.2%           |
| Town voters                          | 104,295         | 97,048          | 103,515         | 100,782         |
| Proportion (%) of town voters        | 39.3%           | 39.4%           | 39.1%           | 38.7%           |
| City voters                          | 37,480          | 35,781          | 37,244          | 36,807          |
| Proportion (%) of city voters        | 14.1%           | 14.5%           | 14.1%           | 14.1%           |

Data: Central Election Commission of Latvia.

| Table 2: Distribution of voters in the Latgale electoral district by type of territory |
|--------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Total number of voters in Latgale    | 156,835         | 132,524         | 128,155         | 115,486         |
| Rural voters                         | 65,688          | 52,681          | 48,238          | 42,543          |
| Proportion (%) of rural voters       | 41.9%           | 39.8%           | 37.6%           | 36.8%           |
| Town voters                          | 33,588          | 29,280          | 29,107          | 27,010          |
| Proportion (%) of town voters        | 21.4%           | 22.1%           | 22.7%           | 23.4%           |
| City voters                          | 57,559          | 50,563          | 50,810          | 45,933          |
| Proportion (%) of city voters        | 36.7%           | 38.2%           | 39.6%           | 39.8%           |

Data: Central Election Commission of Latvia.
to 2002. The number of voters in Vidzeme is relatively unchanged as this electoral district includes territories of the former Riga District in which the number of inhabitants, along with the number of voters, has increased during this time – examples include the municipalities of Mārupe and Garkalne. In the rest of the Vidzeme electoral district, the number of voters has generally decreased. Due to the significant increase of voters in the Pieriga area, the overall number of rural voters in the Vidzeme electoral district has also slightly increased, growing from 46.5% to 47.1%.

The situation in the Latgale electoral district, compared to Vidzeme, is different (Table 2). The overall number of voters in parliamentary elections in the period from 2002 to 2011 has gradually decreased, having dropped by 26.3% in 2011 compared to 2002. The number of rural parish voters in Latgale has decreased the most, falling by 35.2% in the examined period. The significant decrease in the number of rural voters in the Latgale electoral district has also caused a considerable decline in the role of rural voters, with their proportion falling from 41.9% to 36.8%. Thereby, the numerically-greatest part of voters is now formed by the two cities of the region (Daugavpils, Rēzekne), rather than by rural areas.

The results of the Vidzeme electoral district for the political forces that won seats in the 11th Saeima show substantial differences between rural and urban areas in terms of election results (Figure 1). Overall, the best result in the rural areas and towns of Vidzeme was achieved by Zatlers' Reform Party, while the strongest result in cities was shown by Harmony Centre.

The ethnic factor has a major role in interpretation of the distribution of election results in Vidzeme (Figure 3), as the proportion of non-Latvians is the lowest in the rural areas of Vidzeme, and greatest – in Vidzeme’s cities (Jūrmala, Valmiera), which explains why Harmony Centre achieved its weakest result in rural areas (12.5%) and its best result in cities (26.0%). This trend is reverse for all other parties that had seats in the Saeima. It is also notable that the result of the Union of Greens and Farmers is much better in rural areas than in cities.
areas than in towns (by nearly 30%) while the rural area results of Unity, National Alliance and Zatlers’ Reform Party are only slightly better than in towns. It suggests that the electorate of the Union of Greens and Farmers in the Vidzeme electoral district is mainly composed of people living in rural areas.

The results of the Latgale electoral district for the political forces that had seats in the 11th Saeima (Figure 2) show that Harmony Centre has achieved the highest result in rural areas, towns and cities alike, significantly overtaking the other political forces. Overall, the result of Harmony Centre is highest in cities and lowest in rural areas, with the situation being reverse for the other parties, the same as in the Vidzeme electoral district. In the case of Latgale this is also determined by the ethnic factor, considering that Latgale has the highest proportion of citizens of non-Latvian nationality, compared with other electoral districts. A significant difference is the fact that, compared with Vidzeme, the result of the Union of Farmers and Greens in rural areas compared to towns is not as high, which is explained by the fact that this party achieved a very high result in the town of Līvāni.

**National composition of the population influence to the election results**

When territorial dispersion of ethnic composition is analyzed, it is important to look at the proportion of non-citizens in a territory (Figure 3.). The analyzed electoral districts of Latgale and Vidzeme show the highest proportion of non-citizens in Latgale border counties (Daugavpils, Krāslavas, Dagdas county) and
Daugavpils. In Vidzeme the highest proportion of non-citizens is in Strencu county and in most of counties in the former Riga district (Salaspils and Olaines county has the highest proportion of non-citizens in Latvia with more than 25% value). If electoral districts of Latgale and Vidzeme are compared, it could be seen that even though the overall percentage of non-Latvians is higher in Latgale, proportion of the being non-citizens is much lower than in Vidzeme. Since cities under state jurisdiction have a higher non-citizen proportion in non-Latvian population, they have not been included in regression analysis for Vidzeme (Jūrmala and Valmiera) and Latgale (Daugavpils and Rēzekne) parameters.

In examined Vidzeme and Latgale electoral districts the proportion of Latvians differs quite significantly (Figure 4.). Overall Vidzeme has a higher percentage of Latvians in counties than Latgale. In Vidzeme 75% of all population are Latvians compared to 44% in Latgale, but proportion of Latvians has a high variation between counties in both electoral districts. In Vidzeme, those counties that are near Riga have much smaller percentage of Latvians than the rest of Vidzeme, while in Latgale the smallest percentage of Latvians is in cities under state jurisdiction and counties next to Russian and Belorussian borders.

Statistical information for election results can be easily shown in a more detailed level of parishes and cities (Figure 5). In many Latgale parishes Harmony Centre obtained more than 50% of all votes. In Vidzeme they had a high result in municipalities close to Riga, and only in Seda city and Pededzes parish they had more than 50% of all votes.

The regression analysis of election results in Vidzeme for those political parties who got into 10th Saeima show that combined election results (percentage from total votes) for Unity, Union of Greens and Farmers, National Alliance and For Good Latvia have a statistically significant positive correlation with the proportion of Latvians in a county. This correlation in Vidzeme counties explains more than 92% of all dispersion ($R^2=92\%$).

Looking at proportion of non Latvians (%) in territorial units except cities under state jurisdiction, as the variable indication, and the proportion of votes (%) for Harmony Centre, as the resultant indication in Vidzeme, 49 observations were made. The determinative coefficient was 0.921. In turn, the regression coefficient was 0.643. The upper and lower limits of the regression coefficient were 0.588 and 0.699, respectively, which indicates that the zero hypothesis can be rejected, as the regression coefficient differs from zero with a very high probability. If the proportion of non-Latvians increased by one percent, then the proportion of voters for Harmony Centre would increase by 0.64 percentage points. The correlation between election results for Harmony Centre and proportion of non-Latvians in a county is almost as equally strong as the correlation between Latvian percentage in a county and combined election results for Unity, Union of Greens and Farmers, National Alliance and For Good Latvia, also explaining 92% of all dispersion.

If we compare the same parameters in Latgale, the tendencies are similar to Vidzeme; the only difference being that correlation between them is weaker mainly...
because the number of observations is lower (19 in Latgale, 49 in Vidzeme), but still they are statistically significant.

Looking at proportion of non Latvians (%) in territorial units except cities under state jurisdiction, as the variable indication, and the proportion of votes (%) for Harmony Centre, as the resultant indication in Latgale, 19 observations were made. The determinative coefficient was 0.748. In turn, the regression coefficient was 0.863. The upper and lower limits of the regression coefficient were 0.607 and 1,119, respectively, which indicates that the zero hypothesis can be rejected, as the regression coefficient differs from zero with a very high probability. If the proportion of non-Latvians increased by one percent, then the proportion of voters for Harmony Centre would increase by 0.75 percentage points.

Discussion

By conducting cartographic analysis of the Irish parliamentary election of 2002, a significant difference was found in the election activity between urban and rural areas, with city dwellers showing a lower activity in the parliamentary election. It has been explained both by stronger sense of community in rural populations, and by the high proportion of pensioners in the rural regions of Ireland, with this group of population being more politically-active (Kavanagh et al., 2004).

In the example of Italian election results, a major role in their geographical dispersion is played by the uneven spatial distribution of various developmental factors on a regional level in the country. The results of the Italian Christian Democracy party in the period from 1953 to 1987 show that the standard deviation of the party’s results is much greater between regions on a countrywide scale than between provinces on a regional scale (Agnew, 1996). However, the author of this study notes at the end of the article that there are several limitations in applying the neighborhood effect to interpretation of the results.

Electoral geography studies examine the effect of geography on the results of political parties. Electoral geography also plays a role in the spatial correlations of the results of elected candidates. It is, in fact, the main factor determining the representation of African Americans in elected institutions in the United States of America. In the southern states, African Americans have a wider representation in the State Senate and other local elected institutions, but have a very low number of seats in the U.S. Congress; the situation is reverse in the northern states (Groffman and Handley, 1989).

By examining the differences in the results of US presidential elections in the period between 1988 and 2008, it has been concluded that there has been a gradual decrease in the number of states with similar results (within 3%) between Democratic and Republican candidates. In addition, a state’s geographical location plays a major role in the state’s political choices, with significant differences remaining between the “Democratic” western states and “Republican” southern states (Hopkins, 2009).

In Latvia, out of three possible levels on which electoral geography can be researched – local, regional, and national (Krampe, 2005) – election results have most often been examined at the national (electoral district) level. Electoral geography has been relatively little researched at the academic level in Latvia, with studies that deal with the spatial distribution of parliamentary election results giving it very little attention (How Democratic Is Latvia, 2005).

Scientific studies usually look at how different social or economic factors influence parliamentary election results. In Latvia, the voter’s attitude towards main political parties is not influenced by inflation rate before the elections which is a different situation than in Estonia. Unemployment rate and changes in workers monthly salary have a larger impact on election results in both Estonia and Latvia (Vikmane and Kreituse, 2009).

Even though ethnic factor is very relevant in parliamentary elections in Latvia, political alignment in “left” or “right” still plays a considerable role on the election results. That means that most of voters choose their political parties based on how close they are to their political alignment (Vikmane and Kreituse, 2010).

Studies of electoral geography have also examined the behavior of specific voter groups in relation to geographical factors, with groups being formed by ethnicity, race, income level, etc. (Groffman and Handley, 1989; McLaughlin, 2008). The influence of the ethnic composition on parliamentary election results in Latvia has already been discussed in a publication of the author (Paiders and Paiders, 2011). Often, studies in the field of electoral geography focus specifically on examining the electorate of radical political forces, including research of its spatial dispersion (Alexseev, 2006; Stefanova, 2009; O’Loughlin et al., 1994). When evaluating the results of other countries, the differences in the political systems of these countries in comparison to Latvia must be taken into account.

Conclusions

1. The number of voters between 8th and 11th Saeima elections has decreased rapidly in Latgale electoral district with the greatest decrease in rural areas.
In Vidzeme, the number of voters hasn’t changed significantly due to the high population increase in counties near Riga.

2. Election results in rural areas differ significantly from the results in towns and cities but the difference between rural areas and small cities is smaller compared to the cities under state jurisdiction.

3. In rural areas, the national composition of the population has the greatest influence on the election results. It can be admitted with a sufficient degree of plausibility that if the proportion of non-Latvians increased by one percent, the proportion of voters for Harmony Centre would increase by 0.64-0.75 percentage points.

4. Vidzeme election results for main political parties have a reverse situation in difference between rural and urban voters. The main reason for that is due to the different ethnic composition of voters which has the greatest influence on the results.
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Abstract
This article analyses the advantages of applicable measures of motivation, taking into consideration the internal environment of an organization as a whole and focuses on the impact of internal environmental factors upon the results of the organization. The paper is based on the survey results obtained by inquiring municipal administration employees in Lithuanian districts in February-June 2010. The goal of the research was to propose and justify theoretical components for the motivation model of municipal administration employees. The major integrated groups of motivation measures that are the most influential to the factors of internal environment as the main results of research were identified. The authors focus on the positional adjustment of the combinations of motivation measures, in order to improve the motivation of municipal administration employees.
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Introduction
An important factor of an organization is its interaction and relationship with the environment. It has been pointed out that the success of any organization depends on the control of its environment. This is determined by the relationship of factors and variability of each factor that an organization should react. Organizations that aim for effective performance in the competitive environment should be aware of the environmental factors, determining their activity. The internal analysis of environment is important to know and assess the situation steadily in the public sector, in which the organization operates. The executives of organizations must expeditiously react to all changes in the internal environment and choose the best motivation measures for the employees (i.e. specific programs of employees’ reaction) that allow implementation of activity guides provided in advance.

The organizations that aim for objectives and more effective results have to motivate their employees. Purposeful application of motivation measures might have a significant impact on the internal factors of organization environment. Main idea of the article was to present research which will help to find effective tools and methods for the motivation of employees in municipal administrations.

The object of the research: motivation measures that are the most influential to internal environmental factors of municipal administration employees in Joniškis, Pakruojis, Akmenė and Rokiškis districts in Lithuania.

The goal of the research is to propose and justify theoretical components for the motivation model of municipal administration employees.

In order to achieve this goal: 1) the specific motivation measures and internal factors of the environment have been investigated and the difficulties, when analyzing motivation, of a methodological nature have been examined; 2) the composition of internal environmental factors and combinations of motivation measures have been described; 3) the common connections of these measures have been determined and the positional adjustment of the combinations of motivation measures has been performed.

Materials and Methods
The internal environment is also important for the organization. Depending on the compatibility of factors, the organization shows an ability to work as one undivided unit and is able to achieve its compatibility and the compatibility of its single members (employees), i.e. the most important factor for the successful and effective results of the organization is to satisfy the needs of organization and employees, when striving for the organization goal (Denhard, 2001).

The analysis of scientific literature has been carried out (Diskienė and Marčinskas, 2007; Genevičiūtė-Janomienė and Endriulaitienė, 2008; Marcinkevičiūtė, 2010) the classifications of internal environmental factors and motivation measures in the public sector have been identified, the integrated table of internal environmental factors and motivation measures has been completed. During the investigation logical analysis, deduction, modeling and other methods suitable for the social studies were used.

The survey has been carried out in order to determine motivation measures that influence internal environment factors most and to identify the level of satisfying motivation measures in municipalities. The survey, inquiring municipal administration employees in Joniškis, Pakruojis, Akmenė and Rokiškis districts took place in February-June 2010. There were 220 respondents. This is about 83 percents of all employees.
of municipal administration in these regions. Having analyzed the data, the major groups of motivation measures that are the most influential to internal environmental factors have been identified.

The article provides the systematised results of the survey (score average of the integral group of each motivation measure, using Likert scale (1-5-points)) that identifies the importance of a separate internal environmental factor for municipal administration employees. This kind of evaluation method was used and described by Clary, Snyder (1991) and developed by Rees (2008) and Donelson (2009) Sheal (2004) wrote about systematic view in the research.

**Results and Discussion**

*The analysis of internal environmental factors and groups of motivation measures*

Organizations that strive to achieve satisfactory results have to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of the environment. It is necessary to know different motivation measures that influence internal environment of the organization, i.e. internal factors (goals, tasks, technologies, personnel, employees of an organization).

Every factor of internal environment in the group of material motivation measures scored more than 4 points and was satisfied approximately by 3 points.

**The groups of internal environmental factors and motivation measures***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internal environmental factors</th>
<th>Material-monetary</th>
<th>Material-non-monetary</th>
<th>Psychological</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organization-</strong></td>
<td>Structure of wages, annual bonus for reasoned proposals, bonus for the achievement of the goal</td>
<td>Traineeship, seminars, refresher courses, service car, higher qualification</td>
<td>Evaluation of work, improvement of qualification, satisfaction with work, possibilities of self-expression, delegation of powers, group and individual decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>al goals</strong></td>
<td>Congruity of wages and task content, annual bonus for reasoned proposals, bonus for implementation of the task</td>
<td>Traineeship, seminars, refresher courses, conferences, service car</td>
<td>The content of the task, improvement of qualification, autonomy of the activity, evaluation of the task on time, setting specialised tasks, decision making in groups, individual decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organization tasks</strong></td>
<td>Extra pay for the qualification, annual bonus for a better use of time at work</td>
<td>Update of advanced technology on time</td>
<td>Working conditions, guarantee for occupation, making sure the quality of workplace, providing with better conditions to serve clients at work as well as outside the workplace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technology of an organization</strong></td>
<td>Extra pay for the qualification, extra pay for the work experience, extra pay (bonus) according to position held, annual bonus</td>
<td>Promotion that corresponds to the salary, promotion to the position with more responsibility, valuable presents as a reward, leisure events funded by organization</td>
<td>Honorable mention orally and in written, cancellation of disciplinary punishment, trust and responsibility, analysis of complaints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Employees of an organization</strong></td>
<td>Annual bonuses</td>
<td>Collective leisure events funded by organization</td>
<td>Freedom of making decisions, rational style of management, information on organization development, compatibility of profession abilities and activity, feedback between employees and employers, feedback between employees and interested parties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organization structures</strong></td>
<td>Collective leisure events funded by organization</td>
<td>Comfortable conditions of workplace, sufficient amount of work resources</td>
<td>Cultivation of creativity, team formation, spread of information, identification of culture type, quality-oriented, certain customs, propagation of traditions and other cultural elements, striving for the innovation-friendly climate in the department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Culture and climate</strong></td>
<td>Sufficient wages, correspondence between wages and accomplished works</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Prepared on the basis of the research Lenkauskaite, Marcinkevičiūtė (2010).*
structure, culture and climate. Some factors of internal environment are essential; others might be named as complementary. Nowadays, the flexibility of organizations’ activity, their ability to adapt to constantly changing organization environment and needs of employees are the focus of attention. Because of the internal environmental changes of the organization (i.e. decreased wages, new duties, formation of competencies, etc.), there is a danger of losing the best employees in the public sector. The formation of motivation system and influence of internal environmental factors to work results is a relevant topic. Not all executives pay enough attention to such factors and the motivation function in their organizations is not systematic. They simply forget that motivation is extremely important as an effect and a factor to persons’ activity that determines activity results, influences emotions and causes certain behavior and efficiency.

The difference between motivated and unmotivated employees lies not only behind the inequality of circumstances in objective reality but also on the different interpretations of the same reality. For this reason, motivation of employees is usually related to the totality of objectives that an employee orients towards one’s duty. Each of these objectives has a coefficient of probability, which allows imagining these objectives in one’s work and functions.

Such motivation measures as extra pay for better use of time or awareness and applicability of technologies (2.8 points) did not satisfy municipal administration employees. It should be noted that according to the Republic of Lithuania Law on Public Service (2009) such bonuses or extra pays are not mentioned. However, they may be provided according to the internal order of municipality regulations (Public administration law, 2010).

Application of non-material motivation measures (seminars, traineeship, trainings, courses) for municipal administration employees is sufficient (the importance for the employees is evaluated by 4 points; satisfactory - 3.4 points). As the most significant factors of internal environment that are lacking skills were work with people (3.9 points) and tasks related to information (4 points) (there are not enough skills to perform these tasks, which require using various technologies and performing tasks that require direct interaction with the interest groups). The analysis of municipality plans and reports confirmed the results of the survey because there are training and refresher courses organized in municipalities. In comparison with 2007, the amount of finances increased in 2008 (for the refresher courses and traineeship in 2007 - LTL 229.4, in 2008 - LTL270.2)

Implementing the education plan for civil servants, there are certain trainings organized on the following topics: introductory teaching for new employees, management skills (for executives), strategy and policy, questions related to the European Union, interaction and communication, public administration issues, foreign language skills, computer literacy, etc.

According to municipal administration employees, the group of psychological motivation measures is the least satisfactory group of motivation measures (2.8 points on the average) identified. Municipal administration employees are dissatisfied with the style of management, information about organization activity, feedback, climate (the importance of measures is 4.2 points). As demotivating factors of internal environment, the regulated structure of an institution (4.2 points; satisfactory level 2.9 points) and classification groups of the personnel (importance - 3.8 points, sufficiency - 2.9 points) have been mentioned. The lack of psychological motivation measures is influenced by too many regulated procedures. Municipality administration employees are liable to department managers and administration director. Regulated relationship between the lower and higher positions of servants and communication with them as with “equal” also influences dissatisfaction of municipal administration employees in such psychological climate.

Scientific literature (Palidauskaitė, 2007; Šilingienė and Vandenabeele, 2004; Locke, 2004) suggests that trust and striving for innovations dominate in public sector; however, the results of the survey have shown that such motivation measures are insufficient because employees are dissatisfied with the quality of information, the quality should be taken into account, few possibilities for creativity. Lithuanians authors: Zuperkiene, Zilinskas (2008) and Urbioniene (2009) wrote about motivation factors and methods; though their findings and proposals were oriented not toward municipal sector.

According to the data of the survey, municipal administration employees are dissatisfied with the motivation measures applied, the applicability level of these measures is insufficient, motivation of employees is not systematic. For the different factors of environment, different influence is made on the different groups of motivation measures. Such situation shows that positional compatibility of internal environmental factors and motivation measures is a complicated process. That is why it is important to ensure their connections.

Motivation model of municipal administration employees

As Denhardt (2001) notices, in a new paradigm of management, a model, in an abstract way, denotes the connections of social phenomenon, i.e. connections between the elements of the system.
The stages of system creation model for motivation show what an organization has to do in order to increase the productivity of employees and achievement of the organization goals. Appliance of motivation measures may positively affect the behavior of employees if these measures are timely and purposeful. In the scientific literature, motivation is not a constant state, it needs to be updated, changing the measures of motivation. The motivation of employees is a changing process which depends on the needs of an employee, his/her character features, and economic condition of the state. When the environment is changing, the motives of employees are also changing (Public administration law, 2010).

Having analyzed the components of motivation measures and combinations of internal environmental factors, their common connections have been determined and positional adjustment of motivation measures combinations has been done.

Referring to the scientific analysis and practical data of surveys, the motivation model of municipal administration employees has been prepared. The components of motivation model are presented in Table 2.

**First model component. Problem analysis of internal environmental factors and employees’ motivation in municipalities.** First of all, internal environmental factors should be identified, regarding the classifications suggested in scientific literature. Examples that were analyzed at work might be selected as factors (organization goals, objectives, technology, personnel, structure, and culture). Then the possibilities of municipalities to adapt to the internal environment are determined. Application of motivation measures in municipalities is regulated by the municipal legal framework, although the internal order of municipality regulations outline certain variety of applicable measures mentioned above. According to the classification groups, certain classifications of internal environmental factors applied in municipal administrations should be determined, which would be used to create a motivation model.

Next step would be to substantiate theoretical and practical motivation of employees. Having analyzed annual reports, annual reports of employees’ assessment, municipal administration directors’ reports, and having questioned municipal administration employees (interview, discussions in groups, individual conversations, etc.), the problems of employees’ motivation are identified. The final step would be to determine classification groups of motivation measures that would be applied, motivating employees.

**Second model component. Selection of direct or indirect measurement methods of employees’ motivation.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components of the model</th>
<th>Purpose of the components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Problem analysis of internal environmental factors and employees’ motivation in municipalities</td>
<td>To identify the factors, determining adaptation of the employees to internal environment of organizations; to determine possibilities of municipalities to adapt to internal environment. To determine classification groups of internal environmental factors. To substantiate theoretical and practical motivation of employees. To identify motivation problems of employees. To determine classification groups of motivation measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Selection of direct or indirect measurement methods of employees’ motivation</td>
<td>To determine the significance of direct and indirect measurement methods of employees’ motivation (in a particular situation). According to the results of analysis and assessment, select the most appropriate methods that would provide accurate information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Preparation and strategic decision making in municipalities (regarding the survey of employees’ motivation)</td>
<td>To determine the action plan of employees’ motivation survey. To form the combination of internal environmental factors and criteria of motivation measures. To make sure rational distribution and use of municipal resources, in order to implement the survey of employees’ motivation. To predict measures for stimulation of new strategic survey innovations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Implementation monitoring of survey action plan of municipal employees’ motivation</td>
<td>To observe motivation changes of municipal employees, to follow their results. To observe changes of internal environmental factors in municipalities. To analyze reasons of changes in employees’ motivation and internal environmental factors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Adopted on the basis of Lenkauskaitė (2010).**
motivation. The significance of direct and indirect measurement methods of employees’ motivation (in a particular situation) is determined. Direct motivation measurement methods might be as follows: scales of rank assessment, descriptive indexes of work, scales of faces, methods of critical events, and interview. The following indicators such as the amount of absenteeism, the numbers and duration of being late, the turnover of employees, and the number of intended resignations might be used for indirect measurement methods. According to the results of chosen analysis and assessment, the most appropriate methods that would provide accurate data are selected. It is advisable to use Likert’s scale (5 points system), when employees can evaluate the significance of motivation measures and the level of satisfaction by these measures in the analyzed organizations.

Third model component. Preparation and strategic decision making in municipalities (regarding the survey of employees’ motivation). In the action plan of employees’ motivation survey, the sequence of actions should be clearly defined. Integrated table of the combination of internal environmental factors and criteria of motivation measures might be prepared, which would classify motivation measures for each internal environmental factor. During the employees’ motivation survey, consistent distribution and use of municipal resources should be secured. There should be a certain part of assets provided in the budget for the survey. Having implemented the action plan and having done the exhaustive analysis and assessment of survey results, measures for the stimulation of new strategic initiatives should be provided.

Fourth model component. Implementation monitoring of survey action plan of municipal employees’ motivation. When applying recommendations formed by survey data, it is necessary to observe motivation changes of municipal employees, follow results of the activity that are significant for the motivation system. Since the environment and a person’s state are constantly changing, employees’ needs should be newly assessed (approximately once a year, if it is possible—once per six months). It is advisable to observe the changes of internal environmental factors in municipalities, following them and adapting according to particular situations. The causes for changes of employees’ motivation and internal environmental factors should be analyzed, predicting the alteration of internal environmental factors and motivation measures. The feedback (if it is necessary) would help to modify the model of motivation.

In summary, it should be pointed out that in order to motivate employees it is necessary to know what might motivate each person in a particular situation. A particular situation not necessarily satisfies everyone’s needs. It should be emphasized that several different, sometimes even contradictory factors, (that might be formed as a response to different environmental factors or different pressure of social systems) motivate peoples’ behavior.

Conclusions
1. The activity of public sector organizations is formalized because the rules and regulations involve almost all its members’ behavior. In organizations, all roles are clearly and exactly formulated, people’s behavior provided, independent of personal and sometimes professional features.
2. Work in the public sector is not diverse and sometimes it reminds of a routine because it is necessary to work in accordance with legal acts, administrative procedures, rules and other regulations. In private sector, on the contrary, employees receive freedom when doing tasks and the tasks themselves are more innovative, they constantly change and vary.
3. As the studies showed employees are dissatisfied with too many “bureaucratic – formal” procedures (freedom for decision making has been evaluated 3 points), information about the organization activity, and feedback (the importance of measures is 4.2 points, and satisfaction level is 2.9 points). Decision making freedom is influenced by regulation of decision making and that is why too much time is wasted for signatures and permissions, instead of solving the problem directly.
4. Employees of municipal administrations are dissatisfied with motivation measures applied, the level of measures applicability is insufficient and there is no system in employees’ motivation. Different internal environmental factors are differently influenced by different groups of motivation measures.
5. In order to motivate employees, it is necessary to know what can motivate each person in a particular situation. A particular situation not necessarily satisfies everyone’s needs. Sometimes even contradictory factors that might be formed as a response to different environmental factors or different pressure of social systems motivate peoples’ behavior.
6. Analysis of internal environment is important for knowing and assessing present situation in public sector, where organizations function. Executives of organization must expeditiously react to changes in internal environment and select the best motivation measures for employees (i.e. special reaction programs for employees) that allow implementation of activity guides provided in advance.
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Abstract
Agriculture is a unique sector, because it is associated with negative outcomes stemming from imperfectly predictable biological and climatic variables. These variables include natural adversities (for example, pests and diseases), climatic factors are not within the control of agricultural producers. So in agriculture it is very important to identify and evaluate risk, only then decisions made in farm will bring profit and other positive results. Scientific literature distinguishes a lot of methods for risk evaluation, but it is not clear what methods could be adapted in agriculture sector. This article presents main risk types in agriculture and their features as well as introduces most popular risk evaluation methods and their possible use in assessing risks in agriculture.
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Introduction
Market-ground organized business involves risks as a consequence of various factors. Rapidly changing market conditions increase competition and intensify the need to evaluate and manage risk. If the risk is not evaluated, it can lead to loss or even bankruptcy.

Agricultural business organizations are facing risks more than other business sectors, because agricultural products and services are related to natural processes and biological assets: plant’s and animal’s diseases. Agriculture is particularly exposed to adverse natural disasters, such as insect damage and poor weather conditions that negatively impact production. The economic costs of major climatic disasters may increase further in the future due to climate changes. Agriculture is a unique sector mainly because of these reasons: seasonality; agricultural products are more prone to damage; climate fluctuations; agricultural demand, supply and price fluctuations. Thus, in agriculture it is very important to evaluate and manage agriculture risk, only then it will be possible to make effective and timely decisions.

The purpose of this article is to identify main types of agriculture risks and to analyze their evaluation methods.

Tasks:
1. To analyze scientific literature and identify risk concept.
2. To exclude main risk types in agriculture and circumstances of their occurrence.
3. To analyze risk evaluation methods and their features.

Materials and Methods
In order to analyze the risk assessment methods, first of all it is important to understand what the risk is and how it is defined. For this purpose scientific and academic literature (Alekenvičienė, 2005; Jaeger et al., 2001; Simaitienė, 2005; Rutkauskas, 2001; Vaughan, 1997; Buškevičiūtė et al., 1999; Laskienė, 2004; Rainey, 2002; Clark et al., 1996; Cindyniques et al., 2008) was analyzed, and using generalization method a risk definition was formulated.

After determining risk and its concept, risk performances in agriculture sector were analyzed. Therefore, agriculture economics literature (Hardarker et al., 2004; Patrick, 1992; Dickson, 1996; Johnson, 2007; Adams, 2008; Barnett et al., 2009; Dao et al., 2004; Simaitienė, 2007) was investigated, and using generalization, synthesis techniques five types of agriculture risk were extricated.

Finally, theoretical analysis of risk evaluation methods (Rasche, 2001; Laskienė, 2003; Ahmed et al., 2007; Bandyopadhyay et al., 1999; Bagliano et al., 1998; Dimitrakopoulos et al., 2010) by using deduction, comparison, generalization techniques used for agricultural risk assessment, identifying their features and their specific use were selected.

Results and Discussion
Defining risk concept
Market-ground organized business inevitably involves risks as a consequence of various factors. When environment is constantly changing, business is characterized by uncertainty, insecurity and risky decisions. Rapidly changing market conditions and increased competition result in intensifying the need to assess and manage risk. Underrated risk can influence decision-making efficiency.

Risk management is relevant to entrepreneurs seeking to succeed and survive in a dynamic market. Risk management is not possible without a risk assessment because risk assessment can only determine whether risk level is acceptable or not, whether the benefits of the use of human and financial resources will help to achieve expected result. Risk assessment is a complex process, but it is necessary to carry out a profitable business activity.

In order to determine the risk significance for decision making process, it is important to identify
the risk. According to Rockett (1999), the concept of risk is broad enough and is often confused with concepts such as harm, danger, threat or uncertainty. According to other opinion, the risk is an event or its outcome probability. Risk includes both the possible benefits, as well as loss. Jasanoff (1998) considers that the concept of risk analysis is the most important step in decision-making process that can help to carry out profitable activities.

The scientific literature presents different approaches to risk. Table 1 illustrates three most popular risk concepts.

Meanwhile, Alekneviciene (2005) argues that persons usually take risk for the possibility of getting better results than expected. According to the author’s work, in the market activity is developed in order to earn maximum profit and gain the greatest market share, so it is clear that the main goal is to win. Meanwhile, the likelihood of defeat is desired to be eliminated completely or reduced to a minimum, so this paper will use the concept of risk as possibility to suffer financial losses.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk concept (made by author)</th>
<th>Researches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The risk is perceived not only as an opportunity to lose, but also as an opportunity to win</td>
<td>Jaeger et al. (2001); Simaitiene (2005); Rutkauskas (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risks perceived as possibility of unwelcome event</td>
<td>Vaughan (1997); Buskevičiūtė et al. (1999); Laskienė (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The risk is perceived as likely to suffer a loss</td>
<td>Rainey (2002); Clark et al. (1996); Cindyniques et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk type</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Researches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>Risk occurs because agriculture is affected by many uncontrollable events that are often related to weather, including excessive or insufficient rainfall, extreme temperatures, hail, insects, and diseases. Technology plays a key role in production risk in farming. The rapid introduction of new crop varieties and production techniques often offers the potential for improved efficiency, but may at times yield poor results, particularly in the short term. In contrast, the threat of obsolescence exists with certain practices (for example, using machinery for which parts are no longer available), which creates another, and different, kind of risk.</td>
<td>Hardarker et al. (2004); Patrick (1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial</td>
<td>This type of risk depends on the way the firm’s capital is obtained and financed. A farmer may be subject to fluctuations in interest rates on borrowed capital, or face cash flow difficulties if there are insufficient funds to repay creditors. The use of borrowed funds means that a share of the returns from the business must be allocated to meeting debt payments. Even when a farm is one hundred percent owner financed, the operator’s capital is still exposed to the probability of losing equity or net worth.</td>
<td>Dickson (1996); Johnson (2007); Adams (2008); Barnett et al. (2009); Patrick (1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>This type of risk may be caused by such events as death, divorce, injury, or the poor health of a principal in the firm. In addition, the changing objectives of individuals involved in the farming enterprise may have significant effects on the long run performance of the operation.</td>
<td>Dao et al. (2004); Hardarker et al. (2004); Patrick (1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political</td>
<td>This risk stems from changes in policies and regulations that affect agriculture. This type of risk generally arises from changes in policies affecting the disposal of animal manure, restrictions in conservation practices or land use, or changes in income tax policy or credit policy, subsidies granting.</td>
<td>Hardarker et al. (2004); Patrick (1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>This type of risk is related to trade transactions and participants opportunities to meet its obligations under certain economic conditions in the country. This risk reflects the country’s economic risk indicators.</td>
<td>Simaitiene (2007); Hardarker et al. (2004)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Risk types in Agriculture

Risk in agriculture as a concern has been around the world since 1933, when the base of risk analysis was established by Frank Knight (2002). By analysing literature in the field of agricultural risk (Halter, 1971; Dillon, 1971; Hardaker, 2006; Landanyi, 2003), we can find out that evaluating and managing risk in agriculture is difficult. The enterprise of agriculture is subjected to a lot of uncertainties. The reason for the difficulty is confusion and differences of opinion about what risk is and how it can be measured.

According to Gomez-Limon et al (2003) risk is present in all agricultural management decisions as a result of different sources of uncertainty, and as long as farmers have different preferences with respect to risk, the choices they make will be conditioned to a lower or higher degree by a risk-minimizing process. Moreover, the increasing role of uncertainty from climate change and globalization creates a greater need for tools to efficiently manage different sources of uncertainty (Ritchie et al., 2004; Stigter, 2008; Hansen et al., 2009).

Agricultural economics literature has provided several studies to estimate farmer risk preferences, but most of the studies include evaluation only of one kind of risk, e.g. political, economic or financial. In Table 2 the main risk type in agriculture and their circumstances of their occurrence are illustrated.

As it is seen in Table 2, agriculture risks have different sources, but they also are related to each other. After analyzing risk and their features, it is possible to identify interaction between them. Farmers decide what kind of crop to produce according to the situation in the market, price level, what kind of policies are in their country, the climate conditions, in what region their land is located, and, of course, in any kind of decision making process farmers personal opinion and expectations are very important. So it is clear that production risk is related to economic, political and personal risks. Economic risk depends on political situation in the country, and also depends on various regulations. Financial risk depends on legislation (that is a part of political risk) and on general economic situation in the country. Thus, analyzing risks in agriculture and seeking evaluation of them, it is difficult to separate different types of risk, because risks interact and influence each other.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Personal</th>
<th>Production</th>
<th>Economic</th>
<th>Political</th>
<th>Financial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What if? - hazard analysis method, that determines what can go wrong and judging the likelihood and severity of those situations occurring.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy matrix - it is mathematical algorithm to predict future performance</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario Analysis - This method analyzes from “bad” to “good” variations of circumstances and compares them with the most probable situation or the base case.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Tree Analysis- ETA - this is a logical model to determine how the unexpected event could take place</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault Tree Analysis - FTA - it is the diagram showing the logical relationships between errors of the subsystems and components.</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delfi technique - this method is based on a variety of expert opinion. There is a special questionnaire and experts are interviewed.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monte-Carlo simulation - it is the method where computer simulations of future are developed and expected rate of return and risk indexes are obtained.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost-benefit analysis - CBA - this method weighs the potential costs and expected profitability, the method uses the time value of money.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk-at-value - VAR - VAR method is a statistical method that measures potential losses, which over time with a certain probability business entity will face.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variation-covariation method - this method uses massive historical data, usually it is very adaptive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Methods for risk evaluation in agriculture

Risk evaluation in scientific literature contains many models of both quantitative and qualitative terms. According to Braendeland, Refsdal, Stolen (2010), qualitative risk modelling techniques are focused on the causes and consequences, while the quantitative - focused on events of probability calculations.

For agricultural risk assessment the same risk evaluation methods that are used by other sectors are used. As was mentioned before, agriculture is a specific sector, due to its close relation with nature. After analyzing scientific literature (Rasche, 2001; Laskienė, 2003; Ahmed et al., 2007; Bandyopadhyay et al., 1999; Bagliano et al., 1998; Dimitrakopoulos et al., 2010), main risk evaluation methods used for agriculture risk evaluation were denoted. Results of this analysis are shown in Table 3.

As it is seen in Table 3, agricultural economics literature has provided several studies to estimate farmer risk preferences, but most of the studies include evaluation only of one kind of risk, e.g. financial, personal, economics or political, so it is difficult to choose effective evaluation method, as quantitative methods usually require massive statistical data, special technique and knowledge, and it takes time to calculate the result. Meanwhile, qualitative methods deeply depend on knowledge and experience or a decision-maker. So advantages of quantitative methods are disadvantages of qualitative methods and vice versa.

In general, all these studies focus on a limited set of risk sources, and only few researchers such as Xiaoy Su, Zhonghua Zhao, Huijie Zhang, Zhiqiang Li, Yong Deng (2011) seek to evaluate a few or more risks at the same time with one evaluation model. They suggest using only one integrated risk assessment model for evaluating risks in agriculture. This model evaluate in integrated way not only different kind of risks, but also different kind of data (quantitative and qualitative).

In author’s opinion one integrated risk evaluation model for agriculture risks evaluation would be very useful because of these reasons: risks in agriculture are related with each other, so using one integrated model will be possible to evaluate situation very briefly; while evaluating the risk, it is important to take into account not only statistical, quantitative data, but also circumstances – qualitative data; using one model instead of many decisions will be made on time, quickly and efficiently.

Conclusions

1. Market activity is developed in order to earn maximum profit and gain the greatest market share, so the main goal of any activity in market is profit. Meanwhile, the likelihood of defeat is desired to eliminate risk completely or reduce it to a minimum. So risk concept can be defined as possibility to suffer financial losses.

2. Main risk types in agriculture are: personal, production, economic, political, and financial. These agriculture risks have different sources, but they also are related to each other. After analyzing risk and their features, it is possible to identify interaction between them. Farmers decide what kind of crop to produce according to situation in the market, price level, what kind of policies are in their home country, climate conditions and in what region their land is situated, and, of course, in any kind of decision making process farmers personal opinion and expectations are very important. It is obvious that production risk is related to economic, political and personal risks. Economic risk depends on political situation in the country, and also depends on various regulations. Financial risk depends on legislation that is a part of political risk and on general economic situation in the country. So analyzing risks in agriculture and seeking to evaluate or manage them, it is difficult to separate different types of risk, because risks interact and influence each other.

3. Several quantitative and qualitative methods are used for risk evaluation: What if? Variation-covariation method, Risk-at-value, Cost-benefit analysis, Monte-Carlo simulation, Delfi technique, Fuzzy matrix, Scenario Analysis, Event Tree Analysis and Fault Tree Analysis. One and the same method can be used for few types of risks to be evaluated.

4. For risk evaluation in agriculture, it would be very useful to use integrated risk assessment model due to these reasons: risks in agriculture are related with each other, so using one integrated model will be possible to evaluate situation very briefly; while evaluating the risk, it is important to take into account not only statistical, quantitative data, but also circumstances – qualitative data; using one model instead of many decisions will be made on time, quickly and efficiently.
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Abstract
Farm financial distress can be determined by many factors. Farm failure can be the result of macroeconomic environment, unsuccessful farmer’s management decisions, and even natural forces. Different financial distress determinants may have different influence on a farm financial position. This study presents average financial ratios (leverage, return on assets, and return on equity) and single ratio of rental equivalent to gross margin according to farm size, land quality, economic size, farmer’s age and type of farming in Lithuania. The new approach to financial distress diagnosis requires classifying farms into financial positions. Considering average financial ratios and single ratio of rental equivalent to gross margin, farms were classified according to financial positions in order to estimate financial distress determinants and classify them according to financial positions. The focusing problem is which determinants could be useful to classify farms in financial positions. The new approach to financial distress diagnosis requires classifying farms into financial positions. The focusing problem is which determinants could be useful to classify farms in financial positions.

Key words: financial position, financial distress determinants, Melichar’s procedure, Lithuanian farms.

Introduction
Financial distress determinants and financial distress prediction are highly important to farm business, as European farms are generally family businesses. Therefore, farm’s financial distress can result in farmers and their families losing their employment, homes and their way of life.

It is worth mentioning that much of the literature of financial distress determinants is not specific to agriculture. On the other hand, a number of researches have noted that industrial sector is a significant determinant in the financial distress prediction models. It is fairly certain, that farms financial distress determinants studies are not sufficient. In a number of cases, demand to analyze farm financial distress determinants increased after post-crisis periods. Some of the evidence shows, that researchers pay more attention to farm financial distress determinants or prediction after 1980’s agricultural recession, 1990’s massive collapse of the cooperatives in the United States and after 1998’s Year of the Russian crisis. It is worth looking through farm financial ratios after 2008-2009 World’s economic and finance crisis.


The object of research – the financial distress determinants. The aim of the research – to set financial distress determinants and classify them according to financial position of Lithuanian farms according to the farm size, land quality, economic size, farmer’s age and type of farming.

The main objectives: (1) to develop the methodology of financial distress determination; (2) to present the determinants of financial distress in Lithuanian farms; (3) to classify Lithuanian farms in financial positions according to financial distress determinants. The new approach to financial distress diagnosis requires classifying farms into financial positions. The focusing problem is which determinants could be useful to classify farms in financial positions.

Materials and Methods
Financial distress is a process, caused by the economic difficulties and (or) poor farm management. It starts when the farm cannot carry out its obligations. Therefore, the farm has to sell its assets, lay off employees, creditors no longer have the prospects of recovering investments or dealing with creditors can be made complicated. If obligations become disproportionate to the farm’s assets, the loss could not be covered by assets. This is the reason why farm
can no longer exist in its present form. Financial distress begins in short-term insolvency and ends with leaving farm business.

Jolly et al. (1985) argue, that financial distress can be determined by examining long-run characteristics (profitability, liquidity, solvency and risk-bearing ability) of the farm business and measured indirectly by aggregate indicators (include land value trends, foreclosure and loan delinquent rates, or loan losses taken by creditors). However, Jolly et al. (1985), Wadsworth, Bravo-Ureta (1992) analysis of financial distress determinants has focused on the leverage (debt-to-asset \( D/A \)) ratio.

Melichar’s procedure, used in Wadsworth, Bravo-Ureta (1992) study to determine a farm’s financial position, combines 3 financial ratios and equity level. Financial ratios needed to implement Melichar’s scheme, were suggested \( D/A \) ratio, where \( D/A \) is total debt as a percentage of total farm assets; return on assets (ROA), equal to net farm income before interest payments minus the value of unpaid labour as a percentage of total farm assets; return on equity \( (ROE) \) equal to net farm income minus the value of unpaid labour and interest payments as a percentage of equity, and equity level (total farm assets minus debt) to classify farms into four financial positions: (1) good; (2) fair; (3) stressed; (4) vulnerable (Wadsworth and Bravo-Ureta, 1992).

According to Melichar’s procedure (Figure 1), farms are classified in the good financial position if they are not experiencing financial distress. Farms are classified as fair if they are not able to sustain their equity or fully service debt in the long-term, but they are not in serious trouble in the short-term. Farms in vulnerable position are currently experiencing financial trouble and may not survive in the long-term, while farms classified in the distressed group have big solvency problems unless returns improve (Wadsworth and Bravo-Ureta, 1992). Farms with ROE from -5% to + 5% are financially stable in the short-term. In the long-term, farms will need to make some operating changes and may be vulnerable to

![Figure 1. Farm Financial Position According to Melichar’s Procedure, With Farm Equity Greater than 50000$ (made by authors according to Wadsworth, Bravo-Ureta, 1992).](image-url)
assets value declines. Farms with ROE less than -5% are failing at modest to rapid rate (Jolly et al., 1985).

On the other hand, Franks (1998) focused on categorising farms into one of three financial distress categories and accompanied by a comprehensive range of specification tests. The researcher found out that the importance of increasing returns on equity as a strategy for reducing the likelihood of being classified as financially distressed. Franks (1998) gave some critics on Melichar’s procedure. He systematized a number of arguments of scientists and argues that financial distress measures based on leverage more properly indicates the exposure to risk, but it conveys no information on the opportunity interest repayments. Leverage does not reveal the income-generating potential of the farm and does not give information about the liquidity of the farmer’s asset structure. Franks (1998) focused on Crabtree (1985) and Temple, Turner (1995) suggested to simplify the selection of a basket of ratios. Researchers suggest using the single ratio of rental equivalent to gross output (RE/GM), where rental equivalent is the sum of interest and rent paid. The main argument was found out, that interest and rent are financial charges that cannot be displaced in time. Equally, failure to pay interest and rent commitment as they fall due may result in foreclosure of loans or loss of tenure. Poole (1986), Harrison, Tranter (1989) improved RE/GM measure by using rental equivalent to gross margin (RE/GM). Gross margin is calculated as the difference between the gross output and the variable costs of farm (Florey, et al., 2004). Deducting variable costs from gross output more accurately represents the cash generated by the farm business that is available to finance rent and interest payments (Franks, 1998). Both Poole (1986) and Harrison, Tranter (1989) identify three categories of financial distress, but disagree over the boundary values with which to discriminate between the categories (1 Table).

Whilst these authors agree that financial distress can be adequately represented by three categories, they clearly have not agreed regarding the appropriate boundary values. Furthermore, Franks (1998) argues, that Harrison, Tranter (1989) suggested upper limit of 50% may imply such severe financial distress that few practical alternative strategies remain open to the farmer.

The main data source for this article is a Farm Accountancy Data Network (FADN). The specific data used are based on Lithuanian family farm records from a total of 1300 operations for the calendar year 2010. Selected farms cover all districts, natural zones and reflect different farming conditions.

Results and Discussion

To determine Lithuanian farm’s financial position, Melichar’s procedure with operators with equity greater than 50 000 $ (or 130495 Lt according to 31 December 2010 the official exchange rate), as all analysed groups of Lithuanian farms had Equity greater than 130495 Lt were used. In the survey 3 financial ratios (D/A, ROA and ROE) and financial distress measure RE/GM. Tables 2–6 provide the financial positions of the 1300 Lithuanian farms in the sample were used.

Table 2 presents Lithuanian farm grouped according to farm size average financial ratios and average single ratio of RE/GM. According to Melichar’s procedure farming group with greater than 150 hectares size can be classified as good. Farming group between 50 and 100 hectares size can be classified as vulnerable. Other groups are classified as fair. It means, that 47.2% of Lithuanian farm grouped according to the farm size in fair financial position, 30.6% are in good and 22.2% are in vulnerable financial position. D/A ratio between 1.4 and 16.2% shows that all farms, grouped according to the farm size, are not risk averse. Generally, the bigger is the farm size, the higher is the ROE ratio. According to ROE ratio, the biggest farms (from 50 to 100 hectares, 100 – 150 hectares and greater than 150 hectares) are financially stable in the short-term. In relation to this argument, the authors can conclude, that the farm size determines farm’s financial position. According to single ratio of RE/GM all farming groups according to the farm size can be classified as stable, because according to Poole (1986), Harrison, Tranter (1989) and Franks (1998) suggested boundary values RE/GM are less than 25%. In relation to this argument, authors can state, that rent and interest
payments do not determine Lithuanian farms according to the farm size financial position. It is very possible, that rent and interest payments are quite small compared to gross margin.

Table 3 presents financial ratios of Lithuanian farms grouped according to the land quality. The farm group with land quality greater than 45 points is classified to be in good financial position. It presents that about 37.7% of analysed farms are in good financial position. Other groups are classified as vulnerable, because they were not classified in any other position according to Melichar’s procedure. D/A ratio between 6 and 11.3% shows that all farms, grouped according to the land quality, are not risk averse. Generally, high land quality determines farms financial position.

As shown in the Table 3, about 41% of analysed Lithuanian farm’s are oriented towards less favoured areas and 59% towards normal areas. According to Melichar’s procedure, farming group in less favoured areas are classified as fair. Farm in normal areas are classified as vulnerable. Farms located in less favoured areas have marginally higher D/A ratio comparing with farms located in normal areas.

According to single ratio of RE/GM all farming groups according to the land quality can be classified as stable, because boundary values of ratio RE/GM are less than 25%. It is almost certain, that rent and interest payments do not determine Lithuanian farms financial position.

### Table 2

**Average Ratios and Financial Positions of Lithuanian Farms According to Farm Size in 2010**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Farm size, ha</th>
<th>Stability, %</th>
<th>Profitability, %</th>
<th>Re/gm, %</th>
<th>Financial position</th>
<th>Number Of farms</th>
<th>Structure Of farms, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D/a</td>
<td>Roa</td>
<td>Roe</td>
<td>According to stability &amp; Profitability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>-6.0</td>
<td>-6.1</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–&lt; 20</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>-6.4</td>
<td>-6.5</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–&lt; 30</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>-5.2</td>
<td>-5.5</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–&lt; 40</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>-6.3</td>
<td>-6.6</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–&lt; 50</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>-5.3</td>
<td>-5.9</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–&lt; 100</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>Vulnerable</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100–&lt; 150</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>13.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;= 150</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>30.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Made by the authors. Source: FADN.

### Table 3

**Average Ratios and Financial Positions of Lithuanian Farms According to Land Quality in 2010**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land quality, in points</th>
<th>Stability, %</th>
<th>Profitability, %</th>
<th>Re/gm, %</th>
<th>Financial position</th>
<th>Number Of farms</th>
<th>Structure of farms, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D/a</td>
<td>Roa</td>
<td>Roe</td>
<td>According to stability &amp; Profitability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 32</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>-4.8</td>
<td>-5.3</td>
<td>Vulnerable</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32–&lt; 35</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>-5.0</td>
<td>-5.4</td>
<td>Vulnerable</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35–&lt; 45</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>-3.9</td>
<td>-4.4</td>
<td>Vulnerable</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>45.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;= 45</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>37.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Less favoured areas 10.4 -3.1 -3.5 3.6 Fair Stable 533 41.0
Normal areas 8.0 -2.1 -2.3 5.6 Vulnerable Stable 767 59.0

**Total** 1300 100

Made by the authors. Source: FADN.
As it can be seen from Table 4, Lithuanian farms are grouped according to farmer’s age: less than 40 years and between 40 and 49 years old farmers are classified to be in a fair financial position, but those who are over 50 years old, are classified as vulnerable. There is no difference in financial ratios if you compare the group of farmers who are younger than 40 years with farmers who are between 40 and 49 year age group. On the other hand, farms with the owner who is over 50 have almost 4 percentage points smaller D/A ratio. Therefore, it is quite possible that younger farmers are more risk averse than older ones. It seems that all farms, grouped according to farmer’s age, ROE ratio are greater than -5%; therefore, these farms are financially stable in the short-term. In relation to this argument, authors can state, that farmer’s age have influence on farms financial position. According to single ratio of RE/GM all farming groups according to farmer’s age can be classified as stable, because boundary values of ratio RE/GM are less than 25%.

Table 5 presents Lithuanian farm financial ratios according to types of farming. As it can be seen from Table 5, about 7.9% of analysed Lithuanian farms are organic. According to Melichar’s procedure, organic farms can be classified in fair financial position. It is very probable that organic farm will fail, because ROE ratio is less than -5%. According to single ratio of RE/GM, organic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of farming</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Financial position</th>
<th>Number of farms</th>
<th>Structure of farms, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stability, %</td>
<td>Profitability, %</td>
<td>Re/gm, %</td>
<td>According to stability &amp; Profitability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D/a</td>
<td>Roa</td>
<td>Roe</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic farms</td>
<td>6.78</td>
<td>-7.9</td>
<td>-8.4</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialised in cereals, oilseeds and protein crops</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General field cropping, mixed cropping</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horticulture and permanent crops</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialised in dairying</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grazing livestock</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>-6.9</td>
<td>-7.2</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialised in granivorous</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field crops – grazing livestock, combined</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>-4.8</td>
<td>-5.3</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various crops and livestock, combined</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>-5.2</td>
<td>-5.8</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
farms can be classified as stable, because RE/GM ratio is 5.3%.

According to financial ratios (Table 5) in a good financial position are general field cropping, mixed cropping farms and specialised granivorous farms. It is very small part of Lithuanian farms, because general field cropping, mixed cropping and specialised granivorous farms present accordingly 12.1% and 1.5% of all Lithuanian farms. Specialised cereals, oilseeds and protein crops, grazing livestock, various crops and livestock, combined farms are in a fair financial position. The structure of these farms with all analyzed farms is accordingly 30.9%, 7.1% and 4.1%. Horticulture and permanent crops, specialised dairying and field crops – grazing livestock, combined are classified to be in vulnerable financial position, because they were not classified in any other position according to Melichar’s procedure. These farms together with all analysed farms constitute 44.3%.

D/A ratio between 3.9% and 12.6% shows that all farms, grouped according to the types of farming, are not risk averse. According to ROE ratio most of farms (specialised cereals, oilseeds and protein crops, general field cropping, specialised dairying, specialised granivorous) are financially stable in the short-term. It is very probable that grazing livestock, field crops – grazing livestock, various crops and livestock, combined farms will fail, because ROE ratio is less than -5%. In relation to this argument, authors can state, that type of farming determines farm financial position.

According to single ratio of RE/GM, all farming groups can be classified as stable, because boundary values of ratio RE/GM are less than 25%. It is very possible, that rent and interest payments are quite small comparing with gross margin.

Table 6 presents financial ratios according to economic size.

 Farms between 25 and 50 ESU, 50 and 100 ESU, and greater than 250 ESU are in good financial position. The structure of these farms with all analyzed farms is accordingly 18%, 21.8%, 5.8% respectively. Farms to economic size between 4 and 8 ESU, 8 and 15 ESU are in fair financial position. The structure of these farms with all analyzed farms is accordingly 9.5% and 15%. Remaining two farms are classified in vulnerable financial position and it presents about 17.8% comparing with all analyzed farms. There was a gradual increase on D/A ratio according to farms economic size. Therefore, it is quite possible, that farms with high economic size are more risk averse than low. Low economic size farms ROE ratio is less than -5%, it tends to fail in long-term. In relation to this argument, the authors can state that economic size have influence on farms financial position.

Considering single ratio of RE/GM, all farming groups according to economic size can be classified as stable, because boundary values of ratio RE/GM are less than 25%.

Conclusions

In the survey 3 financial ratios (D/A, ROA and ROE) and financial distress measure RE/GM were used. The survey showed, that analysed Lithuanian farms are not risk averse according to the farm size, land quality, economic size, farmer’s age and type of farming, as D/A ratio was less than 40% in all cases. Farms located in less favoured areas have marginally higher D/A ratio compared to farms located in normal areas. Farms with older than 50 years of age farmers have almost 4 percentage points smaller D/A ratio. Therefore, it is quite possible that younger farmers

```plaintext
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic size (esu)</th>
<th>D/a</th>
<th>Roa</th>
<th>Roe</th>
<th>Re/gm, %</th>
<th>Financial position According to re/gm</th>
<th>Number of farms</th>
<th>Structure of farms, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4–&lt; 8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>-8.5</td>
<td>-8.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>Fair Stable</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8–&lt; 15</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>-6.3</td>
<td>-6.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>Fair Stable</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15–&lt; 25</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>-3.7</td>
<td>-4.1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Vulnerable Stable</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–&lt; 50</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Good Stable</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–&lt; 100</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>Good Stable</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>21.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100–&lt; 250</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Vulnerable Stable</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;=250</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>Good Stable</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Table 6

Made by the authors. Source: FADN.
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are more risk averse than older ones. There was a gradual increase in D/A ratio according to the farms’ economic size. Therefore, it is quite possible that farms with high economic size are more risk averse than with those with low.

Generally, the bigger is the farm size, the higher is ROE ratio. According to ROE ratio, the biggest farms (from 50 hectares) are financially stable in the short-term. High land quality, type of farming, farm’s economic size, farmer’s age tend to have influence on farms financial position. According to Melichar’s procedure, organic farms are classified to be in fair financial position. It is very probable that the organic farm will fail, because ROE ratio is less than -5%.

All farming groups can be classified as stable according to single ratio of RE/GM. The authors can make a conclusion that rent and interest payments do not determine Lithuanian farms financial position. The main reason is that rent and interest payments are quite small compared to gross margin.
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Abstract
Food consumption becomes an increasingly important topic considering global and local environmental problems as well as health issues and wellbeing of nations in general. Also in Latvia people are becoming more aware of importance of food and its direct and indirect impact on their everyday life. Therefore it is very important to evaluate sustainable aspects of food consumption and look for the barriers and drivers in order to form more sustainable consumption patterns which are based on information, knowledge and consciousness. The aim of the study is to investigate the perspective of sustainable food consumption in Latvia. The tasks of the study are:
1. to review present food consumption patterns from sustainability perspective;
2. to elucidate consumers’ understandings, attitudes and behaviour towards sustainable food consumption.

The empirical research was based on the online survey with a sample of 82 women in the age group from 19-35. Descriptive statistics were used to analyze the results of the questionnaire and data obtained from Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia. The results of the study indicate the gap between positive attitudes towards sustainable food and stated purchasing behaviour. There is an obvious perspective of growth of sustainable food market if we increase the awareness of consumers regarding sustainable consumption issues.

Key words: sustainable, food, consumption, behaviour, attitudes.

Introduction
Since food belongs to the very basic needs of all living beings and is the most essential product for daily consumption worldwide, it is clearly the basics of sustainable development. Sustainable food consumption should be on the top of every national political agenda, which is striving to secure wellbeing of their nation.

According to the calculations of total carbon footprints in Latvia, food constitutes approximately 55% of households’ greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) Brizga and Kudriņickis (2009), composing the largest share is composed of animal products of high carbon capacity. Moreover food endangers not only the carrying capacity of the earth but human health as well.

There is no common definition or internationally accepted criteria system for sustainability of food. Most definitions mention three dimensions of sustainability: social sustainability (i.e. people issues, such as health, food safety, quality of life and hunger), environmental sustainability (i.e. land use, energy use and gas emissions and soil pollution) and economic sustainability. One cannot speak about food sustainability without evoking a sustainable agriculture (a way of producing food and feed that is healthy for consumers and animals, does not harm the environment, is humane for workers, respects animals, provides fair wages to farmers and supports and enhances rural communities), and sustainable nutrition, defined through the following aspects: enjoyable and easily digestible foods, preferably plant-based foods, preferably minimally processed foods, organically produced foods, regional and seasonal products, products with environmentally sound packaging, and fair-trade products Lefin (2008).

As Tischner and Kjaernes (2007) underline it: ‘The goal cannot be to reduce consumption of food as much as possible, but to figure out which kinds of food, produced and processed where and in what way, prepared, how and by whom, consumed, digested, with leftovers disposed off or even reused in etc. are the most sustainable options for different regions and cultures, different production systems and consumers/citizens.’

The aim of the study is to investigate the perspective of sustainable food consumption in Latvia.

To attain the aim the following tasks are identified as relevant:
1. to review present food consumption patterns from sustainability perspective;
2. to analyze the results of survey about consumers’ understandings, attitudes and behaviour towards sustainable food consumption.

The empirical research was based on the online survey with a sample of 82 women in the age group 19-35. Descriptive statistics were used to analyze the results of the questionnaire and data obtained from Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia. The methods of analysis, synthesis and logical construction were used to study the problem elements.

Materials and Methods
To draw the perspectives of sustainable food consumption in Latvia, attitudes and behaviours towards sustainable food consumption were linked together to find out the extent to which attitude is translated into purchasing behaviour. To get an insight into this the study focused on three aspects:

- how important the issue is for the consumer;
- does the consumer actively seek the more sustainable produce;
the purchases of products identified as being more sustainable (obtained from official statistics).

To obtain the answers on two first questions mentioned above, an online survey was designed and conducted in March 2012. To measure attitudes and opinions the questionnaire was mainly containing Likert-type scales, which assumes that the strength/intensity of experience is linear, i.e. on a continuum from strongly agree to strongly disagree, and makes the assumption that attitudes can be measured. Respondents were offered a choice of five pre-coded responses with the neutral point being ‘I do not know’ or ‘have no opinion’.

The Likert Scale was also used to allow the individual to express the degree of their agreement or disagreement with a particular statement.

The sample for this study consisted of 82 young consumers - women in the age group from 19 to 35 years. The rationale for focusing on this population is twofold. Firstly, the women are the ones who are mainly shopping for food and serving it to their families. Secondly, the young age is chosen because this is the time, when women establish families and form their own values and attitudes towards joint consumption.

Descriptive statistics were used to analyze the results of the questionnaire and data obtained from Central Statistical Bureau. The methods of analysis, synthesis and logical construction were used to study the problem elements.

Results and Discussion

Sustainable consumption is based on a decision-making process that takes the consumer’s social responsibility into account in addition to individual needs and wants. Everyday consumption practices are still heavily driven by convenience, habit, value for money, personal health concerns, hedonism, and individual responses to social and institutional norms and, most importantly, they are likely to be resistant to change.

Even though there is the evidence of growing share of ethical consumers, who are feeling responsible towards society and environment and expressing these feelings by means of their purchase behaviour, practice shows that initiatives like sustainable organic food, products free from child labour, and fair-trade products often have market shares of less than 1% (Vermeir and Verbeke, 2005). This is at least partly due to the attitude-behaviour gap: attitudes alone are often a poor predictor of behavioural intention or marketplace behaviour (Kraus, 1995; Ajzen, 2001).

Potential explanations are that price, quality, convenience, and brand familiarity are still the most important decision criteria (Carrigan and Attalla, 2001; Weatherell et al., 2003), while ethical factors are only effectively taken into account by a minority of consumers. This was also proved in this particular study, where 64% of respondents stated to buy the products of their favourite brand.

Hence, although consumer interest in sustainable products may be growing, sustainable food markets remain niche markets, attracting consumers with a specific profile.

A positive attitude towards sustainable products is a good starting point to stimulate sustainable consumption. Several studies concentrated on attitudes towards sustainability and sustainable consumption behaviour. In general, about 30% of the consumers have a positive attitude towards sustainable consumption. These consumers claim to pay attention to ecological packaging, the origin of the food products and regularly buy sustainable organic food products. They perceive sustainable products to be better with respect to taste, quality, safety, and freshness, and to be more beneficial with respect to human health, the environment, and regional economies. A more negative attitude is found for the attributes price, appearance, convenience, and conservation. However, although people may have a positive attitude, they are largely passive in their role as consumer when it comes to supporting environmental or animal welfare improvements with their available budget (Vermeir and Verbeke, 2005).

The particular study is based on the following criteria’s of sustainable food consumption:

- locally and seasonally produced food, thus reducing the consumption of energy and food miles, while storing the products and delivering to consumers;
- ecologically produced food, which includes animal welfare, biological diversity, food and the environment free from pollution of agricultural chemicals;
- reduced meat consumption, thus reducing CO₂ emissions and negative impact on the environment;
- fair trade products, which includes social fairness and care about the environment;
- reduced food waste.

All these criteria’s were used to design the questionnaire in order to understand consumers’ opinion, attitudes and behaviour towards sustainable food consumption.

In Table 1 the results of the questionnaire, where consumers indicate their attitudes and state their actual behaviour towards sustainable food consumption issues are shown. All aspects were rated as important by high levels of consumers but there were differences. Healthy balanced diet was rated the highest with 90% classing it as important, while the waste (37%) and
animal welfare (54%) were rated the lowest.

Most of the consumers claimed that they buy sustainable food, especially locally (52%) and in season (47%) produced vegetables and fruits as well as healthy food (56%) and production with high animal welfare standards (43%), but not as much as they would prefer to. Much smaller number of respondents replied that they really buy the food with indicated sustainability criteria. Especially low purchasing level was found for fair trade (6%) and animal welfare products (11%). It is mainly related to low understanding and information about these products as well as availability. 58% of respondents answered that they do not know anything about fair trade products, and 36% stated they have got some information, which is not enough to make an intentional choice. To make the fair trade concept more familiar the questions about products were restricted to tea and coffee, which are the main available choices in shops, but results show that it did not help to identify the concept.

Regarding animal welfare, 72% respondents replied that they have no idea how to recognize if the products (meat, eggs and milk) are produced considering animal welfare standards or not. These numbers present an obvious gap between attitude and behaviour. Apart from the explanations about culture, values, needs and motivation, these results can be mainly interpreted with insufficient knowledge, information and availability of sustainable food products.

The results show obvious potential and perspective of sustainable food market. If consumers received more information and education regarding sustainable consumption issues, it would progress in higher sales of sustainable food products with one objection – the price should not be much higher than that of convenience food. In this study the effect of the price is not researched in details, but most of previous studies indicate its strong impact on decision to choose sustainable food products. However, only 22% of respondents stated that they look for cheapest products while shopping for food.

To emphasize the importance of information and knowledge, consumers were asked if they need more information in order to choose the environmentally friendly produced food. 82% of respondents gave a positive response.

Although the respondents of this study represented just a part of the whole Latvian population, some outcomes showed very similar results with other study conducted by DnB Nord Bank, which represents the whole Latvian population. In this particular study 58%

| Importance of sustainable food issue and stated purchase behaviour of consumers |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| Theme                           | Very important/quite important issue, % (number) | Consumers buying particular products, % (number) | Consumers buying particular products, but not as much as they would like to, % (number) |
| Whether food products are in season | 74 (61) | 38 (30) vegetables and fruits | 47 (37) vegetables and fruits |
| Whether the food products are produced in Latvia | 84 (53) | 35 (28) vegetables and fruits | 52 (42) vegetables and fruits |
| Whether food products comply with a healthy and balanced diet and are safe for consumption | 90 (74) | 21 (17) | 56 (46) |
| Whether the food has been produced ethically and socially responsible | 60 (49) | 6 (5) Fair trade tea or/and coffee | 9 (7) Fair trade tea or/and coffee |
| Whether animal based products have been produced to high animal welfare standards | 54 (44) | 11 (9) milk, eggs and meat | 43 (35) milk, eggs and meat |
| Whether the food item has been produced ecologically and with respect to the environment | 72 (58) | 14 (11) | 58 (53) Sometimes buying |
| Whether the package of the product is recyclable | 37 (30) | - | - |
of respondents answered that they sometimes buy ecologically produced food and 14% said they do it on regular basis, in the survey of DnB Nord barometer (2010) these numbers are - 52% buying sometimes, 19% - buying regularly.

Calculations of Ecological footprint of food show that the diet of an average Latvian consumer annually creates from 850 to 950 kg of CO₂. Most (330 kg) of the emissions are associated with the consumption of meat products, in the second place with 110 kg of CO₂ are milk products, followed by vegetables (85 kg of CO₂). Bread and pastries produce 70 kg of CO₂, consumed eggs cause 55 kg of CO₂, but potatoes only 16 kg of CO₂ per year. These figures depend on the amount of consumed food and carbon intensity of the product that can vary considerably between various commodities (Brizga and Dzene, 2011).

In order to explore the sustainability character of food consumption of Latvian consumers, statistical data of food consumption with the biggest impact on the environment was used, i.e. meat and meat products as well as fruits and vegetables, which on other side, usually meet the sustainability conditions.

In Figure 1 more positive tendencies towards sustainable food consumption can be observed. First of all the consumption of sausages and smoked meat has been decreasing sharply since 2007. It is mainly positive tendency due to health dimension of sustainable food – these products are high in content of salt and saturated fat. 85% of respondents responded that they are trying to follow the principles of healthy diet. 68% of respondents claimed that they are trying to limit the content of salt and saturated fat (77%) in their food. Awareness about healthy food is obviously growing especially among women.

Secondly consumption of beef is decreasing, what is more important from ecological perspective. Beef has the highest CO₂ emissions among other livestock, and also needs more agricultural land and use of water.

From this statistical quantitative data nothing more about other dimensions of sustainable food is possible to infer.

In the last 8 years (2002-2010) vegetable consumption has been decreasing sharply (see Figure 2) and the future trend line as well as R-squared value shows that it is still going to decrease. Partially it can be explained with decreased consumption of potatoes (from 115 kg to 87 kg per capita per year), which is the main vegetable in totally consumed amount of vegetables. From environmental point of view this decrease is not much reducing CO₂ emissions, but from health perspectives it can be evaluated as a positive trend, because the daily nutrition is gradually becoming more diversified. 88% of respondents answered that they are trying to eat fresh vegetables and fruits as much as possible, and this is considered to be a part of a healthy diet; however, it cannot be observed from statistical data, because in all categories vegetable consumption is reduced.

The decrease of fruit consumption is assessed as more negative aspect if examining the source, the decrease comes from. Since 2002 mainly the consumption of apples (from 19 kg to 12 kg per capita) has decreased, but at the same period the consumption
of exotic fruits such as oranges, tangerines and bananas has doubled. This is opposite tendency of sustainable consumption. It increases food miles, i.e. greater CO₂ emissions as well, and it does not support local producers and state economy itself. Unfortunately, fair trade fruits are not available in Latvia’s supermarkets, meaning that by eating imported fruits, consumers do not support sustainable consumption in any of sustainability aspects.

85% of respondents agreed that buying locally and seasonally produced vegetables and fruit; they are also taking care of the environment, thus showing good understanding of the issue.

Conclusions
1. The attitudes towards sustainable food consumption among selected respondents were highly positive and noted as important. Healthily balanced diet was rated the highest with 90% classing it as important, while the waste (37%) and animal welfare (54%) were rated the lowest.
2. Evaluating the consumer behaviour towards sustainable food consumption, there is an obvious gap between attitudes and stated behaviour. The positive attitude does not result in the same rate of purchasing behaviour. These results can be interpreted by insufficient knowledge and availability of sustainable food products.
3. Especially low purchasing level is for fair trade (6%) and animal welfare products (11%), that shows the importance of provision of information in raising the awareness of particular issue. 58% of respondents responded that they do not know anything about fair trade products and 36% stated they have some knowledge about it, but it is insufficient to make an intentional choice.
4. 72% respondents answered that they have no idea how to recognize if the products (meat, eggs and milk) are produced considering animal welfare standards.
5. Statistical data of meat consumption shows positive tendencies towards healthy consumption, but data about fruit consumption reflects the growing share towards consumption of imported commodities, that is considered as unsustainable. 88% of respondents state that they try to eat fresh fruits and vegetables as much as possible, that contradicts with decreasing numbers in statistical data. It can be explained with particular group of respondents of this study.
6. The results of the study show a growing perspective of sustainable food market share. Clearer and more understandable information is delivered to consumers, especially women, faster the shift to more sustainable consumption patterns is expected to take place.
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Abstract
Entrepreneurial activity in various regions of Latvia is one of the most actual topics for politicians at many levels. The aim of this paper is to characterize entrepreneurial activity in the Kurzeme Region in the context of municipalities analysing the accessible statistical data. The entrepreneurial activity in the Kurzeme Region is analyzed both in general and in the context of municipalities in this paper. Analysing accessible statistical data, one can draw a conclusion that the entrepreneurial activity in the Kurzeme Region is not even. It testifies that the factors which influence entrepreneurial activity development in some areas are to be searched at the level of municipalities. In addition, the analysis of data specifies various correlations. For example, the smallest number of merchants per 1000 inhabitants in Kurzeme region is in relatively small border municipalities, but higher results are in large cities and local authorities who comprise larger cities or in municipalities which border with larger towns. It is similarly discovered that in Kurzeme region there is a smaller amount of self-employed persons in local authorities with a large number of merchants per 1000 inhabitants and vice versa. There are also exceptions, further research is necessary to justify such correlations.

Key words: Municipalities, self-employed persons, merchants, farm and fish hatchery, individual merchants.

Introduction
Discussions about entrepreneurial activity and economy development in regions of Latvia have become especially topical under the influence of a few factors. The socio-economic situation characterizing data testifies an imbalanced development in regions of Latvia. Development characterizing pointers in Riga and Pērīga statistical regions are considerably higher than in Kurzeme, Zemgale, Vidzeme and Latgale regions. Also, if the development differences are not so remarkably visible in Kurzeme, Zemgale and Vidzeme, then the socio-economic conditions are substantially worse in the Latgale Region. The second factor, which influences discussions about entrepreneurial activity development not only in the context of regions, but also at the level of local authorities, is the Administrative territorial reform of Latvia ceased in 2009.

In spite of the fact that each local authority - both rural and urban - is different, development issues, as well as entrepreneurial activity and economic development, are quite often observed at the regional level. Thinking of the general development of one state, the regional aspect and the counterbalanced development of regions are among the primary questions. This issue raises a question both for urban and rural areas development, because, as R. C. Feiock and J. H. Kim (2000) mark, the economic development is considered to be an area of attractiveness of basic criterion, and local elected public servants should react to the concrete area’s economy requirements. A necessity to examine entrepreneurial activity development issues on a regional and local scale is also confirmed by E. Santarelli and M. Vivarelli (2007), which stress the opinion that all positive factors, that influence entrepreneurial activity and the appearance of new enterprises, are to be searched at the regional level, because observations testify that entrepreneurial activity differs in various geographical areas. Therefore, entrepreneurial activity development in local authorities has to be examined both separately and in the context of regional development and competitiveness.

Regional differences, development of regions, competitiveness of regions, entrepreneurial activity development in regions are often investigated issues (Vaidere et al., 2006; Zvirgzdiņa, 2007; Judrupa and Šenfelde, 2008; Čingule, 2009; Krastiņš and Locâne, 2009; Zvirbulie-Bērziņa and Gruziņa, 2011). However, the entrepreneurial activity development issues in different regions in Latvia are rarely examined in the context of municipalities. The development level can be diametrically opposite even in two nearby municipalities, thus, inducing a search for the reasons of differences. Data comparing analysis at the level of municipalities can give substantial information to both local authorities, producing local development strategies and various industries development plans, and politics planners at the regional level. Therefore, the author analyses entrepreneurial activity in the Kurzeme Region, separately examining the situation in municipalities.

The aim is to characterize entrepreneurial activity in the Kurzeme Region in the context of municipalities analysing the accessible statistical data. The following tasks are executed to reach the aim: the scientific literature regarding entrepreneurial activity development differences in various areas is analysed; statistical data on entrepreneurial activity in the Kurzeme Region in general and in its municipalities is summarized and analysed.
Materials and Methods
The scientific literature and research on entrepreneurial activity development differences in various areas have been summarized and analysed in the beginning to find out whether and why entrepreneurial activity issues are examined both at regional and local authorities’ level and which are the main differences in entrepreneurial activity development in various places, including rural areas and towns.

The data of the Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia on the number of active merchants and self-employed people, as well as on the number of active merchants in the Kurzeme Region by their size and the number of active enterprises by size in all Latvia regions were used in the research. During the research (March of 2012) only provisional data is available in the Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia for the year of 2010 that was also used in this research. Municipal statistical data in the section is available in the Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia only for the years of 2009 and 2010 due to the closed in 2009 Administrative territorial reform of Latvia. Therefore, it was not possible to determine tendencies for the longer period of time. Lursoft data on the enterprises and merchants registration dynamics is also used in the research.

The following methods are used in the research: a monographic method, analysis and synthesis, logic – construction method, time series analysis.

Results and Discussion
In the Kurzeme Region there are 18 municipalities – Aizpute, Alsunga, Brocēni, Dundaga, Durbe, Grobiņa, Kuldīga, Mērsrags, Nīca, Pāvilosta, Priekule, Roja, Rucava, Saldus, Skrunda, Talsi, Vaiņode and Ventspils municipality, as well as of 2 cities of the state importance – Liepāja and Ventspils. The size of municipalities both in number of inhabitants and in terms of space is very different.

Entrepreneurial activity development in rural areas and in small towns also plays a substantial role in the even state development. The most important reasons for the uneven economic development of areas are various distances from markets and highways, communication and transport expenses related to that, as well as various levels of infrastructure (Slavinska, 2007). Other researchers (Ķusis et al., 2008) also specify, that a crucial circumstance in promoting entrepreneurial activity is the infrastructure and among entrepreneurial activity’s delaying factors in small towns the authors mention a lack of territory, lack of initiative and the unfinished Administrative territorial reform of Latvia (it was completed on 1 July, 2009 – author’s footnote). In turn, R. Zvirgziņa and A. Auķīna (2008) suppose that the successful entrepreneurial activity development in rural areas can be provided, if the socio-economic features and interests of each territorial unit, management traditions are taken into account and modified and entrepreneurial activity based on the resources of the corresponding environment is created.

In turn, entrepreneurial activity is often concentrated in a narrow and specialized sphere in small towns and medium-size towns giving benefits to the whole town, but the town’s economic future is closely related to the concrete industry, which town’s merchants have specialized in (Wolfe, 2008). One of the most substantial tendencies in entrepreneurial activity now is to search for innovative products, to introduce various innovations both in production and in service processes. Therefore, entrepreneurial activity development in the region should also be planned from this perspective. Traditionally, regional centres are more active regarding innovations; however, it is essential to develop the innovative entrepreneurial activity also in rural areas (Coronado et al., 2008).

Analysing the number of economically active units in the market sector (Table 1) for all statistical regions in Latvia, it is evident that, for example, Rīga Region is considerably dominated by commercial companies (Co Ltd’s and JST’s) – they constituted 73.4% in 2010, in turn, there was only 0.1% of farms and fish hatcheries. Also the amount of self-employed persons, in comparison to other regions, is noticeably less in the Rīga Region - only 22.6%. The situation in the Pierīga statistical region is also similar - 46% is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Self-employed</th>
<th>Individual merchant</th>
<th>Commercial company</th>
<th>Farm and fish hatchery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rīga</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>73.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pierīga</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vidzeme</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurzeme</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zemgale</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>19.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latgale</td>
<td>52.4</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>16.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: provisional data of Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia
commercial companies. It is explained by the fact that there is the largest economic activity on the whole in Rīga and Pierīgas regions, as well as a larger scale of transactions.

It is characteristic for the Kurzeme Region that the largest part of economically active units are self-employed persons (similarly also in Vidzeme, Zemgale and Latgale) - 46.1%, which is the second highest parameter after the Latgale Region (52.4%). There are also less farms and fish hatcheries in the Kurzeme Region, comparing to Vidzeme, Zemgale and Latgale, - 15.7%. At the same time, there are 30% of commercial companies in the Kurzeme Region, being the third highest parameter after Rīga and Pierīgas statistical regions.

Entrepreneurial activity scale that is chosen by a merchant, relying on his possibilities and potential demand in the market, can be various. If entrepreneurial activity is targeted only to earn the living for oneself and family, then it can be a small enterprise or even the enterprise without any employees. It is discussed in the recent years that the increase in the amount of self-employed persons can impede entrepreneurial activity development. R. Baptista and A. R. Thuric (2007) specify that, on the one hand, the increase of unemployment level stimulates the amount of self-employed people, on the other hand - a high level of self-employment can create a decrease of entrepreneurial activity on the whole, which can enlarge unemployment level in the longer period of time. A. Zvirbule-Bērziņa and Z. Gruziņa (2011), investigating development of small and medium enterprises in regions of Latvia, drew a conclusion, that the number of small and medium enterprises can influence regional GDP, but it has no or little influence on employment level.

However, the author supposes that becoming a self-employed person is already the first step in the direction of entrepreneurial activity meaning that a person has a desire to work for oneself, take responsibility, develop his services or manufacture a product. Practice testifies, that with the beginning of activity as a self-employed person, the demand for the product created by this person can increase and, accordingly, a necessity for activity expansion can appear. It, certainly, requires additional knowledge and skills of organizing business that a self-employed person doesn’t always have. The author supposes, therefore, that purposeful support and educational steps right for self-employed people can be an instrument for business activities enlargement.

The largest part of enterprises in the Kurzeme Region is micro-enterprises (Table 2). Besides, the number of micro-enterprises increased in 2009 and 2010. If they were 12064 in 2005, then in 2009 and 2010 they were, accordingly, 15018 and 15923. It is explained with the period of the economic downslide, as well as it was more actively thought about various facilitations for new merchants. At the same time, the volume of small and medium enterprises slightly diminished in recent years (2009 and 2010). In turn, the amount of large enterprises shrank from 33 enterprises in 2005 to 24 enterprises in 2009 and 2010.

For detailed understanding of how entrepreneurial activity sector shapes in the Kurzeme Region, it is also necessary to analyse the statistical data of municipalities. It has become an especially topical economy and entrepreneurial activity question in the context of local authorities after the Administrative territorial reform of Latvia, because one of its main aims was to create local authorities capable of economical development.

Possibilities of local authorities to influence entrepreneurial activity environment are formed by their role and tasks in executing strategy of the territorial planning and development, because they own a part of local resources, for example, land, apartments (Grīnberga and Nešpors, 2001). S. Čapkova (2005) stresses that the development of local economy is generally linked with the strategy with which public servants of local authorities and institutions use the resources that are at their service both to preserve and create new jobs and promote and speed up business activities.

In order to determine registration of enterprises activity in the Kurzeme Region, the author used

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size group</th>
<th>Number of enterprises during 2005-2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>12064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>1077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: created by the author, based on data of Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia
data both from the Enterprise Register and the Commercial Register for the period of time from 2007 to 2009. Since, obviously, the amount of the registered enterprises of state importance cities and in the larger municipalities is greater than in smaller ones, the author used the absolute chain sequence in calculations.

As it can be seen in Table 3, negative enterprises registration dynamics can be observed in almost all municipalities in 2008. The increase in the amount of enterprises registration is observed in none of municipalities in the period of time from 2007 to 2010. But from 2009 to 2011 there is a positive, increasing tendency in the enterprise registration dynamics. An insignificant fall is reported only in Alsunga, Roja, Rucava and Nīca municipalities in 2011. Most new enterprises are registered in Liepāja and Ventspils, as well as in Saldus and Talsi municipalities, which are the largest municipalities in terms of the number of inhabitants in the Kurzeme Region. We can conclude that generally local authorities’ entrepreneurial activity in the Kurzeme Region stabilized again in the last two years.

It can be supposed, that a larger number of enterprises is registered in municipalities with larger numbers of population – indeed, the more inhabitants, the more enterprises. The author presumes that it indicates that in the larger in terms of population municipalities entrepreneurial activity in terms of amount of enterprises is totally higher, because there are, naturally, more people with business abilities in areas with more human resources, as well as there is more attractive and larger market for services, that influences the number of enterprises. In comparison to large cities and municipalities, local authorities with a small number of inhabitants should draw special attention to entrepreneurial activity stimulation, spreading purposeful activities of human resources education, creating an effective management system in the municipality council with a goal to develop entrepreneurial activity sector in the municipality.

In order to make the data on entrepreneurial activity in the Kurzeme Region comparable, the author calculated the number of the active merchants in each local authority per 1000 inhabitants, because their number in the region is sharply different (Table 4).

As we can see in Table 4, the most (29) active merchants per1000 inhabitants and, accordingly, the largest economic activity is in the Roja municipality, in turn, there are 28 merchants per 1000 inhabitants in both towns of Liepāja and Ventspils. There are 27 merchants per 1000 inhabitants in Nīca, Mērsrags and Saldus municipalities although, for example, the number of population in Nīca and Mērsrags municipalities and Saldus municipalities differ
considerably. Convincing results are in the small in terms of the amount of population Roja, which induces searching for reasons of such a large number of enterprises in this area, because, for instance, in the review “Regional Development In Latvia, 2010” the data testifies that in the period from 2006 to the beginning of 2011 the amount of Roja population diminished even more rapidly than on the average in municipalities of Latvia. So, the answer to the question, why there is a larger entrepreneurial activity in one area than in another, should be searched not only in connection with the amount of population. The fewest active merchants per 1000 inhabitants are in Vaiņode and Priekule municipalities - 11, which are followed by Durbe municipality with 14 and Rucava municipality with 15 merchants per 1000 inhabitants. Vaiņode, Priekule and Rucava municipalities are border municipalities with a relatively small number of population. Due to calculations, it is obvious that more decent results are in local authorities, which are in larger towns or border with large cities, for example, Nīca and Grobiņa municipalities border with Liepāja. The results induce to investigate more in depth, which are the entrepreneurial activity influencing factors in a certain area.

Since the largest part (46.1%) of the economically active statistical units in the Kurzeme Region are self-employed persons (Table 1), the author also examined the number of self-employed persons in the division of local authorities. Data on municipalities is accessible only for 2009 and 2010, whereas, provisorial results - for 2010.

As we can see in Table 5, the largest amount of self-employed persons in 2010 is observed in Liepāja (1519), Talsi (1097) and Kuldīga (863) municipalities. In turn, the fewest number of self-employed people is registered in Mērsrags (17) and Roja (50) municipality. Comparing to 2009 and 2010 the number of self-employed persons increased almost in all local authorities, except Brocēni, Roja and Mērsrags municipalities, where the amount of self-employed persons diminished accordingly by 11 and 20 and 4 persons. Also, the number of self-employed persons is especially high in the cities of state importance (in Liepāja and Ventspils), as well as in the largest Kurzeme Region municipalities - Talsi, Saldus and Kuldīga. However, analysing the data on the amount of self-employed persons per 1000 inhabitants in each local authority (Table 5), it is evident that the highest pointers are in Rucava (75) and Priekule (62) municipalities, where, for example, the number of merchants was relatively one of the lowest (Table 4).

In turn, the fewest numbers of self-employed persons per 1000 inhabitants are in Mērsrags and Roja.
municipalities, Liepāja and Ventspils, where there are the highest parameters calculating the number of merchants per 1000 inhabitants. The choice of activity form and scale can be also related to the selected activity’s industry. Usually, for example, artisans, beauty specialists, consultants choose to register their activity as self-employed person’s status. Therefore, the choice of form is also examined in connection with the more developed industries in the municipality. These results allow realizing each local authority’s entrepreneurial activity both on the whole and for the selected activity form and, accordingly, scale. It also raises questions about the influence of types of entrepreneurial activity on the economic indicators. Similarly, a necessity appears to go into detail to investigate factors that influence entrepreneurial activity in each local authority.

However, despite the entrepreneurial activity results and their influence on the economic pointers, there are enterprising people in the core of entrepreneurial activity development both in rural areas and in towns, who make a decision to start entrepreneurial activity; therefore, the question, how to motivate the inhabitants to undertake a risk to transform from an employee into a self-employed person, is one of most substantial, because entrepreneurial activity in a certain area depends right on it. Only afterwards the question about a kind and scale of entrepreneurial activity that create the largest economic effect follows. Therefore, it is equally important to understand, the scale of entrepreneurial activity potential in each local authority, because the statistical data do not represent people, who only think about starting entrepreneurial activity or are ready to do it.

Conclusions
1. Entrepreneurial activity of local authorities in the Kurzeme Region stabilized in 2010 and 2011, though substantial differences are observed among local authorities. It testifies an uneven entrepreneurial activity development in the Kurzeme Region in general.
2. Calculating the number of merchants in each local authority in Kurzeme region per 1000 inhabitants, we can conclude that the lowest parameters are in border municipalities with a relatively small number of population, but higher results are in large cities and in local authorities, which are included in large cities or border with them. However, there are also exceptions that induce further and more thorough investigation, on influencing factors of entrepreneurial activity in each local authority.
3. In the Kurzeme Region local authorities which have high parameters in terms of the numbers of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Municipality/year</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>Annual growth</th>
<th>Self-employed persons per 1000 inhabitants, 2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liepāja</td>
<td>1380</td>
<td>1519</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventspils</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>823</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aizpute</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alsunga</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brocēni</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dundaga</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durbe</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grobiņa</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuldīga</td>
<td>739</td>
<td>863</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nica</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pāvilosta</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priekule</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roja</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mērsrags</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rucava</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saldus</td>
<td>846</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skunda</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talsi</td>
<td>1009</td>
<td>1097</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventspils municipality</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vainode</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

merchants per 1000 inhabitants are characterized by the low numbers of self-employed persons per 1000 inhabitants and vice versa – local authorities with a high number of self-employed persons have small numbers of merchants.

4. Self-employed persons along with owners of small enterprises form a society group with larger business potential than, for example, employees and purposeful supporting activities and education provided to this group from local authorities can help to create entrepreneurial activity on a larger scale.

5. Especially, authorities with a small number of inhabitants should draw a particular attention to entrepreneurial activity stimulation, spreading purposeful activities of human resources education, creating a management system in the municipality with a goal to develop entrepreneurial activity in the municipality.
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Abstract
Short rotation forests (SRF) can be used for biomass production for energy applications in Latvia. Establishment of plantations could be one of possibilities how to reach targets of renewable energy resource (RES) consumption of 40% in 2020. In Latvia’s conditions, one of most suitable species that could be used for SRF is willow (Salix sp.). Abandoned agricultural lands are suitable for establishment of plantations. Productivity of 8 oven- dried tons (ODT) ha⁻¹ year⁻¹ can lead to Rate of Return (IRR) of 17.1% and Net Present Value (NPV) 1099 Latvian Lats (LVL) if the biomass price is 33 LVL ODT⁻¹. Establishment, harvesting and transporting costs account for 88% of the total cost of production. Price of wood chip and fuel plays the most important role in economics of plantation.

Key words Short-rotation plantations, coppice, willow, plantation forestry, plantation economics.

Introduction
In the European Union, biomass is 2/3 from renewable resources clearly indicating an upward trend (Jossart, 2006). In 2009, Latvia’s renewable energy sources (RES) share of total energy consumption was 27.5% (Latvian energy in figures, 2011), while the target established for Latvia according to Directive 2009/28/EC (2009) is set to be 40% in 2020. In future, demand for renewable resources in electricity production and heat production will increase. One possibility to respond to the growing demand is to establish short-rotation forestry (SRF) plantations. The most common species in Northern Europe and also most suitable ones for SRF are willow (Salix) and aspen (Populus) (Hall and House, 1994). According to Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia (CSP), in 2010 there were 316,341 ha, naturally afforested areas – 49,710 ha, untreated areas – 368,900 ha, unmanaged areas – 2,430,000 ha of agricultural lands, of which 2,430,000 ha were agricultural lands, of which 368,900 ha, unmanaged areas – 316,341 ha, naturally afforested areas – 49,710 ha (Lazdins, 2011). One of possibilities to improve the economic value of abandoned agricultural lands are SRF plantations; according to present- day laws, harvesting of plantations is possible when it is the most profitable, is rising price of wood chips being the end product of the plantations. Comparing establishment costs of plantations in other European countries, in Latvia fertilization and soil preparation compile only 41.3% of the costs in Scandinavian countries (Ericsson et al., 2009). This and other cost reductions can lead to higher payback rates.

Energy balances of chipped willow can vary from 1:55 to 1:80 (Heller et al., 2004) and the largest energy input use is for harvesting and chipping (30%), storing and drying of the wood (40%) (Danny Harvey, 2010). Willow is typically planted using 15...20 cm long cuttings. The distance between cuttings is about 0.5 m, distance between rows in double row system is about 0.7 m and between a pair of rows 1.5 m at a planting density of about 12,000...15,000 plants ha⁻¹ (Īscīrīta kārklu plantācijas... , 2011).

The objective of this study was to calculate the economics of growing willow according to the common practice and technology in agriculture land. The calculations were based on model EcoWillow v1.4 (Beta), developed by Buchholz and Volk (Buchholz and Volk, 2011).

Materials and Methods
Willow plantation economical calculations were based on EcoWillow v1.4 (Beta) model, while prices, technologies and growing conditions were based on Latvia’s conditions. Economical model is designed from minimum 10 ha planting area. The end product is wood chips with adopted moisture content of 500g kg⁻¹. Transportation of equipment to plantation and transportation of the end product to customer distance is considered to be 50 km. The user can easily enter input data in a spreadsheet, which suits its management model and field, technical and
financial parameters the best. Calculations are done separately in different windows, according to the activity (see Fig. 1). Activities included in the model are planting, harvesting and transportation. Another field is input data, where it is possible to indicate basic parameters of plantations like project size and project lifespan, internal rate of return (IRR), average biomass increment, rotation length, land costs, incentive payments and biomass price. If necessary, it is possible to include loan payments into calculations. Economical calculations according to plantation life-cycle starts with the establishment costs, which include vegetation removal, herbicide use, ploughing, trenching, installation of fence, weeding in the first and second year and fertilization for a better growth. After the first year cut back is done for faster plant growth.

Establishment costs include planting costs, which are calculated separately. Usually establishment grant or subsidies are given in establishment stage, and if they do exist they are excluded from the costs.

Planting activity is divided in finer parts: general data, labour cost, travel costs and equipment costs. General data variable is planter speed. The labour cost variables are the number of workers, hours worked, hourly rate according to work position and indirect labour costs. Three worker crew works at the planting, as total planting area is assumed to be 9 ha, because 1 ha is for headlands. The hourly rate is estimated according to the average salary in public sector; a foreman hourly rate is calculated according to the average salary in agriculture and forestry sector. Numbers are taken from the CSP database (average salary) and they are similar also in harvesting and transporting fields. Equipment costs include a tractor and planter rent, tractor fuel consumption, fuel price and maintenance. A machine used for planting is an agricultural tractor and transport distance of the equipment is 50 km. Price per cutting and planting density is included in supplies.

A new Holland harvester with a trailer is considered for harvesting, whereas a blower - for loading in transport units. The chips are loaded at a side of the road, directly from field equipment to trucks. Harvesting sub-model includes variables like harvester speed, area to be harvested, biomass to be harvested, row width, length and number, tractor turning and maintenance time as well as tractor speed. Harvesting equipment is represented by a harvester, trailer-tractor and blower rent, fuel consumption and price. Variables for the transport costs of wood chips are bulk density of chips, speed limits on roads, distance, driving time, loading time, dumping time and maximum truck capacity according to the law.

Output data shows net present value (NPV), IRR, average costs, revenues (gross), earning (net).
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input/output data</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>ha</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plantation lifespan</td>
<td>Years</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation length</td>
<td>Years</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass growth rate</td>
<td>ODT ha⁻¹ year⁻¹</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planting density</td>
<td>cutting ha⁻¹</td>
<td>13,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planting stock costs</td>
<td>LVL per cutting</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass price at the gates⁺</td>
<td>LVL ODT⁻¹</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land costs</td>
<td>LVL ha⁻³ year⁻¹</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration costs</td>
<td>LVL ha⁻³ year⁻¹</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial support⁺</td>
<td>LVL ha⁻³ year⁻¹</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average row length</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel costs⁺</td>
<td>LVL l⁻¹</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hauling distance</td>
<td>km</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truck capacity</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establishment costs⁺</td>
<td>LVL ha⁻³</td>
<td>947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planting costs</td>
<td>LVL ha⁻³</td>
<td>698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvester costs⁺</td>
<td>LVL ha⁻³</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truck costs⁺</td>
<td>LVL km⁻¹</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planting speed</td>
<td>h ha⁻¹</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvester speed</td>
<td>km h⁻¹</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁺ Price in the year 2010
⁺⁺ Direct payments are granted directly to farmers under a support scheme - the Single Area Payment Scheme (SAPS)
⁺⁺⁺ Fuel price for farmers
⁺⁺⁺⁺ Excluding financial support
⁺⁺⁺⁺⁺ Including labor, fuel and operation costs

Source: authors survey according to EcoWillow inputs.

for ha and ODT. Calculations show optimistic and pessimistic NPV scenarios. Because of the lack of time and unpredictable circumstances, NPV might fluctuate due to changing costs or revenues. Optimistic scenario predicts 10% increase in revenues and 10% decrease in costs. The pessimistic scenario predicts 10% decrease in revenues and 10% increase in costs.

Results and Discussions

Calculations are done for 22 years plantation lifespan. Soil preparation costs in the beginning before planting are 108 LVL ha⁻¹, establishment costs in the first year excluding the soil preparation in beginning and including incentive payment are 739 LVL ha⁻¹. Establishment and management cost till the first harvest is 794 LVL ha⁻¹. Starting from 2nd year, the annual management costs per year are positive, because of the incentive payment of 52 LVL ha⁻¹. Starting input data are represented in Table 1.

The first commercial harvest of 10 ha costs 1,520 LVL, (33 LVL ODT⁻¹), transport costs 1,642 LVL, yield from all field 294 ODT. IRR over the project 22 year lifespan is 17.1% and NPV is 1,099 LVL. According to optimistic scenario NPV is 1,561 LVL but in pessimistic scenario 638 LVL.

The payback in standard scenario is reached in the 9th year, after the second harvest. According to optimistic scenario, which assumes 10% more revenues and 10% reduction in expenses payback is reached after the first harvest, in pessimistic scenario, which assumes 10% less revenues and 10% more expenses the payback is reached in the 9th year after the second harvest (see Fig. 2).

Over the lifespan of willow plantations, the major part of the costs constitute establishment, harvesting and transporting, 33%, 26% and 29%, Respectively. Other costs like land cost and insurance, administration costs and fertilization together are 12% from all production costs (see Fig. 3).
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Figure 3. Total production costs of first plantation lifespan.
Source: author’s calculation based on EcoWillow model.

Land rent cost is adapted according to an average of the values for the first two agricultural land base quality classes in the countryside. The average tax rate, using agricultural land from first two quality classes, which is most suitable for willow plantations, is 6 LVL ha⁻¹. If the land costs rise by 50%, that is, up to 12 LVL ha⁻¹, the land cost and taxes will increase to 9% of the total production cost instead of 5%. In this scenario, the IRR will drop by 11% (from 17.1% to 15.2%), NPV will drop by 8.4% (from 1,099 LVL to 1,006 LVL) and accumulated cash flow will drop by 6.4%. The land tax did not play significant role in economic calculations; even if the tax rises for 50%, it will not significantly affect the total payback time.

To compensate an increase in the land cost tax for 6 LVL ha⁻¹ (or 50%, according to the standard scenario), the average biomass increment in a year should rise for 1 ODT ha⁻¹ year⁻¹ (increase by 12.5%) and achieve 9 ODT ha⁻¹ year⁻¹, which is average increment of biomass in Southern part of Europe (Ericsson et al., 2009). In the standard scenario the yield (annual increment) is 8 ODT ha⁻¹ year⁻¹. Increase of the yield by 3 ODT ha⁻¹ year⁻¹ or 37.5% (to 11 ODT ha⁻¹ year⁻¹) would increase the IRR by 28.1% (from 17.1% to 21.9%). The harvest costs would increase by 16.4% (from 152 LVL ha⁻¹ to 177 LVL ha⁻¹) and transport costs – by 37.8% (from 164 LVL ha⁻¹ to 226 LVL ha⁻¹). The total accumulated cash flow would increase by 65.9%. The IRR, harvest and transport cost and accumulated changes of the cash flow compared to the standard scenario are shown in Table 2. To achieve higher yields, it is important to improve breeding, management and technologies in plantation planting and harvesting, (Mola-Yudego, 2011). The lifespan of the plantations in future would be shorter because of the improvement in breeding and technologies. New willow clones are more productive than the older ones and recultivation of old plantations to establish new ones with the new clones would be more profitable than keeping previous plantations for 22 years.

Price of biomass has a great impact on the project payback time. If the price is 13 LVL ODT⁻¹ the payback will be reached only after the fourth harvest, at the plantation age of 17 years. The price of biomass did not affect first 4 years of plantation life (see fig. 4), so the assumption of good wood chips price in future could be a reason to establish plantations.
Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average yield in willow plantations, ODT ha⁻¹ year⁻¹</th>
<th>Changes of IRR</th>
<th>Changes of harvesting costs</th>
<th>Changes of transportation cost</th>
<th>Accumulated changes of cash flow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>+10.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+12.8</td>
<td>+23.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>+20.5</td>
<td>+16.4</td>
<td>+25.0</td>
<td>+47.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>+28.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+37.8</td>
<td>+65.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>+26.8</td>
<td>+16.4</td>
<td>+50.0</td>
<td>+89.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>+45.6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+62.8</td>
<td>+113.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>+52.0</td>
<td>+32.9</td>
<td>+75.0</td>
<td>+131.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>+60.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+87.8</td>
<td>+155.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>+68.4</td>
<td>+100.6</td>
<td>+100.6</td>
<td>+179.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors calculations based on EcoWillow model.

Figure 4. Accumulate cash flow changes of willow plantation, according to biomass price changes, where all other variables are the same.

Source: the author’s drawing according to EcoWillow model calculation.

Increase of fuel costs by 0.75 LVL L⁻¹ or by 50% (from 0.75 LVL L⁻¹ to 1.5 LVL L⁻¹) will raise the planting costs by 1.5% (from 695 LVL ha⁻¹ to 705 LVL ha⁻¹), the harvesting costs will increase by 30.9% (from 152 LVL ha⁻¹ to 199 LVL ha⁻¹) and transporting costs – by 29.2% (from 164 LVL ha⁻¹ to 212 LVL ha⁻¹). The fuel costs plays a significant role in harvesting and transportation; similarly, other costs like cutting price, ploughing and trailer costs will rise, because of the use of fuel in all of these activities.

In some cases financial support in establishment stage is an important factor to make a choice in favour of willow plantations instead of not using the abandoned agricultural land. The first earnings are possible only after the first harvest; therefore, a single establishment grant for the willow plantation would make them more attractive to farmers and move the payback to the first harvest. The establishment grant should be 50% of the establishment costs to make positive cash flow after the first harvest. In the standard scenario if the establishment grant is 400 LVL ha⁻¹, the payback is reached after the first harvest and the IRR will increase by 62% (from 17.1% to 27.7%).

Conclusions

The costs of willow plantation include positions from different sectors (plantation establishment, harvesting and transport). Increase or decrease of the costs in a particular sector leads to changes in the plantation cash flow during plantation lifespan. Standard model for plantation of 10 ha area and lifespan 22 years is provided in the study. In standard scenario IRR is 17.1%, NPV is 1,099 LVL and the payback is reached in the 9th year or after the second harvesting. The establishment costs in the first year are 739 LVL ha⁻¹; harvesting costs in the first harvest are 152 LVL ha⁻¹ and transport costs of wood chip are 164 LVL ha⁻¹. Major part of the costs is establishment (33%), harvesting (26%) and transportation (29%); all remaining costs taken together constitute 12% of the total production costs. If the costs of land rise by 50% (to 12 LVL ha⁻¹) the land cost and taxes in...
total production costs will rise to 9%, IRR will drop by 11%, NPV will drop by 8.4% and accumulated cash flow will drop by 6.4%. Increase of the yield by 3 ODT ha⁻¹ year⁻¹ or 37.5% (to 11 ODT ha⁻¹) will raise the IRR by 28%, harvest costs - by 16.4% and transport costs by 37.8%. The most important role in economics of plantation plays price of wood chip and fuel. The land tax did not play a significant role in economic calculations; even if the tax rises for 50%, it will not significantly affect the total payback time. One of the best solutions to make establishment of willow plantation more attractive to farmers, is an establishment grant. If the establishment grant is 50% from the establishment costs, the payback in the standard scenario can be reached after the first harvest.
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Abstract
Volunteer work has been identified as a relatively new kind of leisure activities. It plays an important role in various, at the same time it is a great possibility to learn, acquire new skills and accumulate human capital while taking part in volunteer activities. Therefore, the objective of the study is to research the policies related to voluntary work and their relevance in realization and development of volunteer work in Latvia. Theoretical literature shows that in Latvia the volunteer work is mentioned in some policies – economic, youth policies and civil society. In the framework of economic policy successful development of volunteering enhances the progress of economic processes in the state in two ways by making contributions to Gross Domestic Product; by accumulating person’s human capital, results illustrate that although the term “voluntary work” has a long history, infrastructure for realisation of the voluntary work has not been developed in Latvia, and regulatory enactments do not cover voluntary work in an adequate manner. After the analysis the author believes that volunteering is widely discussed in the youth policy as there is law and a range of structured documents where aspects of volunteer work are mentioned. According to the results of research, in the frame of civil society it must be noted that in Latvia the voluntary work movement has to be examined in the context of the establishment of non-governmental organizations because voluntary work movement started to develop in a purposeful and organized manner only in 1998 in non-governmental organizations.

Key words: volunteer work, economic policy, youth policy, civil society.

Introduction
The aim of economic policy is to ensure sustainable and balanced economic and social development, to implement transition from labor-intensive economy to a knowledge-based economy, where human capital is one of the key factors that define the potential of a country’s economic growth. Increase of productivity is treated as a result of accumulation of knowledge. Volunteering could be used as a tool to accumulate human capital in person’s free time. Therefore, topicality of the research is volunteer work as a concept of spending leisure time purposefully. The author of this study has created the definition of voluntary work as follows: voluntary work is unremunerated activities that are carried out of one’s own free will, in one’s free time under organized conditions, thus promoting personal, social and economic well-being. As regards the analysis made in the research, it is clear that no infrastructure (no legal framework, no data systematically gathered on volunteering, no organisation regularly analysing data on volunteering etc.) currently has been created for realization and development of the volunteer work in Latvia. At the same time theoretical literature shows that in Latvia the volunteer work is mentioned in aspects of civil society and youth. In respect of this, the objective of the study is to research the policies related to voluntary work and their relevance in realization and development of volunteer work in Latvia.

The following tasks are advanced to achieve the objective:
1. To develop a definition of voluntary work;
2. To research development of voluntary work in different policies in Latvia;
3. To show the relevance of voluntary work and its role in the development of human capital;

To achieve the objective, the following research methods were used: a monograph method, comparative method, constructive logics, analysis and synthesis, inductive and deductive methods.

Results and Discussion
Schematic description of the links between volunteering and other applicable aspects are shown in figure 1. Further the analysis of volunteering in economic, youth policies and civil society are shown in the text.

Figure1. Links between volunteering and policies.
Source: Author’s construction based on the literature analysis.
**Voluntary Work in Economic Policy**

An aim of economic policy is to ensure sustainable and balanced economic and social development, to implement transition from labor-intensive economy to a knowledge-based economy, where human capital is one of the key factors defining the potential of the country’s economic growth. With the restoration of independence in the early 90’s Latvian government moved quickly to restore a free market economy, encourage privatisation, stabilise the currency and diversify import and export flow. As a result, Latvia rapidly emerged as one of the economic success stories of the post-Cold War period. Although Latvia suffered an economic downturn during the global economic crisis, there are encouraging indications of a recovery. After stabilisation of economic situation, growth should follow. Human capital – knowledge, skills, abilities and other characteristics that promotes personal, social and economic welfare – is one of the key factors defining the potential of the country’s economic growth. As defined by the objective of the Latvian National Development Plan 2007-2013, an educated and creative person is a priority for improving the quality of life. By undertaking voluntary activities in his or her free time, an individual can accumulate his or her human capital, which provides a link between voluntary work and economic processes. Therefore, successful development of volunteering enhances the development of socio-economic processes in the state.

In Latvia economic recession, started from 2008, severely affected the labour market. In past years unemployment rate in Latvia was low, the ratio of jobseekers exceeded 20% of the economically active population at the end of 2009. The main challenges for the labour market were to enhance labour competitiveness. In order to implement this target, two types of measures were made – short-term measures, aimed at alleviating the severe social consequences of the crisis and long-term measures, aimed at enhancing the labour force competitiveness. One of the short-term crisis measures is connected with volunteering. It is ‘Support for youth volunteer work’. Measure is planned with the aim to support activities of young unemployed aged 13-25 years, promoting opportunities and developing the volunteer work in Latvia, taking into account youth potential and current situation in the labour market. The participants will work in associations and foundations (up to 6 months) receiving monthly allowance of 57 EUR and 85 EUR for young unemployed with special needs (Latvian…., 2011). This measure is stressed also in National Reform Programme of Latvia for the Implementation of the “Europe 2020” strategy where as the key policy directions and measures for decreasing the risk of structural unemployment is demonstrated activity: “Improving active labour market policy measures by gradual transition from crisis-related measures to traditional active labour market policy measures”. The aim of this activity is to carry out active labour market policy measures reforms to increase their efficiency and quality of the unemployed training process (2011–2013). As one of the tools to reach this aim is a plan to introduce new measures targeted at young unemployed for a practical work trial and for voluntary work. (National…., 2011)

After reviewing literature, it can be concluded that the current legal order pertaining to voluntary work is insufficient. At the moment the legal framework for volunteer work activities is provided by the Associations and Foundations Law and the Youth Law. It is insufficient because it is very important to define a wider spectrum of legal subjects that can employ volunteers, because the current regulatory enactments generally regulate only voluntary work by young people (people who are 13 to 25 years old) and voluntary work in associations and foundations, but do not regulate the procedures specifying how other legal subjects - public institutions, local authorities, political parties and religious organizations - employ volunteers who are not young people.

Interestingly, in 2005, a draft law called the Law on Volunteer Activities was formulated to address these faults. It was hoped that the draft law would provide basic definitions for ensuring and implementing volunteer activities in Latvia. It was also planned for the draft law to prescribe the rights and duties of both the volunteer and volunteer organization. The draft law was declined, due to the conclusion that there is a need to reconsider the legal order envisaged in it and to address the declarative nature of the draft law (Strode, 2008).

After the draft law failed to be put in effect, the issue of organizing the legal framework governing voluntary work has become topical in the context of the implementation of the planning period 2007–2013 of the European Union Structural Funds and the Cohesion Fund. The Informative Report on Proposals for the Simplification of European Union Funds Acquisition prepared by the Ministry of Finance was examined by the Cabinet in September 2009, which is indicative that this issue has become topical. While examining the Report, the Cabinet delegated the task of amending regulatory enactments by defining the concept of voluntary work as well as by setting the principles for registering voluntary work in accounting.

On 5 October 2010, the Cabinet examined the draft law Amendment to the Civil Law. In accordance with the amendment, it is planned to add Sub-Chapter 5 ‘Contracts for Volunteer’s Work’ to the Civil Law, Chapter 15 ‘Claims Arising from Employment Relations’. Sub-Chapter 5 is planned to prescribe
that with a contract for volunteer’s work one party - the volunteer - shall undertake to carry out such tasks set by the other party - organizer of voluntary work - without remuneration that correspond to an objective that does not involve material benefits and that is prescribed in the organizer’s by-law, articles of association or constitution (Luse, 2010). However, the amendment does not stipulate all of the tasks mentioned above delegated by the Cabinet in 2009; it does not define voluntary work, and it does not ensure the use of voluntary work for a wider spectrum of legal subjects, because it might not give a businessman the right to use voluntary work, because the purpose of the businessman’s business is to gain profits. Thus, it is currently controversial whether, in accordance with the planned amendment, the purpose of the organizer of voluntary work always has to be other than gaining profits, or whether the purpose has to be other than gaining profits only in cases where there is a wish to use voluntary work. Although at the moment it is impossible to forecast when the Saeima might approve the amendment, after the amendment has come into effect, the practical application of the law will prove the effectiveness of the amendment in the development of voluntary work (Berlaus, 2010).

**Voluntary Work in Youth Policy**

After carrying out the analysis, the author believes that volunteering is widely discussed in the youth policy. This is demonstrated not only by existing law and by the range of structured documents, but also by included aspects of volunteering as well. Youth policy aspect of volunteer work is related to a context of a useful free time spending. This is proved by Figure 2, which includes information that, in accordance with Youth policies guidelines of the year 2009 till 2018, the youth policy in Latvia consists of three dimensions, of which one is promotion of young people’s participation and appropriate leisure time usage. Within these guidelines, volunteering is seen as one of the ways young people can spend leisure time usefully.

Leisure aspect has already been discussed within youth policy in National Youth Policy Program in the year 2002. The improvement of youth’s useful leisure time organization is being promoted as one of the programs’ priorities. According to the activities that have been set out in reaching programs’ objectives and targets in 2002, volunteering does not appear as a leisure form of organization yet, but actual are for example such measures as projects competition organizing, providing development of the children and youth in educational camps with certified programs, organizing annual competition for talented young people, vocational training to support music and the arts.

Voluntary work in its actuality appears in National Youth Policy Program for the year 2005 till 2009, where a youth non-formal education system, developed youth volunteering and increased opportunity for young people to use their leisure time purposefully has been mentioned as one of the program’s policy results. Within the program, volunteering is understood as a donation of time and skills for public purposes, which allows using leisure time appropriately, building self-confidence and also allows to utilize existing skills and gain new ones, that can serve as a source of work experience. Thus, the author believes that within this program voluntary work is being updated not only from a point of discussion of the term, but also...
because there are offered such a kind of indicators that gives an opportunity to judge the results. The fruitful qualitative criteria include issues relevant to this day, that is, examples include the following criteria: the willful use of volunteer opportunities in Latvia, encouraged young people into voluntary work activities, managed instruction of the youth advisors. There has also been raised a quantitative criterion, which determines that the number of youth taking part in voluntary activities should increase. At this moment an important issue is a mechanism used to monitor an accomplishment of the criterion, as, for example, volunteers registration still does not occur in Latvia.

From the author’s view the criteria reaching monitoring is important issue according to the approved documents on the youth policy, which primarily are a Youth Policy guidelines for the year 2009–2018. These guidelines provide a displayed volunteer work situation, and there are financial, administrative and organizational obstacles to volunteer work as well as problems, which can be avoided by realizing these guidelines mentioned. Also, fruitful indicators such as proportion of young people (%), who have done volunteer work at least once, reduced proportion of young people, who say, that they will never work without wage are being discussed. The author considers, that the criteria will not reflect the reality of young people’s involvement in the implementation of voluntary work, since, as mentioned above, voluntary register is not maintained at the national level. Therefore, it is possible to use a questionnaire method for monitoring indicators, which is not representative, if the indicators are monitored long term, providing regular information on changes of the situation.

Based on specified guidelines in the paragraph above, the country has developed National Youth Policy program for 2009–2013, which is a medium-term planning document for the next 5 years with the aim to provide guidelines for implementation of this document during the period from 2009 to 2013. Regarding voluntary work, the program sets the results to be achieved in the development of youth’s voluntary work in the following examples: preparing informational materials for young people about volunteering, organizing awareness campaigns in educational institutions on volunteering, promote volunteering during student project weeks. Based on number of results, the author believes, that the parameters defined for the volunteer recognition of acquired skills are worth mentioning, because it is an essential aspect in this case for the development of youth volunteering.

In the Youth Policy documents hierarchical subordination, the annual program designed for one year and in accordance with the program taking into account the EU Presidency’s priorities in youth policy is also included. For example, the National Youth Policy Program for the year 2011, the voluntary aspect is incorporated according to the European Parliament’s resolutions on 22nd of April in 2008 on the importance of volunteering to economic and social (2007/2149 (INI) 19. point advised to declare the year 2011 as a volunteer year. Consequently, the year 2011 program also includes the mandatory tasks, such as the implementation of the European Year of Volunteering 2011 program, including organizing the European Year of Volunteering promotional activities.

Voluntary Work in Civil Society

Unlike the long-term traditions concerning the development of voluntary work in the world, it must be noted that in Latvia, voluntary work movement started developing in a purposeful and organized manner only in 1998. In Latvia, the voluntary work movement has to be examined in the light of the establishment of non-governmental organizations. Although the oldest associations and organizations in Latvia were established in the feudal period as trade fraternities and guilds founded by German conquerors, associations were founded on a wider scale in the second half of the 18th century and in the first half of the 19th century. Those were scientific, charitable and mutual help associations of a practical nature (Skubina, 2001). During the First World War, the activities of the associations dwindled, but after the battles for Latvia independence, the bustle of social life started anew, this time in an independent country. A number of associations founded before the First World War re-started their work, and new ones were founded. The activities of associations were regulated by the Law on Associations, Unions and Political Organizations, issued in 1923. The Law stipulated provisions that had to be complied with when founding an association. The provisions envisaged that in order to found an association, one had to submit articles of association, names of the founders, the composition of the administrative bodies, procedures for election, information regarding the existence of funding, and other information. Interestingly, the Law stipulated that one could become a member of an association starting from the age of 18. As the provisions mentioned above can be assessed as simple requirements, they promoted a rapid increase in the number of associations. In 1928, 8,035 associations were registered in Latvia (Indriksons, 2009).

After the Soviet occupation, the associations were abolished or re-organized, thus providing opportunities to spread propaganda and execute the decisions made by the Communist party. When the transition to democracy took place, the structure, type of activities and role in the society of non-governmental organizations changed, and they served...
as the basis that civic society formed on. As has been mentioned before, voluntary work also developed in a democratic Latvia in a purposeful and organized manner, as it is demonstrated by the fact that in 1998 a programme with support from the Soros Fund to develop voluntary activities in Eastern Europe (Skubina, 2001) was established.

Volunteering is also included in Strengthening Civil Society Program for the year 2008 to 2012. It argues that voluntary work, as well as the donation, is important indicators characterizing the public. The stronger is the tradition of civil society, the more people donate not only money but also their time, skills, knowledge and other skills through volunteering. Accordingly, such actions as rewarding the volunteers (most active volunteer organizations and NGOs rewarding), continued support for the providers of voluntary activities and the voluntary regulatory arrangement, whose progress has been analyzed in the previous section of the work are being organized.

Although the program’s date is the year 2012, however, in 2010 the Ministry of Justice led to the harmonization of social integration policies of the draft guidelines, where the volunteer work was not emphasized as an element of society to facilitate integration. However, as in Latvia a number of institutional reforms affecting all the state institutions, including institutions that deal with integration issues in Latvia are carried out, then with the Ministry of Culture of social integration transfer function from the Ministry of Justice on December 7, 2010, national identity and social integration policies guidelines for 2012th – 2018th year were prepared. Although on the 3rd quarter of 2011, these guidelines still appear as a further public consultation project, however, these guidelines are reflected in volunteering as a new form of participation, which characterizes civic activities in Latvia with non-governmental organizations. Therefore, integration policy is set in a new role - not only promoting the traditional civic participation but also strengthening the sustainability of the new form of participation. Positively, these guidelines are highlighted in the source of funding - the European Economic Area and Norwegian Financial Mechanism - with the support to pursue its mission - to develop the civic participation of traditional and non-traditional forms, including volunteering in all age groups. The binding indicator is set in percentage of population that gets involved in voluntary work (%), whereas the base value the market and public opinion research center SKDS 2007 study “The most urgent aspects of social integration” results, the rate of 24.3 set % in value is used. The value to reach in 2018 is 30%, and intermediate value in 2004 was 27%. Regarding this, a previously mentioned problematic aspect of no data on the voluntary movement stored at national level should be focused on; thus, it is quite hard to obtain accurate data in the following years, so that it possible to compare them to the baseline value.

Conclusions
1. Voluntary work definition should include all important aspects of volunteering – work for free, in leisure time, promoting well-being. All aspects mentioned before are included in the definition of volunteer work.
2. Current regulatory enactments in effect in Latvia stipulate putting into effect voluntary work merely within a specific field.
3. Volunteering work is not appropriately referred to in a very important policy – economic policy.
4. During voluntary activities in his or her free time, an individual can accumulate his or her human capital, which is one of the key factors defining the potential of the country’s economic growth.
5. In Latvia the volunteer work is mentioned in aspects of civil society and youth.
6. The data of voluntary movement is not stored at national level; therefore, the baseline value and annual value of indicators couldn’t be defined for development of volunteering in Latvia.
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Abstract
One can reasonably argue that issues related to the increased use of renewable energy resources in the energy production processes in Latvia, are at the forefront and will remain there in the future. This relates to the aspect that Latvia is not rich in non-renewable energy resources (around 70% of total primary energy consumption in Latvia is ensured by import, which can lead to undesired effects in many areas), but at the same time, there are available renewable energy resources in Latvia, with an untapped potential to be recognized. In particular this applies to fuel wood, which is already (year 2012) the most important domestic fuel in Latvia. In this context it is important to emphasize that, according to the particular study results, if unexpected socio-economic developments do not take place, raw wood material resources required for different types of fuel wood production in Latvia should be available in the same amount as it is now if not more. As for increasing the amount of fuel wood use in Latvia, an enormous ‘potential’ can be seen in general use boiler houses, where there are currently no technological limitations to utilize this ‘potential’. General use cogeneration plants can be recognized as an even greater ‘potential’ for greater use of fuel wood in Latvia, but given the circumstances of energy supply in Latvia, the ‘potential’ is currently available on a very limited basis. At the same time it is important to note that both of these ‘potentials’ could be significantly reduced in the next few years.

Key words: fuel wood, district heating, power sector.

Introduction
By studying the current situation regarding the use of the energy resources in Latvia, the focus should be on two major issues. First, the power sector of Latvia is characterized by a relatively high dependence on the supplied energy resource import. For example, in 2010 the total primary energy consumption was 200.55 PJ (peta-joules) and only 33.21% (66.58 PJ) of it was provided by local energy resources, including a 32.79% share produced from utilizing renewable energy resources (hereinafter – RES). In these circumstances, Latvia may be subject to political, commercial and legal uncertainty, associated with the supply of imported energy resources and price. In addition, there is an outflow of funds from Latvia, due to payments for the imported energy resources, which results in contributing to the economic development of another country. Second, geographically Latvia is located in northern Europe, where thermal energy is needed not only to improve the quality of life, but also serves as a prerequisite for survival during winter. If we compare three main sectors, where the society utilizes energy, it is noticeable, that the largest portion of specific energy consumption in Latvia is for heating, but the least – for electricity, whereas transportation occupies the middle position. Therefore, heating is a particularly important power sector in Latvia. An additional nuance, which must be pointed out, is that the main RES sources in Latvia are agriculture and forestry, which are scattered throughout the country. The solid biomass obtained from these sources is suitable for the production of heat using widely tested technologies brought to the market, in contrast to the so-called production technologies of ‘green’ electricity (produced by the use of RES), Latvia is largely able to provide it by itself (Siltumapāde Latvijā, 2009; Klāvs et al., 2010).

By understanding the importance of the aspects and cross-correlations mentioned above, it is possible to come to a conclusion, that the approach including heat production from agricultural and forestry biomass in Latvia, by looking at the situation in general, is already becoming stressed as a significant opportunity to promote the national economy and regional economic development, as well as new energy technology and product development, and also increase the independence of Latvian power sector. This clearly defines the actuality of the research topic.

In this particular study an assessment of using fuel wood of district heating in Latvia is selected as the research object. The study is delimited by the research subject, which anticipates the use of fuel wood in general use boiler houses and cogeneration plants.

Research aim: Evaluate the use of fuel wood for district heating in general use boiler houses and cogeneration plants in Latvia.

Research tasks:
1. to describe wood resources in Latvia.
2. to analyse the actual and perspective use of fuel wood for district heating in general use boiler houses and cogeneration plants in Latvia.

In this particular study the words ‘fuel wood consumption in perspective’ are meant as an amount of fuel wood, which, due to a variety of circumstances, has in fact already been scheduled for energy production in the foreseeable future, by taking real actions, which ensure the predicted amount of fuel wood use.
Materials and Methods
The study is developed in the year 2012. To describe the object under study the monographic method is used frequently for both overall and between object parts, analysis and synthesis methods are also applied. The main source of information of the study is the publicly available database of the Central Statistics Bureau (hereinafter – CSB) of Latvian Republic (hereinafter – LR), as well as the forest inventory data of the State Forest Service (hereinafter – SFS). Similarly the study includes analytical information, acquired from research analysis carried out by academic and scientific staff (professional researchers), as well as some Internet sources.

Results and Discussion
1. Characteristics of Latvian wood resources
Forests in Latvia are clearly the national treasure. Based on the SFS (a public administration under the supervision of LR Ministry of Agriculture) forest inventory data for 2010, the total area of the forest land was 3264.64 thsd. ha (thousand hectares). By comparing this area to the total land area of Latvia (6459.8 thsd. ha), it is possible to attain a result, that in 2010 forest cover in Latvia was 50.5% (in comparison with the national average most of the forests in Latvia are located in the regions of Kurzeme and Vidzeme). By growing the trees form wood increment each year. The current estimates of SFS for recent years show that, at the moment it is about 16.5 mln. m³ (million cubic meters) per year in Latvia. At the same time each year a certain amount of wood is felled (see Tab. 1). By associating these two figures together, a situation becomes distinct, where the total volume of forest growing stock in Latvian forests has increased, as forest growth is greater than the volume felled. In essence, this means, that the existing volume of tree felling in Latvia until now corresponds to the principles of sustainable forest management (Meža apsaimniekošana, 2012).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Report year, million cubic meters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total forest growing stock</td>
<td>569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume felled in total*</td>
<td>11.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>state forests</td>
<td>4.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other forests</td>
<td>6.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Volume felled, where it has been necessary for the SFS to issue a tree felling confirmation.

Source: made by the authors on the basis of SFS data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age class, years</th>
<th>Total growing stock, million cubic meters</th>
<th>Total area, thousand hectares</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pine</td>
<td>Spruce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to 10</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from 11 to 20</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>2.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from 21 to 30</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>5.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from 31 to 40</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from 41 to 50</td>
<td>7.44</td>
<td>17.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from 51 to 60</td>
<td>17.63</td>
<td>7.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from 61 to 70</td>
<td>32.82</td>
<td>7.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from 71 to 80</td>
<td>38.14</td>
<td>9.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from 81 to 90</td>
<td>38.51</td>
<td>9.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from 91 to 100</td>
<td>34.37</td>
<td>8.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from 101 to 110</td>
<td>25.73</td>
<td>5.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from 111 to 120</td>
<td>15.45</td>
<td>2.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>over 120</td>
<td>30.16</td>
<td>3.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: made by the authors on the basis of SFS data.
While analyzing the information on the total forest growing stock in Latvia (see Tab. 1), it is imperative to be aware that it marks a situation with wood resources in the country as a whole, but does not provide an insight in the actual availability of potential resources, because logging activities are planned, depending on tree species composition and the distribution of growing stock in age classes. By taking this into account, a summary of the most common Latvian tree species and their growing stock and area distribution in age classes was made (see Tab. 2). Latvian forest stands mainly consist of three dominant tree species: pine, spruce and birch. In accordance with information available on the LR CSB database, pine, spruce and birch forest stands together form 74% of total forest area in Latvia.

In order to assess the information, provided by Table 2, in detail, there is a further need to identify the distribution of dominant tree species by the site index. Site index is a man-made classification unit for the description of the productivity of a forest stand, which is determined on the basis of tree height at a certain age. To put it in simple terms, the site index indicates the rotation age (see Tab. 3) of the dominant tree species to be felled in the final felling. According to the information of LR Ministry of Agriculture, spruce and birch mostly make up I and II forest stand site index in Latvia, while pines generally constitute I, II and III forest stand site index (Meža platība, 2010).

By taking into consideration the contents of Table 2 and 3, it is clear that the accumulation of grown and overgrown pine forest stands has taken place in Latvia. There has also been the accumulation of spruce and birch forest stands, though not in quantities as large as pine forest stands. In addition, with the exception of spruce stands, where forest stands being in the minority will have reached the existing final felling age within the next 30 years, in birch and pine stands the majority of the forest stands is where the final felling age will be reached in 10 to 20 years. This in turn means that in the foreseeable future, the available wood resources for felling will not decrease from what it is today in Latvia. And, given the fact, that leaving grown and overgrown forests by themselves, the wood loses its quality and its value decreases. It is possible to assume, that the logging activities in Latvia in the foreseeable future will not decrease. On the contrary, they will increase. It follows that, the raw wood material resources required for the production of various types of fuel wood (logs, pellets, wood briquettes, wood chips, etc.), in the foreseeable future should be available in the same amount as it is

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dominant tree species</th>
<th>Final felling age (in years) depending on the site index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I and higher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oak</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pine and larch</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spruce, ash and lime-tree</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birch</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common alder</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspen</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of fuel wood</th>
<th>Report year, thousand solid cubic meters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firewood</td>
<td>372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood pellets</td>
<td>407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodchips</td>
<td>845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood briquettes</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood residues</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In total:</td>
<td>1782</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: made by the authors on the basis of LR CSB data.
Today. This is undeniably dependant on the condition that in the foreseeable future there wouldn’t be any unforeseen socio-economic developments, which significantly reduces the demand for wood products in export markets, which in turn could reduce the volume felled in Latvia.

Not of less importance, in the context of energy production is that large amounts of fuel wood are currently exported from Latvia (see Tab. 4). On the one hand, these amounts improve the Latvian foreign trading balance. On the other hand, they point to the potential of local fuel that could be used in Latvia.

Relating the total amount of fuel wood export (excluding transit) (see Tab. 4) to the total amount of fuel wood production in Latvia, a situation is indicated, where during the period from 2005 to 2009 the export share was 20% on average. But in 2010 it significantly increased, reaching 24.90%, which in principle means, that a quarter of fuel wood produced in Latvia during 2010 was being exported rather than used for domestic purposes.

2. An evaluation of the actual and future fuel wood use in district heating general use boiler houses and cogeneration plants in Latvia

Initially, it should be noted that, in accordance with the data compiled by LR CSB, in recent years in the total primary energy consumption structure of Latvia three types of energy resources dominate, taking about an equal share – oil products (year 2010 – 32.20% or 64.58 PJ), natural gas (year 2010 – 30.57% or 61.31 PJ) and fuel wood (year 2010 – 25.61% or 51.14 PJ). With this in mind, it is possible to argue that fuel wood is now a major domestic fuel in Latvia, while dominating the largest consumer is households, which, for example, in 2010 consumed a total of 4540 t msd. solid m³ (thousand solid cubic meters) fuel wood, making up 61.95% of the total fuel wood consumption in 2010 in Latvia.

By assessing the state of primary energy resource use in district heating production in general use boiler houses and cogeneration plants in Latvia, a special emphasis should be on fact that at the moment they are practically dominated by natural gas (see Tab. 5).

In general use cogeneration plants this dominance is absolute, but in general use boiler houses – very high.

It is important to emphasize, that in Latvia the active use of fuel wood in general use boiler houses for district heating began around 1993, when in conditions of absence of large primary resources, growing costs of fossil fuels, and decreasing consumer ability to pay, heating companies focused on the possibility of using fuel wood as cheap fuel. At that time, the transition to wider use of fuel wood was also contributed by the gradual development of the forest industry in Latvia, which generated substantial non-liquid residues. For instance, in 1990 only 436 TJ of fuel wood was consumed in general use boiler houses, ten years later (in 2000) it was 3191 TJ, while another ten years later (in 2010) – 4357 TJ (see Tab. 5). These changes have taken place mainly by replacing oil products and use of coal with wider use of fuel wood (mostly in the form of woodchips) (Meža īpašnieku iespējas..., 2011).

Evaluating the information shown in Table 5, it is possible to come to an evident conclusion, that there is still a great ‘potential’ for fuel wood (or other local fuel) use for district heating production in general use boiler houses in Latvia. And what is particularly essential, there are no technological limits at the moment for the transition from natural gas use in general use boiler houses to the use of a different energy resource. The main restrictive factor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Report year, TJ (tera-joules)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boiler houses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural gas</td>
<td>10565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel wood</td>
<td>3509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other energy resources</td>
<td>1838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In total:</td>
<td>15912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cogeneration plants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural gas</td>
<td>21869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel wood</td>
<td>623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other energy resources</td>
<td>663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In total:</td>
<td>23155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: made by the authors on the basis of LR CSB data.
is the large amount of investments needed for such a transition, the limited capacity of local government to take on financial obligations, as well as the slow capital turnover rate in district heating companies (Siltumapgāde Latvijā, 2009).

Compared with general use boiler houses, the ‘potential’ of fuel wood (or other local fuel) use in cogeneration plants is even greater. But at this point hasty decisions should not be made. In essence, the very word ‘cogeneration’, which means the combined production of heat and electricity, indicates, that in order to completely understand the concept in Table 5, it is important not only to understand the situation in district heating, but also in the context of electric power supply. And it is the securing of national electric power supply that has been one of the main reasons for the establishment of natural gas as the main energy resource in general use cogeneration plants in Latvia. In particular, this applies to the first thermoelectric central in Riga (hereinafter – TEC-1) and Riga’s second thermoelectric central (hereinafter – TEC-2), which belong to JSC ‘Latvenergo’, and is the most distinct example of why in the current condition of power supply of Latvia there is a need to preserve the highly effective cogeneration, which is provided by the use of natural gas as a fuel in the foreseeable future (Riga TEC-1 and TEC-2 (combined) consumed roughly 70% (therefore the dominating share) of the total natural gas consumption in general use cogeneration plants in Latvia in 2010). Just as important is to maintain a highly efficient cogeneration, provided by the use of natural gas as a fuel in other general use cogeneration plants, built in significant LR cities and provide cogeneration electric power production in large quantities.

Without going into details (such as fuel property evaluation, after which, by the way, biomass also is significantly ‘behind’ natural gas and fossil fuel as such), the approach described above is mainly related to the ratio between the produced electricity and thermal energy. Namely, to produce a part of electricity depending on the type of biomass, power plant capacity and technology, 3 to 5 parts of heat have to be produced, while using the well-proven and available technologies, intended for the use of biomass for energy production on an industrial scale. While using natural gas as a fuel in combined cycle gas turbine units (such technologies (combined cycle gas turbines (CCGT)) in Latvia have been installed in TEC-1 and TEC-2), the produced electricity ratio to heat can be a lot closer to ‘1 to 1’ outcome and even achieve a reversed ratio. To put it simple, if natural gas as a fuel for the general use cogeneration plants would be replaced with biomass, then only taking into account the produced amount of energy (as opposed to price et al. nuances), with the existing heat loads (in case of cogeneration, electricity is generated according to the provided heat load), the produced quantity of electric power in Latvia would decrease considerably. A situation such as this would subject the national energy supply to particularly high risks. Because the ‘base’ capacity of electric power is already at a deficit, and it is predicted that in the foreseeable future electricity consumption in Latvia will strongly increase. Thus, based on accurate technically economic calculations (rather than a ‘belief’ in the additional economic benefits of RES use), there is a need to maintain highly efficient cogeneration in Latvia, which is provided by the use of natural gas as a fuel in general use in cogeneration plants. It is possible to familiarize with a detailed justification of this approach, for example, at the Institute of Physical Energetics, as well as in studies carried out by JSC ‘Latvenergo’. At the same time we have to keep in mind that the electricity market in Latvia is open. Consequently, it is possible to argue that even from an elementary logic point of view, JSC ‘Latvenergo’ is interested in producing electricity, what can compete in the market of today (Meža nozares ieguldījums..., 2008; Energo Forums, 2011).

To evaluate the perspective (see the context of this word in the introduction of the study) use of fuel wood in district heating production in general use boiler houses and cogeneration plants in Latvia, it is necessary to identify projects predicting a wider use of fuel wood in substantial volumes (there is no considerable abandonment of fuel wood use in Latvia). The so-called ‘serious projects’, related to the development of new capacity for the fuel wood consumption in Latvia, are based on the engagement of co-financing from the European Union (hereinafter – EU) in structural funds, because without it these projects would cost too much (the ratio of investment and projected benefit). In particular, we have to advert here to the EU support programs that existed / still exist in Latvia, such as: the activity ‘Measures of increase the efficiency of district heat supply systems’ (hereinafter – ‘3.5.2.1. activity’) and the activity ‘Development of cogeneration power plants using renewable energy resources’ (hereinafter – ‘3.5.2.2. activity’) financed by the EU Cohesion fund.

Based on the publicly available information the agreements signed between the Investment and Development Agency of Latvia and EU structural fund beneficiaries, a summary of the projects, which are approved in the planning period of 2007 to 2013 within ‘3.5.2.1. activity’ and ‘3.5.2.2. activity’ was made. From the perspective of a new fuel wood consumption quantity development, this information is a focused representation of the major projects (planned heat load is 7 MW (megawatts) or greater) and is shown in Table 6.
The largest development projects for fuel wood consumption capacities with or in progress of receiving co-financing from the European Union’s structural fund in Latvia for 25 January 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project applicant</th>
<th>Project site</th>
<th>Planned project closure</th>
<th>Target capacity, MW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JSC ‘Rīgas siltums’</td>
<td>Tīraines street 5a, Rīga</td>
<td>03.2013.</td>
<td>Heating 22 Electric 4 Total 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSC ‘Rīgas siltums’</td>
<td>Kandavas street 16, Rīga</td>
<td>05.2013.</td>
<td>Heating 20 Electric 0 Total 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ltd. ‘Salaspils siltums’</td>
<td>Miera street 31a, Salaspils</td>
<td>05.1012.</td>
<td>Heating 7 Electric 0 Total 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ltd. ‘Tukuma siltums’</td>
<td>Asteru street 6, Tukums</td>
<td>11.2011.</td>
<td>Heating 10 Electric 0 Total 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ltd. ‘Fortum Jelgava’</td>
<td>Rūpniecības street 73, Jelgava</td>
<td>03.2013.</td>
<td>Heating 45 Electric 23 Total 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ltd. ‘Ventspils siltums’</td>
<td>Talsu street 69, Ventspils</td>
<td>07.2013.</td>
<td>Heating 20 Electric 0 Total 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ltd. ‘Enefit Power &amp; Heat Valka’</td>
<td>Rūjienas street 5, Valka</td>
<td>01.2013.</td>
<td>Heating 9 Electric 2 Total 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ltd. ‘Cēsu siltumtīkli’</td>
<td>Rūpniecības street 12, Cēsis</td>
<td>06.2013.</td>
<td>Heating 7* Electric 0 Total 7*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ltd. ‘Liepājas enerģija’</td>
<td>Kaju street 33, Liepāja</td>
<td>07.2013.</td>
<td>Heating 7.85 Electric 1.8 Total 9.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ltd. ‘Liepājas enerģija’</td>
<td>Kaju street 33, Liepāja</td>
<td>06.2013.</td>
<td>Heating 30 Electric 0 Total 30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Plus an economizer with 1 MW capacity.
Source: made by the authors on the basis of Noslēgtie līgumi, 2012.

After an evaluation of information in Table 6 even without additional comments, it is clear that the demand for fuel wood in the domestic market (mostly woodchips) in the next few years will increase significantly, as new (both large and not so large) consumers of fuel wood will be active. For example:
- Ltd. ‘Fortum Jelgava’ estimate, that the necessary amount of woodchips will be around 450 thou. solid m3 to ensure the operation of the biofuel cogeneration plant in Rūpniecības street 73 (Jelgava). In the context of Latvia this is a very high quantity;
- JSC ‘Rīgas siltums’ estimate that the necessary amount of woodchips will be around 151719 solid m3 to ensure the operation of ‘Ziepniekkalns’ (Rīga, Tīraines street 5a) biofuel cogeneration power unit. Likewise, this quantity is viewed as large in the context of Latvia (Noslēgtie līgumi, 2012).

Since there will be an additional volume of the fuel wood already consumed in Latvia, the provision of this amount could only be accomplished in three different ways or as a result of combining them:
- by increasing the production volumes of fuel wood in Latvia. The determining factor for such an eventuality to be truly realized, will be the increase of logging, because the raw materials of fuel wood are obtained at all stages of logging and woodworking as a by-product, rather than primary production;
- by shifting the fuel wood volumes meant for export to local markets. To truly realize such a possibility, local consumers in terms of discipline of solvency have to be able to compete with consumers outside Latvian borders. Or there is a need to create a more strict approach in the regulatory laws, promoting the use of the produced fuel wood for domestic purposes rather than export;
- by increasing the volume of imported fuel wood (in very small quantities, but a variety of fuel wood products are already being imported in Latvia, such as wood pellets from Belarus). Given that:
- parallel to the projects included in Table 6 within the ‘3.5.2.1. activity’ and ‘3.5.2.2. activity’, there is a development of other similar projects in Latvia, with the only exception that the installed heat loads will not be so large;
- except for the projects developing within ‘3.5.2.1. activity’ and ‘3.5.2.2. activity’, there are other similar projects developing in Latvia (these are funded from company’s assets and/or the use of Climate change financial instrument financing, and/or other provided financial instruments);
- Latvia is not the only country in Europe with large developing new projects for increasing used capacity of fuel wood.

It is possible to argue with a high probability that in the next few years in Latvia, rather than accomplishing one of the options mentioned above, but the combination of all options will occur.

Conclusions
1. If unexpected socio-economic developments do realize, raw wood material resources, required for the production of various types of fuel wood, in the foreseeable future in Latvia should be available at a quantity no less than they are today.
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2. In the structure of primary energy resources used for district heating production in Latvia in general use:
   - boiler houses fuel wood have achieved a stable share – more than 30%;
   - cogeneration plants fuel wood is used in very small amounts – less than 3%.

3. There is a great ‘potential’ for fuel wood use in both general use boiler houses and cogeneration plants in Latvia, with one difference, under the existing conditions in Latvia’s energy supply, this ‘potential’ in principle is only exploitable in general use boiler houses.

4. The consumption of fuel wood for district heating production in general use boiler houses and cogeneration plants in Latvia will increase significantly in the next few years; this increase will be especially ‘felt’ with the start of the 2013/14 heating season.
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Abstract
The Baltic Sea problems in context of erosion always have been very topical and since ancient times have been caused by uncontrollable and unpredictable natural factors (storms). These factors combine with the impact of human economic activities of the direct effect of factors - building offshore and aquatorium, deficit of sediment and marine dredging and growth of recreational tourism growth that promote load of coastal vegetation and dune relief. The identification of costs and benefits is significant step for evaluation of the impact of the Project and usefulness of the costs. The positive impact or benefits can occur at once, after a while or long term perspective. The economic evaluation techniques particularly cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness analysis for coastal protection in this case used for ascertain the most effective alternative. The sensitivity analysis was made for verifying impact of alternatives on taken solution. The aim of research is to verify the economic methods for application to coastal management in Latvia. The world’s coastal scientists believe that the future of coastal policy will become increasingly polarized and discussed; therefore, gradual implementation of the assessment process and development of socio-economic indicators is recommended.

Key words: Regional development, coastal erosion protection, costs and benefit analyses, environmental economics.

Introduction
Any sustainable economic development is based on effective site management and integrated regional development, including development of coastal regions. It is important to note that the total length of Latvian coastal area covers the third of the total borderline of the State (about 26%) and population already approaching 1 million people in 5-10 km wide coastal zone. Based on the monitoring data of the past century, the coast is washed up to 200 m. As a result, the Sea is dangerously approaching originally built villages, individual farms and cities (Eberhards et al., 2009).

The Baltic Sea problems in context of erosion always have been very topical and since ancient times have been caused by uncontrollable and unpredictable natural factors (storms). Over time this problem is getting more topical in particular because of the changes in natural processes, which more or less are connected with climate changes that influence the growth of storm force, rise of global water level, more intense wash out of sand, etc. These factors combine with the impact of human economic activities of the direct effect of factors - building offshore and aquatorium, deficit of sediment and marine dredging and growth of recreational tourism growth that promote load of coastal vegetation and dune relief (Lapinskus, 2010).

Despite the topicality of the problem, Latvia still lacks real estimate of the economic losses in the national economy resulted from erosion and also lack of policy regarding coastal erosion prevention.

As the process of environmental changes has become more intense both locally and globally, thus the risks for ecosystem resilience and integrity have become greater, particularly in coastal areas. Within the development of EU environmental protection and management policy there is an increasing need for economical evaluation of environmental ecosystems. The main driving force of economical evaluation is EU Water Framework Directive which is very important in introducing economic aspects in development of water protection and management policy. EU Water Framework Directive states that in case of loss protected areas compensation must take place on the principle of equivalence. For example, in decision – making process related to water protection the socio-economic conditions, including costs and benefits of political decisions and actions while estimating situations can be taken into account (Pakalniete et al., 2008).

The authors of article for estimating losses of coastal erosion propose to apply the method of cost-benefit analysis, mathematically calculating the benefits of economic activities and environmental aspects of coastal area and losses of coastal erosion.

Materials and Methods
For estimation of Latvia coastline it was necessary to define all coastal values and distribute them in calculation classes. It is done based on socio-economical indicators, analysis of Latvian coastline and developed methodology for estimating values.

To estimate coastal values, the methodology based on benefit transfer method (Wilson et al., 2006;
Martineza et al., 2007; Brenner et al., 2010), method of estimating market value and cadastral value of land were applied.

Costs – benefit analysis (CBA) is a quantitative method for evaluation of public projects. It is applied to determine:
- the best possible alternative;
- impact of the project on the region where it takes place
- risks of the Project and its financial and economic impact (Roebeling et al., 2011).

The identification of costs and benefits is a significant step for evaluation of the impact of the Project and usefulness of the costs. The positive impact or benefits can occur at once, after a while or in a long term perspective. This method is more often used for evaluation infrastructure or capital investment projects. In Figure 1, an application of CBA for return of investments of regional development projects that we consider to be also sustainable coastal protection is shown. The authors of the article follow CBA application scheme as follows:

Overall, the benefits of cost-benefit analysis can be classified as follows:
- tangible benefits - expressed in terms of money. For example, new working places, reduced for certain social groups;
- intangible benefits – difficult to express in terms of money, but they are often quantities in units of time, health, comfort, environmental or cultural factors. For example, successful implementation of public relation in long term provides positive effect on target groups and society in general;
- administrative benefits arise in a way of providing and improving state administrative functions, for example, merging two separate institutions, reducing costs, etc. (Turnera et al., 2007).

Results and Discussion

The economic evaluation techniques particularly cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness analysis for coastal protection in this case were used to ascertain the most effective alternative.

To determine costs and benefits of coastal erosion, the net present value for certain district where coastal protection is planned was estimated. It was estimated as follows:

\[ NPV = \sum_{t=0}^{T} \frac{L_t}{(1+r)^t} - \sum_{t=0}^{T} \frac{Z_t}{(1+r)^t} \]  

where \( Z \) – costs of coastal protection and value of land lost in process of coastal erosion. LVL
\( t \) – time period
\( r \) – discount rate
\( L \) – value of total land protected, LVL
The discount rate, labour, material and maintenance expenses were taken into account for 20-year time period.

Authors have approbated the developed methodology on an example of waste water treatment plants in Liepaja city. Authors were experts in EU co-financed Cohesion “Consulting services for coastal protection against erosion in Liepaja” from 2007 to 2009 (Brūniņa, 2011).

The Liepaja city waste water treatment plants (WWTP) are located on the coast of the Baltic Sea, about 7km to north of the city. There is a vast erosion along coastline where waste water treatment plants have been located, and it will threaten the operation of plants in the future.

About 15 years ago, „symbolic” coastal protection structures consisting of two walls of used tires based on wooden piles and steel wires were built. However, the strong storm in January, 1999 and January, 2005 and 2007 washed away most of these structures and washed out a significant section of the dunes behind them (Bethers et al., 2009).

Based on analysis of coastal processes and possible future development of this coastal zone, the problem of this kind as well as alternatives for protection of coast near existing treatment plants and construction of new treatment plants output into the Sea were defined.

In order to find the best as well as economically and technically justified solution where technical, maintenance, environmental protection and economic aspects were taken into account, more than 20 alternatives and sub-altatives were evaluated. As a result, three most appropriate alternatives were selected:

- Construction of 500 m long Jetty in the northern direction of waste water treatment plants combined with one-time initial beach nourishment in amount of 100000 m³ in WWTP area (1.9. alternative)
- Annual beach nourishment 100000 m³ year⁻¹ depositing at the zone in front of WWTP (3.4. alternative)
- Transfer of port dredged sand dump in front of Liepaja waste water treatment plants and regular beach nourishment with vessel (3.5. alternative).

In 2009, CBA was applied only for two alternatives – 1.9. and 3.4. Other alternatives were turned down as impossible for regional politics or technical – economical reasons (Bethers et al., 2009). It is important to emphasize that applied CBA does not include all impacts of project results, including loss of coastal land and environmental values.

Authors propose methodology for evaluating coastal erosion projects and have applied CBA for three alternatives, assuming that all future revenues are proportionally distributed in 50-year time period. According to European Commission guidelines for environment investment projects, the discount rate was assumed to be 5%.

The costs of 0 (status quo) alternative for Liepaja project is shown in Table 1.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimation</th>
<th>Prognosis of „0“ alternative for 50 years in prices of 2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>E</strong></td>
<td>Area m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>120000 (3.b-Zforts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>70000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>120000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Road – 150 m²; gabions– 8300 m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>30000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>60000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In total</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Cerated by the authors.

To compare alternatives, difference between obtained and lost coastal areas taking into account optimistic prognosis or minimal coastal erosion (shown in Table 2) was calculated.

To determine all the benefits for CBA calculations, the accumulated coastal area as the result of coastal protection in certain coastal zone near treatment plants

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The total balance, ha</th>
<th>„0“ alternative</th>
<th>1.9. Jetty</th>
<th>3.4. nourishment</th>
<th>3.5. nourishment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eroded areas - E</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accumulated areas - G</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Obtained/lost areas – T</strong></td>
<td>-40 ha</td>
<td>-43 ha</td>
<td>+19 ha</td>
<td>+36 ha</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Crated by the authors.
and eroded areas adjacent sections of the coast was estimated. The value of lost areas based on benefit transfer method, travel costs method and analysis of market price and cadastral values was estimated.

To estimate value of meadows, it is assumed that the 2.5 tons are produced from 1 ha and hay price is 250 LVL t⁻¹. Since there is no economic activity in coastal meadows, they can be considered as natural values, so benefit transfer method - 1.4 LVL m⁻² can be applied. To calculate private property, the cadastral value 10 LVL m⁻², average the size of one household 2500-3500 m² is taken.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternative</th>
<th>Jetty 1.9.</th>
<th>3.4. nourishment</th>
<th>3.5. nourishment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Gₑₑ</td>
<td>Eₑₑ</td>
<td>Gₑₑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A – dry meadows</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>370125</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F – pine forest</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>227370</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N – gray dune, Nature park “Medze”</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>80000</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P – 3 private household</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>122500</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I - road</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H – not viewed</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B – beach</td>
<td>350000</td>
<td>977495</td>
<td>875000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In total, LVL</td>
<td>350000</td>
<td>977495</td>
<td>875000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Created by the authors.

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternatives and variations to the various factors</th>
<th>Discount rate 3%</th>
<th>Discount rate 5%</th>
<th>Coefficient 2¹ at discount rate 3%</th>
<th>Coefficient 2 at discount rate 5%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jetty – average of income</td>
<td>728974,07</td>
<td>-1533637,58</td>
<td>10213618,08</td>
<td>5358771,57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jetty – income after 10 years</td>
<td>-1226436,89</td>
<td>-3457442,72</td>
<td>7078296,35</td>
<td>1514404,60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jetty – income after 20 years</td>
<td>-2153453,14</td>
<td>-4785008,22</td>
<td>4549247,10</td>
<td>-1138735,45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4. Nourishment – average of income</td>
<td>263357,37</td>
<td>353709,46</td>
<td>1015779,25</td>
<td>1266852,16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4. Nourishment – income after 10 years</td>
<td>-944749,66</td>
<td>-1568474,11</td>
<td>7022475,26</td>
<td>3405951,66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4. Nourishment – income after 20 years</td>
<td>-2209274,23</td>
<td>-2895044,11</td>
<td>4493426,12</td>
<td>752811,66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5. Nourishment of the elevated road – average of income</td>
<td>2678758,23</td>
<td>1470709,66</td>
<td>12213644,14</td>
<td>7631128,91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5. Nourishment of the elevated road – income after 10 years</td>
<td>1111097,23</td>
<td>-2713383,08</td>
<td>9078322,15</td>
<td>4522951,85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5. Nourishment of the elevated road – income after 20 years</td>
<td>-3280622,86</td>
<td>-1778043,92</td>
<td>6549273,01</td>
<td>1869811,85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5. Nourishment of vessel – average of income</td>
<td>3388928,40</td>
<td>2312872,67</td>
<td>9209482,01</td>
<td>8473291,92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5. Nourishment of vessel – income after 10 years</td>
<td>1821267,40</td>
<td>390689,09</td>
<td>9788492,32</td>
<td>5365114,86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5. Nourishment of vessel – income after 20 years</td>
<td>390689,09</td>
<td>-935880,91</td>
<td>7259443,19</td>
<td>2711974,86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Created by the authors.

¹ e Coefficient 2 is applied, construction of new WWTP
A cost benefit analysis shows that the most advantageous option is beach nourishment; shifting sand dump in front of Liepaja WWTP (3.5. nourishment of the vessel), and most disadvantageous version is Jetty building and beach nourishment from the coast. With the help of the CBA quantitative indicators were obtained, the effectiveness of alternative assessment sensitivity analysis was used.

The sensitivity analysis was made for verifying impact of alternatives on taken solution. Sensitivity analysis was carried out at different discount rates - 3, 5, 7, 10%, as well as the calculation of the repayment schedule of various revenue which will be recovered after 10 and 20 years. Also, the calculation was made to factor 2 (WWTP loss value is doubled) to be applied in case if Liepaja WWTP is completely washed during next 50 years, and it is necessary to construct a new WWTP at another location.

The sensitivity analysis shows that the lowest sensitivity at changes of discount rate and return of revenues has alternative of beach nourishment from port fairway, but the largest for alternative - construction of Jetty. It means that the alternative – jetty is the project with the smallest or most unstable viability.

Multi-criteria analysis is a method for assessing the effectiveness of alternatives taking into account several aspects, for each of them giving its own weight (Kļaviņa, 2005). The method is useful for defining the policy priorities in any field, but it can also be used as

**Table 5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Project Jetty alternative 1.9</th>
<th>Points</th>
<th>Level of significance</th>
<th>Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protection of socio-cultural values</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature landscape and heritage of generations</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saving of annual maintenance cost to local government or business budget</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing of administrative capacity of local municipalities, improvement of citizens’ knowledge</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversification of economic activities and sustainable management of coastal regions</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecological services of ecosystems</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive balance of land areas</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social justice</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal opportunities</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment protection</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>5.8 – significant impact</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Project Nourishment alternative 3.4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Points</th>
<th>Level of significance</th>
<th>Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protection of socio-cultural values</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature landscape and heritage of generations</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saving of annual maintenance cost to local government or business budget</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing of administrative capacity of local municipalities, improvement of citizens’ knowledge</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversification of economic activities and sustainable management of coastal regions</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecological services of ecosystems</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive balance of land areas</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social justice</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal opportunities</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment protection</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>10.4 – very significant impact</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Created by the authors.
a supplement of cost-benefit analysis in cases when it is important to consider such factors which cannot be evaluated in CBA, for example social justice. A pair comparison method for determining criteria for multi-criteria analysis was applied.

Although 3.5 alternative (nourishments from port fairway) shows the lowest sensitivity at changes of discount rate and is only positive at return of revenues after 10 years, alternative 1.9 (Jetty) shows the largest sensitivity at changes of discount rate and return of revenues after 20 years. To evaluate both project solutions (alternative 1.9 and 3.5), the multi-criteria analysis method (Table 5.) was used.

The multicriteria analysis shows of 4.6 points greater prevalence of implementation of nourishments alternative. The largest value of Jetty alternative is 1.8 points were for criteria of saving of annual maintenance cost to local government or business budget. Regarding nourishments alternative, two criteria exceed 1.8 - Protection of socio-cultural values (3.2) and Nature landscape and heritage of generations (2).

Conclusions

The losses due to coastal erosion in the time period of 50 years will reach 18,541,842.00 LVL in the area of Liepaja city. It is possible to conclude that in our example of Liepaja WWTP, building of jetty in 500m of length and 7 meters of depth had turned out as „lowest price” alternative against beach nourishment. Such a situation – selection of non-economical solution mainly was caused by a lack of common strategy and motivation to cooperate at a national, regional as well as local level. The analysis made by authors shows that in case Liepaja does not get state support for transfer port dredged sand dump closer to shallow water zone, more optimal is alternative 3.4. compared to Jetty alternative 1.9. There are less negative indicators of net present value; it is positive at discount rates 3% and 5% against Jetty, which have negative reduced value at discount rate 5%.

The world’s coastal scientists believe that the future of coastal policy will become increasingly polarized and discussed; therefore, gradual implementation of the assessment process and development of socio-economic indicators is recommended. The losses due to coastal erosion will increase if inappropriate protective measures are chosen. For example, in Liepaja city the land area of more than 40 ha would erode in case of jetty alternative, but if the alternative of nourishment was implemented, the accumulation of land would be from 19 to approximately 40 ha. This is a very problematic issue which is not properly considered by the Latvian government.

Initially, it is necessary to identify all areas where costs of coastal protection alternatives are not related to social justice, environmental protection or ethical considerations. In such cases, the costs will be related to loss of lower quality agricultural or forestry land, and the costs can be estimated by the CBA method.

We are considering that in cases when human factors, property rights, cultural heritage and nature conservation areas as cost-determining aspects of alternatives aspects are involved, the CBA results will not be crucial and it would be useful to apply other additional methods - sensitivity analysis and multi-criteria analysis. On the other hand, authors believe that in order to apply the above discussed methods, political documents on base of which acceptance or rejection of decision can take place are necessary.
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